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LBPIDOPTEEA.

Division IL—HETEROCERA.

Group 3. NOOTVINA.

Family 2. T R I F I D -ffi.

Genus 35. CELCEJNA.

Antennae ciliated in the male ; eyes naked, with small back

lashes ; thorax very thickly scaled and with small crests
;

abdomen slender in the male, hairy, sometimes with two or

three faint crests ; fore wings oblong, very blunt ; vein 5 of

the hind wings slender, straight, arising from near the

middle of the cross-bar. Female decidedly smaller.

We have but one species.

1. C. Haworthi, C^lH.—Expanse, male 1 to 1| inch,

female f inch. Fore wings chocolate-brown ; upper stigmata

and principal nervures white ; a pale band before the hind

margin ; hind wings smoky-brown.

Antennae of the male ciliated with a double row of tufts of

fine bristles, the longest projecting on each side like minute

pectinations, light brown
;
palpi short, broadly tufted, pale

purple-brown, apical joint distinct, black-brown tipped with

white ; head tufted, especially so between the antenuaj, purple-

brown ; collar large and conspicuous, paler purple-brown

edged with ashy-brown ; shoulder-lappets covered with long,

loose, dull brown scales ; remainder of thorax purple-brown
;
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i LEPIDOPTERA.

top or back crest, or both, sometimes noticeable though in-

conspicuous, often obliterated by the looseness of the long

scales ; fascicles dense, pale brown ; abdomen rather slender,

pale brown, with abundant, similar long scales on the basal

segments, and sometimes these drawn together into small

tufts or crests tipped with dark brown ; lateral and anal tufts

purple-brown. Fore wings blunt, oblong, of remarkably even

width; costal margin scarcely curved; apex bluntly angu-

lated; hind margin below it almost perpendicular, but bent

below the middle and rounded at the anal angle; dorsal

margin very straight ; colour purple-brown or dark chocolate

;

basal line faintly indicated by two small black curves bordered

with white, but partially obscured by a black basal cloudy

streak close under the median nervure ; below this is another

clouded black streak close to the base of the dorsal margin
;

first line very obscure and broken by the white nervures,

black, slenderly edged on the inner side with white ; second

line placed far beyond the middle of the wing, black, broken

by the nervures, edged outwardly with white, and followed

by a pale brown band clouded and shaded with white, espe-

cially upon the nervures ; subterminal line brownish-white,

slightly waved and indented, and edged inwardly with

chocolate clouds ; hind marginal space beyond it dashed or

shaded with black-brown ; orbicular stigma uncertain, usually

round or pear-shaped, white, edged with black, but some-

times hardly perceptible ; reniform stigma erect, rather

naiTOw, but very conspicuous, white, faintly clouded with

yellow-brown, and at its base united with the median

nervure ; this also is white from the base and conspicuously

forked in the same colour, which is often extended along two

of the small nervures and sometimes on more, through the hind

marginal space ; this last is edged with black lunules ; cilia

chocolate-brown, intersected with paler brown and divided at

the nervures by yellowish-white dashes ; on the costa is a

dull white cloud above each stigma, and beyond these three

pale yellow-brown dots. Hind wings rounded but with the
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hind inargiu very slightly sinuous; whitish-brown at tlu^

base, shadin(>- oil to dark smoky-brown behind ; cilia white or

yellowish-white, intersected by a smoky-brown line. Female

much smaller, with narrower fore wings, smaller hind wings,

simple antennas, and the abdomen decidedly stout but taper-

ing off to a pointed anal tuft ; otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-brown with a golden

gloss ; nervures rather thickened ; a black spot in the reni-

form stigma is surrounded by a smoky-white cloud ;
hind

wings also smoky-brown, rather paler at the base ; central

spot dusky-black. Body and leg-tufts pale purplish-brown
;

legs umbreous, barred with pale yellow.

Not usually very variable, except in the degree of white-

ness of the nervures, which sometimes is much obscured or

even obliterated. This in some instances extends to the

whiteness of the orbicular stigma. Such a specimen in

Dr. Mason's collection still bears Haworth's original label,

"Hibernica"; another, less uniformly dark, the label,

" lancea." There is a little difference also in the ground

colour, which sometimes is of a redder chocolate ; and in the

collection of Mr. Sydney Webb is a specimen of a pale grey,

but with the paler markings quite normal ; in that of Mr.

G. T. Porritt is one of a very rich purple-red, and another

extremely pale olive-brown.

A very distinct variation in size occurs, the few specimens

met with in the Norfolk fens being always considerably larger

than the ordinary moor-frequenting form.

On the wing in August and September.

Larva three-quarters of an inch long, moderately stout and

cylindrical except that the third and fourth segments are

thicker than the rest, and the larva tapers a little from thence

to each extremity ; head highly polished, pale reddish-brown
;

dorsal plate similar, margined in front with dark brown

;

anal plate similarly reddish-brown, flattened and depressed

in the middle but rather ridged behind ; mouth and ocelli
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dark browa ; body smooth purplish-brown ; undersurface

from the spiracles, and also the legs, paler ; a faint dorsal

paler line is visible chiefly at the edge of each segment

;

subdorsal line a little more distinct and paler ; raised dots

shining dark brown ; spiracles black ; hind ridge of the anal

plate and tips of the ventral prolegs dark ochreous brown.

(Condensed from Buckler.)

April to July, on Erio])liovwiii vaginatuni (Hare's tail

cotton-grass), feeding inside the stems just above the root-

stocks ; making a round hole in the side of the stem through

which the excrement is cast out. Mr. C. E. Stott states that

the young caterpillar when hatched in April at once enters

the young shoot of the cotton-grass, and is little given to

wandering.

Pupa half an inch long, moderately thick in proportion,

widest across the thorax, thence diminishing a little toward

the blunt and rounded anal extremity, which is furnished

with two sharp bristle-like spikes meeting near their points,

but has hardly any projecting cremaster ; wing-cases well

defined, not very projecting, smooth and shining, almost

devoid of sculpture ; on the dorsal and abdominal segments

the only sculpture is a very narrow band of minute pits on

the anterior margin of each ; colour red-brown, abdominal

segments rather paler. In a slight cocoon in the middle of

a shoot or tuft of the cotton-grass, or under stones on the

ground.

The male in its favourite moorland haunts is a very lively

creature, and flies briskly about among heather and cotton-

grass in the afternoon sunshine ; after a short flight, evidently

for its own pleasure, it settles on the tip of one of the long

leaves of the Erioplurrmn, and instantly runs down its under-

side to the ground, where it is quite concealed ; or when it

rests on the heather, taking the same course on the smallest

alarm. But its favourite time of flight is early dusk, and

then it dashes about in multitudes, and at the wildest speed.
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over the moors. But Mr. Stott lias recorded in the Biiti>^h

Naturalist that the moment a wild flying male passes n

tuft in which a female is concealed its flight becomes slow

and steady as it examines the tuft, and that l)y watching

such a tuft hundreds of males may easily be taken. I had on

one occasion a more singular experience than this : the

moths were in full flight and passing continually, when I

noticed that several were running over a small mound of earth

like an old ant-hill, covered with short grass and a few tufts

of Eriopliorum. These I secured, and other specimens at once

came, so kneeling down to box them easily, I found that the

fresh arrivals in their fatuous eagerness actually ran over my
hands while I was boxing their companions, so many as I

cared for. Yet no female was there, and though I dug up

and examined the tufts of cotton-grass, pulling them

thoroughly to pieces, and also dug up the turf, no pupa nor

pupa-skin, nor any indication of the presence of a female,

could be found, though without doubt some trace of its recent

presence must have been perceptible to the other sex. In

fact the only females which I obtained at all were those which

climbed up and hung upon blades of grass and of cotton-

grass, or sprigs of heather, earlier in the evening, before the

flight of the males. This species is readily attracted by

sugar placed on the trunks of pine-trees in its haunts, or on

the herbage ; it also frequents heather bloom, and the blos-

soms of ragwort and thistles, by day as well as by night, and

is strongly attracted by light. In the fens, where it is rare,

this last is the only method by which I have known it to be

obtained. Especially attached to the moors and mosses of

the North of England, and in many of them, in Staffordshire,

Lancashire, Cheshire, Yoi^kshire, Durham, Westmoreland,

Northumberland, and Cumberland, very abundant ; less com-

mon in Shropshire, Lincolnshire and Herefordshire ; rare in

Norfolk, occurring only in the fens ; also found at Whittlesea

Mere before it was drained ; and there is a record of the

capture of two specimens in Gloucestershire. The earliei^t
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notice of its occurrence in these Islands was l)y tlie late Mr.

J. C. Dale, who found it at Trundle Mere in the year 1819.

In all probability it is widely distributed in Wales, since it

is recorded in Glamorganshire in the south, and at Dolgelly

in the north. In Scotland found in all suitable places to the

Hebrides and the Shetland Isles, and on the mountains to

2000 feet above the sea level ; also in all those parts of

Ireland in which its favourite food-plant abounds. Abroad

it has a somewhat northern or mountain range—North of

France, Germany, Finland, Lapland, Livonia, and the Ural

Mountain district.

Genus 3(3. MIANA.

Antennae of the male ciliated ; eyes naked, with lashes at

the back ; thorax rather small, slightly crested at top and

back ; abdomen rather slender, with three to five crests, the

fourth usually the longest ; fore wings narrow and somewhat
pointed ; hind wings small, with vein 5 very slender and

curved at its origin. All small species, females in some cases

smaller than the males.

Larv^ smooth, short, very full, but tapering considerably

to the extremities ; living inside the stems of grasses.

PuP^ on or in the earth, or in the emptied grass-sheath.

Very difficult to tabulate from the extreme variability of

two of the species.

A. Thorax and abdomen moderately stoat and propor-

tionate.

B. Fore wings reddish-grey or purple-grey. M. litcrosa.

W-. Fore wings marbled with black-brown and white, or

else wholly black. M. strigilis.

A'^. Abdomen small in proportion to the thorax.

B'^. Fore wings dull red or ochreous-brown, with a central

band. M. fcsriunc/tla.
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A-\ Thorax and abdomen slender.

B*. Fore wings ample, sharply divided, brown and white,

or marbled with pale brown, or plain drab.

M. fvruncvla.

B'\ Fore wings small, smoky-brown or smoky-red, with

one faint, angnlated, pale band. M. captiuncula.

1. M. literosa, Ha v.—Expanse 1 inch. Fore wings

glossy pale rosy-purple or purple-grey, beyond the middle is a

broad, rather silvery-grey band, its inner edge straight ; hind

wings pale smoky-brown.

Antennas of the male simple, minutely ciliated, purple-

brown
;
palpi rather small, pale chocolate, the apical joint

rather small and porrected ; head tufted, purple-brown;

collar very pretty, purplish-white, with a slender, doubly-

arched, black transverse stripe above the middle, bordered on

the upper side with pale chocolate, and edged with white

;

remainder of the thorax purple-brown, the top crest distinct

and well divided, the back crest smaller ; fascicles yellowish-

white ; abdomen pale grey-brown, dusted with darker ; dorsal

crests very small but distinct on the three middle segments,

dark brown; lateral tufts inconspicuous; anal tuft rather

spreading, pale chocolate. Fore wings neatly squared ; costa

very nearly straight ; apex decidedly angulated ; hind margin

straight and very little oblique to below the middle, then

rounded off ; dorsal margin nearly straight ; colour dark

purple or reddish-purple, clouded with hoary-grey ; base pale

grey, faintly edged by a barely perceptible purple-brown,

double, curved basal line ; first line far from the base, dark

brown, double, enclosing a hoary stripe, formed into a broad

sweeping curve above the dorsal margin, and broadly preceded

by silvery-grey clouding ; second line removed from its usual

place, and apparently j^'i't'ccdinf/ the reniform stigma, appear-

ing as a black margin down the back of this stigma, continued

as a purple-black line almost straight to the dorsal margin
;

outside this line are two large faint silvery-grey blotches, in
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the upper of which the reniform stigma is raucli obscured
;

orbicular stigma rather compressed, oblique, silvery-grey

edged with black ; claviform stigma faintly indicated as a

cloudy black spot ; subterminal line hardly visible, merely a

paler reddish irregular thread in the purple-red area, but

outside it the hind-margiual region is dark purple-brown,

enclosing faint black dashes on the nervures ; cilia purplish-

brown, faintly dashed with paler. Hind wings pale smoky-
brown, more smoky-yellow toward the base ; cilia yellow at their

base, then clouded with smoky-ljrown and tipped with white.

Female stouter, anal tuft small ; otherwise closely similar.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-grey, with a silky

gloss ; nervures thickened and paler
; costal margin tinged

with purple. Hind wings dusky white, dusted along the costal

region, the nervures, and the hind margin with smoky-brown
;

cilia white, clouded with brown. Body, legs, and leg-tufts pale

drab, the latter tinged with purple ; tibi^dark purple-brown.
Very slightly variable in the general colour of the fore

wings, from purplish-red to purple-grey, and in the degree of

silvery-grey clouding. A specimen in the collection of Mr.
S. Stevens has these wings entirely dark purple, without any
paler clouding

; it was taken at Southend, Essex. In my own
cabinet is an old specimen—unfortunately not labelled—which
is strongly tinged with rusty-red, and has no pale clouding.

On the wing at the end of July and in August.

Larva about three-quarters of an inch long and slender in

proportion
; head small and globular, narrower than the

second segment
; body cylindrical and attenuated toward the

extremities
;
a horny plate each on the second and anal seg-

ments
; segmental divisions distinct ; skin tough and wiry,

giving the creature the look and feeling of a meal-worm.
Head shining dark brown; plates both wainscot-brown,
the dorsal edged with dark brown; general colour dingy
ochreous-yellow, with a clearly defined dark juirplish stripe
along the dorsal region, tin-ougli the centre of which runs
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the meclio-dorsal line of paler ground colour. There are no

perceptible sub-dorsal or spiracular lines ; spiracles very dis-

tinct, black ; ventral surface and prolegs uniformly ochreous-

yellow
; legs wainscot-brown. (G. T. Porritt.)

September to June on Carex glauca, Dactylis glomerata,

and other grasses, feeding inside the central culm or grass

stem, devouring the immature blossom and burrowing down

the heart of the plant to the base, after which it removes to

another stem. Also occasionally in flower stems of /m
fcetidissima, hollowing out the flower stalk to the bud, which

is also eaten out. Another reputed food plant is Elymus

arenarivs.

Pupa half an inch in length, stout in proportion, thorax

and wing-covers well developed ; tapering a little toward the

anal tip, which is furnished with two slightly diverging

points, and surrounded by four very minute curly-tipped

bristles ; colour dark chestnut-brown ; surface smooth and

shining. (W. Buckler.) In a thin silken cocoon in the eaten-

out bud or stem, or in any other convenient dried receptacle.

The moth conceals itself during the day, doubtless among
grass, and flies at rather late dusk, coming freely to sugar,

honeydew. and ragwort blossoms. Very partial to hills,

rocky places, and fields at the sea-side, and comparatively

scarce away from the coast. I find it recorded on the coasts

of Kent, Sussex, Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall, though not

in all cases abundantly, and inland, scarce in Berkshire and

very so on the hills of Surrey ; more plentiful on the coasts

of Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, and not scarce in the Norfolk

and Cambridgeshire Fens ; found also in Warwickshire,

Staffordshire, Derbyshire, Herefordshire, Gloucestershire,

Somerset, Cheshire, Lancashire, and Lincolnshire, and com-

monly in Yorkshire, Durham, Cumberland and Northumber-

land. It must surely occur in many parts of Wales, since T

found it in I*embrokeshire—yet only very locally, on a rough

piece of land at the top of a sea-cliff'. In Scotland it is found
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in Berwicksliire and Roxburghshire, and tlience through the

Clyde Valle}' ; also eastward to Moray, where it is common,

yet which seems to be its northern limit. In Ireland it

appears to be ver_y rare inland, but is certainly common on

the coasts of Dublin, Cork, Kerry, Louth, Sligo, Antrim,

Londonderry, and Donegal ; inland found more rarely in

Westmeath. Abroad it has a wide range—Northern France,

Holland, North and South Cermany, Livonia, Dalmatia, the

Ural Mountain district, Armenia, and the mountain regions

of Central Asia.

2, M. strigilis, Clcrch.—Expanse 1 inch. Fore wings

whitish-grey or whitish-brown, central band black or brown
;

both upper stigmata small and pale ; a white lunate blotch

near the anal angle ; hind wings smoky-brown.

Antenna^ of the male thick and rather short, minutely

notched and very faintly ciliated, dark brown
;
palpi rather

long, with prominent apical joint, outwardly black-brown,

very pale within ; head densely tufted, dusky white, but the

tufts tipped with dark brown ; collar similar, but more

plentifully dusted with brown and black ; remainder of thorax

black-brown, dusted with white or reddish-brown, crests

similar but obscure ; fascicles smoky-grey ; abdomen grey-

brown with a dorsal series of rather fugitive crests tipped

with black, one on each segment except the anal, but those

on the middle segments the largest ; lateral tufts very small

;

anal tuft spreading, but narrow at the base. Fore wings

short, narrow, rather broader behind ; costa almost straight

to near the apex, which is bluntly rounded ; hind margin

faintly crenulated, very little curved, but slightly bent below

the middle and hollowed just above the anal angle ; dorsal

margin straight ; colour some shade of whitish-grey, whitis^h-

brown, or purple-brown, marbled with darker ; basal line

indicated by a short angulated black streak from the costa
;

first line black, broken at the nervures and edged inwardly

with uhite; second line a graceful curved series of black
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crescents, the points of which run ont upon the nervnres i]i

minute black dots and streaks, through a broad stripe of the

pale ground colour ; that portion of the latter edging the

large curve toward the dorsal margin forming a sharply

marked white crescent above the anal angle ; subterminal

line ill-defined, dusky white, repeatedly angled, and edged
inwardly by light brown clouds, outwardly by a dark brown
band ; orbicular and reniform stigmata both small, and both

somewhat rounded, of the pale ground colour, ringed with

black ; claviform stigma a mere black loop ; the space between
the first and second lines, around the stigmata, forms a

broad central band of black-brown, red-brown, or grey-brown,

marbled above the middle with jjaler. but below having

usually a black horizontal bar, or a squared dark-brown or

black blotch ; on the costa toward the apex are three white

dots in a brown cloud ; extreme hind margin edged with

black lunules ; cilia pale brown, intersected with darker brown,

and dashed with dusky-white. Hind wings smoky-brown,
slightly paler at the base ; nervures a little darker ; cilia

white, clouded with brown. Female quite similar, hardly

smaller, abdomen stouter.

Underside pale smoky-grey ; nervures rather darker

;

beyond the middle is a darker transverse stripe, and near the

hind margin another. Hind wings whiter, with two narrow

curved transverse stripes beyond the middle. Body, legs,

and leg-tufts whitish-brown ; tibi^ dark brown.

Exceedingly variable, the more typical form here described

varies in the ground colour from greyish-white through

various shades of grey, grey-brown, whitish-brown, and pale

reddish-brown, even pale olive-brown or tinted with fulvous,

and has the described markings in various dark shades,

varying with the ground colour, or becoming at times even

dark purple-red. In other cases the ground colour assumes

dark brown and dark red-brown shades, the white wholly

obliterated, or the white crescent above the anal angle alone

remaining ; and the wings are then marbled with more mono-
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tonous shades of brown and red-brown, the central band is

but little darker or not so at all. But the most usual varia-

tion, and also the most striking, which seems to accompany

the type everywhere, except where it supersedes it, is deep

black—wholly so—or else the thorax and ground colour of

the fore wings smoky-black with a deep black central band
;

the stigmata often not visible. In all the forms the thorax

follows in colour the darker portion of the fore wings ;
and

the hind wings are darker or paler in unison. A large speci-

men of the typical colouring, in Mr. F. Norgate's possession,

has the markings grey-black, and of so bright a colour as almost

to appear blue, giving it a singular appearance. Various of

these forms were at one time named as distinct species—the

black, or smoky-black with blacker central baud = cethi(ypH ;

and a browner form with the white crescent above the anal

a-ngle = lairuncula ; but neither these nor the more modern

varietal names appear to be of any value, as having no definite

bounds nor accurate application, all the varieties being joined

together by intermediate shades.

On the wing in June and July.

Larva tolerably plump ; the head has the lobes rounded

and is smaller than the second segment ; body cylindrical,

tapering a little towards the head but attenuated considerably

towards the anal extremity ; skin semi-translucent, nearly

smooth ; has a tough appearance and is clothed with a few

minute hairs
;
ground colour dull purplish-brown ; head,

legs, dorsal and anal plates glossy pale-brown ; dorsal and

sub-dorsal stripes very distinct dull pale yellow ; there is also

an indication of another, much less distinct, pale line between

the subdorsal and spiracular regions ; there are no perceptible

spiracular lines ; spiracles large and very distinct, slightly

oblong or nearly round, intensely black ; ventral surface

uniformly dull pale yellow. (G. T. Porritt.)

Besides the form here described other individuals of this

larva are figured by Buckler, of a delicate pale green qv
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yellowish-green, with purplish-pink longitudinal lines and

the head pale green.

? to March and April on Dadijlis glomerata (cocks-foot

grass) and probably on other stout grasses, mining within

the stems—Mr. Porritt says head downwards—and also that

on damp evenings it will come out and sit on the tips of the

blades of the grass. A writer in the E)itoiiwlugists Weekly

Intelligencer^ 1861, stated that he had found several larvas of

this insect feeding in the unexpanded buds of a large Carcx^

but no indication is given of the species, nor any proof that

it was not a large grass in which they were observed.

Pupa undescribed.

The moth hides in the daytime, occasionally in a chink of

a fence, paling, post or wall, or under a coping, but usually

among grass on the ground. It flies at dusk and comes freely

to sugar, houeydew and any form of sweet. Very abundant

throughout England and Wales, the brighter forms predomi-

natine- in the southern counties, the black in the north and

also in the Cambridgeshire Fens. Common also in Scotland,

extending northward to Moray and West Ross, but not yet

noticed in the Islands. Apparently found in all parts of

Ireland, and in many of them abundant. Abroad it is met

with throughout the temperate portions of Northern Europe,

Central Europe, Northern Italy, Southern Russia, Armenia

and Asia Minor. Also certainly in some parts of North

America, since specimens were taken in Vancouver Island

by Mr. J. J. Walker, R.N.

3. M. fasciuncula, //rt?/;.—Expanse | 'inch. Fore wings

pale brick-red or terra-cotta colour with a deeper red central

band, outside which is an upright white curved streak from

the dorsal margin ; hind wings dark smoky-brown. Female

smaller, browner.

AntemiEe of the male rather short, simple, ciliated, choco-

late-brown
;
palpi small but broadly tufted, pale red-brown,
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apical joint a minute point ; head and thorax bright light

brick-red, both covered with long loose fluffy scales, those on

the rather robust thorax falling back so as to obscure the

small top crest, though that at the back is distinct ; fascicles

dusky-white ; abdomen short and blunt, rather slender, pale

purple-brown, with two or three exceedingly fugitive dorsal

crests of a darker colour, but which are scarcely ever visible

ill specimens which have flown much ; lateral and anal tufts

short, red-brown, the latter spreading. Fore wings short,

narrow at the base, broader behind ; costa hardly curved
;

apex decidedly angulated ; hind margin crenulated, almost

perpendicular to below the middle, where it is bent in, and

curved to the anal angle ; dorsal margin gracefully curved,

rather hollowed ; colour terra-cotta-red or pale brick-red

;

basal line hardly indicated ; first line erect, incomplete, con-

sisting of a dark red-brown cloudy spot on the costa and two

white curves, edged with dark red-brown, in the dorsal half;

second line gracefully and widely curved, commencing on

the dorsal margin as a slender erect white crescent edged at

the back with dark red-brown, continued in the upper portion

as a series of veiy obscure pale dots, or lost in the red

colouring ; outside the white crescent is a similarly curved

broad pale red cloud ; subterminal line a mere pale edging

to a rather darker red-brown hind-marginal stripe ; the

central band between the first and second lines is of a deeper

brick-red or red-brown, narrowed and sharply and gracefully

margined in its lower half; in its upper it includes the two

upper stigmata, most obscurely indicated in paler colouring
;

cilia concolorous, but with paler dashes. Hind wings rather

narrow, with the hind margin sinuous ; uniform dark smoky-

brown ;
cilia white, intersected by a smoky-brown line.

Female a little smaller, with the fore wings slightly narrower

and of a more yellow-brown colour, the central bar darker

brown, or purplish-brown, the stigmata both paler ; abdomen

very much stouter ; not very similar to the ordinary form of

the male.
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Underside of the fore wings light red-brown, dusted with

smoky-brown, especially on the basal half
;
just beyond the

discal cell is a very faint curved transverse smoky-brown

line, outside which the colour is paler but divided by another

smoky line. Hind wings similar in colour and dusting,

central spot smoky-black, followed by two slender brown

transverse lines ; hind margin edged with a browner line
;

cilia all light red-brown. Body, legs and leg-tufts pale

chocolate-red. In the female all the red-brown and chocolate-

red are replaced by pale urnbreous.

There is a constantly recurrent variety of the male, often

common, which bears a far greater resemblance to the female

—

of a pale brownish-drab or yellow-brown, clouded with dull

urnbreous, and having the central band of a very soft

umbreous, the markings normal except that the white edges

to the transverse lines are less distinct, and the stigmata

sometimes dusky-white. Intermediates occur much more

rarely. In all the colour of the thorax follows that of the

central band of the fore wings. In the North of Ireland and

in Scotland the red forms are sometimes brighter red and the

drab-brown rather darker, while some take a smoky tinge. A
specimen from Sutherlandshire, in Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher's

collection, has the central band of a rich purple-red, with

shading of the same on both base and apex of the wings. A
specimen entirely suffused with golden-yellow, through which

the darker markings are perceptible, adorns the collection of

Mr. S. Stevens.

On the wing at the end of May and in June.

Larva slender, cylindrical, though tapering from the third

segment to the head and a little from the eleventh to the end

of the thirteenth, the skin of tough consistence, finely and

conspicuously wrinkled transversely and rather glistening

;

head small, rather flattened, shining light brown, mouth

darker brown ; dorsal and anal plates light brown, shining

;

colour of the body a pale subdued flesh tint, rather inclining
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to greyish ochreous ; the dorsal stripe of a darker tint of the

same colour, well defined on each side by the pale ground

colour ; next a very broad stripe of pinkish-brown, followed

by a narrow stripe of the ground colour, faintly edged below

with pinkish-brown ; another narrow stripe of the pale

ground colour follows, and then a stripe composed of faint

freckles of pale pinkish-brown, beneath which are the black

spiracles ; on the sides of the second, third, and fourth

segments are rather large, brown, shining spots ; legs pinkish-

brown ;
prolegs tipped with light brown ; usual raised spots

brownish, but only visible through a strong lens. (W.

Buckler.) Unfortunately Mr. Buckler's figure was taken

in a different stage of the larva, and j)resents no indication

of the flesh-coloured stripes !

April to the beginning of May—but very probably from

the previous autumn—on Aira ccespitosa^ and doubtless other

grasses, feeding in the shoots, but apparently not entirely

within, since Mr. Buckler found it drawing together the green

blades with a little silk.

Pupa rather stout in proportion, head and thorax rounded

;

wing and limb-covers not sculptured, very smooth and glossy,

but the antenna covers thickened and prominent, and very

faintly cross-ribbed ; dorsal and abdominal segments smooth

and glossy, but with a narrow darker line at the edge of

each, and a very faint sprinkling of minute pits of sculpture,

hardly forming a band, at the anterior edges
;
general colour

mahogany-brown ; abdominal segments tapering, but the

anal segments rather]thick and rounded, almost bulging ; upon

it is a very short broad cremaster armed with two widely

recurved bristles, darker brown. In a light silken cocoon

under grass in the ground.

The male moth flies with great swiftness and vigour in

broad daylight, immediately after sunset on still warm after-

noons, the female at the same time sitting on grass blades

;

otherwise both hide among grass upon the ground during the
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day. The male also comes freely to sugar at dusk, to honey-

dew, ragwort bloom, and the flowers of hemlock (^Coniu7n

maculatum), Heracleum spliondylium, and other Umhelliferce.

So far as my own experience goes, the female does not appear

to be much tempted by these attractions. Often very plentiful

in damp meadows, the marshy borders of fens or rivers, and

moist woods. Apparently common in such suitable localities

all over the southern half of England, except perhaps Corn-

wall, where it is reported to be uncommon. Abundant at

the edges of fens in Norfolk, Suffolk, and Cambridgeshire,

and occurring, sometimes in more moderate numbers, through-

out the rest of England and Wales. Found also very generally

in suitable places in Scotland, abundantly in the woods of

Morayshire, and extending to the Hebrides and Shetland

Isles. Certainly found also in Ireland to Antrim and Armagh
;

probably, as Mr. Kane states, common in most parts of that

country, but his remarks are hampered by observations which

appear to refer to varieties of M. strigilis. Abroad the present

species seems to be very little known, its only recorded

localities so far as I can ascertain being France, Holland,

Jutland, and Portugal. It may have arisen from this circum-

stance, that it was mistaken, by even so great an authority as

M. Guence, for a variety of M. strigilis, and, as this error has

been more recently repeated, it may be well to point out the

distinctive characters of the two species—though to persons

having an intimate knowledge of them any such process will

seem superfluous. The thorax in M. fasciuncula is rather

stouter than in the other, and appears even more so from the

length and looseness of the scales with which it is covered,

while the abdomen—in the male especially—is much more

slender, shorter, and more obtusely terminated ; the fore wings,

instead of being rather long and rounded behind, as in strigilis,

are shorter, broad behind, and have the apex more decidedly

ang-ulated ; in them the central band is contracted below the

middle and very neatly edged with a hollow curve on each

side. It should also be noted that M. fasciuncula usually

VOL. V. B
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appears on the wing earlier than the other, som'^times two or

three weeks earlier. In addition to all this a very important

structural distinction has been pointed out by Mr. F. N.

Pierce, in that the forms and positions of the spines and

hooks of the harpes, and the shape of the uncus—both portions

of the anal armature of the male—differ greatly and are quite

constant and reliable.

4. M. furuncula, Tr.; bicoloria, Btmid. Cat.—Expanse

of male | to 1 inch, of female f inch. Fore wings pale-brown,

red-brown, purplish-brown, or pale umbreous to the middle,

thence with a sharplyperpendicular division, white or brownish-

white to near the hind margin ; or the outer half only paler

;

or the brown colour continued throughout ; or the whole

surface pale buff; hind wings pale smoky-brown. Thorax

and abdomen slender.

Antennse of the male simple, minutely ciliated, pale

brown
;
palpi narrowly tufted but rather porrected ;

whitish-

brown ; head light brown ; thorax slender, pale brown, drab

or whitish-brown, the collar faintly barred with darker

brown ; top crest obscure ; back crest formed into two

rather prominent tufts, tipped with deeper brown ; fascicles

small, white ; abdomen slender, smoky-brown, having minute

crests on the first five segments, those on the fourth and

fifth the largest ; lateral tufts small and compressed ; anal

tuft spreading, dark brown. Fore wings narrow at the

base, broader behind ; costa very gently curved ; apex bluntly

angulated ; hind margin oblique, gently curved, or even a

very little bent in the middle ; anal angle rather sharp

;

dorsal margin faintly hollowed ; colour pale brown or drab,

clouded or marbled with umbreous or reddish-brown ; basal

line faintly indicated by pairs of minute brown streaks ; first

line obscurely white, forming a lai'ge curve edged on each side

with brown or black from the dorsal margin to the median

nervure, thence far more obscure ; of the second line the base,

just beyond the middle of the dorsal margin, forms part of a
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sharp perpendicular line which divides the wings into halves

and passes between the stigmata, but the true remainder of

the second line, when visible, passes round outside the stigmata

in the usual manner as a faintly dotted brown line ;
sub-

terminal line when visible dusky-white or pale brown, waved

and roughly forming two broad crescents, edged inwardly

with very pale brown, but bordered outside by a long brown

cloudy stripe along the hind margin; the perpendicular line

between the stigmata very often divides the wing evenly into

two colours, brown to the middle, thence white or pale-brown

to near the hind margin ; orbicular stigma small, round,

brown, margined with darker; reniform stigma rarely per-

ceptible except from a black-brown line at its back, but

occasionally outlined with faint brown or white ; extreme

hind margin edged with minute black streaks ; cilia rather

long, pale brown, intersected with darker, and partially

dashed with the same. Hind wings rather short, brownish-

white, nervures slightly browner ; hind margin broadly shaded

with smoky-brown ; cilia yellow at the base, white at the tips,

the whole intersected by a brown line. Female much smaller,

usually pale brown with a general marbling of reddish-brown

or umbreous. and the reniform stigma outlined with white

;

body decidedly shorter, but only moderately stout, and with

a small pointed anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings brownish-drab, shading to

white along the dorsal region ; costa clouded with brown
;

cilia browm, broadly dashed with white. Hind wings yel-

lowish-white, dusted all over with brown ;
sometimes with a

faint indication of a darker central transverse line. Body

and legs brownish-drab.

It is difficult in this most variable species even to select

the form which may, from preponderance of numbers, be

considered typical, but that described above is usually

admitted as such. Yet a form which, instead of having

the colours of the fore wings equally divided, has them com-

pletely marbled with some shade of brown or reddish-brown
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is in many districts even more plentiful, and in this the per-

pendicular line is usually obliterated. Intermediate forms

retaining the division, but having the outer portion almost

any shade of brown paler than the inner, are not infrequent.

In some parts of the South Coast, and especially in the Isle

of Wio'ht, the brown of the basal half is invaded with white,

so as in some instances to leave a dai-ker central band and

even to furnish its lower half with a dark brown or black bar,

while in others the orbicular stigma and an oblique blotch

below it become white ; in all these the white outside the

perpendicular line has a chalky tint. In these localities the

female in some instances has similarly divided colouring.

In Berkshire and elsewhere inland the basal half is not

seldom of a rich purple-red or purple-brown, and the hind

marginal cloud similar or darker. But language altogether

fails to express the intermingling of all these variations.

One, however, stands broadly out from the rest in having the

fore wings unicolorous yellowish-drab, varying but little

darker or paler. This is a most remarkable form and has

repeatedly been mistaken for a distinct species—especially

when found, as in some parts of the Irish coast, in great

abundance and without admixture of the more typical forms.

Slightly intermediate specimens however do occur, though

rarely, either showing the central division, or more distinctly

the dark cloud of the hind margin. Various names have

been given to these forms, in the first place under the im-

pression that they formed distinct species, more recently as

varieties— one, rufuncida, often ascribed to this species,

belongs, I think, to the previous ; the rest, from our greater

knowledge of the intermediates, have lost all definite meaning

and seem to be of little value.

On the wing from July to September.

Larva, when two-thirds grown, three-quarters of an inch in

length, very smooth and shining, cylindrical and plump, but

tapering a little at both extremities; head very small and
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slightly flattened, dark reddish-brown ; there is a small pale

reddish-brown plate each on the second and anal segments
;

ground colour a yellowish flesh-tint, each segment barred by

three transverse bands, the widest in front, of dull mottled

reddish or dingy pink, very distinct on the back but paler

on the sides ; through them run the dorsal and subdorsal

stripes of a clear ground colour ; spiracles minute, black ;

legs dark brown, prolegs tipped with the same colour. As it

becomes full grown its markings fade away, until it appears

of a uniform yellowish-white with a dark grey pulsating vessel

showing through some of the anterior segments. (W. Buckler.)

April and May—but probably from the autumn—on

FcshLcaarmidinacca,Airaco:s2ntos(r^Arr]icnatJicruiiiavcnacxiLm,

and probably other coarse grasses growing in rough fields, feed-

ing within the grass-stems, eating all the internal substance

but avoiding the silicious skin.

Pupa undescribed, in a very slight yet strong silken

cocoon, spun within the hollowed sheath, or among dried grass-

leaves close to the ground.

The moth doubtless hides during the greater part of the

day among grass, but late in the afternoon the male flies

vigorously, and sometimes continues its flight till dusk, in

rough sandy or chalky fields near the sea, dashing about in

numbers, either headlong tritli the wind or tacking from

side to side against it, and producing a very lively appear-

ance. At this time the female sits quietly on the grass, and

sometimes assembles a numerous court around her. Mr. J

Gardner says : "I have seen a dozen or more males runniug

about the grass stems close to a newly-emerged female, with

the most reckless disregard to their own personal safet3\"

Both sexes fly after dusk and come sparingly to sugar on the

coast, also to the blossoms of grasses, sometimes in abund-

ance. I have even found them sitting at night upon the

leaves of tall reeds, to which they must have resorted from

the neighbouring fields. Not usually found in woods, nor
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cultivated ground nor meadows ; but in great abundance in

sandy or chalky fields near the sea, or elsewhere in rough fields,

and on hill sides, and railway embankments. Very abundant

in the Eastern Counties, especially near the sea, also in many

parts of the South Coast to Cornwall and the Scilly Isles, and

in the Isle of Wight \ but apparently absent from many more

inland districts. Found in Cambridgeshire, Worcestershire,

and Herefordshire, and more rarely in Staffordshire, War-

wickshire and Lincolnshire ; farther north it becomes rather

commoner in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Cheshire ;
abundant

in Durham and extending into Northumberland. Probably

also along the coast of South Wales, since it is rather com-

mon in Pembrokeshire. In Scotland much more local, but

found in Ayrshire, Renfrew, and elsewhere in the Clyde

district, and in those of the Solway and Tweed
;
probably in

such other suitable spots as occur near flat coasts, being found

even in the Orkneys. Local in Ireland, and scarce inland,

but found near the coast, sometimes abundantly, in the

Counties of Dublin, Wicklow, Kerry, Galway, Louth, Donegal

and Londonderry ; inland in Westmeath. Its range abroad

is wide—over the temperate portions of Northern Europe,

Central Europe, Northern Italy, Portugal, Southern Russia,

Armenia, and the mountainous regions of Central Asia.

5. M. captiuncula, Tv. ; expolita, Sfn.—Expanse § to

I inch. Fore wings black-brown or red-brown ; an obscure,

rather angulated paler band beyond the middle ; hind wings

black-brown. Almost, if not qiiite, our smallest native

Nodua.

Antennae of the male simple, minutely ciliated, dark brown
;

palpi small, loosely tufted, black-brown ; head and thorax

rather loosely scaled, dark smoky-brown, back crest minute,

tipped with black ; fascicles smoky-grey ; abdomen leaden-

brown with three rather tall dorsal crests ; lateral tufts

minute ; anal tuft loose, light brown or smoky-brown. Fore

wiugs very sliort, moderately broad behind, costa faintly
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curved and rather shouldered at the base ; apex bluntly

rounded, almost angulated ; hind margin very slightly curved

and but little oblique ; dorsal margin nearly straight ; colour

purplish-umbreous to the middle, beyond this paler reddish-

umbreous, base clouded with leaden-brown but showing no

basal line ; first line excessively obscure, curved, lead-black
;

second line wpparenthf perpendicular and crossing the wing

just before the reniform stigma, the dorsal half brown edged

outside with yellowish-white, the rest merely the edge of the

dark shade, but in some examples the true line is indicated

in the usual position outside the reniform by an obscure pale

curve ; subterminal line faintly indicated as a pale brown

cloudy thread, not angulated and very little curved ; area

beyond it minutely dusted with black ; upper stigmata

scarcely visible, though sometimes suggested by faintly paler

clouds ; costal margin clouded with darker brown, in which

is a faint dotting of paler ; extreme hind margin edged with

a black line ; cilia brown dashed with black. Hind wings

smooth dark smoky-grey without markings ; cilia greyish-

white. Female rather smaller, with narrower fore wings,

colour light purple-red ; first line rather more distinct and

edged with white ; second line, though not very oblique,

complete, yellowish-white and in the normal position, forming

an angle outside the reniform stigma ; the portion outside it

rather paler than the rest of the wing.

Underside of all the wings smoky-brown, with a distinct

bronzy tinge over the apical portion of the fore wings and

the costal half of the hind ; body and legs dark greyish-

brown.

Not very variable, but there is a tendency in the male to

the brighter purple-red colour of the female ; and in the

West of Ireland this is accentuated, so that all the specimens

from that district are of a much richer, brighter red colour. A
specimen from Durham, sent by Mr. J. E. Robson, has the

reniform stigma distinct, with white margins and a broadly

white second line ; another in Mr. S. Stevens' collection has
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a rich red central band and a white stripe on each side of it,

and is a great beauty ; and Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher has a

female with the second line not only broadly white but

strongly angulated.

On the wing at the end of June and till August.

Larva rather slender, but thickest at the thoracic segments
;

the segmental folds well defined, the subdividing wrinkles

deep on the third and fourth but moderate on other segments,

which are dimpled along the sides ; skin smooth but without

gloss; general colour dull ochreous with a reddish tinge; the

back is deeply tinged with dull purplish-red on the third to

the eighth segments, dorsal line only just discernible as a

pulsating vessel ; segmental folds pale ochreous; head reddish-

brown and shining, with dark-brown mouth and black ocelli

;

dorsal plate shining yellow-brown margined in front with

darker brown ; anal plate similar, rather pointed in front,

and with a little raised ridge behind ; legs and tips of

prolegs brown ; spiracles black ; on each side of the third and

fourth segments is a triangular group of three large yellow

horny spots ; the ordinary raised dots very minute, each with

a fine short bristly hair and a faintly paler ring round its base.

When newly hatched stoutest at the third segment,

whitish in colour, shining, with the head black, a dark plate

on the second segment ; the usual dots very small, but

distinct and dark in colour.

When half grown, before hybernation, the head, which is

smaller than the second segment, is flattened and wedge-

shaped toward the front, reddish-brown, mouth darker brown
;

dorsal plate shining, semitransparent, light orange-brown
;

colour of dorsal region similar, with an orange-ochreous dorsal

line and two short transverse bars about the middle of each

segment ; subdorsal line pale orange-ochreous ; sides and
undersurface light orange-brown ; from this arise faint curved

streaks intersecting the line above ; spiracles black. (A dapted
from Buckler.)
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August to June on Carcx glauca and other sedges, and also

(in confinement) on PItalaris arundinacca—but its ordinary

food plants are doubtless Cariccs—eating out the heart of the

plant and working its way down to the white portion close

to the root ; when one stem is hollowed out, i-emoving to

another. (J. Gardner.)

Pupa of the usual Nodva form, stout across the thorax,

the abdomen tapering and ending in two fine points ; colour

for a time very pale brown, afterwards dark brown ; its

surface shining. Subterranean, often only a short distance

beneath the surface, sometimes scarcely buried among vege-

table remains, slightly held together by a few threads of silk.

(W. Buckler.)

Of the moth, Mr. J. Gardner writes to me as follows: " It

is a day-flier—but no one has, as yet, proved that it is not

also a night-flier ; we used to think that it did not fly after

midday, but now know better. It begins to fly about noon,

and rarely continues much later than f o'clock p.m., but its

habit of flight is most erratic. You may go to the bank
where you know that it occurs, upon an apparently faultless

day, and wait for an hour without seeing a single specimen,

and then suddenly see them dashing about in all directions.

It is no easy matter to catch them, as they fly quickly and
are diflScult to follow, and are sure to disappear as suddenly
as they came. Then the best plan is to look upon the grass-

stems, where a few may be picked up. After a short time

they will as suddenly appear again for a short flight. If you
are so fortunate as to get near where a newly-emerged female
is sitting you may stand still and catch them as they come,
with unerring instinct, from all directions." This is so local

a species and its habits so little known, that I gladly avail

myself of my friend's personal knowledge. The late Mr. E.

Birchall wrote of it as seen in the West of Ireland. "Its

time of flight is about 4 p.m., but from its small size and
the rapidity of its movements it is extremely difficult to
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capture." Its favourite haunts seem to be rough fields,

grassy banks and hillsides, especially near the coast. The

late Mr. John Sang told me, long ago, that at Darlington it

was plentiful in one rough field, but that from change in

farming operations this field came to be mowed earlier than

usual, with the result that the moth totally disappeared from

it. Apparently more plentiful about Hartlepool, Black-

halls, Castle Eden, and elsewhere in Durham, than anywhere

else in England, but found also locally in Northumberland,

the north border of Lancashire, Whitbarrow, Westmoreland,

and once taken at Wharfdale, Yorks. Abundant near

Kilcolgan and in Merlin's Park, Galway, and in the County

Clare—all in the West of Ireland. In Scotland a single

specimen has been recorded as having been taken in Perth-

shire.

Abroad it has a considerable range—the mountains of

France, Sweden, Finland, Austria, Styria, Galicia, the Ural

Mountain district, and the mountain regions of Central Asia.

In all probability M. UioartiUi H.S., from Sicily, is only a

still brighter advance upon the Irish form of this species.

Genus 37. EREMOBIA.

Antennae notched, ciliated ; eyes naked, with large back

lashes ; thorax strongly crested at the back ; abdomen with

three to five long and slender crests ; fore wings somewhat

trigonate, hind margin expanded ; hind wings broad, vein 5

extremely slender, arising from below the middle of the

irossbar.

We have but a single species.

I.E. ochroleuca, Esi^.—Expanse 1] to If inch. Fore

wings fawn colour, marbled or barred with white ; a light

brown spot in the middle of the dorsal margin is broadly

edged with white ; hind wings pale brown, with a darker

brown border.
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Autennfe of the male notched with short pointed teeth,

which are tipped with fine bristles and thickly ciliated

;

palpi rather horizontal, broadly tufted to the tips, pale

brown ; head densely scaled, yellowish-white ; at the base

of each antenna is a small tuft of scales ; thorax fluffy,

pale yellow-brown ; collar and bases of the top and back

crests nearly white, the back one tipped with fulvous

;

shoulder lappets dotted with deeper brown, and edged with

yellowish-white ; fascicles white ; abdomen pale drab, abun-

dantly covered at the base with whiter hair-scales ; on the

dorsal ridge are four or five slender crests tipped with brown
;

lateral tufts spreading ; anal tuft not very large. Fore wings

of moderate breadth ; costa very straight ; apex bluntly

angulated ; hind margin gracefully curved and rather filled

out ; dorsal margin straight to near the base, then well

rounded in ; colour pale fawn or yellow-brown, shaded with

white ; basal line only suggested by a dark-brown dot

edged outwardly with white, situated at the base of the costa
;

first line broad, direct, yet repeatedly angulated, white and

conspicuous, partially edged outside with black atoms, the

portion nearest the costa forming a crescent, and followed at

a short distance by a similar crescent of black atoms, which

joins a central cloud of rich brown and black dusting across

the middle of the wing ; this is broken above the dorsal margin

by a white bar, which unites the first and second lines ; the

latter line is white, curved, but formed into a series of white

crescents, with rather long points, and spread into white

clouds ; subterminal line cloudy white, waved and irregular,

but with a faint central white W, which is short and obscure;

the space between this and the second line is crossed by a

single black streak ; orbicular stigma very small, round,

yellow-brown, edged with black-brown ; the space closely

following it also partially edged with black ; reniform stigma

very large, white, shaded with yellow-brown, and coalescing

with the second line—indeed it has no definite margin—clavi-

iorm stigma edged or clouded with black atoms ; on the costa
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before the apex are three white dots ; cilia yellowish-white,

faintly barred with brown and black lines of atoms arising

from marginal black crescents. Hind wings rounded, pale

brown or whitish-brown toward the base, and the hinder

area occupied by a broad, ill-defined, smoky-brown band,

bounded by a straight central whiter stripe; cilia white,

tinged with brown. Female very similar, but with the

antennae quite simple.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-brown ;
along the

costa whiter, and with two white dots toward the apex;

beyond the middle the nervures are tinged with black, and

the intermediate spaces with golden-brown ; cilia white.

Hind wings yellowish-white, very faintly dusted with brown
;

central spot extrem.ely small, dark brown ; beyond it are two

slender golden-brown transverse stripes, the second close to

the hind margin ; cilia white. Body, legs, and leg-tufts

yellowish-white ; front tibife brown, barred with white.

Rather variable in the tone of colour, especially of the

central darker broken stripe—from ochreous to fawn colour

and darker shades of yellow-brown or reddish-brown—occa-

sionally also the central bar is not broken, the white connec-

tion between the first and second line being obliterated. Mr.

R. Adkiu has a specimen in which this central bar is par-

tially obliterated, but along the space of the first line is a

broad smeared dull-brown stripe, the portion beyond the

second line also forming a smeared umbreous stripe.

On the wing at the end of July and in August.

Larva cylindrical, of moderate and uniform stoutness

throughout ; head equal in breadth, the lobes rounded and

full ; legs and prolegs well developed. Head polished pale

green, with an obscure black streak across the mouth ; body

glossy, bright but opaque whitish-green ; dorsal stripe broad,

nearly white ; subdorsal stripe similar, but slightly narrower
;

between this and the spiracles the ground colour is a little

deeper, and bordered along the spiracles by a narrow stripe
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of deep, full green ;
snbspiracular inflated stripe whitish

;

undersurface and legs faintly darker green than the back
;

folds of the segmental divisions apparently white ;
spiracles

black ; usual raised dots also black, those on the back smaller

than the rest, but all distinctly visible, and each furnished

with a fine white hair; anterior legs spotted with black.

(W. Buckler.)

May, June, and the beginning of July ; but I can find no

indication of the time at which the egg is hatched. On the

seeds in the panicle of Dactijlis glomerata and other grasses,

Triticum and Avcna for instance. Mr. W. Holland also

appears to have reared it from larvae found feeding on mullein

( Verhascum).

Pupa shining red-brown. Not further described. In the

earth.

The moth sits often in the daytime upon composite flowers,

such as thistle, knapweed, and teazle. It is rather partial

to the greater knapweed (Centaurea scahiosa), and sometimes

sits on the underside of the involucrum, where the scales

beneath the blossom so accurately resemble the moth that it

is well concealed. Occasionally in very hot weather it is

seen to fly in the sunshine, but in dull weather it often

sits on the upper leaves or hides on the ground among the

lower leaves of plants. At night it frequents the flowers

already named and also the ragwort, and has been taken

on the flower spikes of marram-grass (AmmopMla arundi-

nacca. It also comes willingly to light and to sugar. Its

principal haunts are chalk hills and the edges of cornfields

in chalk districts ; but it occurs more sparingly on sandy

coasts. Sometimes found rather commonly in Kent and

Sussex, and in smaller numbers in Devon, Dorset, Somerset,

Gloucestershire, Berks, Oxfordshire, Bucks, Essex; rather

widely distributed over the chalky districts of Herts, Cambs,

Suffolk and Norfolk ; and has been taken, though very rarely,

in Warwickshire and Yorkshire. In Wales the only capture
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known to me is of a single specimen on the Pembrokeshire

coast ; and I find no record in Scotland or Ireland. Abroad

it is found over the greater portion of Central Europe, Italy,

South Sweden, Livonia, Northern Turkey, Southern Eussia,

and some parts of Asia Minor.

Genus 38. DIPTERYGIA.

Antenna? short, naked ; eyes naked, but with lashes at the

back ; thorax very strongly crested at the back
;
abdomen

with three or four small crests ; fore wings broad with the

hind margin expanded but deeply emarginate just above the

anal angle ; hind wings broad, vein 5-curved, arising below

the middle of the cross-bar.

We have but one species.

1. D. pinastri, L. ; scabriuscula, Siavd. Cat.—Expanse

11 inch. Fore wings black with a brown mark like the

extended wing of a bird at the anal angle; hind wings smoky-

brown.

Antenna? of the male thick, naked, dark brown with a

metallic gloss at the back, light brown in front
;
palpi thick,

moderately tufted, black-brown, third joint short, porrected,

tipped with white ; head densely covered with black-brown

scales and with a small tuft at the base of each antenna
;

collar black-brown, black at the margin; shoulder lappets

also black, but edged with whitish-brown ;
rest of thorax

pale purplish-brown and strongly contrasted, also triply

crested, the top crest deeply divided, a smaller pair of tufts

close behind, and the back crest closed together in a dense

tuft, all three dusted and tipped with darker brown ;
fascicles

brownish-white ;
abdomen dull ashy-brown, embellished with

six dorsal crests, the third considerably the largest, and all

tipped with dark purple-brown ;
lateral and anal tufts small.

Fore wings very broad and blunt ; costa shghtly arched
;
apex

bluntly rounded; hind margin nearly perpendicular, crenu-

lated and very full, but below the middle bent, and the
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hollows between the crenulatlous deeply scooped out close

above the anal angle, which is consequently rather sharp

;

dorsal margin straight ; colour deep black-brown, more brown

behind ; basal line only indicated by an oblique deeper black

streak at the base of the costa ; first line only visible under

a lens, slender, deep black, forming very long hair-like lines

with angles between the nervures, that which lies nearest the

dorsal margin extending to and joining the second line ; down

the space inside this angle runs a deeper black line from the

base of the wing ; second line deep black, formed into long

sweeping curves, slenderly edged in its upper portion with

pale brown, but in the dorsal half sharply edging the black

area and followed by a curiously shaped pale-brown blotch

which is constricted in the middle and also streaked with

white, and bears a fanciful resemblance in shape to the

shoulder and extended wing of one of the wading birds

(hence its common name, " Bird's-wing ") ; from this a similarly

coloured stripe runs along the dorsal margin to the base
;

subterminal line scarcely indicated, but a brown-black blotch

lies outside the " bird's-wing "' at the anal angle ; in the black-

brown area above it are several deep black lines running into

the hind margin, and parallel with them one or two pale-brown

or grey-brown clouds or cloudy streaks ; on the costa are

several minute yellow-brown dots ; cilia black-brown with

a pale-brown dash on each crenulation. Hind wings rounded,

pale brown with a golden gloss ; nervures darker brown ; cilia

crenulated, whitish-brown dashed with darker. Female accu-

rately similar.

Underside of fore wings smoky-brown with a golden gloss

;

dorsal margin iridescent-green ; a pale-brown streak ' lies

at the apex, and there are pale dashes in the cilia. Hind

wings whitish-brown abundantly dusted with umbreous, espe-

cially along the costal margin and apex ; central spot smoky-

black ; beyond it is a faint smoky-brown transverse stripe.

Body aiid legs pale smoky-brown ; front tibige black, barred

with white.
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Usually very constant in colour and markings, but I have

seen a female specimen, captured by Mr. Percy Richards,

which has the fore wings extraordinarily broad and the " bird's-

wing " mark much more of a red-brown than usual.

On the wing at the end of May and through June, also

occasionally and rarely as a second generation in August or

September.

Lakva nearly cylindrical, but very slightly thickest at the

tenth and eleventh segments and tapering smaller toward the

head; anal segment very thick and blunt. Head rather

small, the lobes rounded, shining brown streaked with black;

a shining greenish-black plate on the second segment ;
dorsal

region of the body red-brown dotted with yellow and black

;

dorsal line slender, white, edged on both sides with black,

and continued through a black bar streaked with white

which occupies the third segment, and also through the

dorsal plate, which it neatly divides ; subdorsal stripe

black-brown, followed by two similar parallel stripes ;
spira-

cular stripe broad, yellow ;
undersurface and legs blackish-

brown.

July and August on dock, sorrel, and Pohjfjomim, feeding

at night and hiding under leaves on the ground in the day-

time.

Pupa finely sculptured with minute pits, shining brown.

Subterranean ; in tRis condition through the winter.

The moth comes readily to sugar and occasionally to light.

It inhabits open woods and well-timbered country, but is

rather local; common in Surrey, Hants, Middlesex, Berk-

shire, and Oxfordshire, but apparently scarce in some parts

of Kent, though common in others ;
also said to be scarce

in Sussex and Dorset, though in them it must have

favoured localities. Rare in Devon and not recorded in

Cornwall, but found locally in Somerset, Gloucestershire,

Herefordshire and Worcestershire; and much more rarely
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in Cheshire and Lancashire ; also widely distributed in the

Eastern Counties to Norfolk, but I can find no record of

its existence in the Midland or North-Eastern Counties.

In Cumberland it is found in one wood, and in Scotland

Dr. White records its occurrence in Aberdeenshire and

Moray only. I find no record in Wales, though it must

exist in the south-eastern districts ; and am not satisfied

that it has not any home in Ireland. Abroad its range is

very wide—all the temperate regions of Northern Europe,

Central Europe, the Northern portions of Italy and Turkey,

Southern Russia, Armenia, Canada, the Northern, Eastern,

and Central United States, Colorado, and Texas ; and in a

rather larger and more obscurely coloured form (cnliginosa,

Walk.) in Northern China and Japan.

Genus o9. HYPPA.

Antennas pectinated; eyes naked, having long lashes at

the back ; thorax rather flattened, crested at the top and

back ; abdomen with three to six crests, the third the largest

;

fore wings elongated, rather ovate ; hind wings broad ; vein 5

much curved, arising from considerably below the middle of

the cross-bar.

We have but a single species.

1. H. rectilinea, Usp.—Expanse 1| inch. Fore wings

ashy-grey ; a black streak from the base, and a broad tawny

central band, edged near the anal angle by a white spot

;

hind wings brownish-white.

Antennae of the male pectinated with short thick curved

teeth, and ciliated with abundant minute bristles, light

brown
;
palpi short, densely tufted, pale brown, shaded with

purple-brown, third joint minute ; head densely covered with

raised purple-brown and white scales, and having small tufts

at the bases of the antennee ; collar purplish-white, with a

dark purple-brown central bar ; shoulder-lappets purple-

VOL. V. c
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brown, edged with white ; remainder of tliorax white or

greyish-white, faintly streaked with brown ; top and back-

crests short and rather flattened, tipped with purple-brown
;

fascicles white : abdomen pale brown, tinged with brighter

brown and purple ; on the dorsal ridge are from three to six

oblique smoky-brown crests, the second and third the largest

and tipped with black ; lateral and anal tufts rather spreading,

tinged with purple-brown. Fore wings long, rather ovate
;

costa gently curved ; apex angulated ; hind margin very

oblique, and curved with a full sweep round the anal angle
;

dorsal margin also slightly rounded ;
colour ashy-grey,

clouded with purple-brown ; from below the middle of the

base arises a straight, deep black longitudinal streak, usually

connected, by black clouding, with another similar streak lying

along the dorsal margin ; basal line only indicated by a faint

black dot on the costa ; first line broadly angulated and very

oblique, black ; second line also oblique, black, edged out-

wardly with white from the dorsal margin to the middle,

thence only indicated by an ashy-white edging ; the space

between these two lines broadly and richly clouded with

chocolate-brown, intensified toward the dorsal margin, near

to which is a deep black longitudinal bar uniting the two

lines ;
subterminal line silvery-white, most distinct in the

dorsal half of the wing, angulated and enclosed between

black and chocolate clouding, but in the middle formed into

a white V, which is placed between two nervures, sharply

edged with white, and also enclosing a short black streak

;

above this are three rather longer black streaks placed upon

nervures, leaning toward the apes of the wing, and enclosed

in purple-brown clouds ; orbicular and reniform stigmata

only faintly perceptible, grey-brown, slenderly ringed with

black
;
just outside the second line and close to the anal

ano-le the white edging is expanded into a conspicuous white

spot, outside which is a chocolate-black cloud ; cilia pale

brown, regularly dashed with white. Hind wings not very

broad and rather shortened toward the anal angle ; whitish-
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brown, shading- gradually to dark smoky-brown toward the

hind margin
; nervures rather darker, and a darker transverse

stripe lies across the middle of the wing ; cilia dusky-white,

intersected by a pale brown line, and strongly dashed with

clear white. Female with simple antenna3 and stouter body,

otherwise quite similar.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-brown to beyond
the reniform stigma, which is smoky-black ; beyond this

much tinged with glossy purple ; hind wings very similar,

but with a smok}--black central spot, and the purple clouding

edged inwardly by a central cloudy-brown stripe. Body and
legs dull brown with a purple tinge ; tibite black, barred with

pale yellow.

There is local variation in the colouring of this species,

specimens from the east of Scotland having the chocolate-

brown band and clouding less bright and more shaded with

slate-grey. In the collection of the late Mr. H. Doubleday,
at Bethnal Green, are specimens (unfortunately not labelled)

which show scarcely any of the red-brown colouring, their

ground colour being greyish-white, the clouding darker grey,

and the central band olive-brown. Occasionally the space

around the reniform stigma is conspicuously pale, forming

a large rounded grey section scooped out of the broad red-

brown band. On the other hand, a specimen in the collection

of Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher is banded with very rich dark

brown; while others have the central band broken up by
white clouds.

On the wing at the end of May and in June ; sometimes
in July further north.

Larva cylindrical, twelfth segment slightly raised,

thirteenth sloping off to the anal prolegs, which project

backward ; head rounded, highly polished, shining dark

hazel-brown ; body velvety dark brown with a purple shade

on the sides, or else with an ochreous tint on the same portion,

and irrorated with pale purple ; dorsal line threadlike, faintly
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white ; subdorsal lines shaded above with ochreous and com-

posed of a series of broad, slightly oblique black dashes, also

emitting a grey shade to the dorsal line on each segment, so

as to form an indistinct prostrate V, the apex behind ; usual

dots whitish or yellowish, most distinct along the subdorsal

line ; on the twelfth segment is an ochreous blotch, containing

a black spot on the subdorsal line ; spiracular line broad,

ochreous, conspicuously so at each extremity, but tinged with

reddish-purple in the middle ; undersurface pale purple

;

spiracles white or pale ochreous ; legs and prolegs dull pink

or reddish-brown. (C. Fenn.) Mr. Buckler says that the

colour varies from rich dark brown to chestnut, ochreous, and

orange-browns ; and that the yellow spiracular stripe is pale

ochreous or cream colour, blending off in the middle to grey-

brown ; also that " the sides of these velvety-looking creatures

are clothed with an excessively fine and soft pubescence,

which more or less includes the ventral prolegs, and assumes

the most delicate tints of bright azure, according to the angle

of reflected light in which they are seen."

July to September or October, on sallow, bramble, rasp-

berry, violet, knotgrass and bearberry (Arhithis uva-ursi),

becoming at this time quite full-fed, then forming a slight

hybernaculum of semi-transparent silk, covered with rubbish,

on the surface of the ground or in some other convenient

spot, and remaining coiled therein till March or April, by

which time it has shrunk considerably in size ; but though it

quits its hybernaculum it does not feed at that time but retires

to the earth for pupation, which takes place early in May.

l^urA rather elongate ; anal extremity blunt, with a small

hooked bristle. Very deep purple ; incisions paler. In a

slight cocoon of silk and sand or rubbish on the surface of

the ground or immediately beneath. (C. Fenn.)

A northern species, principally frequenting woods, but

rather uncertain—sometimes moderately common in one

year and hardly to be found for the next two or three.
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Usually taken at sugar. Formerly found near Sheffield

and Huddersfield, but it seems to have forsaken these

Yorkshire localities. One specimen has been recorded

at Trafford, near IMauchester, by Mr. Joseph Chappell, and

Mr. Hodg-kinson put upon record the finding of a larva on

wild balsam in Westmoreland. In Cumberland it certainly

occurs, though rarely, but its home in these islands is in.

Scotland. Even in the south of that country—as in

Jioxburghshire—it is rare, but in some years common in.

Perthshire, and generally distributed in woods and on hills in

Aberdeenshire, Inverness-shire, Ross-shire, Moray. Argyle,.

and Sutherland. At Moncrieffe Hill. Perthshire, as stated

by Sir Thomas Moncrieffe, it did not make its appearance

until 1870. In Ireland it is recorded from Kerry and

Galway, but is extremely local.

Abroad its range is very wide, extending over Northern

Europe, the hills of the greater portion of Central Europe,^

Piedmont, the Ural Mountain district. Eastern Siberia, and

the mountain regions of Central Asia. Moreover, a form

known as j://linoidrs, of the same size, shape, and markings,,

but of a more unicolorous grey tint, is found in North

America, from Canada to Virginia, and westward through the

Central United States, but seems to have no reliable dis-

tinctive character. It is, however, found on the wing from

May to September, though whether in one or two generations

does not appear.

Genus 40. CLOANTHA.

Antennae short, stout, ciliated ; eyes naked, lashes at the

back short and thick ; thorax furnished with a long com-

pressed back crest ; abdomen with two rather long oblique

crests ; fore wings narrow, pointed ; hind margin strongly

crenulated ; hind wings rather small ; vein 5 curved ;
cross-

bar hardly perceptible.

We have but one species.
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1. C. perspicillaris, Z.; polyodon, 8tam}. Cat.—Ex-

pause 1^ inch. Fore wings pale yellow, with numerous

longitudinal purple stripes, and similar angulated dashes

from the hind margin ; reniform stigma conspicuous, other

ordinary markings absent ; hind wings whitish-brown.

Antenna^ of the male rather stout, simple, minutely

ciliated, light brown : palpi broadly tufted but pointed,

chocolate brown ; apical joint short ; head pale purple-

brown, with a conspicuous transverse bar of erect rich

chocolate-coloured scales across the face, and another

between the antenua3 ; collar ashy-white, slenderly barred

with pale purple-brown and edged with deep purple

;

shoulder-lappets uplifted, ashy-white edged with pale

purple ; remainder of thorax purplish-white with the small

top. and conspicuous back, crest purj^le-brown ; fascicles

white ; abdomen pale purplish-brown, much covered with

long white scales, and having down the dorsal ridge a deep

chocolate stripe in which are placed a large and conspicuous

crest on the basal segment, and very small ones on the two

or three following, all of a deep chocolate colour ; lateral

tufts purplish white : anal tuft fulvous. Fore wings narrow
;

costa a little arched at the shoulder, thence hardly curved
;

apex bluntly angulated ; hind margin very strongh" crenu-

lated, moderately oblique, hollowed close above the anal

angle : dorsal margin gracefully curved ; colour pale yel-

lowish-drab, largely obscured by purple clouding which is

formed into longitudinal stripes : there is no indication of

any of the usual transverse lines nor of the orbicular stigma
;

a long and very slender black streak from the middle of the

base lies below the median nervure and is shaded on the

underside with purple ; below this on the dorsal margin is

a more cloudy black streak shaded in a similar manner ; a

long purple cloud lies along the costal margin almost from

base to apex, and in the middle throws off a broad cloud

toward the anal angle, which, however, is partially interrupted

by the very large reniform stigma, of a pale yellow, shaded
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with cloudy brown lines, preceded by a broad black wedge

and margined below with a black line ; this last at one-half

the height of the outer edge of the stigma curves suddenly

outward and edges a streak of the ground colour which

runs into the cilia ; above and also below this are two

flame-shaped dashes of the same, edged with black, sharply

pointed, and running through a broad purple hind-marginal

band, which they cut completely up ; cilia long, pale yellow-

brown, intersected by two slender black lines, and the whole

cut through at intervals by the long pale points. Hind

wings small with sinuous hind margin ; white at the base,

clouded with pale smoky-brown beyond the middle ; nervures

darker ; extreme margin edged with a dark brown line ; cilia

pale yellow, white at the tips. Female rather stouter, the

fore wings very slightly broader and more deeply coloured,

otherwise quite similar.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-brown with

geminated white streaks along the hind margin, the apex

broadly clouded with purple and the costal margin ashy-

white. Hind wings white, clouded along the costal region,

and broadly striped before the hind margin, with pale purple
;

central spot small, smoky-black. Body and legs purple-brown.

On the wing in June and July.

Larva cherry-brown sprinkled with dots bearing fine

hairs ; upon the back are three pale longitudinal lines,

among which on each segment are placed, somewhat obliquely,

four black-brown streaks ; spiracular stripe broad, yellow

;

spiracles white edged with black ; head brown.

July and August on Hjjpericum (St. John's wort), hiding

in the day time upon the ground. (Dr. Hofmann.)

Pupa shining chestnut brown, under the surface of the

earth. (Hofmann.)

This is one of our rarest species, and scarcely anything is

known of its habits in these islands. The first specimen
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recorded was taken by the late Mr. C. J. Paget, of Yarmoutli,

Norfolk, in 1839. He stated that it was obtained in his

garden in that town in the month of June, and that when
first observed it had but just emerged from the chrysalis, as

its wings were not expanded, and it was sitting upon a

wooden fence which partl}^ surrounded the garden. So far

as I can ascertain, the next specimen was secured at Ashford,

H.iuts, by the Rev. W. H. Hawker, when a young lad. He
found it in a spider's web and placed it in his collection as

an " Antler " moth (Cliaroas f/raminis), and did not for some

years realise what a prize was in his possession. In 1855

this specimen was exhibited, under its true name, at a meeting

of the Entomological Society of Loudon. In the year 1892

two specimens occurred. One was taken by Lieutenant

(now Captain) E. W. Browne at sugar at Folkstone, Kent

;

the other by Dr. E. W. Carlier at a gas-lamp in the out-

skirts of Norwich. I know of no other records in England.

There is a beautiful specimen in the collection of Mr. S. J.

Capper at Huyton Park, Liverpool, which he secured at the

sale of Mr. Waring's collection. This may possibly be Mr.

Paget's original example, but unfortunately no record was

preserved, and it is not certainly known what became of that

specimen. The Hon. R. E. Dillon distinctly states that he

took a specimen at sugar at Clonbrock, Calway, upon the

same tree upon which he had previously secured a specimen

of Lcucanca cviranca ; and this statement and the identity of

the specimen are confirmed by ]\Ir. Kane.

Abroad it has a wide range through Central Europe, the

temperate portions of Northern Europe, North Italy, the

Ural Mountain district, Tartary, China, and the mountainous

regions of Central Asia.

Genus 41. TRACHiEA.

Antenna3 ciliated, eyes naked, with small lashes at the

back ; thorax crested at both top and back ; abdomen fur-
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nished with four or five oblique crests ; fore wings broad,

especially so behind ; hind wings moderately ample, vein 5

arising below the middle of the cross-bar, curved and

moderately stout, but becoming slender and weak toward

the hind margin.

We have but one species, which also is the only one found

in Europe, but several handsome and closely allied species

occur in India, Japan, Jamaica, and North America.

1. T. atriplicis, />.—Expanse U to If inch. Fore

wings blackish-brown marbled with green and pale purple

;

in the middle is an oblique white blotch, and before the

hind margin a widely augulated pale line ; hind wings pale

brown.

Antenna of the male simple, very minutely ciliated, dark

brown; palpi small, narrowly tufted, purple-brown, apical

joint prominent ; head strongly tufted and having a deep

channel across the face, above which is a strong tuit at the

base of each antenna and another between them, dark brown

with a green tinge ; thorax broad, robust, and very densely

covered with dark brown scales; collar faintly barred with

pale green or dusky white ;
shoulder lappets dusted with the

same and having a green dash down the middle ; top crest

short, back crest large and prominent, both dark brown,

barred and tipped with pale green ; fascicles short, brownish

-

white ; abdomen dull smoky-brown, with dorsal crests on

several segments, those on the second and third conspicuous,

all dark brown; lateral tufts small, anal tuft narrow and

flattened. Fore wings broad; costa rather curved, more

strongly so toward the apex, which is bluntly rounded

;

hind margin crenulated, curved but very full and hardly

oblique except close to the anal angle ; dorsal margin straight

to near the base, where it curves in ; colour black-brown,

marbled with bright green and pale greyish-purple ; at the

extreme base are two green or white spots edged with black
;

basal line black, abbreviated, and broken into two curved
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streaks which are edged inside with green, outside with

Avhite ; first line rather oblique, broken into a series of thick

black streaks, edged by a purple-grey stripe ; second line

curved and oblique, formed into a full series of thick black

crescents bordered outwardly by a faint purple-grey stripe

;

subterminal line white, often tinged in its upper portion

with light green, strongly angulated above the anal angle of

the wing, and there edged inwardly by a large green blotch,

and often just above this by another ; orbicular stigma tri-

angular, smoky-green, edged with white and with black;

reniform stigma very large, green clouded with black, en-

closing a white line, also edged at the back with greenish

white ; space below these stigmata clouded with purple-grey

and black ; immediately below them is a singularly shaped

oblique white, pinkish-white, or yellowish-white blotch, sharply

edged with black on each side and attaining the second line,

but sometimes faintly tinged with purple or light red ; costal

region clouded either with green or purple-grey, and spotted

Avith small black clouds to the reniform stigma, thence dotted

with white ; extreme hind margin edged with black lunules
;

cilia pale purj)le-brown, intersected and tipped with black,

also broken by purplish-white lines down the nervures.

Hind wings whitish-brown at the base, shading off to dark

smoky-brown along the hind marginal region ; nervures near

the base darker
; cilia yellowish-white intersected by a brown

line and tipped with white. Female rather larger and

stouter, the fore wings broader behind, usually more strongly

clouded with light green, otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings dark smoky-brown with a

small white dash below the middle and others toward the

apex of the costa. Hind wings white, dusted with brown,

and broadly banded with dark smoky-brown toward the

hind margin ; central spot black. Body and legs dull

brown
; tibiae dark brown barred with white.

Not very variable, though there is some diversity in the

extent of the green blotches and the pale margin of the
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reniform stigma, but unfortunately the brighter colours

gradually fade, the green becomes yellow, the purple shades

less distinct, and the central blotch yellower, so that the

most perfectly coloured specimen becomes in a few years

of quite different appearance. On the wing in June.

Larva stout, nearly cylindrical, slightly humped upon the

twelfth segment, thirteenth tapering down to the prolegs,

which are rather extended backwards ; first three segments

also tapering a little; head rather small, rounded, shining

chestnut ; body varying in colour—red-brown, clay-colour,

umbreous or grey-brown, abundantly sprinkled with darkly-

edged white dots ; dorsal line black, regularly dotted with

white ; subdorsal lines hardly represented, except by an

irregular series of the white dots ; spiracular stripe very

broad and conspicuous, yellow marbled with fulvous, spiracles

white, edged with black ; undersurface of the colour of the

dorsal region ; legs pale chestnut
;
prolegs spotted at the

sides with black.

Hofmann says that when younger the ground colour is

sometimes green.

July and August on goosefoot {Atrvplcx), dock, knot-grass,

and persicaria ; feeding at night.

Pupa short and thick, anal segment very bluntly rounded

;

crem aster short and broad, the two bristles extremely delicate,

short, curled outwards ; wing and limb-covers abundantly

and closely covered with sculpture of minute incised lines,

rendering the surface dull ; head-cover and back of thorax

also roughened with minute pitting ; abdominal segments

glossy, but sparingly dotted with similar pits, except along

their hinder margins; colour chestnut brown; cremaster black-

brown. In a strong tough cocoon of silk, earth, and small

stones, underground. In this condition through the winter.

The moth flies at dusk and comes willingly to sugar.

There is no record of its capture in the daytime with us.

It is one of our most local species and uncertain in its
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appearances, being sometimes apparently absent for years

from its favourite haunts. These are mainly in Cambridge-

shire—the meadows around Wicken Fen, Waterbeach,

Chippenham, along the banks of the Cam near Cambridge,

near Chatteris, and rarely near Wisbech. In Norfolk the

Eev. H. Williams used to take it, singly, every year in the

meadows near his house at Croxton, Thetford ; Mr. Atmore
has once secured a specimen near King's Lynn, and casual

specimens have been taken elsewhere in the county and

also very rarely in Suffolk. At one time it was pretty

common round Holme Fen, and indeed there is every

probability that before the drainage of the Bedford Level the

range of the species in this country was far more extended.

One specimen which was taken in June I860 by the late

Mr, Howard Yaughan in Bishop's Wood, Hampstead, close

to Loudon, must surely have been a wanderer from some
more distant locality. I know of no instance of its occur-

rence elsewhere in these islands. Abroad it has a very wide
range and is sometimes excessively abundant. There is a

record (by Herr 8tange) in the neighbourhood of Halle,

Germaoy, of the movement of its larvte in masses, crossing

a road from one field to another, '• occupying a space of

twenty paces in width and being thirty-six hours in transit "
!

It appears to be found throughout Central Europe, in South

Sweden, Italy, Corsica, Livonia, Northern Turkey, Armenia,
Asia Minor, India. Japan (where it is abundant and of rather

a large size, receiving the name of gnmia), and in North
America and Jamaica.

(Prodenia littoralis, i;.—This is a very pretty species

with narrow pointed fore wings, which are brown, with

the nervures and hind margin streaked with ochreous, and
have a broad, oblique, pale ochreous stripe from the costa,

crossing the orbicular stigma, and meeting a more dusky
broad stripe from the apex. Hind wings exquisitely deli-

cate, semi-transparent silky white. It inhabits sandy districts
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on the jNTecliterranean coasts and tliroughout the tropical and

sub-tropical regions of Asia and Africa, in the latter continent

extending- well into Cape Colony. The only reasons for

mentioning it here are that a specimen in the collection of

Mr, Sydney Webb was taken by Mr, C. S. Gregson in a fruit

Avarehouse at Liverpool, and that others are reported to have

been reared in this country fi'om larvte feeding in imported

tomatoes.)

Genus 42. TRIGONOPHORA.

AntennfB tufted ; eyes naked, with small back lashes

;

collar erect ; conspicuously crested at top, flatly at the back
;

abdomen with one or two small crests ; fore wings trigonate,

pointed, broad behind ; hind margin crenulated ; hind wings

small, rounded, vein 5 slender, arising from decidedly below

the middle of the cross-bar.

We have but a single species.

1. T. empyrea, Huh. ; flammea, Staud. Cat.—Expanse

1| to 2 inches. Fore wings pale purple, with three large

elongated black markings in the middle area, the outermost

divided by the reuiform stigma, which is very large, pale

yellow and hatchet-shaped ; hind wings smoky-brown.

Antennae of the male notched to beyond the middle like a

saw, every notch crowned by a tuft of minute bristles, giving

that portion a slightly pectinated appearance, apical portion

simple, the whole pale brown in front, dark brown at the

back
;
palpi short, broadly and loosely tufted, dark purple-

brown, apical joint short and thick ; head densely tufted,

but with a channel across the front, below which the colour

is dark purple-brown, above light chocolate tipped with

dusky white ; collar pale purple at the base, purple-grey

above, the two colours divided by a black bar ; shoulder-

lappets purple-slate ; rest of the thorax pale purple, top

and back crests united and forming two parallel ridges of
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raised scales of a pale chocolate colour, having between thera

a deep depression or channel ; fascicles smoky-white ; abdo-

men light purplish-brown, the basal part covered with long

smoky-white scales which partially obscure one or two dorsal

purple crests ; lateral tufts pale purple ; anal tuft purplish-

fulvous. Fore wings trigonate, narrow at the base, rather

broad behind ; costa very gently curved ; apex bluntly

rounded ; hind margin oblique, creuulated, faintly curved

but bent below the middle ; dorsal margin unusually

straight, strongly ciliated and rather rolled up ; colour

glossy pale purple or brownish-purple ; basal line double,

black, once angulated ; below it on the base of the dorsal

margin is a tuft of white scales, and from this, lying parallel

with the same margin, a large deep black streak of a narrow

wedge-shape ; first line double, black, interrupted at the

nervures, straight except near the dorsal margin, where it

forms a wide angle ; second line obscure, purple-black,

oblique and straight to outside the reniform stigma, where

it forms a sharp angle ; subterminal line an obscure in-

complete series of small dusky yellow clouds lying very

near the hind margin and shaded on each side with dusky

brown ; orbicular stigma round, of the ground colour, but

centred with golden brown and slenderly ringed with black
;

reniform stigma very large and conspicuous, erect, oblong

and much squared at the corners, but at its lower inner

angle produced into a pointed yellow streak on the median

nervure ; colour pale yellow and enclosing two yellow-brown

central lines ; on each side of it is a large clouded black

blotch, the outer one also rather extended below it ; claviform

stigma very large, broadly rounded, filled with black and

connected at its tip with a black blotch touching the second

line ; middle portion of the costa sjjotted alternately with

small clouds of black and yellow, and having beyond three

yellow dots ; dorsal margin occupied by a conspicuous yellow-

white longitudinal stripe ; extreme hind margin edged with

black crescents ; cilia purple, intersected by a brown line.
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Hind wings pale smoky-brown, ]Daler at the base, nervures

brown ; costal region iridescent greenish-golden ; central

spot a large smoky-brown crescent; hind margin strongly

crenulated, edged by a brown undulating line ; cilia yellowish-

white, intersected by a broad undulating pale brown line.

Female stouter, with simple antenn£e, otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings brilliantly iridescent at the

base and broadly so along the dorsal margin ;
costa and hinder

half of the wing dusted with purple-red. Hind wings dusky

white, abundantly dusted with purple-red over the costal

reoion and hinder area; central spot large, lunate, black.

Body and legs purplish-brown ; tibiie purple-black barred

with yellow.

Apparently not variable.

On the wing at the end of September and in October.

Larva cylindrical but tapering a little to the head, which

is rounded, horn colour with darker stripes down the face
;

body sienna-brown, between the longitudinal lines sprinkled

with white dots ringed with brown, and mostly placed in

threes triangularly; down the back is a series of obscure

darker brown diamonds, one on each segment, through which

passes a slender paler dorsal line; subdorsal lines obscure,

double, undulating, darker brown ; sides below them rather

deep brown ; spiracles white or yellowish-white ringed with

black-brown; uudersurface lighter brown; legs yellowish-

brown
;
prolegs similar but with a dark brown streak across

the feet; but this is absent from the anal prolegs, which,

moreover, are slightly extended back and form a rather

sloping anal segment. Or of a soft velvety green with paler

o-reen head, the white dots surrounded with rather darker

green, the longitudinal lines whitish green, apparently little

or no trace of the dark dorsal diamonds or of the dark shade

down the sides ; but undersurface and legs also green. When

young all are light green.

December to April on Banunculus repens, It. bulbosus, R.
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ficaria, and other low-growing plants, but Mr. W. E. Nichol-

son states that when full grown in April his larva? refused

low plants but readily devoured young buds of ash. Another

observer found that at this time privet was selected.

Pupa apparently undescribed.

The moth does not seem to have been taken in this

country in the daytime. At dusk it is readily attracted

bv sugar and ivy-bloom. When at rest its fore wings do

not fold down so as to form a deep channel, as is the case

with some of its allies. In this country it is one of our most

local species, apparently confined to chalky slopes and the

marshy ground at their base, within a few miles of the South

Coast of England. The first record of the occLu-rence of the

insect in this country was by Mr. J. N. Winter, of the Sussex

County Hospital, who had, with a friend, in October 1855,

taken five specimens at sugar near Brighton. The following

year a good many were secured near Brighton, Lewes, and

Shoreham, and in 1857 many more; but this abundance was

not permanent. Other localities were found near jSTewhaven,

Arundel, Battle, and Bramber, all in Sussex ; but Mr. J. H. A.

Tenner now informs me that the insect seems to have dis-

appeared from the Lewes district, and that he does not know

of its capture elsewhere for several years. It is most earnestly

to be hoped that it has not been exterminated by the eager-

ness of collectors. I know of no other locality in these

Islands. Abroad it is a Southern species, found in Central

and Southern France, Italy, Corsica, Spain and Dalmatia.

Genus 43. EUPLEXIA.

Anteunge ciliated ; eyes naked, with short back lashes
;

thorax furnished with a small top-crest and a large one at

the back ; abdomen with two or three distinct crests ; fore

wings rather short, broad behind, in repose deflected and

deeply channelled ; hind margin crenulated ; hind wings
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rather ample, vein 5 slender, curved, arising below the

middle of the cross-bar.

This genus includes many species in India and elsewhere,

but we have only one.

1. E. lucipara, L.—Expanse 1| to If inch. Fore wings

pale purple-brown ; central band and hind margin velvety

black-brown ; reniform stigma large, lunate, pale yellow ;:

hind wings whitish-brown.

Antennfe of the male simple, minutely ciliated, dark

brown
;
palpi curved up, loosely tufted, purple-brown ; head

and thorax densely covered with deep purple-brown scales

;

top crest small ; back crest very large and conspicuous,

triple, each tip folded, dark chocolate ; fascicles dirty white
;

abdomen glistening pale purplish-brown ; dorsal ridge of the

second segment ornamented with a graceful crest of tall

erect dark chocolate scales thickened towards their tips

;

sometimes small crests arise from another or perhaps two

more segments, but these are obscure and almost prostrate

;

lateral tufts spreading, pointed, conspicuous, dark chocolate

;

anal tuft broad, fan-like, with three points, purple-black.

Fore wings rather short ; costa gently curved ; apex bluntly

rounded ; hind margin regularly curved and crenulated

;

dorsal margin faintly hollowed ; colour purple-brown

clouded with darker and shaded with pale fulvous ; basal

line deep black, broken into short streaks, the lower of these

curved, and pointed outwardly, first line oblique, deep black,

nearly straight but with a curve close to each margin ; second

line conspicuously black to the base of the reniform stigma,

above that very obscure ; subterminal line faintly brownish,

mainly indicated by a margin, on each side, of obscure pale

smoky-brown clouds ; orbicular stigma large, open on its

upper side and dark purple-grey to the costa, edged otherwise

with black ; reniform stigma conspicuous but ill-defined out-

Avardly, pale yellow, clouded with pale fulvous and edged

on the side toward the base with black ; the whole central

VOL. V. D
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space between the first and second lines, except these two

stigmata, is filled in with velvety black, flushed with purple-red

or deep red-brown, and forms a conspicuous central baud
;

outside the reniform stigma is a light purple cloud in the band

of ground colour ; hind marginal region broadly clouded with

deep dark purple-brown ; costa spotted with black at the

origin of each line, beyond the second faintly dotted with

pale yellow ; extreme hind margin edged with a yellow-

brown line; cilia purple-brown dashed with darker. Hind

wings pale smoky-brown shading to white at the base, but

the costal region broadly iridescent; above the anal angle

are two faintly whiter partial transverse stripes—very

obscure ; cilia smoky golden-brown. Female extremely

similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-umbreous, dorsal

region iridescent; reniform stigma pale yellow. Hind

wings dusky white with a golden gloss, dusted all over,

except at the base, with brown ; central spot small, smoky-

brown, followed by a slender obscure similar transverse

stripe. Body pale golden-brown ; legs purplish-brown ; tibiie

dark bi'own, barred with white.

Hardly variable except a little in the depth of colouring.

The position of this insect when at rest is curious, the fore

wings being folded very closely down to the body and to the

middle, sloping down, then longitudinally deeply channelled,

the costal portion curving up and then bending down again

so that the subcostal region forms a long ridge outside the

deep channel ; the anal angle being raised to a point in

unison with the long erect dorsal and thoracic crests.

On the wing in June and July, and occasionally, in far

smaller numbers, as a partial second generation, in September

and October.

Larva stout, posterior segments swollen, anal segment

almost truncate ; head small, shining glassy-green ; mouth

dirty white, edged with brown ; colour either light velvety-
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green or purplish-brown, minutely reticulated with grey
;

incisions of the segments yellowish when the larva is con-
tracted

;
dorsal and subdorsal lines darker but hardly

perceptible, and there is an ill-defined row of oblique grey
streaks pointing backward on each side of the dorsal fine,
but not meeting

; spiracular line conspicuous, white, shading
off above

;
spiracles black

; usual raised dots white, and there
are two clearly indicated white spots on the apex of the
twelfth segment

; the black spiracles on that segment also
well marked. (C. Fenn.) A variety figured by ^\x. Buckler
is of a bright chestnut colour with a broad well-defined
spiracular stripe.

August and September on ferns and low plants generally,
also on sallow, birch, and other bushes

; feeding "at nightj
concealing itself under leaves or stones on the ground'' by
day.

Pupa of the usual form, rather stout and with the hinder
edges of the wing-covers much swollen, limb and antenna-
cases but faintly expressed ; whole surface very glossy, but
the wing-covers faintly sculptured, and the anterior edges of
the segments more decidedly so. Colour uniform sh'iniug
red-brown. Anal segment very decidedly rounded off;
cremaster minute but armed with a pair of rather long and
slightly hooked bristles which almost twist together. ^In a
rather firm cocoon of earth bound together and lined with
silk, under the surface of the ground. In this condition
through the winter.

The moth from the crumpled look of its wings when at
rest, and the projecting tufts on its abdomen and thorax,
looks wonderfully like a shrivelled dead leaf, and sometimes,'
confiding in this resemblance, sits on the upper side of a
leaf of ivy, or some other plant, with head pushed closely down
to the petiole

;
and thus will deceive any but the keenest

observer. Usually, however, it seems to sit in the daytime
in thick bushes and among herbage near the ground. At
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dusk it flies rather gently and comes freely to sugar, lioney-

dew, and the blossoms of privet. Although specially attached

to woods and well-timbered districts, it is perfectly at home

in gardens and shrubberies, even in the suburbs of London,

being quite common in my own garden. Very plentiful in

the South of England, and to be found in moderate numbers

throughout the country and Wales, in some parts abundantly.

This also is the case in Scotland, where it is abundant in

Koss-shire and Moray and generally distributed to Argyle

and the Orkneys. Possibly it has increased in numbers in

recent years, since Sir Thomas MoncriefFe records that it was

not noticed at Moncrieffe Hill till 1 873, but after this increased

annually in numbers. In Ireland it seems to be generally

common. Abroad it has a very wide range ; the temperate

portions of Northern Europe, Central Europe, Italy, Southern

Eussia, Armenia, Eastern Siberia, the mountainous regions

of Central Asia ; in Japan rather darker in colour
;
in India

slightly larger and with the markings toward the base of

the fore wings rather more distinct ; then called semifascia,

Walker. Also in Canada and throughout the United States^

probably in two generations, since it is on the wing from May

or June till August.

Genus 44. PHLOGOPHORA.

Antennae ciliated ; eyes naked, with short prostrate back

lashes ; collar apparently triple, very erect ; thorax with a

very large back crest; abdomen with three conspicuous

crests; fore wings much elongated and with a very long,

oblique, scalloped and excavated hind margin ;
vein 5 of hind

wings extremely faint, arising just below the middle of the

cross-bar.

We have only one species.

1. P. meticulosa, L.—Expanse If to 2 inches. Fore

wings long, with the hind margin broadly excavated, pale

pinkish brown ; the whole middle area occujoied by a broad
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velvety olive-brown or red-brown triangle ; hind wings

brownish white.

Antennas simple, ciliated to the middle in minute tufts,

light brown
;
palpi short, broadly tufted, pale drab tinged

outwardly with fulvous, apical joint minute ; head drab, a

small tuft of scales at the base of each antenna, and a raised

ridge-like tuft between them ; thorax drab dusted with pale

purple-brown ; collar very large, four times slenderly barred

with purple-brown ; top crest small, narrow, tipped with

red-brown, pushed forward so as rather to divide the collar
;

back crest very large, and divided into two beautifully

hollowed and angulated tufts, fulvous behind ; fascicles

large and broad, pure white ; abdomen very light purple-

brown ; the basal segments amply covered with long white

hair-scales, from amidst which arise two, prettily folded, pale

purplish-brown dorsal crests; lateral tufts spreading; anal

tuft rather narrow, all pale purplish-red. Fore wings very

long, with extended apex; costa straight to beyond the

middle, thence rather rounded, strongly ribbed throughout

;

apex angulated ; hind margin deeply and elegantly scalloped

throughout, but below the middle also hollowed into a consi-

derable concavity which is scalloped like the rest ; dorsal

margin straight ; colour pale pinkish-buflt or pinkish-brown

clouded with pale olive-green; basal line slender, straight,

indistinct yet duplicated, pale olive-brown ; first line oblique

and nearly straight, but having two very obtuse angles,

brown, edged inw^ardly with pink ; before it is a large pale

olive-brown triangular blotch Avith its base on the dorsal

margin ; second line very oblique and comparatively straight,

brown, edged outside with pinkish-white ;
these two lines

approach each other very closely on the dorsal margin,

sometimes even meeting, and enclose a very large velvety

olive-green, green-brown, or red-brown triangular central

band ; subterminal line obscure, broken near the apex,

dusky white, bordered by faint olive-brown or olive-pink

clouds on either side, and before the apex by a cloudy black
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streak ; hind margin below this clouded with olive-pink and

in the deepest excavation edged with chocolate ; between

the second and subterminal lines is a very faint slender line

or intermediate striga which forms a wide angle above the

middle and is there followed by a parallel similar line

;

orbicular stigma oblique, rhomboid, brownish-pink ; reniform

stigma only partially indicated by a stripe of the same colour

down its inner edge, which unites at its base with the

outer corner of the orbicular, the pink colour extending from

this below the median nervure ; claviform stigma faintly

suggested by a small brown crescent ; extreme hind margin

edged by a brown line which follows the undulations of all

the scallops ; cilia short, brownish-yellow, tipped with dark

brown. Hind wings brownish-white ; nervures faintly

browner and tinged with pink ; central spot small, hollowed,

dusky black ; beyond it are two slender smoky-brown trans-

verse lines, the second of which loses itself in a similar

cloudy stripe near the hind margin ; cilia pale pink, with an

undulating brown line along the base, and brown tips. Female

stouter but extremely similar.

Underside yellowish-white, the costa and hind margin

tinged with chocolate ; reniform stigma clouded with smoky-

black, and crossed by a chocolate dash ; beyond it is a

distinct, slender, curved chocolate transverse line. Hind

wings similar in each particular, but with a large smoky-

black central spot. Body and legs pale brownish-pink ; tibige

whiter.

^'ariable in the darker portions of the fore wings, from

olive-green to red, but this is partial!}" the result of a kind

of fading, specimens which emerge with strong olive-green

tints changing gradually to red-brown ; indeed this species,

in this respect, shows a wonderful parallelism with Smcrintlius

til lev. Occasionally specimens occur with these darker portions

of a rich glowing red. One such example is in the collection

of Professor li. Meldola.

On the wing at almost all times of the year, some speci-
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mens emerging in fnvourable seasons in February and March,
others at intervals through the spring and summer, and a

large number appearing, quite freshly, in September, October,

and even later, continuing through the winter, and only

hybernating during frosts ! Doubtless in two generations in

favourable seasons, but it is probable that larvae feed up at

different rates of speed and so spread emergence over a long

period.

Lakva elongate, attenuated in front, thickened behind,

sides rather puckered. Head shining, smaller than the
second segment, green; body velvety yellowish-green or
reddish-brown, faintly irrorated with white; dorsal line

whitish, interrupted at the apex of each segment ; subdorsal

line represented by a series of darker green, or brown,
slightly oblique dashes, the upper ends pointing backwards

;

spiracular line broad, yellowish-green, or ochreous, according

to the ground colour, inconspicuous, continued to the end of the

anal prolegs ; incisions of the segments tinged with yellow^

(0. Fenn.) Buckler has many figures of this larva—green,

grey-green, drab dusted all over with brown, red-brown,

grey-brown and umbreous, in some with the markings
as stated, in others the lateral oblique streaks darker and
more distinct, or the subdorsal stripe more conspicuous and
paler. In the younger larva this stripe is often tinged with

yellow.

March, April, May, July, August, September, October,

November, December, even feeding through the winter

—

probably at all seasons; on dock, StacJti/s, Clirysantliciaum,

leaves of scarlet geranium, blossoms of pinks, even leaves of

onion (in gardens), groundsel, fern (Ptcris aquilina), primrose

and low-growing plants generally, feeding at night, usually

hiding by day under plants, but not very averse to wandering

about at that time, especially when full-grown.

Plta brilliantly glossy, antenna and leg-covers not conspi-

cuous, wing-covers slightly sculptured with fine scattered
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lines ; back of thorax with minute pits ; the usual baud of

pitting on the dorsal and abdominal segments confined to

the anterior edge, the posterior edge of each being blackened
;

anal segment thick, rounded off, cremaster short and broad

with two long slender parallel bristles and smaller hairs on

each side
;
general colour deep purplish-red. In a rather

fragile cocoon of earth and silk beneath the surface of the

ground.

The moth rests in the daytime upon hedge-banks on the

top of the plants, or on brambles, fern, shrubs, or lo^^ plants

anywhere, and occasionally upon walls and fences. In such

situations it is usually so conspicuous that I have very often

seen it so sitting while driving along a road
;
yet from the

peculiar form and crumpling of the wings it is said to be

protected by a resemblance to dead leaves of fern and

bramble. The shape which it assumes when at rest is so

singular that it deserves special mention : the fore wings

are pressed down to the sides, but with the subdorsal region

raised, leaving a wide channel down the middle of the wings,

somewhat as in the last species, but the head is not pressed

down into a corner, and the whole attitude of the moth is

suggestive of alertness (and in that respect rather decep-

tive), all the feet set wide apart beyond the wings and

the head well up. The most remarkable circumstance

about it is, however, that from the scalloping and excava-

tion of the hind margin of the fore wings and the length

of their tips, they form when the moth is at rest a

most charming imitation of the shape of a small Gothic

ivindow. It Hies gently at dusk and is rather conspicuous,

also comes eagerly to sugar, ivy-bloom, sallow-bloom,

honey-dew, ripe blackberries, or indeed any kind of

sweets.

Abundant everywhere, except perhaps in the London

suburbs, fi-om the Scilly Isles to the Shetland Isles, and

generally in Wales and Ireland. Abroad all over Central
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and Southern Europe, being found at Gibraltar througliout

the year ; also in South Sweden, Northern Africa, and Asia

Minor.

Genus 45. HELOTROPHA.

Antennae ciliated ; eyes naked, with thick lashes at the

back ; thorax with a small back crest ; abdomen with three

or four small crests ; fore wings slightly retuse, with the

hind margin crenulated; hind wings also crenulated; vein o

not very weak, arising just below the middle of the cross-

bar.

We have only a single species.

1. H. fibrosa, Hoh.\ leucostigma, iitaml. Caf.—Ex-

panse li to 1^ inch. Fore wings rather pointed and slightly

retuse, deep mahogany-red, sometimes with a pale stripe

behind the middle ; reniform stigma small, usually white or

pale yellow ; hind wings pale smoky-brown.

Antennae simple, finely ciliated, dark brown
;
palpi short,

densely tufted, pale chocolate, apical joint small and sharply

porrected ; thorax rather smooth, dark brown with a reddish

tinge; top crest minute, only visible as a pair of small

points; back crest larger, each tuft faintly tipped with

white; fascicles dirty white; abdomen dull pale brown,

abundantly clothed from the base with long dirty-white

hair scales, among which on the dorsal ridge are three or

four distinct crests, their upper portion dark brown tipped

with white; lateral tufts broad and spreading, purplish-

brown; anal tuft flattened, umbreous. Fore wings rather

narrow and pointed; costa very faintly curved; apex

angulated, sometimes rather acutely so; hind margin

beneath it .faintly hollowed, crenulated throughout, not

very oblique, but also excavated above the anal angle;

dorsal margin straight; colour deep mahogany or purple-

brown ; basal line double, but only perceptible as two pairs

of cloudy black spots, and often obsolete ; first line double,
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obscure, ratlier oblique, faintly darker purple-brown ; second

line also obscure, and similar, cqyparcnfly straight, and very

oblique from outside tlie middle of the dorsal margin to near

the apex, but the actual line is faint and bends back above

the middle ; the space between the first and second lines,

and beyond to the apparent extension of the latter, is always

uniformly of the dark ground colour, but the straight

following space is in some specimens of a very much paler

shade of the same, or even purplish-drab, forming a regular

pale oblique broad stripe which narrows as it runs into the

apex, while in more typical examples it is of the ground

colour, uniform with the rest ; subterminal line sinuous, pale

yellow, rather elbowed but incomplete, edged inwardly with

a very narrow streak of purple-brown, outwardly by a stripe

of the same which fills the hind marginal space ; orbicular

stigma small, compressed, oblique, purplish-white, clouded

and edged with darker; reniform stigma narrow, upright,

sometimes crescentic and pointed at the base, creamy-

white, clear white, or yellowish-white, sometimes clouded

with dark lines and much obscured, while in other instances

the white colour extends to the contiguous nervures ; costa

spotted with dark brown, and beyond the middle dotted with

white ; extreme hind margin slenderly edged with black

lunules ; cilia purple-brown with a paler line along the base.

Hind wings smoky-white or smoky-brown ; nervures rather

darker and a darker shading toward the hind margin, which

is crenulated and edged with a yellow line ; cilia yellowish-

white, intersected and clouded with smoky-brown. Female

rather stouter, with the abdomen more pointed, and the hind

wings sometimes darker, otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-black tinged along

the costa with red, and near the base with iridescent

white ; hind wings brownish-white with a golden gloss,

broadly dusted over the costal region with purple ; cen-

tral spot small, smoky-black ; beyond it is a slender trans-

verse smoky-black line, beyond which is a clouding of the
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same. Body and legs puri)lisii-brown ; tibia) barred with

white.

Variation mainly limited to the two forms above indicated,

in the presence or absence of the broad pale stripe outside

the second line ; but in those specimens in which this is most

strikingly visible there is often a marbling of paler colour

before the first line and along the costal margin, the orbi-

cular stigma is edged with paler, and the nervures are white-

lined near the reniform ; on the other hand these usually

have the latter stigma darkened, those in which it is whitest

or most distinctly yellow being the most uniform in general

colour. In the collection of the Rev, C. F, Thomewill is

a most beautiful example taken b}^ himself near Whitchurch,

Salop, in which the straight stripe is pale pinkish-buff, the

dorsal margin is distinctly of the same colour, the basal

region clouded with fulvous and the stigmata and white

lines on the nervures all well marked. Mr. W, H. B.

Fletcher has a specimen of a rich dark red, the reniform

stigma and second line completely outlined in white, and

the orbicular stigma more obscurely so—a most charming

specimen. In Mr. Sydney Webb's collection is almost every

intermediate shade of variation, from unicolorous dark and

bright browns to a rich glossy red-brown with a darker

central band. In Ireland there is an unusually dark shade

of the unicolorous form. In the neighbourhood of Edinburgh

an extremely small variety has been found by jVIr. W. Evans,

about bog-myrtle.

On the wing from the end of June till August.

Larva of moderate thickness and very cylindrical through-

out, except that the head is a little smaller than the second

segment, the third and fourth rather the stoutest, and the

thirteenth has a very remarkable sloping plate on the anal

flap, flattened in the middle and having a prominent ridge

round the margin, with large tubercular dots at the hinder

edge ; colour of the head dark warm brown, very glossy.
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darkest at the month ; dorsal plate glossy black ; anal plate

blackish-brown with black marginal ridge and posterior

warts ; rest of the body with the skin soft and smooth, dark

slate-brown inclining to deep olive-drab above, especially on

the thoracic segment ; dorsal and subdorsal lines faintly

paler drab, just sufficiently so to be seen ; raised dots black-

brown, each with a fine hair ; spiracles oval, black ; under-

surface and legs lighter drab
;
prologs barred with black and

fringed with dark brown hooks, which cling to any surface.

(W. Buckler.)

July, but doubtless feeding from the spring or probably

even the previous autumn, in the stems of Cladium niarisens,

Carcx paludosa, Iris ])scudacorus^ and probably other marsh

plants ; feeding down the heart of the stem above the root-

stock and causing the plant to cease to throw up fresh

shoots and to become withered in the middle. Apparently

it moves from plant to plant, entering by a small hole which

it gnaws in the lower part of the stem and feeding thence

irregularly upward or downward.

Pupa stout, eye-pieces rather prominent, beneath them the

head is produced to an obtuse point; thorax smaller and

rounded ; wing-covers clearly defined but lying, with the

limb-covers, close to the body ; lower abdominal rings

tapering gently to the tip, which ends in two fine points
;

head, thorax, and wing-covers deep olive-green ; abdomen
less deep and more brownish olive-green, divisions darker,

surface shining. In a cocoon of elliptical figure composed
of earthy particles mixed with moss and other comminuted

vegetable substances, the inside smoothly lined with

brownish silk. (W. Buckler.) Mr. Buckler does not say

that the larva leaves the stem for pupation, but from the

nature of the cocoon this must be the case.

The moth doubtless hides in the daytime among low

herbage and sedges in its favourite haunts ; at night it files

vigorously, comes to sugar, especially when placed on leaves
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and flowers, to lioney-dew on sallow-leaves, and to sweets

generally ; also is very strongly attracted by a brilliant liglit,

dashing round and about it in the wildest manner; it also

has the curious habit, already noticed, of sitting at night on

the leaves of tall reeds. Attached wholly to fens, marshes,

and moist spots of a similar character ; rather plentiful in

the fens of Norfolk and Cambridgeshire, and recorded as

having been found in great profusion at Whittlesea Mere

before it was drained ; still found also, in suitable places, in

Sussex, Surrey, Middlesex, Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire,

throughout the Eastern Counties, including Cambridgeshire

;

more rarely in North Staffordshire and Salop ; and plenti-

fully in some districts of Cheshire, Lancashire, and York-

shire. In Wales it is recorded at Neath, Glamorganshire,

but probably occurs in other suitable localities. Found also

in various localities in the districts of the Solway and

Clyde in the West of Scotland, and from the Forth to

Moray in the East ; also in the Hebrides and Shetland

Isles. In Ireland apparently in nearly all the counties

round the coast, and in the South abundantly. Abroad its

range is very wide—throughout Central Europe, South

Sweden, Livonia, the Ural Mountain district. Eastern

Siberia, China, Japan, the mountainous regions of Central

Asia ; also Canada and the Northern and Middle United

States ; there under the name of reniformis.

Genus 46. HYDRiECIA.

Antennae ciliated ; eyes naked, with very faint prostrate

back lashes ; thorax crested at the back ; abdomen with one

to four small crests ; fore wings rather pointed, the hind

margin slightly retuse, then expanded and almost elbowed
;

hind wings not very broad, vein 5 hardly perceptible, arising

below the middle of the cross-bar.

LARViE naked, with dark raised dots ; feeding in or upon

roots of plants.
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Pup^ subterraneau.

We have three species, readily recognised.

A, Central band dark, with straight outer edge ; renii'orm

stigma obscure.

B. Fore wings pale rosy or rosy purple. H. micacea.

W: Fore wings umbreous. H. jJcfasitis.

A^. Fore wings narrow, light brown or chestnut, reniform

stigma ear-like. Jff. nicfitans.

]. H. nictitans, JBkh.—Expanse IJ to 1| inch. Fore

wings rather narrow, rich red-brown or drab-brown ; reniform

stigma white, golden-yellow or fulvous, cut up by fine dark

lines, and ear-like ; hind wings smoky-brown with a golden

gloss.

Antennae of the male rather stout, red-brown, densely

ciliated with minute white hairs ; tongue long
;
palpi strongly

tufted, purple-red, apical joint conical ; head thickly tufted,

purple-red ; thorax rich purple-red, red-brown, or brown in

various shades (in accordance with the fore wings) ; the collar

paler but faintly barred with the deeper colour ; no top crest,

but the back crest distinct, its points deeper in colour, and

behind them a shorter, blunter tuft ; fascicles yellowish-

white ; abdomen pale purple-brown, the basal segments

thickly covered with yellowish-white hair-scales, and the

dorsal portions of the remaining segments more shortly so
;

the first four segments furnished also with small reddish-

brown dorsal crests ; lateral and anal tufts spreading,

purple-red. Fore wings rather pointed, narrow, almost

truncate ; costa nearly straight ; apex decidedly angulated

;

hind margin below it faintly hollowed and nearly perjDen-

dicular, but bent in below the middle, and thence more

oblique and faintly scalloped ; dorsal margin almost straight

to near the base, where it curves slightly out and bears a

distinct tuft of scales, thence curving in to the base ; colour

rich purple-red, chestnut, reddish-brown, or yellowish-brown,

often faintly clouded with orange or yellow before the
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middle and with glistening pnrple or purplish-grey beyond

it; nervures faintly darker; basal line obscure, double,

darker, restricted to pairs o£ faint crescents ; first line

duplicated rather far apart, the inner purple-brown, the

outer rich brown clouded with orange, both disposed in

wide crescents ; second line similarly double and widely

separated, the inner rich brown and forming the boundary

of the darker central colour, the outer very slender, purple-

brown, both curved and angulated or scalloped throughout

;

subterminal line an irregular series of faint darker cloudy

streaks, often forming the inner edge of a dark clouding

along the hind margin ; these lines with the dark nervures

give the wing a faintly latticed appearance ; orbicular stigma

round, reddish-orange edged with red-brown ; reuiform

stigma silvery-white, golden-yellow, or rich orange, divided

into sections by slender red-brown connected curved lines,

which give it a curious resemblance to a human ear, this being

usually the only conspicuous marking upon the wing ; clavi-

form stigma an obscure reddish-brown loop ; sometimes a

darker, or deeper red, slender central shade crosses the wing

from between the upper stigmata, in other cases the space

around them is broadly clouded with this richer colour, or

it extends across as a faintly darker broad band to the

dorsal margin, the second line margining it outside and

being itself followed by a broad stripe of the rather paler

ground colour ; on the costa beyond the middle are three

white dots ; hind margin edged with a rich chocolate-red

line ; cilia dark purple-red. Hind wings rather small, the

hind margin somewhat sinuous, smoky-brown, rather paler

along the costal region; hind margin faintly edged with a

pale purplish-brown shade; cilia smoky purplish-brown

tipped with paler. Female stouter but very similar.

Underside of the fore wings rich red-brown or yellow-

brown clouded in the middle with smoky-black ; hind
marginal region paler; cilia puqjle-brown. Hind wings
red-brown or yellow-brown along the costal region, shadino-
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off to reddish-yellow or brownish-yellow, but with the

Bervures deeper in colour ; cilia purple-brown. Body, legs,

and leg-tufts chocolate-red or yellowish-brown.

A'ariation in this species is very great. Some entomo-

logists profess to be able to separate some of the forms,

as a distinct species, under the name of hiccns, but for this

there is not, in my opinion, any ground. All the variations

in size, colour, and distinctness of the reniform stigma

interchange and shade imperceptibly into each other. On the

whole, the tendency toward orange colouring or darkening

of the stigma is perhaps more noticeable in the female,

and this sex often has a tendency toward soft browns in the

general colouring ; but in both sexes every possible gradation

seems to occur, from the deepest, darkest purple-red to dull

brown and pale yellow-brown. Sometimes the white reni-

form stigma is unusually large, and then the orbicular is

usually orange-coloured and more conspicuous than ordinary,

or the lines and nervures are darkened, and the appearance

of reticulation made conspicuous. One in the collection of

Mr. Gervase F. Mathew has all the fine lines, seven in

number, blackened, and the hind margin very dark, but the

stripe before it pale purple-grey ; this was obtained on the

Essex coast. Some, from other parts of the coast more

particularly, have the reniform stigma altered in shape or

partially dark coloured, the outer portion usually, and only

an oblique inner and lower portion white, or even only the

inner margin. One in Mr. Percy Bright's cabinet is almost

unicolorous. the stigmata only indicated by the faintest

outlines. Scottish specimens have the reniform stigma very

brilliantly white, in some cases divided by dark lines into

eight or nine separate dots. Specimens from Sutherlandshire

in Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher's collection are of a more than

ordinarily rich red, with beautifully rich orange-brown

stigmata. But its variations might be dwelt upon indefi-

nitely !

On the wing in August and September.
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Lakva rather broadest on the third and fourth segments,

tapering thence a little to the head and in a very slight

degree to the anal segment, which is rounded off behind

;

head shining, warm pink, mouth dark brown ; dorsal plate

pale orange-brown, thinly outlined with blackish-brown, but

thicker at the front margin, where it is wavy within ; anal

plate similar in colour and edging
;
general colour light

greenish-pink ; dorsal stripe broad and, with the subdorsal

and spiracular stripes, pinkish-grey ; spiracles oval, black,

rather surrounded by black-brown dots, of which a large one

lies at the back of each spiracle ; remainder of the raised

dots brown-black ; undersurface and legs of the pale ground

colour.

When rather younger the colour is brighter crimson-brown

with the stripes greenish-drab. When first hatched ivory-

white, striped longitudinally with purplish-crimson ; the

head white, with black ocelli and dark-brown mouth, but

darker ground colouring is soon assumed. (Adapted from

Buckler.)

May to August on Foa maritima and other grasses, more

especially those growing in salt marshes and other wet

situations ; feeding on the bleached portion of the stem of

grass close to the earth, spinning itself there, as a habita-

tion, a case of whitish silk closely and firmly placed among
the food plants, and in most instances under a stone.

Pupa rather stout, of the usual Noctua form, the abdomen
convesly tapering from the movable segments to the anal

tip, which ends with two very fine projecting points ; on the

anterior portion of each dorsal segment is a band of punctate

roughness, while all the other parts are smooth and shining,

and the colour is deep mahogany brown. Under the surface

of the earth in an earthen cocoon of weak cohesion.

(Buckler.)

The moth usually hides in the daytime at the roots of

grass or under heather or low herbage, but occasionally may
VOL. V. E
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be found at that time on flowers of ragwort, or even more

rarely at honeydew. One instance is known to me in

which it was found in numbers at this attraction on birch

bushes in the afternoon. At dusk it seems to be more

partial to flowers—ragwort, lime, A^tcr tripolmm—and to

honeydew, than to sugar, yet is sometimes taken freely

at the latter bait when laid on grass tufts, reed leaves,

and other herbage. It may be found, sometimes in

abundance, sitting upon coarse grasses at night, and comes

occasionally to light. Most plentiful upon the coast, but

also found freely on mosses, marshy heaths, and the edges

of damp woods. In such places common all over England,

and sometimes abundant ; formerly even in the London

suburbs, I do not remember seeing it in Pembrokeshire,

but it is abundant locally in Glamorganshire, especially on

the coast, and also in various parts of North Wales

—

Conway, Dolgelly, Aberdowy—also apparently throughout

Scotland to the Hebrides and Orkneys. In Ireland very

widely distributed on the coast and also in the more boggy

regions inland—probably in every suitable locality in, at

least, the northern half of that country. Abroad its range is

'^vide—all the temperate portions ofNorthern Europe, Central

Europe, Italy, the Ural mountain district, Eastern Siberia,

Japan, the mountain regions of Central Asia, Northern Asia,

North America generally, but very plentiful in Canada, and

apparently everywhere subject to similar variations.

2. H. micacea, E^h—Expanse, 1:^ to If inch. Fore

wings somewhat triangular, pointed, rosy-brown; central

portion much darker, velvety, edged outwardly by a straight

oblique sharp line ; hind wings smoky-white with a slender

darker transverse stripe.

Antennas of the male rather thick, simple, but ciliated in

front with minute white bristles in fine tufts, colour other-

wise light purple
;
palpi broadly tufted, purple-brown, ai^ical

joint projecting, darker; head and thorax pale purplish-
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brown, abnndfintly dusted with brown ; collar paler but

barred, close to its upper margin, with darker purple-brown
;

top crest sometimes indistinguishable, in other cases raised

and pushed forward, but narrow ; back crest more conspi-

cuous, tipped with dark brown ; fascicles much curved,

white; abdomen long, whitish-brown, browner along the

dorsal ridge, with one to four short and usually very obscure

and fugitive darker brown crests ; lateral tufts small but

placed on a distinct ridge; anal tuft narrow, tinged with

orange-red. Fore wings sharply cut and somewhat tri-

angular ; costa nearly straight but a little curved toward the

apex, which is sharply angulated ; hind margin just below it

slightly hollowed, thence becoming full and suddenly bent

in below the middle ; dorsal margin faintly concave, but

having a projecting tuft close to the base ; colour pale

purple-brown, clouded with olive-brown
; basal line slender,

abbreviated, in one curve, olive-brown ; first line similarly

slender, undulating but perpendicular ; second lino rich

dark brown, very oblique and straight to just below the

costa, where it makes a sudden bend back ; this line is

edged inwardly by a broad olive-brown or olive-purple

shaded band, which joins a similar but narrower shaded and

bent stripe through the middle of the wing; outside the

second line is a broad straight stripe of very pale ground
colour, and just beyond it a faint and partial similarly

coloured subterminal line which is edged outwardly, and in

part inwardly, with darker purple-brown colouring, the latter

forming a stripe along the hind margin
; orbicular and

reniform stigmata of the ground colour, finely yet distinctly

edged with purple-brown
; along the extreme hind margin is

a purple-black line ; cilia pale purple-brown. Hind wino-s

rather narrow, with the hind margin sinuous; dull white,

dusted with smoky-brown, and with a golden gloss ; nervures

smoky-brown ; across the middle of the wing is a similar slender

stripe ; cilia dusky-white. Antenna3 of the female threadlike
;

abdomen stouter with smaller anal tuft, otherwise similar.
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Underside of fore wings pale smoky-grey ; nervures dark

smoky-brown ; costal and hind margins broadly shaded with

purple ; reniform stigma, and an oblique transverse stripe

beyond it, smoky-black. Hind wings dusky-white, broadly

dusted along the costal and hind marginal regions with

purple-brown ; central spot and a transverse stripe beyond

it smoky-black. Body pale purplish-brown ; legs and leg-

tufts purple-red.

Variable in the ground colour from pale purplish-pink to

dark purplish-brown, except that the stripe outside the

second line is always pale ; but that incccdiwj the same line

is sometimes extremely dark and velvety—olive-brown with

hardly a shade of purple. Such examples are found more

especially in Ireland and the hills of Scotland, and are

accompanied by paler brown forms and others in which the

fore wings are wholly dark olive-brown, except the one pale

stripe. I have seen a specimen of a very smoky-brown,

taken near Birmingham by Mr. Blatch, but as it occurred

on November 2, 1894, it may have belonged to a partial

second brood, or, on the other hand, may have been delayed

in development Other considerable phases of variation in

this species are in size, and in the breadth of the fore

wings.

On the wing in August, September, and October, and very

rarely in November.

Larva moderately stout, cylindrical, but tapering a little

behind ; head as wide as the second segment, ochreous-

brown ; upper lip and mandibles large, the latter blackish-

brown; dorsal plate semicircular, polished, pale ochreous-

brown, rather broadly bordered in front with blackish-brown
;

anal plate small, shining, pale ochreous, bordered behind with

very small dark brown raised dots ; colour deep dull smoky-

pink, the dorsal pulsating vessel just visible as a faintly

darker stripe of the same colour ; raised dots dark brown,

each emitting a fine hair ; spiracles black j legs and prologs
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dull pink, the latter tipped with brown. When younger, of

a dull purplish-red-brown, the thoracic segments and the

divisions slightly paler and the under-surface more decidedly

so. (Adapted from Buckler.)

May to August on dock, plantain {Plardago lanceolata and

P. marifyima), EiHiisctum arvense, E.Jluviatile, Stachys arvensis,

Statice limonium, but especially attached to dock, feeding in

the stems and root-stocks, boring its way down into the

fleshy roots. Mr. J. Gardner tells me that in the northern

counties it particularly attacks docks in newly-made ground,

and especially where this is covered with ashes. It is

principally where dock is absent, as in salt marshes, that the

other plants named are resorted to. This larva is known as

a killing bait for fish, and its hiding-place in the root-stock

of a dock is often invaded by the eager fisherman.

Pupa of the usual form, light ochreous-brown ; on the two

hinder segments are a few bristles, and on the last an anal

spike. (Buckler.) Not more fully described. In the earth

close to the roots of the plant in which it has fed, but without

a cocoon.

The moth hides in the daytime among herbage. At night

it is very strongly attracted by light, and in a less degree by

sugar, honeydew, and the flowers of dock, ragwort, and

sea-lavender. Abundant on all coasts, and occurring in more

moderate numbers inland, throughout the United Kingdom,

even to the Shetland Isles. Also found throughout Central

Europe, the temperate portions of Northern Europe, the

North of Italy, Southern Russia, Eastern Siberia, Japan, the

mountain regions of Central Asia, and North America. It is

even reported from Sierra Leone.

3. H. petasitis, DUd.—Expanse, 1^ to 2 inches. Fore

wings broad, pointed, silky purplish-brown ; central baud

darker, velvety, not sharply margined. Hind wings smoky-

brown.
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Autenua3 of the male notclied like a saw, each notch

crowned by a miDute tuft of fine bristles, pale brown tinged

toward the base with white
;
palpi very short but broadly

tufted, purple-brown ; apical joint hardly perceptible ; head

strongly tufted with pale purple-brown scales which form a

raised knob between the antennas ; thorax broad and very

robust, densely covered with dark purple-brown scales

dusted with white, the collar pushed forward in the middle

by the top crest, which is quite narrow yet forms a tall

knob; back crest divided in the usual manner; fascicles

smoky white ; abdomen robust and rather long, shining

mouse-colour, with a very faintly indicated crest of a darker

shade on the basal segment, sometimes imperceptible ;
lateral

tufts small but placed on a raised fold or ridge ; anal tuft

short and thick, golden-brown. Fore wings broad, especially

so behind ; costa faintly curved ; apex angulated—rather

pointed—hind margin beneath it faintly hollowed but much

filled out below, curving in only just above the anal angle

;

dorsal margin nearly straight ; colour dull purplish-brown or

mouse-colour, with a satiny sheen, all the nervures minutely

shaded or dotted with white ; basal line only perceptible as

a faintly darker brown curve edged outside with paler ; first

line of the same colour, very slender and obscure, but

forming one large curve broken into smaller ones, with

the concave side toward the base of the wing ; second line

very oblique, nearly straight and parallel with the hind

margin, but curved back at the costa and forming the

outer edge of a broad, darker purplish-brown central band

;

subterminal line irregular and much rippled, merely a

boundary between a band of the ground colour outside

the second line and a rather darker stripe along the hind

margin ; orbicular and reniform stigmata rather large but

ouly visible as faintly paler clouds in the dark middle band
;

on the costa beyond are three white dots, and near the apex

a whitish streak which runs obliquely into the wing and is

edged with dark brown ; cilia concolorous. Hind wings not
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large, rounded, pale smoky-brown, with a rather darker

central transverse slender line, cilia similar. Female a little

larger, and having the body very stout, the antenna) thread-

like, and the anal tuft narrower ;
otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings dull mouse-colour, the

middle portion covered with long prostrate hairs
;

^

costal

region dusted with yellowish-white; nervures tumid and

dusted with pale brown; hind wings very similar, rather

whiter in the middle, much dusted with brown along the

costal and apical regions ;
central spot smoky-black ;

beyond

it is a smoky-brown transverse stripe, and along the hmd

margin another. Body dull mouse-colour ;
leg-tufts similar

;

legs rather browner.

Extremely constant in colour and markings, but liable to

fade in time toward lighter brown.

On the wing in August and September.

Larva stout, cylindrical, bat tapering from the third

segment to the head, which is rather small ;
also a little at

the last two segments. Head shining black-brown, the

lobes rather convex and divided; dorsal plate somewhat

small, divided in the middle, black ;
anal plate obscure

;
body

segments rather deeply divided; colour yellowish-white,

rather shaded with grey in the segmental divisions
;
raised

spots conspicuous, black-brown ; below the spiracles, which

are grey, is a cloudy longitudinal shade; undersurface

and legs of the general colour; tip of the anal segment

grey.

July and August— but the time at which the larva

emerg'es from the egg does not seem to have been noticed—

in root-stocks of Pctasitcs rvlgaris, apparently confined to

this plant, excavating the interior of the subterranean

root-stocks and only occasionally showing indications at the

bases of the leaf-stalks. Well known to the local fishermen

as a useful bait. It is found by pulling up the long leaf-

stalks, and digging into the solid root below them.
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Pupa large and stout, of ordinary Noclna form, abdominal

segments full and tapering very little ; anal segment fully

and obtusely rounded behind ; cremaster very short, tri-

angular, armed with two very short black spikes placed

rather widely apart ; wing and limb-covers glossy, but

minutely sculptured in fine incised lines; the dorsal and
abdominal segments with a band of coarser pits on the

anterior margins ; rest of segments smooth and shining

;

colour dark purple-red, incisions of segments and cremaster

blacker. In the earth, without a cocoon, close to the root-

stock in which the larva fed, sometimes within the crown of

the root. Digging them up is neither an easy nor an

agreeable task, since they lie in the soft muddy soil and
can only be successfully obtained by working with the

fingers. Sometimes, when the weather is unusually dry,

the mud becomes so hardened that many of the moths are

unable to emerge and so miserably perish.

The moth hides in the daytime in the great beds of

Petasiics, usually resting in or under the dead leaves, but

sometimes on the undersides of the living. At night it

flies close to the great leaves, or under and among them, and

is difficult to catch ; also it becomes very rapidly worn and

torn, from their contact, so that specimens for collections

are usually reared from pupae which have been discovered

by the agreeable process already described. It is occasionally

found at ragwort blossoms at night, and will come to a

strong light ; but sugar appears to have no attraction for it,

and it rarely travels far from its food plant.

Its home in this country is in Yorkshire, Lancashire,

Cheshire and Durham, in the great beds of Fetasitcs which

grow on the river banks, often in the blackest mud of the

factories. Here it is sometimes abundant, and never very

scarce. Elsewhere I find notices of casual captures in

Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, and at Needham Market, Suffolk,

and there is a record of a single specimen at Taunton,
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Somerset. Yet it seems probable that in western districts,

where also the plant is common, the moth may only require

looking for. It has been found at Neath, South Wales.

In Scotland it seems to be scarce, but apparently it was in

this country that it was first observed in these islands, since

the earliest capture seems to have been near Falkirk in 1845,

recorded by Mr. H. T. Stainton in 184G. Three examples

were taken by Sir Thomas Moncrieffe at Moncrieffe Hill,

Perthshire, at long intervals ; and Dr. Buchanan White

records it in the Clyde district. It should, however, be

borne in mind that the darker northern form of H. micacca

has sometimes been mistaken for it ; indeed, Mr. E. Birchall's

statement of its occurrence in Ireland, where it is not as yet

known, seems to have been based on such an error.

Abroad it has been observed in widely separated localities,

Southern Germany, the mountainous regions of Central

Asia, and throughout the Northern United States from the

Atlantic to the Pacific—Illinois, Colorado, and elsewhere

—

but known under the names of immanis and obliqiLa.x

Genus 47. GOBTYNA.

Antennae ciliated, a white tuft at the base ; eyes naked,

with prostrate back lashes ; head prominently tufted ; thorax

smooth but with a conspicuous top crest ; abdomen stout and

long, having but one flattened crest ; fore wings pointed,

broad, rather truncate ; hind wings angulated at the apex
;

vein 5 slender, arising from below the middle of the cross-

bar.

We have but a single species.

1. G. flavago, Esi).; ochracea, Staml. Cat.—Expanse,

li to 1| inch. Fore wings broad, pointed, orange-yellow,

much frosted with fine purple lines and ornamented with

two dark purple bands. Hind wings yellowish-white, clouded

with pale smoky-brown,

Antennge of the male simple, stout, rather short, ciliated
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with very fine down in front, purple-brown
;
palpi porrected

but depressed, broadly tufted, purple-brown, apical joint

hardly visible ; head purple-brown, smoothly but rather

prominently tufted, and having a white tuft round the

base of each antenna ; collar smooth with closely appressed

scales, orange-yellow at the base, upper portion very broadly

banded with purple, and divided into two crescents by the

pressure forward of the top crest, which is tall and

pyramidal, dark purple ; back crest hardly noticeable, but

the whole thorax dull purple, except an orange cloud down

the shoulder- lappets ; fascicles short, downy, yellowish-

white ; abdomen long and stout, whitish-brown with a

distinctly purple bloom ; on the basal segment is a flattened

dull purple tuft or crest, which however often appears as a

mere dark spot; lateral tufts small but raised on each side

on a folded ridge; anal tuft short and broad. Fore wings

broad and rather pointed ; costal margin nearly straight,

but curved a little toward the apex which is rather acutely

angulated ; hind margin below it very faintly hollowed, filled

out below and bent in toward the anal angle ; dorsal margin

rather full, bent inward, and rolled up and tufted near the

base; colour rich orange-yellow dusted and rippled with

purplish-fulvous ; basal Hue double, purple, formed into two

curves, the outer line being the edge of a broad purple

stripe, in which is an orange spot ; close to the outer edge

of this is the first line, perpendicular, nearly straight,

slender, chocolate-red ; second line of the same colour, very

oblique, disposed in regular crescents, and followed at a

slender interval by a broad oblique purple stripe, the

outer margin of which is the subterminal line and is much

curved and indented ; orbicular stigma round ;
reniform very

large and upright ; claviform forming a distinct loop ; all

three of a paler orange-yellow colour, dotted, the reniform

especially, with chocolate-red atoms, and edged with purple-

brown ; the remaining space between the first and second

lines much clouded, and in the middle crowded, with chocolate-
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red atoms, of wliicli is formed a central sliade ; nervures aud
liiud marginal Hue purplish-chocolate; cilia dull greyish

purple with a darker intersecting line. Hind wings rather

small, yellowish-white clouded with smoky-brown, and with
a broad ill-defined band of the same before the hind margin,
much toothed along its outer edge ; nervures and a slender

transverse stripe before the middle purplish-brown ; extreme
hind margin edged with short brown lunules; cilia dull

yellow at the base, clouded with smoky-brown and tipped
with white. Female stouter, with threadlike antennas, other-

wise similar.

Underside of the fore wings bright light golden-brown,
tinged along the costa and hind margin with dusky-brown
dusting

; reniform stigma cloudy black followed by a similar

straight transverse line, and beyond this by a broad smoky-
brown baud ; hind wings very similar ; body and leg-tufts dull

purplish-brown ; legs darker, the tibiee barred with yellow.

Hardly variable, though probably the largest specimens
with the deepest colouring are found on the South Coast, and
those of darker purple and paler yellow in the North. But
the full richness of colouring is rarely seen in specimens
captured on the wing, since the rich orange-yellow colour

fades very rapidly to pale yellow during life.

On the wing from the end of August to October.

Larva moderately stout, tolerably even in width through-
out, but with the divisions of the segments rather deeply

marked; head broad, rounded, yellowish-brown, antennal

papilla) rather distinct; dorsal plate black-brown, partially

divided with yellowish white; body pale yellow, more
deeply coloured at the segmental divisions; longitudinal

lines scarcely indicated, usual raised dots very large, black,

those on the sides crowded round the spiracles, which also

are black, and there is a black spot on the outer side of

each proleg ; legs pale yellow, ringed with black ; anal plate

black-brown.
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When young paler yellow, striped longitudinally with

slate-grey; and sometimes this becomes the ground colour

at full growth, the dorsal and subdorsal lines being then

indicated in cloudy darker grey.

April to July or August upon the pith of stems of

burdock, thistles of various kinds, ragwort, hemp-agrimony,

mullein, figwort {Scroj^hnlaria aquatica), foxglove, fleabane,

ground-elder, millfoil, angelica, nettle and even potato,

feeding only within the stems, filling the space behind it

with its excrement, and moving when necessary to another

stem.

The winter is passed in the egg state.

Pupa rather slender, the abdomen much elongated ; head

produced in front into a sort of beak—apparently for forcing

its way out of its habitation—yellow-brown dusted with

black, edges of wing-covers and of segments paler ; anal

segment tapering to a point, and armed with two short

spikes. In the stem in which it has fed as a full-grown

larva, the passage having been somewhat enlarged to furnish

sufficient room for the change ; often at about three inches

from the ground.

The moth seems to hide among herbage in the daytime,

and is then rarely observed, though sometimes it sits on the

stem from which it has just emerged. It flies at dusk, and

comes to light, but does not seem to be attracted by flowers

or food of any kind. It appears to be present in all parts of

England and Wales, and in many districts abundantly, espe-

cially so where burdock and thistles grow in plenty. In

Scotland it is common in the Edinburgh district and in

Perthshire, and is found so far as the Clyde "S'alley in the

West, and Aberdeen in the East. In Ireland the only definite

records seem to be in the counties of Wicklow, Galway, and

Sligo, but it must surely occur more generally in that

country. Abroad it has a wide range—Central Europe,

South Sweden, North Italy, Livonia, Corsica, South Russia,
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the mountain regions of Central Asia, Japan (under the

name of fortis), and Canada and the United States, where

it seems to be known under the names of cata^hracta and

impecuniosa.

Genus 4.8. NONAGRIA.

Antenna) ciliated ; eyes naked, with prostrate back lashes
;

head prominently tufted ; thorax smooth ; abdomen long,

devoid of crests ; fore wings elongated, with only a faint

trace of the typical Noctua markings ; hind wings thin, vein 5

hardly perceptible.

Larv.'E naked, feeding within stems of plants.

PuP^ in the larval habitation.

A table of the five species may be useful

:

A. Fore wings truncate, dull red-brown, hind wings smoky
brown. N. canna'.

A?. Fore wings blunt, light red-brown to straw-colour, a

row of round black dots along the hind margin. N. sparganii.

A?. Fore wings blunt, brown or whity-brown with darker

shades, a row of black wedges in hinder area. N. typlice.

A**. Fore wings very short and blunt.

B. Fore wings pale brown with a black-brown strijae from

the base. N. ncurica.

B-. Fore wings silky, smoky-brown, with a white central

spot, or twin spot. ]S!. (jcininipuncta.

1. N. cannae, Ochs.—Expanse IJ to H inch. Fore winws
truncate, dull red-brown or reddish-drab with a terra-cotta

tinge ; larger nervures clouded with black-brown ; hind wings

smoky-brown.

Antennce of the male rather short and thick, simple but

minutely ciliated, red-brown
;
palpi slender, reddish-brown,

rather prostrate; head strongly tufted with scales, formin o- a
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smooth prominent knob which hides the palpi, orange-brown,

with a small red tuft at the base of each antenna ;
thorax

smooth, orange-brown, without crests or markings ; fascicles

small, yellowish white; abdomen long and stout, thinly

scaled, smooth dull yellow-brown, without crests; lateral

tufts small ; anal tuft thick but compressed, orange-brown.

Fore wings truncate, the costa faintly curved; apex angu-

lated; hind margin beneath it slightly hollowed, perpen-

dicular but suddenly curved in close above the anal angle

;

dorsal margin rounded; colour dull red-brown or red-drab,

or even orange-brown ; nervures rather conspicuous from a

dusting of white and smoky-brown, the median especially
;

two black dots on principal nervures suggest the proper

position of the first line, and a row of eight or nine, all

upon nervures, that of the second; often a cloudy black

spot occupies the lower corner of the discal cell whence the

median nervure branches ; extreme hind margin edged by a

black-brown line; cilia orange-brown tipped with paler.

Hind wings small, with the hind margin sinuous; dull

smoky-brown; nervures darker and thickened; cilia dull

orange-brown. Female larger, with longer fore wings, more

pointed at the apex, and with the hind margin more oblique

;

antennte threadlike; abdomen rather disproportionately

large, and not tufted, otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-black from the base to

beyond the middle, and in this portion covered with long

fluffy brown hair-scales; costal and hind marginal regions

pale orange-brown ; nervnres thickened and dusted with

dark brown. Hind wings ochreous-brown dusted with

orange-brown, and toward the dorsal margin tinged with

smoky-black, especially so on the nervures ; beyond the middle

is an obscure, slender, smoky transverse line, and nearer to

the hind margin another. Body and legs orange-brown.

Rather variable in colour, from pale yellow to dull red,

dino-y blackish-yellow, or blackish-brown, and in the female

to drab. Also somewhat inconstant in size.
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On the wing at the end of Aug-nst and in September.

Larva greenish or yellowish witli the dots black, head
brownish, plates of the second and anal segments greenish-
white

; spiracles black. (Treitschke.)

May to July or August—but possibly hatched in the late
autumn and feeding through the winter—in the stems of
Tijpha latifolia, eating the pith ; also occasionally in those
of T. amjustifolia, where it grows around the larger plant.

Pupa cylindrical, remarkably even in thickness from end
to end; anal segment suddenly and bluntly rounded off,

devoid of the usual triangular projection, but having two
short thick points placed widely apart and inclined obliquely
downwards

;
between them are several stiff hairs, and below

them two rounded eminences, as of the anal structure ; wing
covers long, closely covered with minute incised lines, birt
with the limb-covers very glossy; abdominal and dorsal
segments less so, being covered, except the hinder edge, with
extremely minute roughening, and in front with t broad
band of pitted sculpture; colour chestnut with a smoky
tinge toward the head, which is bluntly squared ofF, and
where there is a small projecting beak, apparently the' case
of the palpi. In a very slight cocoon of silk and scrapings
of the food within the stem of the food plant. It is placed
w^ith the head upwards in the stem, in contrast to that of
N. tijijlicc, in which the head is usually downward.

Nothing is known of the moth in the daytime, but it

doubtless hides among the dead leaves of the reed-mace.
It flies just over the beds of that plant from dusk till half-
past ten o'clock at night; and in the two hours of that
period is very strongly attracted by a light. Dr. F. D
Wheeler says that the female is the earliest to fly at dusk,'
and that the males are so eager to get to a strong light
that they will not leave the lamp, and are especially easy to
catch by that method. Also that the general flight of the
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insect is so closely among the leaves of its food plant and the

surrounding herbage that it very quickly becomes worn ; and

that its favourite resort is where the Typha grows among

dense masses of reed in the very heart of the fens, some-

times where it is inaccessible except in the driest seasons.

Pirst discovered in these islands in the year 1846 by

Mr. English, who was then collecting at Yaxley Fen for

Mr. H, Doubleday ; afterwards obtained in some plenty in that

place, and at Whittlesea Mere, until both were drained. It

is singular that from that time onward there appears to be

no record of the species in the Cambridgeshire fens. Its

principal haunts are now the fens of Norfolk and SufEolk,

whence almost all the more recent specimens have been

obtained ; but a few are found occasionally about ponds in

the middle of Sussex. A record of its capture in Devon

proves to have been an error, and I know of no other loca-

lities for it in the United Kingdom. Abroad it is found in

Northern and Central Germany, Northern France, Holland,

North Italy, and Central, Southern and Eastern liussia.

2. N. sparganii, Esp.—Expanse H inch. Fore wings

truncate, reddish-drab or yellow-drab, with three black spots

in the usual position of the reniform stigma, a transverse

row of black dots beyond, and another along the hind

margin ; hind wings yellowish-white with darker clouds.

Antenna? of the male stout, simple, but rather strongly

ciliated, reddish-drab
;

palpi small, narrowly tufted, pale

reddish-drab dusted with black, apical joint porrected and

rather long ; head strongly and prominently tufted, the tuft

so placed forward as to conceal the palpi, reddish-drab, with

a slender black transverse line across the tuft below the

apex; thorax smooth, yellowish-drab, without crests or

markings; fascicles very small, curved, yellowish-white;

abdomen long, thinly scaled, glossy pale golden-brown or

whitish drab, without crests; lateral tufts very small, white
;

anal tuft dense, golden-brown. Fore wings rather narrow,
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truncate, costa thickened, and slightly curved ; apex squared
;

hind margin hardly oblique, straight to below the middle,

thence suddenly rounded off to the dorsal margin, which also

is curved obliterating the anal angle ; colour pale orange-

brown, broadly shaded along the costal and dorsal margins

and down the median area with greyish-salmon colour, also

with a dusting of black along the subdorsal and median

nervures and spreading out from the latter along the hind

marginal region, where the smaller nervures are dusted with

black and white ; the median is from the base more blackened

than any other part of the wing, and upon it are faint

suggestions of the two upper stigmata, a black dot indi-

cating the place of the orbicular, and three or four more,

placed in a curve, the lower edge of the reniform ; first

line sometimes indicated by a black dot each on the median

and subdorsal nervures, and the second line by a curved

series of six or seven similar dots, all upon nervures ; along

the hind margin is a conspicuous row of six to eight deep

black dots hctioecn nervures; cilia orange-brown. Hind
wings short, yellowish-white, more or less clouded along the

nervures with black dusting, and with the apical region

faintly shaded with orange-red; cilia yellowish-white.

Female usually a very little larger, with the fore wings

slightly more pointed
;
pale drab without orange or reddish

clouding, but with similar markings and shades ; hind wings

white, almost devoid of darker shading ; antennas thread-

like ; body rather stouter.

Underside of the fore wings yellow-drab, clouded along

the middle area with dull smoky-black, which however is

divided by a longitudinal pale stripe arising at the end of

the discal cell ; costa dusted with light brown ; hind margin

sharply dotted with black. Hind wings yellowish-white

;

costal and apical regions dusted with purple-brown. Body
and leg-tufts yellowish-drab; legs pale brown.

Variation seems in this species to be confined to greater or

less intensity of the red or orange clouding and of the black

VOL. V. F
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pale reddish-brown, mouth black ; body ochreous with a

reddish-brown tinge ; dorsal and subdorsal lines paler

;

spiracles black, conspicuous
;
prolegs tipped with dark grey.

(Chas. Fenn.)

June to August, in the interior of plants of Typlm latifolia

and T. angustifolia, also occasionally in Sparganium ramosum,

feeding on the pith of the flowering-stem, which frequently

is thereby prevented from shooting up. The most successful

method of obtaining larvEo or pupte is to examine those plants

in the large beds of Tgpha (reed-mace), which consist of

masses of leaves partially dead, whei^e no flower-stem has

been able to grow. Here more than one inhabitant has

usually been at work, and by cutting away the plant low

down may be secured. Larvae which are still feeding at the

time when a strong flower-stem has been thrown up by a

sound plant will often enter near its base and eat out large

passages, ejecting their excrement through holes made for

this purpose. The winter is passed in the egg state.

Pupa elongated, dull ; head provided with a projection in

front ; anal extremity blunt ; colour dull red-brown ; leg and

antenna cases brown ; spiracles conspicuously darker brown.

Enclosed head downwards in a cocoon of silk and "frass" in

the larval tunnel in the central or flowering stem of the food

l^lant about one inch above the uppermost and largest lateral

hole. (C. Fenn.) Dr. Wheeler has, however, observed

instances in which it has been placed head upwards, even

though the head became thus tui-ned away from the hole of

exit, so that the moth actually could not escape when it

emerged from the pupa.

The moth hides during the day among the dead lower leaves

of its food plant, to which it bears a most accurate resemblance.

At dusk it flies about the marshes, and sometimes to a con-

siderable distance from them, and comes occasionally to light,

but is not known to partake of sugar or any kind of food.

Found in suitable places, and sometimes abundantly, through-
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out England to Lancashire and Yorkshire, but apparently

not farther north, and I know of no record in Scotland. In

"Wales I have found it at Pembroke, and feel no doubt of its

presence among Typha wherever the plant grows in the

Principality. In Ireland it ranges rather farther north,

certainly so far as Belfast and Armagh, and is found com-

monly in the counties of Wicklow, Cork, Kildare, Tipperary,

Limerick, Mayo, Sligo, and Tyrone. Abroad in suitable

situations throughout Central Europe, Northern Italy,

Southern Sweden, Livonia, and Southern Russia.

N. geminipuncta, Hatchett.—Expanse 1 to 1| inch.

Fore wings short, almost truncate, very silky, yellowish olive-

brown, or smoky olive-brown, with two white dots at the end

of the discal cell ; hind wings dark brown ; abdomen very

long and cylindrical.

Antenna of the male rather long, simple, minutely ciliated,

light brown
;
palpi slender, dull brown, darker at the sides,

apical joint long and porrected ; head tufted, the scales

pointing forward, brown ; thorax reddish-olive-brown, smooth,

without crests or markings ; fascicles short, drab-brown ; abdo-

men very long and even in thickness, smooth, dull brown,

lateral and anal tufts rather spreading, lighter brown. Fore

wings silky, short and blunt, almost truncate ; costa some-

what arched ; apex bluntly rounded ; hind margin perpendi-

cular and rather full to below the middle, but rounded o£E to

the anal angle ; dorsal margin a little filled out and ciliated
;

colour olive-brown with a reddish or yellowish gloss or a

smoky tinge
; between the subdorsal and median nervures is

often a longitudinal olive-yellow stripe or cloud ; the trans-

verse lines are not indicated, but in the discal cell the posi-

tion of the orbicular stigma is suggested by a black dot, and

that of the reniform more distinctly by one or two white spots

or dots edged with dark brown, the more conspicuous and
constant spot being the lower; nervures slenderly dark

brown
; cilia concolorous. Hind wings rather narrow, dark
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drab clouded with umbreous, two black dots before the

middle and a row of them beyond it ; a series of black

wedges before the hind margin ; hind wings white, clouded

with smoky-brown. Female larger and much paler.

Antenna of the male notched, each notch bearing a tuft of

minute hairs, light brown
;
palpi small, narrowly tufted, pale

reddish-brown, apical joint porrected ; head strongly and

prominently tufted, red-brown ; collar large, reddish-brown,

sometimes pushed forward in the middle by a small erect

tuft of scales which simulates a crest, but often is not

perceptible ; shoulder lappets covered with long, smooth,

In'ownish-drab scales mixed with others of smoky-black

;

remainder of thorax brownish-drab ; fascicles small, white
;

abdomen long and stout, drab, basal segments covered with

long scales; lateral tufts minute; anal tuft long, rather

compressed, tipped with reddish-brown. Fore wings elon-

gated, rather broad behind ; nervures much thickened ; costa

nearly straight and thickened to beyond the middle, thence

curved to the apex, which is bluntly angulated ; hind margin

but little oblique, straight to below the middle, thence rounded

off; dorsal margin fringed with long scales, especially so

where it is rounded in toward the base; colour drab, broadly

striped down the costal and middle areas and hind margin

with umbreous clouding ; nervures faintly white, edged with

dark brown and dusted with black ; down the discal cell, and

to near the hind margin, is a narrow sharp stripe of the

ground colour in the darker clouding ; basal line suggested

by two black dots placed on nervures near the base, usual

first line by three, and second line indistinctly by a series of

six or seven ; beyond this but before the hind margin is a

row of black wedge-shaped streaks lying between nervures

;

sometimes three or four brown cloudy dots indicate the

position of the ordinary orbicular stigma, and two clusters

of more distinct black-brown dots or streaks at the end of

the discal cell show obscurely the base and apex of the reni-

form ; extreme hind margin edged with black lunules, between
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which are white streaks from the nervures ruiiuiug into the

cilia, these last being purplish-drab clouded with black-brown.

Hind wings small, the apex rather angulated and produced

;

hind margin scalloped or roughly crenulated ; colour yellow-

ish-white
; a broad smoky-brown cloud divided by whiter

nervures lies along the hind margin, which is scalloped with

a smoky-brown line ; cilia yellowish-white. Female larger,

with broader and also more pointed fore wings, which are

pale drab, the dotted lines more conspicuous ; the nervures

whiter, the median edged with brown lines, and the angle

where it divides lined with black-brown, but the indications

of stigmata less noticeable ; the smoky-brown cloud on the

yellowish-white hind wings smaller and more faint ; antennte

threadlike ; abdomen very stout, with a small, compressed

anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings yellowish-drab, a fluffy mass

of long hair-scales filling the discal cell ; beyond this is a

large smoky-black cloud divided by the pale nervures ; costal

and hind marginal regions dusted with smoky-brown ; a black

spot in the end of the discal cell ; beyond it, on the costa,

is a black spot followed by three yellowish-white dots. Hind

wings yellowish-white ; the costal and hind marginal regions

dusted with smoky-brown and the former also with reddish-

brown ; central spot large, black ; beyond it is a series of

blackish streaks on the nervures; hind margin edged with

black-bi'own crescents. Body and leg-tnfts reddish-drab

;

legs purplish-brown. Underside of the female much paler.

Usually only slightly variable in the depth of colour of the

fore wings, but rarely, and more especially in fen districts, a

singular variation occurs in both sexes, having the thorax and

fore wings of a smooth uniform purple-brown or black-brown
5

this being known as var. fratcrna, Tr.

On the wing in August and September.

Larva very elongated ; skin highly polished, sides puckered

;

second and anal segments with horny plates ; head and plates
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along the nervnre. In the collections of Messrs. Sydney Webb
and F. J. Haubuiy are specimens with the fore wings very rich

red, and others in which the median nervure is deeply striped

with black ; and in the latter a female with the dots along the

hind margin greatly enlarged.

On the wing in August and September.

Larva long and very slender, with all the legs fairly well

developed, body very cylindrical and uniform in substance

throughout ; head fully rounded, broadest in front, glossy

pale brown with still paler papilla3 ; mouth darker brown

;

ocelli black ; dorsal and anal plates glossy pale brown

;

ground colour of the back and sides light semi-transparent

yellowish-green, that of the undersurface rather paler; dorsal

line faintly deeper green, showing more or less the pulsating

dorsal vessel ; subdorsal and spiracular stripes of the breadth of

the intermediate spaces, brighter and deeper green ; spiracles

narrowly ovate, light red, outlined with black; raised dots

very inconspicuously ringed with paler green
; legs furnished

with brown hooks. As it becomes quite full fed it is shorter

and stouter, the stripes paler, and the skin more translucent.

July and August within the lower compacted parts of the

leaves of Iris pseudacorus ; sometimes two in one plant, but

more frequently only one, feeding on the young central leaf

in the heart of the plant. It often removes, however, not

only from the leaves of one plant to another, but sometimes

enters the flower-stem, whence, after feeding on the central

pith down almost to the root, it retires to attack another

plant. When about half-grown it frequently acquires a taste

for Sparganium ramosum, inhabiting therein the basal part

of the trigonous leaf-stem
; or sometimes it enters the stem

of Ti/plia angustifolia. On first entering a fresh leaf of Iris

it throws to some distance from its hole a quantity of pale

" frass," but afterwards allows the excrement to accumulate

in its tunnel ; but when it enters a stem and mines down-

wards it ejects all " frass." (Adapted from Buckler.)
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Pupa moderately stout and nearly cylindrical, though a

little swollen at the thorax and wing covers, which are

short ; in front of the head is a projection like a beak
;

abdomen long, anal segment sloped off so as to form an

obtuse dorsal ridge with granulated surface, having two

minute blunt projections wide apart and a few small bristles

between them. Colour at first pale whitish-green, changes

gradually to brown, so that in four days the head, thorax,

and wing covers are dark shining mahogany-brown and the

abdomen bright pale ochreous ; but four days before the

emergence of the moth the whole surface changes to a dark

purplish-red. In the stem in which the larva last fed, in a

perpendicular position. (Buckler.)

The moth doubtless hides in the daytime among the dead

leaves at the base of its food plants. It flies in very early

dusk or even before, since Mr. Sydney Webb states most

definitely that its flight is for an hour from 6 P.m., when it

may be captured on the wing in its very few haunts. These

are, so far as I am aware, and as these Islands are concerned,

only in the county of Kent. The first specimens obtained

seem to have been reared from larvte found by Mr. Sydney

Webb in that county in 1879, in one or two restricted and

very marshy spots ; and many more were taken in several

subsequent years by Mr. Webb, Mr. W. E. Jeffrey and

others, though with extreme difficulty, since it was at times

necessary to wade in water more than mid-leg deep to reach

their haunts. Recently from some cause the insect seems to

have become much more scarce. A single specimen was

taken on the wing in a garden at Deal in 1894 by Mrs.

Meldola. This I have seen in the cabinet of her son,

Professor Raphael Meldola.

Abroad it ranges through the greater part of Central

Europe, Northern Italy, and Southern and Eastern Russia.

3. N. typhas, Esp. ; arundinis, Stand. Cat.—Expanse

If to 2^ inches. Fore wings elongated, rather broad behind,
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smoky-brown ; nervures faintly darker ; cilia and front

margin whitish-brown. Female rather larger, with stouter

abdomen and narrower anal tuft ; fore wings shining, light

reddish-brown ; hind wings also lighter brown ; otherwise

similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-brown with the margins

decidedly paler—yellowish-brown dusted with darker—dorsal

margin glistening. Hind wings smoky-brown, with all the

nervures the margins and cilia yellowish-white. Body and

legs dark brown.

There is variation in the colour of the fore wings, paler to

drab, darker to black-brown, always with the greasy gloss,

and some males are of a soft light yellow-brown with darker

clouding on the nervures ; while the darker forms are often

unicolorous except for the stigmatal dots, the pale shade being

obliterated. Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher has, however, a specimen

reared by him from a larva found in Sussex, of a wholly uni-

colorous smoky-black, the spots being also absent.

On the wing in August.

Larva very elongate, smooth, compressed at the segmental

divisions, second and anal segments with horny plates ; head

bifid, dark i-eddish-brown, plates similar ; body white with a

reddish tinge and a few scattered bristles ; usual raised spots

distinct, brown, spiracles black
;
prolegs tipped with dark

grey. (0. Fenu.) Mr. Buckler's description confirms this,

but he calls the colour of the body deepish flesh-colour, and

mentions that the dorsal and spiracular lines are. faintly in-

dicated in deeper colour, and the dorsal plate also of the

deeper tint and divided by a paler line.

May to August in the stem of common reed {Anmdo
phragmites), eating out the interior substance between the

knots and making round holes in the sides for exclusion of its

excrement. By these holes it is readily discovered, and through

one of these it issues when in search of fresh food in the same

or another reed-stem. The winter is passed in the egg state.
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Pupa long and slender, a beaklike projection in front of

the head ; wing cases rather short, the wing nervures all

visible, and the surface between them quite dull from abun-

dant minute sculpturing of excessively fine and irregular

striaa ; limb covers smooth and shining, dorsal and abdominal

segments also glossy, but having each a rather broad anterior

band of scattered punctures; anal segment very bluntly

rounded olf, without a cremaster, but with two small spikes

a short distance apart, and very minute hairs round them
;

below them the anal scar is rather distinct ; colour bright

red-brown. In the larval tunnel in the hard lower portion

of the reed-stem, without a cocoon but with a diaphragm of

silk and pith at each end of the space, the hole for exit being

similarly closed. Sometimes several pupae are domiciled in

the stem of one large reed, and occasionally three or four may

even be found in the space between two knots.

The moth doubtless hides by day among the reed-leaves,

but is rarely if ever seen at that time ; at late dusk it flies

about the reed-beds, but is sluggish, and from its dark colour

difficult to see in flight. There is a statement that it was

formerly taken at sugar, and this has quite recently been

confirmed, but, so far as I am aware, it is but little attracted

by any kind of food, or even by light. It has been said to be

a fen insect, but so far as I can ascertain does not frequent

the Norfolk fens, notwithstanding that its food plant is, in

them, so very abundant. Its favourite haunts are dense reed-

beds on river banks, in marshes, or at the back of salt

marshes, and it especially frequents reeds which grow in

ditches and watercourses. Formerly it was common in the

Hammersmith marshes, and until these were destroyed the

greater number of specimens obtained were from them.

Apparently it still occurs in suitable places in the Thames

Valley, especially in Berks and Middlesex , also in the

marshes near Brighton, Lewes, Hastings and elsewhere in

Sussex, at Clevedon, and plentifully near Weston-super-
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lated; hind margin truncate, perpendicular, rounded off

towards the anal angle ; dorsal margin straight to near the

base, then fully rounded in; colour pale reddish-drab or

whitish-drab, often more tinged with red toward the hind

margin ; no basal line ; first line indicated by three dusky-

black dots placed on the principal nervures ; second line by

a curved row of equally indistinct black dots all placed on

nervures, and several of them followed by dark dusting ; no

indication of subterminal line or stigmata, but there is a

faint dark clouding on the median nervure, especially where

it branches into smaller nervures, and all of these, large and

small, are in some faint degree dotted with white; cilia

reddish-drab, distinctly darker than the rest of the wiug.

Hind wings narrow, thin, dusky-white, dusted, especially

along the nervures, with brown, and having in the middle a

partial transverse line indicated only on the nervures by

dark brown dots or streaks ; cilia reddish-white. Female a

little smaller ; fore wings rather narrower and paler in colour

;

body slightly stoutei'.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-drab ; the nervures

swollen, yellovi'ish-drab, edged on both sides with smoky-

brown. Hind wings dusky-white, dusted over the hinder

portion with brown, and faintly tinged along the costal

margin and nervures with red. Body and leg tufts pale

drab ; but the tufts small and the legs very bare ; tibi^

dusky-black, barred with pale yellow.

Eather variable in the ground colour of the fore wings, from

yellowish-white to pale purplish-red and even to grey-brown.

On the wing in July and August.

Larva slender, above of a delicate red, undersurface almost

white ; four minute dark dorsal dots on each segment and a

fine blackish lateral line ; the lobes of the head and the

dorsal plate somewhat shining brown. May and June, in

the stems of Jvncns Univprocarints (Jointed rush). (Dr.

Hofmann.)
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Pupa yellow-brown, in the stem, head upwards. (Hof-

mann.)

Neither larva nor pupa appears to have been noticed in

this country.

This species stands singularly alone. So far as I am aware,

there is nothing closely allied to it in the world.

The moth hides through the early part of the day among

rank herbage. At about 5 or 6 p.m. it begins to move

about, and from that time till sunset flies gently over the

coarse herbage in the more open portions of the fens and

marshes. When pursued and alarmed it drops down and

endeavours, usually with success, to hide itself among the

luxuriant growth ; but if approached gently when flying may

be taken with the utmost ease. According to my own experi-

ence it is rarely, if ever, visible at night, and probably passes

that season in hiding. Its special home is in the fens of

Norfolk and Cambridgeshire, and it is also plentiful in the

small patches of fen by the rivers in Suffolk
;
yet in some

years very few specimens are to be seen even in these favoured

haunts ; in others, without any ascertainable cause, the whole

fen is alive with their buzzing multitudes. It was formerly

found in a marshy place on Barnes Common, Surrey, and

Mr. C. Fenn states that it abounded in one or two localities

in the immediate vicinity of London, from which it has now
totally disappeared. Another still favoured locality is the

marshy portion of the sandhills at Deal, Kent ; and it has

been found in small marshes in Sussex and the Isle of Wiarht.

and in boggy heaths in Dorset, especially round Littlesea in

the Isle of Purbeck ; also in Somerset ; and in single localities

in Gloucestershire, Devon, Berks, Essex and Leicestershire;

in several in Yorkshire ; and there is a doubtful record in

Lancashire. In South Wales, Mr. W. F. H. Blandford found

it near Saundersfoot, and I met with a few specimens in a

tiny bit of marsh only a few yards in extent in the far west

of Pembrokeshire. The only record in Scotland seems to be
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darker patch or two in its course ; a delicate threadlike

paler line along the spiracles, which are small, darker, edged

with black ; raised dots also darker or brownish, polished

and each bearing a very fine hair ; anal plate greyish-brown,

sometimes margined behind with darker brown ; all the legs

well developed, the anterior of the colour of the body, the

prolegs rather more transparent and shining, and tipped with

darker hooks, the anal pair extending behind, appearing long

and rather divergent. (Adapted from Buckler.)

May to the beginning of July in the stems of common reed

(Anindo 2)^i'}^c({/')nites), feeding in the upper green portions

where they are sheathed with green leaves ; here a space is

eaten out of a foot in length and a small circular hole is cut

in the side.

The larvae from which the above description was taken were

collected by Lord Walsingham in the Norfolk fens, and

although Mr. Buckler did not rear the moths—his larvte being-

infested with dipterous parasites—Lord Walsingham was

more fortunate, as four of his moths duly appeared. It is

of importance to note this, since the description by Wilde,

quoted by Dr. Hofmann, does not agree very closely. Dr.

F. D. Wheeler tells me that this larva feeds also low down

in the stems of the laiyc reeds, and always seems too slender

for its home.

Pupa apparently undescribed. In the larval habitation ?

The moth sits on the lower portion of a reed-stem or among

the dead leaves at its base during the day, and if approached

when on a stem drops hastily down. When so sitting, with its

wings clasped closely down to the reed, it looks exactly like a

brown knot. At dusk it flies very gently and quietly along

the edges of the reed-beds, but later at night flies higher, still

very gently, comes readily to a strong light, settling down

without fuss, and has been taken at sugar. In contrast to

the habits of the last species, it seems to be almost confined

to fens, or the very similar banks of rivers.
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It was first recorded in this country in 1 81.7, by the late

Mr. F. Bond, who took it in Yaxley Fen, and very soon it

was found to be common there and at Whittlesea Mere, con-

tinuing so until they were drained. Still obtained in the

remaining fens of Cambridgeshire, and in those of Norfolk

and Suffolk, extending even to the little bits of fen still

existing near Whittlesford, Merton, Yarmouth, Lowestoft,

Beccles and Lakenheath, and taken rarely in the marshes of

the north bank of the Thames in Essex. I know of no other

localities for it in these Islands. Abroad it is found in many

parts of Northern, Central and Western Germany, and pro-

bably in suitable places in Holland, Switzerland and Russia
;

but this is not very clear, since there seems to be a pro-

bability that its localities are sometimes confused with those

of iV. arundineta, Schmidt, dissoluta, Tr.

Genus 49. CGENOBIA.

Antenna) almost naked ; eyes naked, prominent, without

lashes ; thorax thin, smooth, abdomen very slender, not

crested ; fore wings short, broad, and blunt ; hind wings

weak, vein 5 hardly perceptible.

We have but one species.

1. C. rufa, Raio. ; despecta, Tr., Stainton.—Expanse f to

1 inch. Small and weak ; thorax and abdomen very slender
;

fore wings short, pale reddish-drab or whitish-drab
;
nervures

dusted and dotted with black ; hind wings dusky-white.

Antennae of the male simple, very minutely ciliated,

whitish-brown
;
palpi slender, depressed, dirty-white, clouded

outside with dusky-black ; head flattened above but with a

projecting frontal tuft, pale brown dusted with white ; thorax

slender, smooth, of the same colour ; abdomen very slender,

glossy, yellowish-white with a reddish tinge ; lateral and

anal tufts small, more tinged with reddish-brown. Fore

wings thin, short ; costa gently arched ; apex bluntly angu-
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Mare, Somerset ; in the Isle of Wight ; in Hunts ; Wilts

;

Whittlesford and elsewhere in Cambridgeshire; and near

Needham Market, Suffolk. Apparently this is the extent of

its range in these Islands. Abroad it is found in similar

spots throughout the greater part of Central Europe, Southern

Sweden and Southern Russia.

5. N. neurica, Hul.—Expanse 1 to 1] inch. Fore

wings short and broad, pale brown with a longitudinal dark

brown shade through the middle from the base ;
stigmata

indicated by black dots ; hind wings smoky-white. Female

with fore wings darker and more unicolorous, and with a

longer abdomen.

Antennas of the male simple, finely ciliated, brown
;
palpi

dark brown, small and very slender ; head light brown above,

but in front prominently tufted, blackish-brown ; thorax

slender, the collar broad and rather upright, pale purplish-

brown; remainder of thorax deeper purplish-brown, rather

loosely covered with long scales ; fascicles thin, white ; abdo-

men very slender, pale yellowish-brown ; lateral tufts con-

spicuous, placed on a raised ridge, anal tuft long, pale

purplish-brown. Fore wings short and broad ; costa decidedly

curved ; apex bluntly angulated, almost rounded ; hind

margin curved and rather full, nearly perpendicular, but

more oblique below the middle ; dorsal margin also faintly

curved ; colour pale reddish-brown, much dusted with dark

brown, and with a broad umbreous shade from the middle of

the base down the median nervure to the middle of the hind

margin, sometimes spreading widely along it ; at the lower

outer angle of the discal cell is a black spot, faintly encircled

with white, which represents the reniform stigma, and just

beyond it two white dots on nervures ; before it are some-

times two or three obscure black dots representing the orbi-

cular ; extreme hind margin dotted with black ; cilia dark

brown dusted with black. Hind wings rather large, rounded,

dusky-white at the base, shading off to pale purple-brown at
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the hind margin, but the darker colour interrupted by a faintly

white transverse stripe beyond the middle ; cilia smoky-white.

Female larger, with stouter body, and the anal tuft more

com]oressed ; fore wings longer, rather narrower and decidedly

more pointed, with a more oblique hind margin ;
brownish-

drab faintly clouded with umbreous ; median nervure streaked

with white ; the black spot more distinctly ringed with white
;

second line visible as a curved series of short black streaks

lying upon nervures and followed by white dashes ; hind

wings paler.

Underside of all the wings dusky yellowish-white, abun-

dantly dusted with smoky-brown, and the nervures edged

with the same ; in the middle of each wing is a black spot.

Body and leg-tufts whitish-brown tinged with purple ; legs

dark brown.

Usually only a little variable in the depth of ground colour,

and ^that of the central umbreous shade, which often is in-

distinct, or on the other hand is sometimes blackened ; but

occasional specimens are found in which the fore wings are

of a unicolorous blackish-brown almost devoid of any trace of

markings. In the collection of Mr. A. Robinson is a female

which has both orbicular and reniform stigmata faintly out-

lined. In that of Mr. Sydney Webb are males in which the

white encircling spot of the reniform is produced as a long

white streak upon the median nervure to near the base, one

of them having the general colour rich purplish-red.

On the wing in July and August.

Larva very slender, cylindrical, ofuniform thickness, except

that the first two and last two segments taper a little ; head

shining reddish-brown, mouth dusky-brown, lobes well defined

on the crown ; on the second segment is a shining plate of a

similar colour to the rest of the body ; the skin soft, smooth,

of a waxen texture, flesh-colour, sometimes inclining to pink

above, paler flesh-colour below ; dorsal pulsating vessel just

visibly paler than the rest of the back, sometimes with a
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on moors in Argyleshire. In Ireland it is recorded from the

counties of Wicklow, Galway and Sligo. Abroad it does

not seem to be very widely distributed, but is found in

Northern and Western France, Northern Germany and

Saxony.

Genus 50. SENTA.

Antennie ciliated ; eyes naked, with prostrate lashes at

the back ; thorax narrow^ smooth, abdomen very slender,

flattened, without crests ; fore wings elongated, rather oblong

and truncate
;
pale drab, almost without markings. Hind

wings thin, broad, vein 5 extremely thin, arising from almost

the middle of the cross-bar.

We have only one species.

1. S. ulvse, Huh. ; maritima, Stand. Cat.—Expanse 1 to

1| inch. Thorax slender and weak; fore wings oblong,

yellowish-white, clouded all over with minute grey lines ;
hind

wings white ; abdomen slender and flattened.

Antennse of the male simple, minutely ciliated, pale brown,

white at the base
;
palpi slender, depressed but curled up,

whitish-drab, the apical joint prominent ; head smooth, dusky-

white ; thorax narrow and weak, smooth, but the shoulder

lappets raised at the back, brownish-drab ; fascicles short,

white ; abdomen long, flattened, whitish-brown ; lateral

tufts minute ; anal tuft large and elongated. Fore wings

narrowly oblong, rather truncate ; costa arched ; apex squarely

angulated ; hind margin perpendicular, or even faintly hol-

lowed beneath it, suddenly bent below the middle and thence

oblique ; dorsal mai'gin gently rounded ; colour whitish-drab,

faintly dusted with brown and clouded all over with grey,

which is usually disposed in short abundant longitudinal

cloudy lines ; or more especially along the costal region, the

remainder with more scattered cloudy lines, but the nervures

always left of the pale ground colour
;
position of the first

line suggested by two or three dusky dots on the principal
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nervures ; second line more distinctly indicated by a row of

six or seven black dots or short streaks on nervures, in some
individuals followed by another row of similar small dashes,

or by two or three blacker dashes ; and there is the faintest

possible expression of a waved pale subterminal line ; orbi-

cular and reniform stigmata both obscurely indicated by

white dotted or complete margins ; extreme hind margin

dotted with black ; cilia brownish-drab. Hind wings rather

ample, rounded, pure white to the cilia, except an obscure

smoky-black squared central spot and a series of faint brown
streaks on the margin. Female rather larger, with the wings

longer and the apex more pointed ; anfcennfe threadlike,

abdomen rather stouter, otherwise quite similar. Under-

side of the fore wings smoky-white ; reniform stigma smoky-
black ; beyond it is a cloudy black spot on the costa.

Hind wings white ; costal and apical regions faintly dusted

with pale brown; central spot dusky; beyond it is a trans-

verse row of black dots and dashes on nervures. Body and

legs pale drab.

Variable, and in rather more definite lines than is usual.

Perhaps the most frequent of these is the form named
hiinmctata by Haworth. In it the longitudinal fine lines

and the dusting are obscured or absent, leaving the fore

wings pale drab or whitish-drab, but both the upper stigmata

are conspicuous as black spots very nearly equal in size,

somewhat rounded, and without the white edging. Another
form, equally or more striking, is known as Wismariensis,

Schmidt; it has, along with these two spots, and partly

enclosing them, a broad, black, ill-defined stripe from the

middle of the base down the discal cell toward the hind

margin. These remarkable varieties occur in both sexes,

and appear at first sight quite like separate species ; inter-

mediates between them and the type form hardly seem to

occur, but the latter is sometimes exaggerated, the fine dark

lines and whiter inter-lines becoming more distinct, con-

nected and defined.

VOL. V. G
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On the wiug from the end of June to the beginning of

August.

Larva slender, even, yellowish-grey with a bluish or

reddish gloss ; a slender frequently interrupted whitish

dorsal line ; a slender longitudinal whitish line on each

side of the back ; delicate whitish side stripes, and beneath

these double dark sub-spiracular lines, on which stand the

black spiracles ; raised dots minute, black, each with a single

erect pale bristle. Head somewhat divided above, shining

black brown ; dorsal plate short, semicircular, paler or darker

brown.

Lives from the summer till May in the reed (Anrndo

'phragmUcs), lying hidden in the stem by day, in the night-

time feeding on other reed-frequenting insects, both larvee

and pupas. (Wilde : Dr. Hofmann.)

This seems to be an extraordinary habit, but is confirmed

by Schmidt. Doubtless the ordinary food is the veQ^-lcavcs.

This larva does not seem to have been noticed in this

country.

Pupa slender, pale yellowish-brown ; in the reed-stem.

The moth is never seen in the daytime
;
probably it hides

among the dead leaves of the reed. It flies at dusk and

through the night. Dr. F. D. Wheeler says that it is

principally confined to large, thick reed-beds growing in

the water, and having among them the old reeds of the

previous year. He further says, that in flight it has con-

siderable resemblance to a Ghilo, yet differs sufliciently for

recognition ; and he has repeatedly, when working the reed-

beds with a lamp, seen this insect either softly flutter through

the reeds or crawl up the stems and settle upon one of them

in the full light of the lamp. It will, however, usually come

to the light, which appears to be the only temptation to

which it will yield, food of any kind being disregarded. If

two large reed-beds are situated at but a short distance from

each other, it may be netted as it flies from one to the other.
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Formerly much more plentiful than at the present time.

It was abundant in 1847 and 1848 in Yaxley Fen and

Holme Feu ; in 1859 at Hammersmith Marshes, London ;
and

more recently in the Plumstead Marshes, Kent ; and doubtless

so continued until these localities were destroyed. Still found

in more moderate numbers in the remaining fens of Cam-

bridgeshire and in those of Norfolk' ; and more rarely in

Suffolk and Essex. In Norfolk, besides the fens, it has been

taken at Merton by Lord Walsingham, and at King's Lynn

by Mr. E. A. Atmore, and there is a record at Upwell, on the

borders of Cambridgeshire. So far as I know, this is the

extent of its range in these Islands ; abroad it is found in

Holland, Northern and Western Germany, Austria, Hungary,

and Eastern, Central, and Southern Russia.

Genus 51. TAPINOSTOLA.

Antennae ciliated ; eyes naked, with prostrate back lashes

;

thorax smooth, moderately stout ; abdomen more slender,

without crests ; fore wings somewhat triangular or elongated
;

colour usually some shade of drab or wainscot ; markings

obscure or absent ; hind wings rather small, thin in texture,

vein 5 very slender, arising below the middle of the cross-

bar.

Larv^, so far as known, naked, of dull pale colouring,

inhabiting stems of grasses and sedges.

PuPiE rather slender, in the larval habitation.

We have six species—which do not tabulate very clearly.

A. Fore wings short,

B. Fore wings drab or reddish-drab with brown nervures.

T. fidva.

B"-. Fore wings truncate, bone-white, second line faintly

dotted. T. concolor.

A?. Fore wings not very short.
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0. Fore wiags chalky-white with faintly dotted second

line. T. Bondii.

C-. Fore wdugs white with the nervures broadly ochreous.

T. muscvlosa.

C^. Fore wdngs pale drab with a reddish tinge, stigmata

faintly visible. T. Hdmanni.
A?. Fore wings elongated, pale drab with brown nervures.

T. elymi.

1. T. musculosa, HUbb.—Expanse 1| inch. Moderately

stont. Fore wings white, with costa and nervures broadly

ochreous. Hind wings white with the nervures brown.

Antennge simple, light brown
;

palpi extremely slender,

depressed, brownish-white ; head white, rather smooth, the

scales depressed and lying forward ; thorax white, rather

loosely covered with long scales, collar loosely erect, fascicles

rather long, w^hite ; abdomen yellowish-white, the lateral and

anal tufts moderately developed. Fore wings rather narrow,

costa arched at the base, thence straight or even faintly

hollowed ; apex bluntly rounded ; hind margin straight and
but little oblique to below the middle, where it is suddenly

rounded off ; dorsal margin nearly straight ; colour white
;

costal and dorsal margins and median nervure broadly, and

the smaller nervures narrowly, clouded with ochreous or

yellow-brown ; cloudy-white spots in the places of the

orbicular and reniform stigmata ; no indication of other

markings ; cilia yellowish-white. Hind wings with the

margin rather angulated below the apex, otherwise rounded
;

white, dusted all over with pale straw-colour ; nervures

faintly brown ; cilia yellowish-white. Female stouter, very

similar, but one in Dr. P. B. Mason's collection has the

ground colour of the fore wings tinged with yellow.

Underside of all the wings white, the costal margins and

nervures tinged with pale yellowish-brown ; body and legs of

the same colour.

On the wing in August.
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Larva and pupa nnknown.

Scarcely anything is known of its habits here, but in

Germany it is said to be found principally in cornfields ; and

Mr. J. J. Walker, ll.N., says that near Gibraltar it may be

found sitting on flowers of Scahiosa, Gcntaurea, &c., in the

daytime, in May ; whence there would appear to be two

generations in the year in the South of Europe.

The early history of this species in this country is involved

in obscurity. Mr. H. Doubleday regarded it as identical

with nervosa, Steph., of which Stephens stated that the

caterpillar feeds 07i the elm ! His description has some

relation to the appearance of this species, and that of

Haworth is even more appropriate ; but no figure is fur-

nished ; and that by Wood, under the name of mnscidosa, is

actually Calamia phragmitidis. The older records— for

Darenth Wood, Kent ; Whittlesea and Yaxley Meres ; and

Norfolk—should I think therefore be disregarded.

The first reliable capture of this species here was, so far as

I know, the specimen secured in 1855 by Mr. J. N. Winter

at Brighton at lisfht. I believe that it was taken at the

Sussex County Hospital, where Mr. Winter was surgeon.

In the following year two more were captured in the same

manner and recorded by Mr. H. Cooke, of Brighton. In

1858 four more were obtained, one of them upon a flower in

the daytime, and others in following years, in the same

locality. Mr. J. H. A. Jenner informs me that some were

also secured at the same time at Bexhill, Kent. Indeed

it appears as though from 1855 to 1860 a strenuous effort

must have been made by the species to form a settlement in

the Southern Counties, and specimens secured at that time

ornament most of the larger collections. Captures were

reported also from Torquay, Devon, but these are. in my
opinion, doubtful. Since 1860 it seems very nearly to have

died out, yet there is a record of a specimen flying in the

daytime about clover blossoms at Brighton in 1883. I know
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of no other localities in the United Kingdom ; but abroad it

is found in Central and Southern Germany, Hungary, the

South of Spain, and indeed the greater portion of Southern

Europe, including Cyprus, and in the west of Asia Minor.

2. T. fulva, Huh.—Expanse 1 inch. Thorax stout,

abdomen short, fore wings short, rather pointed, drab,

whitish-drab, red-drab or red-brown ; nervures, the median

especially, darker brown ; hind wings smoky-brown.

Antennse of the male thick, simple but densely ciliated

with fine bristles, pale brown
;
palpi small, but loosely tufted

with rather long scales, pale brown, apical joint rather large

and also tufted : head fully tufted with drab scales which

point forward ; thorax rather broad, loosely covered with

long drab or reddish-drab scales ; fascicles white ;
abdomen

of moderate thickness, pale drab dusted with brown ; lateral

and anal tufts large. Fore wings short ; costa nearly straight

but a little arched at the base ; apex angulated and rather

pointed ; hind margin slightly obli((ue and curved gently off

below the middle ; dorsal margin almost straight, distinctly

ciliated with long yellowish-white scales ; colour pale drab,

pale ochreous, pale ochreous-brown, or pale red-brown in

various shades ; nervures, the median especially, dusted with

black-brown ; second line suggested by four or five black dots

placed upon nervures ; other usual markings absent ; hind

margin dusted with black, especially at the tips of the

nervures ; cilia whitish-buff, faintly flushed with pink. Hind

wings pale smoky-brown, shading off to white at the base

;

cilia white. Female usually of a whiter drab, with the

median nervure more distinctly dark; body rather stouter

with the anal tuft small.

Underside of the fore wings pale drab, abundantly dusted

with pale purplish-brown ; nervures darker ; hind wings

very similar ; body and legs whitish-drab.

As already shown, tliere is great variation in the ground

colour, but the more generally distributed foi'm is that which
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has the fore wings pale drab. In the fens of Norfolk, where

the insect is plentiful, there is great variation towards dusky

red of various degrees, and also in some degree towards

brown, also in another direction towards the increase of the

dark clouding upon the median nervure, with corresponding-

darkening of the costal an-a ; a comparatively rare form from

this district is of a dull purplish-drab, deeply shaded with

smoky-brown, and having very dark hind wings. Another

form, found in Scotland, has the fore wings dark purple-red

with the uervures hardly darker, but the hind wings very dark

smoky-brown ; it is also smaller than ordinary specimens, and

with it are females tinged with the same red colour ; but also,

everywhere, are the ordinary paler and whitish-drab forms.

In Ireland the males are said to vary almost to brick-red.

On the wing at the end of August and in September.

Larva of uniform moderate stoutness from the fourth

segment, though tapering a very little behind ; in front

becoming rapidly narrower from the third segment to the

head, which is remarkably small and tapering ; all the

segmental divisions rather deep ; intermediate wrinkles

numerous ; skin much dimpled along the sides. Head

.

glossy, light brown, mouth darker brown, ocelli black ; dorsal

plate pale brown with the front margin darker ; body shining,

of a pallid flesh-colour with a deeper dirty flesh-coloured

internal vessel sliding to and fro between the third, fourth,

and fifth segments ; dorsal stripe pale yellowish-pink, softly

defined between broader stripes of a shade of grey-brown

;

spiracular stripes broad, pinkish-grey-brown, through which

is visible the tracheal thread of dark grey from the spiracles,

which are black; anal plate rough, light brown with a

narrow additional plate in front of it ; raised dots minute,

dusky-brown, only perceptible under a good lens, each bearing

a short bristle ; ventral surface pale flesh-colour ; legs light

brown. When about to pupate all the stripes disappear and

the skin becomes porcelain-white, strongly contrasting with
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the black spiracles. When very young smooth and glossy,

creamy-white, the pale green dorsal vessel shining through

the skin ; Avhen more advanced, the colouring deeper and

stripes brownish. (Condensed from Buckler.)

June and July in the flowering stems of sedges

—

Carcx

'palvjlom ? and probably C. (jlauca; cotton grass {Eriophorum);

also very probably in other sedges and grasses, or even rushes
;

feeding down the stem towards the root-stock, and hardly

producing any external mark of its presence.

Pupa slender-, five -eighths inch long, very uniform in sub-

stance throughout ; thorax rather short, convexly rounded
;

head sloping forward and prolonged with a tendency to a

beak, though rounded off at the tip ; wing-covers proportion-

ately short ; movable abdominal segments longer than usual

;

last three segments tapering a little, ending in a short blunt

thorny projection ; colour light brownish-ochreous, with a

faintly darker dorsal stripe ; the anal projection dark brown,

and the whole surface very glossy. (W. Buckler.) In the

excavation made by the larva in the stem.

The moth is rarely seen in the daytime, doubtless it hides

close to the ground. At early dusk it flies swiftly in and

out near the ground in its favourite damp spots, but very soon

settles down upon the stems of rushes or grasses, whence it

is easily picked oft' with the aid of a lantern ; but if alarmed

dives down at once to the roots of the grass. The female

does not seem to fly till later, and is very sluggish. The

male is again on the wing before midnight, and flies higher

and more widely at that time. Then attracted by a strong

light, but apparently not by any food ; or the males may be

seen flying in little companies over a freshly emerged female.

Always attached to damp marshy spots, very plentiful in fens

and wet places about woods, but also found in any little

marshy places on a hillside, the corner of a field, or the edges

of a shallow ditch. Found in such situations more or less

commonly throughout England, except a large portion of the
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Midlands ; and probabh' all over South Wales, since it has

been taken near Swansea and at Pembroke. Also existing

more locally, yet sometimes abundantly, in Berwickshire,

Roxburghshire, the Clyde Valley, Midlothian, Perthshire,

Bute, Fife, Aberdeen and elsewhere ; according to Dr. F. B.

White, throuf?hout Scotland to Sutherlandshire, and even in

the Hebrides, though there scarce. In Ireland near Dublin,

Westmeath, Kildare, Kerry, Sligo, Mouaghan, Tyrone,

Armagh, Donegal, Londonderry, and commonly near Belfast.

Abroad it has an extensive range through Central Europe,

Northern Germany, Finland, and the mountain regions of

Central Asia.

3. T. concolor, Gn. ;
extrema, St<iv(l. Gat.—Expanse

1 inch. Fore wings rather truncate, shining, bone-white

;

second line neatly indicated in black dots ; hind wings pale

smoky-grey.

Antennae of the male short, rather stout, simple, with

hardly perceptible ciliation, light brown; palpi loosely

tufted, light brown, apical joint white ; head yellowish-

white, tufted, a channel across the face just beneath the

antennee separates the tufts; thorax narrow, thickly but

loosely tufted with long dull white scales ;
collar rather

erect ; fascicles white ; abdomen whitish-brown with ex-

tremely small lateral, and large anal tufts, the latter tinged

with yellow. Fore wings short, rather truncate; costa

arched at the base and faintly curved beyond ; apex bluntly

angulated ; hind margin perpendicular to below the middle,

then bent and oblique to the anal angle ;
dorsal margin

gently curved and neatly ciliated ; colour smooth soft bone-

white, with the faintest possible smoky-black or yellowish-

brown shading between the nervures ; first line usually

absent, but sometimes faintly hinted at by a small black dot

on the subdorsal nervure, and one, more obscure, on the

median ; second line very neatly indicated by a row of small

rather elongated dots on the nervures beyond the middle,
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almost parallel with the hind margin ; no other markings, but

sometimes a faint dusting of smoky-black or brown-black

scales on the basal half of the wings ; extreme hind margin

edged with faint pale brown lunules ; cilia bone-white with

minute dusky clouds. Hind wings extremely pale smoky-

grey or dusky-white, the smoky shading lying between the

nervures and being most pronounced toward the hind margin
;

cilia white. Female stouter, fore wings slightly narrower and

more blunt at the apex ; hind wings a little darker, otherwise

similar.

Underside of the fore wings whitish-brown, clouded with

smoky shading beyond the middle, but with the nervures

yellowish-white and dorsal margin white. Hind wings

white ; costal region faintly dusted with pale brown ; nervures

just tinged with brown. Body and legs brownish-white.

In the collection of Mr. F. J. Haubuiy is a specimen

having the first line shown by four black dots arranged

perpendicularly, and the second by a complete row from

costal to dorsal margin.

On the wing in June and the beginning of July.

IjARVA and pupa apparently unknown.

I have no personal knowledge of the habits of this species,

and regret to find myself unable to obtain any as to its

more recent discovery. Dr. F, D. Wheeler, however, who,

when at Cambridge, had opportunities of learning something

of its early history, says: "First discovered at Yaxley in

1844 and taken in some numbers in 1848 and 1849. Mr.

Brown says that the local collectors took it at the end of

June flying in the early daylight, about 3 to 4 a.m., over

ground from which the reeds had been cut. Mr. Bond took

a few at sugar. It continued to be taken till the draining of

the Mere in 1851. The fen was rapidly drained, the surface

burnt and ploughed up." But Dr. Knaggs writes: "This

species was not taken in Yaxley Fen, but in some drier

ground near it. The captor used to pretend that he took it
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in the fen. It is found about large tufts of grass growing

on dry ground in that district, never upon wet ground." In

addition to Yaxley Fen, Whittlesea Mere, Holme Fen and

Whittlesford, all in Huntingdonshire or Cambridgeshire, are

recorded as old localities ; and it is said to have occurred in

Wicken Fen, though this is strenuously denied by those who

are best acquainted with that locality.

From these early captures the older collections were

supplied. Within the last few years it has been redis-

covered in Huntingdonshire, but, as already stated, no

information is obtainable, except that considerable numbers

have been secured. A record of the occurrence of the species

in Suffolk proved to be erroneous, and beyond those enume-

rated I know of no localities for it in the United Kingdom.

Abroad it is also extremely local, but seems to have been

taken in Central, Southern and Western Germany, Austria

and Hungary.

4. T. Helmanni, Evcrmiann.—Expanse 1 to 1^ inch.

Fore wings short, rather truncate, pale reddish-brown or

reddish-white, wdth faint cloudings of deeper colour in which

the stigmata are obscurely visible. Hind wings smoky-

white.

Antennge of the male short and thick, simple, with hardly

perceptible ciliation, light brown; palpi small, very loosely

tufted, pale drab, apical joint porrected ;
head very roughly

covered with scales, brownish-white; thorax also loosely

clothed with long yellowish-white scales dusted with pale

purplish-brown, and sometimes the collar is faintly barred or

edged with pale fulvous; fascicles white; abdomen white

with a reddish tinge, lateral tufts minute, anal tuft rather

compressed and more tinged with red. Fore wings very

neat in appearance; costa faintly rounded; apex bluntly

angulated; hind margin slightly oblique, hardly curved to

decidedly below the middle, whence it is rounded off; dorsal

margin almost straight ; colour pale soft pinkish-brown or
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pale reddish-ochreons, dusted and clouded with white, and
softly with brown, especially upon the uervures; basal line

faintly suggested by a whitish edging; first line perpendi-

cular, very obscure, reddish-ochreous. edged inwardly with

white; second line oblique and curved back near the costa,

but indistinct and of the same colour, edged with white, and
sometimes followed by dark dots or streaks on the nervures;

subterminal line seldom visible, and then only as a paler

edge to a reddish cloud ; orbicular stigma obscurely indicated

by a white margin, but of irregular and uncertain shape;

reniform quite as obscure, its position indicated by partial

pale edges or a faint white cloudy spot ; all these markings
only visible under close scrutiny ; cilia concolorous. Hind
wings smoky-white with a faint shade of smoky-red toward
the middle and the hind margin ; cilia white. Female rather

stouter, and a very little smaller, otherwise similar.

Underside of fore wings pale brownish-drab, dorsal region

white. Hind wings white, dusted over the costal and apical

regions with reddish-drab, nervures faintly indicated in the

same
; central spot just perceptible as a dusky streak, and

followed by an even more indistinct transverse brown line.

Body and legs reddish-drab.

But little variable, though the reddish tinge is often

replaced by more dusky brown or smoky shading, and this

shows itself more especially upon the nervures beyond the

middle and the adjacent costal margin, which sometimes is

quite densely shaded ; in other instances the second line

toward the dorsal margin is thrown into view by a more
distinct white edofiup-.

On the wing in July and August.

Larva yellowish-white or reddisli, undersurface white,

with a clear shining lateral line and black spiracles ; head

shining yellow-brown with a black spot on the mouth ; dorsal

plate paler, less shining ; anal plate and prolegs similar. It

lives till the end of June of the following year deep in the
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stems of Galamag7'0stis epigcios in damp places ; the infected

plants may be recognised by the yellow heart-leaves.

(Kretschmar ; Dr. llofmann.) Probably this larva has never

been noticed in this country. The late Mr. F. Bond was

under the impression that he had reared the moth from a

larva found feeding in the upper part of a reed-stem, when

collecting those of Galainia phragniitidia.

Pupa pale yellow, in a light cocoon of silk and earth ; the

larva when full fed quitting the grass-stem for pupation. (Id.)

The moth doubtless hides in the daytime among dead grass-

leaves on the ground. It tlies at dusk and through the night,

coming readily to sugar, and still more so to a strong light,

and has a rather soft and gentle flight. It appears to have been

first taken in this country in 1817 at Yaxley Fen, by the late

Mr. F, Bond, and continued to be met with there commonly

until the fen was destroyed. It was also found at that time

at Whittlesea Mere and Holme Fen. In 1872, when Dr.

F. D. Wheeler was energetically working up the insects of

the Cambridgeshire Fen district, the only information which

he could obtain as to this species was that it still existed in

the wetter portions of Monks Wood, Hunts. Here he found

it, but also—to his great surprise—far more commonly in

Wicken Fen, where he captured it freely at sugar, flying at

dusk and. later in the night, at light ; and in this fen it has

been found year by year to the present time. Mr. Bond

stated that he had taken it at Wicken many years before,

and it seems perplexing that it should have been passed over

for so many years, except that in flight it is not unlike

T.falva. Other localities are Chippenham Fen, Whittlesford,

and Chatteris, all in Cambridgeshire, and Monks Wood and

elsewhere in Huntingdonshire ; indeed it probably occurs in

every suitable spot in those two counties. Elsewhere records

are very meagre, and it must surely be overlooked, since it

has been taken near Yarmouth, Norfolk ; once in Lincoln-

shire ; and Major Still secured a single specimen in one of
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the hollows of Dartmoor, Devon. Abroad it is found in

Northern Germany, Holland, the Ural Mountain district,

and the mountainous regions of Central Asia.

5. T. Bondii, Z^^^^'^^^.s ; Morrisii, Mcijrick.—Expanse 1|

to 1^ inch. Thorax and abdomen slender ; fore wings chalky-

white, very faintly dusted with grey, and tinged between the

nervures with pale smoky-brown ; hind wings shaded from

white to smoky-brown.

Antenna of the male short, simple, without perceptible

ciliation, white
;
palpi slenderly tufted, white inside, brown

outwardly, apical joint rather long ; head smooth, white

;

thorax narrow, with long shoulder-lappets, white ; fascicles

white ; abdomen slender and rather long, smooth, brown-

ish-white ; lateral tufts minute, anal tuft rather com-

pressed, tinged with brown. Fore wings very smooth and

glossy, with an appearance as of linen when well ironed

down ; costa a little arched at the base, thence very faintly

curved; apex bluntly rounded, almost angulated; hind

margin rather oblique, very obscurely rounded ; dorsal margin

nearly straight; colour smooth chalky-white with a super-

ficial gloss of yellowish-bone colour and a faint dusting or

shading of smoky-grey or pale smoky-brown between the

nervures in the hinder half, or even over the whole surface,

yet hardly sufficient to produce any change in the chalky

whiteness of the whole ; no markings except a series of

black dots placed upon nervures, and indicating the usual

second line, much curved in toward the costa. These vary

in distinctness and number, but seem to be pretty constantly

present. Cilia white, absolutely continuous with the white

surface—that is, wholly devoid of any dividing-line. Hind

wings short toward the anal angle but elongated to the apex,

which is bluntly and suddenly rounded, the hind margin

there being somewhat elbowed and the portion below it

almost straight; greyish-white, shading off to pale smoke

colour along the hind marmu, where this forms an ill-defined
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marginal cloud broken by diisky-vvhite nervnres ; sometimes

there is, nearer to the middle of the wing, a hardly perceptible

similar transverse stripe ; dorsal region sometimes white or

streaked with white clouding ; cilia white. Female smaller,

with the abdomen stouter and the hind wings whiter, other-

wise similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoke colour with the margins

and uervures whiter. Hind wings white, dusted along the

costal region, and between the hinder nervures, with smoky-

brown. Body and legs whitish-drab ; front tibite dull blackish-

brown.

Hardly variable, except in size, beyond the slight details

already noted. Mr. P. M. Bright possesses a specimen in

which the dots of the second line are not perceptible.

Dr. Knaggs has sent me one of quite abnormally small size.

On the wing from the middle of June through July.

Larva when full-fed seven or eight lines in length, nearly

cylindrical, the fourth to sixth segments being the largest

;

the head, second, and anal segments the smallest ; colour

dii'ty-white, dorsal line faintly whiter ; second and anal

segments darker, inclining to dirty pale brown ; head brown
;

spiracles appearing as minute dark punctules ; legs pale

brown, a black dot on each proleg. When just from the ^^^
it is whitish with long pubescent hairs and a dark head.

(Dr. H. G. Knaggs.) First reared in 1863 by Mr. Henry
Nicholls, who found larvte feediDg in the roots of a grass

which grows in large tussocks. Early in June he noticed

that in these tussocks some of the stems looked sickly, and

found that when gently pulled they broke off close to the

roots. A close search disclosed either a larva or a pupa.

Along with the present species he reared two Miancu fur-

uncula.

End of August till June, on Feshtca arundlnacca, mining

its way at first between a leaf and stem of the grass for a

short distance, then piercing the next inner layer and again
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mining down, then piercing the flower-stem and feeding upon

the pith, working its way downward and becoming full-fed

in the thickened bulbous base of the flower-stem. (Dr.

Knaggs.)

Pupa in the larval habitation.

The moth doubtless hides during the day among dead

grass-blades on, or close to, the ground. At from 8 till

9 o'clock P.M. it flies swiftly about the masses of its

favourite grass, Fcstuca arundinacea, where it grows in

abundance upon steep slopes of hills and clifEs, mainly upon

the "green-sand" formation, and forms immense tnfts.

After 9 p.m. the moth settles down and sits conspicuously

upon the grass, from which it may readily be collected by

the aid of a lantern. After 11 p.m. it again flies, and will

then sometimes come to sugar. Excessively local, and with

us, so far as is known, confined to the South Coast. First

taken at Folkestone, Kent, in the year 1859 by Dr. H. G.

Knaggs, and afterwards named by him in honour of the late

Mr. F. Bond. Still fairly abundant in the same locality,

which is not very easy of access ; and more recently found

in plenty near Charmouth and Lyme Regis, and thence

towards Sidmouth, in the counties of Dorset and Devon.

With the exception of a single specimen picked up by Mrs.

N. M. Kichardson at the Isle of Portland, this appears to be

the extent of its range in these Islands. Abroad its only

known localities are, so far as can be ascertained, the Island

of Riigen, Germany ; and Mount Parnassus, Greece.

6. T. elymi, Fr.—Expanse 1^ to H inch. Thorax

moderately stout, abdomen less so ; fore wings of even

narrowness, elongated, brownish-drab or brownish-white,

with the nervures browner ; hind wings white.

Antenuge of the male rather thick, simple, most minutely

ciliated, pale brown
;

palpi long, narrowly tufted, white,

shaded outside with purplish-brown ; head white ; thorax
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browuish-wliite, the collar whiter ; fascicles pure white

;

abdomen not stout, smooth and rather thinly scaled, glossy

white; lateral and anal tufts inconspicuous. Fore wings
narrow and unusually long

; costa a little arched at the base,

then straight almost to the apex, which is bluntly and
squarely angulated

;
hind margin perpendicular to below the

middle, thence very oblique ; dorsal margin straight ; colour

extremely pale yellowish-brown or dull drab, almost without
markings, but the nervures are visibly brown ; and an ex-

ceedingly faint row of cloudy-brown dots, placed unusually

near to the hind margin, indicates the second line; cilia

rather darker brownish-drab, divided by whitish dashes. Hind
wings long; hind margin rather irregular, hollowed below
the apex, but then more fully rounded out than usual ; colour

of wings and cilia clear white. Female decidedly stouter,

otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings white, costal region and
nervures pale yellowish-brown. Hind wings similar. Body
and legs whitish-brown.

Not very variable, slightly so in the depth of brown
shading in the nervures, which sometimes spreads and ex-

tends towards the apex and hind margin. Mr. P. M. Bright
has a specimen from the kScottish coast which has the longi-

tudinal clouding of the nervures smoky-black, and another
tending in the same direction.

On the wing from the end of June till August.

Larva not very stout, cylindrical and uniform in size

except that the second segment tapers a little towards the
head, which is still smaller and sometimes retracted into it

;

anal segment also tapering and rounded off; skin plump
and smooth, segmental divisions moderately incised, and the

subdivisions of the segments delicately defined, the sides

dimpled
;
head shining reddish-brown, blackish-brown about

the mouth
; dorsal and anal plates shining yellowish-brown,

the latter having behind it a fringe of fine brown bristles
;

VOL. V. H
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body dull pale Hesh-coloiir ; the pulsating dorsal vessel a

little deeper in colour ; on each side of this dorsal stripe are,

very faintly discernible, four transverse bars of a rather

deeper tint of the ground colour, on each segment, the

broadest being in front ; spiracles black in a whiter-yellow

reo-ion; on the front of the anal segment are two oblong

pale yellow-brown spots; raised dots and their bristles so

small as only to be visible under a strong lens ; legs pale

brown; prolegs tipped with dark brown. (W. Buckler.)

May and June—but probably from the autumn—in the

stems of Elymiis arcnarius (Lyme-grass), feeding in the

basal portion of the stem, below where the leaves separate.

Pupa slender, very nearly cylindrical, shining, rounded in

front, wing-covers long, extremely smooth, devoid of sculp-

ture ; limb-covers similar ; back of the thorax rather more

dull than the rest from an excessively minute sculpture of

fine lines ; dorsal and abdominal segments almost devoid of

the usual punctured band and showing the overlapping

edges ; last three segments suddenly tapering, anal segment

bluntly rounded but with a very slight final tubercle, and

apparently with no indication of bristles
;

general colour

lio'ht brown. Within the stem in which the larva has fed.

Mr. J. Gardner, however, tells me that it is nearly as often

in a slight cocoon among the dead leaves of the plant ; also

that, should the plant get covered by the blowing sand—by

no means an uncommon occurrence—the larva when full-fed

leaves the plant altogether, spins a long silken tube in the

loose sand, and assumes the pupa state therein. He has

often found the pupa in this condition, the reason doubtless

being that, if it were buried to a deptli of nine or ten inches,

the moth would be unable to force its way to the surface.

The moth sits in the daytime either among the dead leaves

or on the stem of the Elymus, close to the ground, where,

from its accurate resemblance in colour to the dead grass-

blades, it appears precisely as a bit of the dry sheath of the
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stem. At early dusk on very still evenings it flies over the

beds of Lyme-grass, and is then rather conspicuous. It soon

alights and sits on the plant most of the night. It has

been known to come to a strong light, but does not appear
to take food of any kind. It was first captured in this

country in 1861, on the Norfolk coast, by the late Mr. G. R.
Crotch. At the time the impression got abroad that it had
been found in the Norfolk Fens, where Mr. Crotch was at the

time busily collecting ; but the coast is readily reached by a

trip down the river Bure from Ranworth or Horning, and it

is very certain that the moth is found only among the plant

already mentioned— the Lyme-grass— which grows upon
sandy shores ; and never inland nor in marshy places. It

may still be found wherever this plant occurs on the coast of

Norfolk, and is sometimes common near Hunstanton ; also

on those of Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, and Durham ; and there

is a record in South Devon. With this exception it seems
quite confined to the East Coast, and is very probably a recent

immigrant. The only other locality for it of which I am
aware in the United Kingdom is on the east coast of Scotland,

in the county of Forfar. Abroad it is common on the coasts

of Denmark and Northern Germany, and probably in various
other parts of those of the Baltic and the North Sea.

Genus 52. CALAMIA.

Antenna ciliated
; eyes naked, with partially prostrate

back lashes ; thorax broad, smooth ; abdomen rather stout,

not crested; fore wings angulated at the apex and rather

truncate, of pale colouring and very faint markings ; hind
wings with vein 5 very weak, arising close to the middle of

the cross-bar.

Larv^ naked, feeding wholly or partially within stems of

reed.

PuPiE in the larval habitation or in the earth close by.
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We have three species, readily distinguished.

A. Fore wings blunt, brown ; a black basal streak

(7. hi'cvilinca.

B. Fore wings dull drab or reddish-drab, with darker

shades G. liUosa.

C. Fore wings smooth, shining, yellowish- or reddish-drab,

no markings G. phragmitidis.

1. C. lutosa, Huh.—Expanse 1| to 2 inches. Fore wings

long, pointed, pale reddish-drab or whitish-drab ; nervures

clouded with darker ; a row of black dots beyond the

middle. Hind wings cloudy-white. Abdomen of female

very large.

Antennfe of the male thick, simple, but densely ciliated

throughout with small tufts of delicate white bristles,

colour whitish-brown
;

palpi short and small, narrowly

tufted, whitish-brown, shaded on the outside with smoky-

black ; head prominently tufted in front, drab tinged with

brown or reddish-brown ; thorax broad and robust, similarly

coloured though paler behind, smooth and glossy ; fascicles

white ; abdomen stout, pale drab, abundantly covered with

creamy-white hair scales ; lateral tufts very small ; anal

tufts dense but rather compressed, tinged with ochreous.

Fore wings thick and strong, rather long, pointed ; costa

gently rounded ; apex acutely angulated ; hind margin

rather hollowed beneath it, then straight to below the

middle, where it is rounded off; dorsal margin straight to

near the base, but ciliated, and the cilia curled up along the

basal third ; colour pale drab or reddish-drab, dusted with

black or brown along the median and subdorsal nervures,

and sometimes the subcostal ; also between the nervures of

the hind marginal region
;
yet very commonly all this dust-

ing is obscure or even absent ; beyond the middle an oblique

and curved series of six or seven black dots on nervures

indicates the usual second line ; no other markings ; cilia

pale drab. Hind wings not large ; hind margin slightly
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hollowed below the apex ; cloudy-white, the costal margin

and some portion of the basal area quite white or streaked

with the same ; rest of the wing more or less clouded with

smoke-coloiir ; in the middle is a faintly darker smoky

transverse stripe, usually very obscure or hardly perceptible,

cilia white. Female larger, often much larger, with thread-

like antennas, and stout, almost unwieldy body, but the anal

tuft small ; otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings whitish-drab dusted with

black, but with a large smoky cloud occupying the middle

portion, and a faint cloudy-black indication of a reniform

stigma. Hind wings white dusted with brown ; on the hind

margin below the apex are two or three black dots. Body

and legs brownish-white, but the tibite rather blackened.

Rather variable in colour, from the palest drab to various

shades of pale red-drab ; often with smoky-brown clouds

along the principal nervures in lieu of the dusting ;
occasion-

ally in the more darkly shaded individuals one or two faint

black dots will appear on nervures, or one on the dorsal

margin, suggesting the place of the usual first line. In the

cabinet of Mr. R. Adkin are two specimens of a terra-cotta

red, the colour of Nonagria cannce, but more glossy. There

is also a remarkable variation in size ; some of those of both

sexes and of all the shades of colour being of little more than

one-half the expanse of the largest-sized females. This form

was first observed in the Isle of Wight, and received the

name of Vectis, being supposed to be a distinct species.

With this are found all the intermediate gradations of

size. It seems to occur in ditches where the reeds are but

small.

On the wing from the end of July or beginning of August

till October, and occasionally even to November or the

beginning of December.

Larva soft and excessively wrinkled, with a raised ridge

of wrinkled skin down each side ; of nearly even width

;
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head a little narrower, with the lobes much roiindecl, shining

bright chestnut-brown ; mouth blackish-brown ; dorsal plate

shining, paler brown ; anal plate similar ; body pinkish-

white with an obscurely darker cloudy dorsal line ; under-

surface paler ; bases of legs and prolegs all rather swollen, of

a similar colour ; spiracles black. When young the body as

well as the head is light brown.

April to July, within the stem of reed {Arundo fhragmitrs),

feeding down deeply into the bases of the stems, but whether

it moves from stem to stem does not seem to be established.

Its presence is betrayed by the blancbed appearance of the

leaves of the plant. The eggs are laid in rows on the leaves,

which, in drying, curl, and hide them safely through the

winter.

Pupa brown, not further described. In the earth, Mr.

J. Gardner says, at a depth of two or three inches, very near

to where it has fed as a larva.

The moth doubtless hides by day among the dead leaves

of reeds and grasses near the ground. At dusk it flies

vigorously for a few minutes, and may afterwards be found

sitting under leaves of small reeds and various marsh grasses,

especially along the sides of wide ditches and fen-drains and

the more open portions of marshes. At this time very timid,

dropping off readily if disturbed. Later at night it again

flies, higher and more widely, and then may easily be

attracted by a strong light ; indeed, I have found it

occasionally on a gas lamp in an open road. Also it may
be taken, though rarely, at sugar or on the reed-blossom.

On one occasion I captured a specimen flying in the bright

sunshine of an autumn afternoon over the grass of a lawn,

but this does not appear to be a frequent habit. Not so

much attached to fens as to small marshes, ditches, and the

sides of streams. Doubtless at one time abundant in the

Thames Valley. About forty years ago it had become so

plentiful in the marshes then existing at Hammersmith, in
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the west of London, that one collector chronicled his own

prowess in the capture of 350 specimens in one season. He
might the more readily be forgiven, as even then the builder

was approaching and the marshes were doomed. In smaller

numbers it is still found along the reed-beds of the lower

portions of the Thames, in Essex and Kent, and in suitable

places in Sussex, Dorset, Devon, Berks, Oxfordshire, Suffolk,

Norfolk (commonly), Cambridgeshire, Lincolnshire, Yorkshire,

Durham, Lancashire, Cheshire (commonly), and Dei'byshire,

and has even been taken in Warwickshire. I have no record

in Wales. In Scotland it has been found in Eoxburghshire,

Perthshire, and Aberdeenshire, and Dr. White says, in Shet-

land! In Ireland near Dublin, and in Westmeath, Mayo,

and Sligo, but is there scarce. Abroad its range is through

Holland, Denmark, South Sweden, Germany, and Livonia.

2. C. brevHinea, Femi.—Expanse 1 J to H inch. Thorax

stout; fore wings rather truncate, grey-brown dusted with

black ; a black streak at the base, and the transverse lines

indicated by black dots ; hind wings smoky-brown.

Antennee of the male simple, finely ciliated, brown
;
palpi

rather small, moderately tufted, brown on the inside but

outwardly smoky-black ; lashes at the back of the eyes

black ; head moderately tufted, drab-brown with a faint

reddish tinge ; collar and front of the shoulder-lappets

similar ; hinder portion paler and the scales long and loose

but faintly drawn together at their tips in a manner sugges-

tive of a back crest ; fascicles thick, brownish-white ;
abdomen

covered toward the base with brownish-white hair-scales,

among which are some darker dorsal scales simulating one

dorsal crest ; remainder pale drab dusted with brown ; lateral

tufts small ; anal tuft broad and spreading, tinged with

yellowish-red. Fore wings broad and rather truncate ; costa

very gently curved ; apex squarely angulated ; hind margin

straight and perpendicular to the middle, below this rounded

off; dorsal margin faintly rounded; coloiir reddish-drab
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much dusted with black ; from the middle of the base is

a short black streak under the median nervure; first line

suggested by a black dot on the same nervure and another

on the subdorsal ; the second line indicated by six similar

dots, all upon nervures, the uppermost being at the outer

edge of the discal cell; at the point at which the median

nervure divides into smallei- branches is usually an aggrega-

tion of black atoms, which also are sometimes scattered above

and below the nervures, and the median in that case is streaked

with white, sometimes for some distance, or is unicolorous, or

scarcely indicated ; rarely there is a cloudy black streak or

spot like the base of a reniform stigma ;
beyond this the

nervures are usually paler or whitened and edged on each

side with smoky-grey ; cilia light red-brown or grey-brown.

Hind wings ample, the hind margin rounded except a slight

hollow below the apex; pale smoky-brown, dusted with

darker brown and having a faint golden gloss ; cilia pale

yellowish-brown. Female accurately similar except that

the body is stouter and has a very small pointed anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-black ; costa broadly

yellow-drab; hind margin tinged with the same, and with

the nervures dusky Avhite ; cilia dusky-yellow. Hind wings

yellowish-white dusted with smoky-black; cilia dusky pale

yellow. Body and legs smoky-drab ; tibife reddish-drab.

Not very variable, yet there is one form, constantly recurrent

though not common, in which the basal black streak of the

fore wings is quite obliterated. On the other hand, this

black streak is occasionally joined to the extended black

dusting, which then forms a longitudinal blackish stripe

nearly the whole length of the wing ; the ground colour

also varies from reddish-drab to grey-drab. In the collection

of M]'. F. Norgate is a specimen having tlie second line com-

fldctl in black dots; in that of the late Mr. F. Bond one

having the fore wings dusted thickly all over with black.

On the wing in July and August.
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Larva rather long and not stout, almost cylindrical. Head
pale brown or horn-colour, shining; lobes slightly tinged
with yellow, mouth darker ; body pale pinkish-grey ; dorsal
line pale yellow or bone colour; subdorsal stripes of the
same colour, edged on each side by a grey line, and each
divided down the middle by a slender pale brown line;
spiracular stripe of a dull opaque yellowish-white edged
above with grey; dorsal plate horn colour, showing the
longitudinal stripes; spiracles small, black; undersurface
pinkish-white

; legs very pale brown
;
prolegs of the colour

of the body. When younger similar, except that the ground
colour is greyish-white or yellowish-white. (Described from
examples furnished by Dr. F. D. Wheeler.)
The very young larva is described by Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher

as follows
:
" Fairly stout, head, corselet, and anal plate very

pale brown
; body pale yellowish-green ; dorsal, subdorsal,

and spiracular lines white; spots small, with very short
bristles." When half an inch long, " head and plates pale
brown, the former rather darker at the top of the lobes

;

the lines broad, white, edged with brown, darker than the
general surface of the body; spiracles black; legs and
claspers almost colourless."

Aprd to July on reed {Arundo i^hragmitcs) ; entering at
the top of the reed and boring down the heart of the upper,
younger portion, gnawing a round hole in the side of the
stem between two joints, from which the excrement is cast
out, so that the interior is always clean; after eating
down a short distance it leaves the plant to enter another
and feed in the same manner, and continues this practice
until towards full growth, at which time it commences to
feed externally at night upon the reed-leaves, though still

hiding in the stems during the day. It does not seem to
inhabit the great reed-beds, but to prefer reeds of smaller
size scattered over the fen, but more especially those sheltered
by small trees or bushes.
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Pupa of the usual Nockia shape ; dull reel ; eyes, antennae,

legs and wings rather faintly defined ; anal segment ending

in two stout bristles, remote at their bases, approaching each

other near the middle of their length and bent outwards at

the tips to form hooks ; around them three or four shorter,

thinner bristles curled at their points. In a cocoon on the

surface of the earth, formed rather slightly of silk and fibre,

or moss interwoven in it. (W. II. B. Fletcher.)

The moth hides in the daytime among the coarse under-

growth of reeds, grasses, sedges, sallow, Spircea, &c., in fens.

At dusk it flies more especially along the edges of alder-cars,

masses of sallow, and reed-beds, and is then readily captured.

In flight and appearance at that time it somewhat resembles

Leucania imjmra. As darkness comes on, it settles down,

sometimes on reed-leaves, often on the sallow-bushes of which

the leaves are covered with honeydew, and has been taken

in some numbers while so occupied. Towards 10 p.m. it

is again upon the wing, and from that time throughout

the night if the weather is warm and not foggy, and comes

readily to a strong light. It usually, however, does not

linger at the light but flies softly past it, and from the

darkness of its hind wings is not seen at any considerable

distance.

The first known specimen was taken at Ranworth Fen,

Norfolk, by Mr. Charles Fenn (to whom I am indebted for

descriptions of so many larvae), on August 4th, 1864, flying at

dusk. From this example, a male, the species was described

in the Entomologists Monthly Magazine, vol. i., and also

figured in the Entomologists' Annual for 1865. For some

years it remained unique; but on August 16th, 1871, when

collecting in the same fen, with my friend and companion

Mr. (now Dr.) F. D. Wheeler, he pointed out to me a

nodua sitting upon a reed-stem which we at once recog-

nised as the female of this species. About the same time-

possibly in the previous year—a few specimens were secured
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at light by a professional collector, at Horning Fen about
six miles from the original spot, and on the other side of the

river Bure. In 1873 the insect had become comparatively-

common in the original locality, and very many specimens
were taken, even twenty in an evening, in their first flight at

dusk. From that time till the present it has been regularly

obtainable in the same and neighbouring fens, and in some
seasons in respectable numbers. In 1893, Dr. Wheeler wrote
to me that it had very considerably extended its range, being
found at Barton Broad, and in other portions of the Norfolk
Fens from which previously it had been quite absent. So
far as I can ascertain, no specimen of this species has been
observed in any other part of the United Kingdom. In

1874, Dr. Staudinger, after examining specimens submitted
to him by Mr. H. Doubleday, reported :

" I never saw it before
;

it is a very good species, and very distinct from all others

known." A single specimen had, however, been taken (in

1870 ?) in Belgium, and shown by the captor. Dr. Breyer, to

Mr. Staintou. This is the only record of its occurrence, so

far as I know, out of England.
I have given the history of this species with some minute-

ness, because it seems to furnish all the evidence which it

would be possible to obtain in order to suggest the actual

genesis, or introduction of a total novelty, to the world's

fauna. This particular spot of a few acres' extent, in

Eanworth Fen—with which I am personally quite familiar

—

was the place in which, in the year 1857, William Winter,
schoolmaster at Eanworth, collected the large number of fen

insects—then rare and wanted by almost every collector

—

which he offered for exchange—and sale—in the Entomo-
logists' Intelligencer for that year, and for which I, among a

multitude of others, wrote to him. He stated that a wheel-

barrowful of boxes was brought to his door by the postman.
He was a skilful collector, and took specimens of every

species of Macro-lepidoptera since known to be obtainable

in that fen, except the individual species of which I am now
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treating. There is no reason to suppose that he employed

a light stronger than a lantern, but he could not have

failed to obtain it in its rather conspicuous flight at dusk,

had it been there. Eight years later Mr, Fenn took his

original specimen. For five more years it was not seen, and

then only in very small numbers, but after this it increased

as I have already described. In the meantime a slight

migration had apparently taken place across the North Sea,

and a specimen was taken in Belgium. On the other hand,

the species may be indigenous to Belgium (if one can

oelieve it to be so overlooked), and I may have been only

recording the result of a mAgrcdion in iJiis direction ; or it

7iiay have been confined to some more remote spot in

Norfolk, if such a notion is credible. But to my own mind
it is a very suggestive piece of history, and by no means
confirmatory of modern theories.

3. C. phrag-mitidis, Huh.—Expanse 1| inch. Thorax
moderately stout ; abdomen more slender ; fore wings rather

broad and truncate, smooth creamy-whitish-ochreous, some-

times tinged with pale red, darker toward the hind margin
;

devoid of markings ; hind wings smoky-brown.

Antennas of the male simple, almost imperceptibly ciliated,

light brown
;
palpi rather long and slender, narrowly tufted,

pale purple-brown ; head loosely tufted, yellowish-white

;

thorax not very broad, smooth in front, loosely scaled

toward the back, and with a slightly raised knob of scales

behind the middle of the collar, colour yellow-drab

;

fascicles obscure, white ; abdomen rather slender, yellowish-

white
; lateral tufts small ; anal tuft large and spreading,

tinged with purplish-red. Fore wings exceedingly smooth
and neat, rather retuse ; costa faintly arched at the base and
apex, almost straight between ; apex angulated ; hind margin

faintly hollowed below it, oblique and rounded off toward

the anal angle ; dorsal margin straight to near the base,

where it is strongly rounded in ; colour soft smooth shining
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yellow-bufF or creamy-white, with a tinge of olive-brown or

of dull red, which beyond the middle is gradually darkened

to the hind margin and apex ; no trace of any markings ;

cilia yellowish-drab or pale purplish-drab. Hind wings

rather ample ; hind margin faintly sinuous ;
smoky-yellowish-

white or pale smoky-brown, darker down the middle from

the base to the hind margin ; nervures faintly paler ; cilia

white. Female a very little stouter, with a smaller anal tuft,

otherwise quite similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-white with all the

margins whiter, and pale dashes running in between the

nervures from the hind margin ; hind wings silky- white.

Body and leg-tufts yellowish-white ; legs pale brown.

Variation is in the lines already mentioned ; the ground

colour of the fore wings being tinged either with pale olive-

brown or with pale red or purplish-red or even approaching

to a bright pink. This brighter colour seems to be most

frequent in fens.

On the wing in July and August,

Larva rather slender, very slightly thickest in the middle
;

head small, with the lobes ovate, shining black ; dorsal plate

rounded at the back, shining dark brown ; anal plate brown-

black ; body yellowish-white ; dorsal stripe broad, hardly

paler ; on each segment, from the fifth to the twelfth, there

is on each side of it a pair of round black spots lying in a

large roughly rectangular purple-brown blotch, divided by

the subdorsal line, which is slender, yellowish-white
; across

the third and fourth segments is a row each of black spots

;

spiracles black ; legs dark brown
;
prolegs and uudersurface

paler yellowish-white, the former rather constricted and

elongated, especially the anal pair, the others each with a

black spot on the base.

August to June feeding within the stem of the reed

(Arundo ])]i'ra(jmitc6), eating out the heart-leaves and inner

substance of the stem, and when approaching full growth
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living in the green upper portion in a tunnel which it stuffs

with its excrement. Usually leaving the reed when full

grown to pupate among moss or other substances close to the

ground. Nothing very definite seems to be on record as to

the early stages of the larva, but Dr. F. D. Wheeler was

informed by the late Mr. Brown, of Cambridge, that the eggs

hatch in the autumn and that hybernation takes place in the

larva state.

Pupa light reddish-brown and rather lively. Dr. Wheeler

says that, although in nature it seems never to be found in

the larval burrow, in confinement this situation is often

chosen by the larva. Probably this species, like others,

has no objection to the convenient orifice of a cut reed.

The raoth frequents the neighbourhood of reeds, whether

iu fens and marshes or in ditches and drains, sometimes

even riversides; hiding in the daytime among the dead

reed and grass-leaves in the ground, flying very gently and

conspicuously at dusk ; later in the night travelling more

over the country and visiting gas lamps in public roads and

the outskirts of towns ; also strongly attracted by the blos-

soms of marsh grasses ; and found occasionally upon honey-

dew, and even on the flowers of the purple loosestrife (Lythmm

salicaria). Abundant in the fens of Norfolk and Cambridge-

shire, and also found all over those portions which have been

drained, but in the ditches of which the reed still grows. In

similar situations in Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, and

Huntingdonshire, and in smaller numbers in Suffolk, Essex,

Is^eut—where it is even found in wet spots along the sea-

cliffs in which reed exists—in one marsh in Berkshire, and

in several localities in Yorkshire. I can find no record for

any other portions of the United Kingdom ; and abroad its

range seems to be extremely restricted, since I only find it

noted in Holland, Denmark, and Germany.
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Genus 53. MELIANA.

Antennae ciliated ; eyes minutely hairy, with prostrate

lashes at the back ; thorax and abdomen slender, smooth,

and without crests ; fore wings very pointed, the anal angle

lost in the sweep of the hind margin ; hind wings with the

cross-bar bent and vein 5 hardly perceptible.

We have but one species. The transition here from the

naked-eyed species to one with slightly hairy eyes, yet in

all other respects so closely allied, is interesting. Like

Scnta, it was placed by our older writers among the Tineina

along with the Honey moths

—

MelijjJioi'a, &c, Mr. Stainton

gave both their true position as Noctum.

1. M. flammea, Curt.—Expanse 1^ to 1| inch. Thorax

narrow ; abdomen long and slender ; fore wings long, very

pointed ; hind margin more than ordinarily oblique ; colour

whitish-drab or reddish-drab with one broad complete longi-

tudinal brown or black stripe ; second line dotted ; hind

wings dusky-white.

Antennse of the male rather thick, simple, minutely

ciliated, light brown
;
palpi small and slender, white inside,

outwardly greyish-brown ; eyes sparingly covered with minute

erect brown hairs
; head white or pinkish-white, with flattened

scales ; thorax smooth, but the scales long, greyish-white with

a pinkish or purplish tinge ; fascicles white ; abdomen long

and slender, silvery-white ; lateral tufts small but placed on

a conspicuous fold of the side ; anal tuft long and narrow,

the middle portion pale golden-brown, the outside white.

Fore wings long and i-ather narrow, and of graceful form

;

costa arched throughout ; apex sharply pointed and produced
;

hind margin extremely oblique and rounded off to the dorsal

margin, along which the curve is continued ; colour whitish-

drab or greyish-white, often with a brownish, or lilac, or

reddish flush ; costa shaded with brown, and all the small

nervures of the costal region divided and shaded with grey-
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brown, so as to form minute, close, parallel lines ; along the

median nervnre, and often continued beyond it to the hind

margin, in which case it is bent up below the apex of the

wiuo", is a cloudy umbreous, reddish-brown, or black-brown

longitudinal stripe, rather shaded off on its underside; from

its under side, or parallel with it, are numerous fine brown

lines, some of them edging the whiter nervures quite to the

hind margin, others lying between; almost the only other

definite marking is the second line, rather far back, curved

and bent, and formed of minute Ijlack-brown dots upon

nervures ;
extreme hind margin edged with a row of black

dots lying hdiuccn nervures ; cilia purplish-white. Hind

wino-s long, apex angulated ; below it is a faint hollow in

the hind margin; greyish-white; nervures faintly edged on

both sides with smoky-grey ; hind margin dotted with black
;

cilia white. Female a little stouter ; fore wings rather nar-

rower and more pointed ; colour usually a little paler ; other-

wise similar.

Underside of the fore wings purplish-white ;
the costal

reo-ion finely striped with longitudinal brown lines, the

remainder clouded and striped with smoky-black ; from the

discal cell is a pale stripe lying toward the hind margin.

Hind wings white dusted with grey. Hind margins of all

the wings showing strongly the black dots. Body and legs

whitish-drab.

There is considerable variation, as already suggested, in

the tone of colour of the fore wings, greyish-white, whitish-

drab, to grey-brown or light red-brown ;
also in the depth of

colour of the longitudinal stripe, which in some individuals

is hardly perceptible, in others extends the whole length of

the wing, and in some of these is conspicuously dark, all

intermediate shades of variation being found. In Mr. F. J.

Hanbury's collection is a specimen strongly and beautifully

suffused with pink ; in that of Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher one

which, with but little indication of the longitudinal stripe,

has the second line formed of eight or nine short black streaks.
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On the wing in June, but sometimes from the middle or

end of May to the beginning of July.

Larva apparently cylindrical, yet somewhat flattened

beneath and slightly tapering at each end, the skin soft and

smooth, the segmental divisions moderately well defined, and
also the usual sub-dividing fine transverse wrinkles ; anal

prolegs rather splayed
;
ground colour above greyish-ochreous-

brown, faintly freckled with a darker fine reticulation, paler

beneath and inclining to greyish-drab ; head shining and
delicately reticulated with darker grey-brown ; dorsal plate

a little darker than the ground of the back, and slightly

glistening, traversed by the lines ; dorsal line very pale and
thin but well defined throughout by two fine lines of dark

grey-brown which conspicuously relieve it ; subdorsal line

paler than the ground colour, and between this and the

dorsal another ; below and equidistant are two more, slender

and sinuous ; above the spiracles another, thicker ; and the

spiracular stripe greyish-drab, defined above and below by a

paler edging ; raised dots minute, black ; spiracles whitish,

outlined with black ; beneath them some minute black dots
;

prolegs with dark brown hooks. Much like an immature

larva of one of the species of Leucania, such as L. straminea.

(Adapted from Buckler.)

August to October on reed (Ari'ndo ijliragmitcs), feeding

at night on the leaves ; hiding during the day in the old

hollow stems. Mr. Buckler says that several harbour in one

old stem, lying stretched out, one beyond another. More
especially attached to the reeds which are scattered over the

fens rather than to the large reed-beds.

Pupa slender, rather cylindrical ; head rounded above and

produced a little obtusely beneath : the thorax rather the

stoutest part ; wing-covers of moderate length, wrapped close

to the body ; the movable rings of the abdomen deeply cut,

each with an anterior margin of punctate roughness on the

back ; last two rings tapered to the anal tip, which is fur-

VOL. V. I
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nished with two very minnte thorny points and curly-tipped

bristles: colour at first light brown, then reddish-brown, in

twenty-four hours dark mahogany-brown, and later brownish-

black ; surface rather shining. In the old reed stem in

which it has hidden as a larva during the day, the only

preparation made for pupation being by spinning a diaphragm

of silk across the hollow stem. Mr. Buckler shows that two

or more pupte in succession lie in the same stem, their heads

toward the open end, but he did not find that a hole was

made in the side for exit, and suggested that the hinder

occupant might be compelled to wait until the emergence of

the foremost. It seems improbable, however, that this would

occur in nature, where empty reed-stems are so abundant.

The moth is never observed in the daytime
;
probably it

hides among dead reed-leaves and herbage on the ground.

Its flight at night is gentle, yet fairly strong, not usually

about reed-beds but over the herbage and smaller reeds in

the firmer portions of the fens. Moreover, it very quickly

settles down to rest upon the reeds, and may be captured

either singly or in pairs by the aid of a lantern. Later it

again flies and comes readily to light, but does not seem to

be attracted by any kind of food.

The first record in this country seems to be by Curtis, in

1829, of a specimen taken " near Lewisham, towards Lee."

The growth of London has now absorbed both Lee and

Lewisham, and closely united them by continuous building;

yet it hardly seems likely that there was ever a suitable spot

between them for this strictly fen-loving insect, and it only

became well known here on the discovery of its real home in

the fens around Whittlesea Mere. When these were drained

it was for a time lost, so that the capture of a specimen in

June 1870, at light, at Brandon on the borders of Norfolk

and Suffolk, came somewhat as a surprise. But in 1876 it

was found to be an inhabitant of Wicken Fen, Cambridgeshire,

and in that restricted locality considerable numbers have
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beea taken from that time to the present ; indeed there are

good reasons to hope for its continuance there. About 1890

it was discovered by Dr. F. D. Wheeler to be also an inhabi-

tant of the Norfolk Fens, though to all appearance very local

there ; and it has been taken by Lord Walsingham nc^ar

Merton, Norfolk. Beyond the counties of Norfolk, Cam-
bridge, and Huntingdon I find no certain record. Abroad it

ranges through Holland, Denmark, Northern Germany,

Austria and Hungary.

Genus Si. LEUCANIA.

Antennte ciliated ; eyes strongly hairy, with lashes at the

back but usually prostrate ; thorax stout, smooth, usually with-

out crests ; abdomen not crested or with one or two minute

tufts ; fore wings usually of rather even width, and with the

ordinary pattern of markings obscure or absent, pale drab or

brown ; hind wings with vein 5 excessively slender, often

hardly perceptible, arising from the middle of the cross-bar.

Lakv,e naked, smooth, of pale colouring with abundant
fine longitudinal lines ; upon grasses, feeding externally

at night ; hiding in the daytime in the grass-tufts close to

the earth.

Pup^ subterranean.

Not an easy genus to tabulate

—

A. Fore wings drab or brownish-drab.

B. Fore wings with a black streak from the base.

C. Fore wings yellow-drab, divided longitudinally by a

white line ; hind wings white. L. liitoralis.

C'-. Fore wings brown-drab divided by a longitudinal

clouded brown-black stripe ; hind wings white,

Z, putrcscens.

G'K Fore wings dull drab, black lines in the discal cell and
beyond the middle ; hind wings dark.

L. comma.
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B^. Fore wings with a brown line or shade from the base.

D. Fore wings broad yet pointed, hind margin dotted

with black ; hind wings white. L. straminea.

D'-. Fore wings narrow, obtuse, with smoky shades ; hind

wings dark. L. im-jmra.

D^. The brown shade dividing the wing from base to apex

;

hind wings white with brown nervures. L. Lorvyi.

W. No distinct streak from the base.

E. Fore wings broad, obtuse, shining with purplish re-

flections, paler between the nervures. L. imdorina.

W. Fore wings rather broad, pointed, uniformly honey-

coloured. L. far [color.

W. Fore wings narrow, whitish-drab or reddish-drab,

nervures narrowly paler. L. ixdlens.

E*. Fore wings narrow, brown-drab, all the nervures edged

with dark lines. L. ohsoleta,

A". Fore wings dull red or ochreous-red, a white dot at

the base of the reniform stigma.

F. Fore wings broad, ample, obtuse, first and second lines

conspicuous ; hind wings edged with red. L. turca.

F^. Fore wings narrower, especially toward the base, apex

more pointed.

G. First and second lines obscure, dotted ; hind wings

dark. L. litliargyria.

G". First and second lines slender, distinct, not dotted,

the first strongly angulated. L. conigera.

G"*. First and second lines rather obscure, double, a pale

streak from the second to the apex of the wing.

L. alhipuncta.

A*. Fore wings pale ochreous with orange-red nervures.

L. vitdlina.

A*. Fore wings umbreous with faint orange clouding, a

black-brown oblique line from the apex, upper

stigmata visible. L. unipancta.

1. L. pudorina, Hill.; impudens, Stavd. Cat.—Ex-
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panse H to If inch. Thorax and abdomen stout; lore

wings broad, blunt, pale drab dusted with black and with a

purple flush ; nervures narrowly white with a dusky edging,

and pale shades between tliem ; hind wings dark smoky-

brown.

Antennas of the male simple but ciliated with fine bristles

which are longest at the base, light brown ; eyes clothed

with erect minute reddish bristles
;

palpi rather broadly

tufted, golden purple-brown ; scales of the head flattened

and pointed forward, those of the thorax long and smooth,

both purplish-drab ; fascicles large, white ; basal portion of

the abdomen covered Avitli long purplish-white hairs, re-

mainder purplish-drab, with the lateral tufts red-brown and

the anal tuft yellow-drab. Fore wings rather uniformly

broad ; costa faintly rounded ; apex blunt ; hind margin but

little oblique, gently rounded, as also is the dorsal margin
;

colour pale drab, very silky, and with a distinct flush of pink

or purple colouring ; the median and hinder nervures very

narrowly tinged with white, but edged on each side faintly

with a dusting of black or brown, the upper edge of the

median more especially so ; the nervures are also all rather

thickened, as is the costal edge ; there is no indication of

stigmata or transverse lines ; cilia pale purplish-drab. Hind
wings broad and rounded but with a faint hollow in the

margin below the apex ; smoke-coloured, hardly paler at the

base ; cilia purplish-white. Female stouter, usually with the

fore wings paler drab, but the longitudinal lines of dark

atoms more distinct.

Underside of the fore wings purplish-drab, with a large

smoky-black cloud occupying the middle area and shading

off to the margins. Hind wings greyish-white, dusted with

black, and broadly down the costal and middle regions with

purplish-pink. Body and legs purplish-drab.

Variation is not very great, and is mainly confined to

deepening or obliteration of the stripes of dark atoms which

edge the nervures ; in some sj)ecimens these are pale and
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obscure, in others that along the median nervure ahnost

forms a black longitudinal dividing line, and in some of these

the edging of the subdorsal nervure is also very dark.

In the collection of Mr. S. J. Capper is one beautifully

streaked with purple-pink, it was taken in the New

Forest.

On the wing in July and August.

Larva.—Head porrected, of the same width as the second

segment ; body obese, cylindrical, tapering toward the

anterior extremity ; head smooth, pale brown reticulated

with darker, with two dark lines down the face ; Ijody pale

wainscot-brown ; dorsal line double, narrow, indistinct, black,

enclosing a pale dorsal vessel ; subdorsal lines more distinct,

double, black or smoky-black, darkest outwardly; the space

between the dorsal and subdorsal lines delicately reticulated

with fine smoky lines ; that outside the latter tinged with

yellow and distinct ; below this is a succession of four longi-

tudinal lines or stripes consisting of minute dark markings,

the upper two slender and brown, the lower two grey-black
;

in the lowest are placed the spiracles, which are black

;

below these is a pale stripe, and the undersurface is tinged

with grey ; raised dots black ; legs pale brown.

September (?) to June, on reed {Arundo j^hragmites), and

probably on other marsh grasses, feeding externally upon

the leaves, at night, hiding during the day close to the

grounvl.

Pupa apparently undescribed, red-brown, in the earth.

Tlie moth hides during the day among the dead grass

leaves, to which it bears a most accurate resemblance. At

dusk it flies and comes to sugar, especially when placed upon

the lai^ge grasses in its favourite haunts; also to the blossoms

of water sweet-grass (Glyceria fluitans). Found only in

wet places, and most frequently in the edges of large fens,

but not rare in boggy hollows on heaths, or in the marshy
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places iu or near woods. Formerly common in Holme and

Yaxley Feus till they were drained, still common at Wicken
Fen and other suitable spots in Cambridgeshire and Hunting-

donshire, also in the more extensive fens of Norfolk, and in

the wet jjortions of heaths, though in Suffolk it seems to be

scarce. It inhabits marshy spots near Deal, Kent ; Brighton,

Sussex ; in the New Forest, Hants ; the Isle of Purbeck,

Dorset ; and the boggy hollows of heaths in Berks ; there is

also a record in Devon ; and in Yorkshire it is known to

occur in several localities, but apparently not further north.

In Wales it has been taken near Neath ; in Ireland at

Mucross, Killarney, and at Glengariff, Co. Cork, and has

been recorded in Galway. Abroad its range is over the

greater portion of Central Europe, Northern Italy, Dalmatia,

Southern and Western Russia with the Ural Mountain

district, and Northern and Eastern Siberia.

2. L. impura, Hilh.—Expanse 1;^ to If inch. Thorax

moderately stout, abdomen less so ; fore wings blunt, rather

narrow, pale ochreous-drab, with a dark stripe along the

median nervure edged above with whitish-drab ; hind wings

dark smoky-grey.

Antennae of the male stout, simple, minutely ciliated,

blackish-drab at the back, but paler at the base, light brown

in front
;
palpi rather small, moderately tufted, drab, shaded

on the outside with black-brown ; head rather prominently

tufted, pale drab ; eyes covered with hardly perceptible up-

right brown bristles ; eyelashes deep black ; thorax smoothly

covered with long, loose-looking scales, drab in front, paler

at the back ; along the inner edges of the shoulder-lappets

are a few black dots ; fascicles white ; basal segments of the

abdomen covered with similar long white hair-scales, tinged

with brown on the dorsal ridge ; rest of the abdomen pale

drab, the lateral and anal tufts conspicuous. Fore wings

rather short and blunt; costa rounded; apex squarely angu-

lated ; hind margin nearly perpendicular, but much rounded
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off toward the anal angle ; dorsal margin gracefully curved
;

colour drab or ochreous-drab, often with a flush of red

shading ; nervures and numerous fine parallel lines between

them whitish-drab ; along the upper side of the median

nervure is a pale ill-defined narrow stripe, and along its

underside a dark brown stripe from the middle of the base

plentifully dusted with black scales ; at the end of the

discal cell close above this stripe is a distinct round black

dot, and at some distance beyond two more placed on nervures,

these last perhaps indicating the position of the usual second

line though placed rather far back ; cilia pale drab. Hind

wings not broad, the hind margin rather sinuous and hollowed

below the apex, dark or paler smoke-colour or smoky-grey

;

base and costal margin whiter ; nervures smoky-black ;
cilia

white. Female similar but having the abdomen stouter, and

with a very small anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-black, the middle

portion clouded with longitudinal stripes of deeper black, the

rest dusted with black and shaded with a tinge of pink ;
hind

wings white, dusted with black-brown and shaded with pink
;

body and legs dull drab.

There is some variation, as already indicated, in the colour,

from ochreous-drab to reddish-drab, and in the intensity of

the dark stripe from the base, which sometimes is but faint,

in other cases supplemented by other dark longitudinal

cloudy streaks in the hinder part of the wing or near the

costa ; the black dots of the second line are occasionally

accompanied by another on the dorsal margin. The hind

wings vary considerably in ground colour, in some being

almost black, in others very pale smoke-colour, more streaked

with white, and these phases occur without reference to sex.

In Scotland and Ireland there appears to be a tendency to

blackness in these wings, in combination with unusual pale-

ness of the fore wings.

On the wing in July and August, but in the north con-

tinuing into September.
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Larva.—Head small, narrower than the second segment,

porrected, glossy pale brown delicately reticulated with

darker brown, and having six darker lines ; body cylindrical

but tapering slightly to each extremity; colour ochreous-

grey; dorsal stripe brown intersected throughout by a

thread-like white line ; on each side are two compound
stripes paler than the ground colour, one above and one

below the spiracles, both broad, yellowish-grey, intersected

throughout by a median red portion which seems to have no
accurate boundaries ; spiracles oval, reddish, edged with

black
; usual raised dots black ; undersurface paler than the

upper, and faintly tinged with green ; legs reddish
;
prolegs

of the colour of the ventral area, each having two black spots

and a small cloud on the outside.

When young and before hybernation uniformly cylindrical,

slightly hairy, and of a bright straw colour, with two brown

dorsal stripes. (Condensed from a very full account by Mr.

E. Newman.) Mr. Buckler's figures show considerable

variation, a subdorsal ochreous stripe, edged with grey or

with white, and a white line above the spiracles ; the stripes

also differ in breadth, and one larva exhibits a double row of

black spots conspicuously down the dorsal stripe.

August to May on DactyJis (jlomcrata and other grasses,

also Luzvla pilosa. Mr. Newman's account is interesting

:

"When very young and very small it forms for itself a most

convenient domicile by rolling up lengthwise one of the

grass-leaves in the form of a tube, the edges of the leaf being

made to overlap and fastened into the tube-form with great

neatness and exactness. When it has outgrown its tene-

ment it wriggles out, abandons it and weaves another. It

only resides in it during the hours of daylight, venturing

out and feeding on the grass during the night, and on the

approach of morning returning to its home. Occasionally a

mistake aj^pears to be made, since two or three larva? may
sometimes be found in one tube. Also it occasionally, though

rarely, devours its own tube, and thus brings on itself the
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necessity for constructing another. These tubes are only to

be found in autumn and are deserted as soon as the time for

hybernation arrives, when the larva finds a more substantial

retreat in the stem of the cocks-foot or other grass, or some-

times in the dried or dying stem of a stinging nettle. It

leaves its hybernaculum in March. When arrived at its full

size it no longer avails itself of a tubular shelter, but feeds

exposed on the blades of grass, though still principally by

night, resting by day in a straight position on the flowering

stalks."

Pupa smooth, of a deep dull red-brown colour, having a

number of abruptly recurved hooks at the anal extremity,

two of which, centrally situated, are longer and much larger

than the rest ; these are rather more distinct at the base than

at the other extremity, but are nearly parallel, and very

near together. In a very loose and shapeless cocoon on the

surface of the earth ; when in confinement decorating the

exterior with large grains of sand, pellets of frass, or other

convenient material. (E. Newman.)

The moth conceals itself during the day close to the earth

among gi^ass and herbage. It flies at dusk in meadows, lanes,

marshes, and grassy places generally, and is strongly attracted

by rush-bloom, honeydew on nettles and on the leaves of

trees, sugar, and in some degree by light. Also it will sit

with other noduw at night on the tall reed-beds. From the

darkness of its hind wings it is not very conspicuous during

flight. Common throughout England, including the Scilly Isles,

and in Wales. Also generally distributed and often common

in Scotland, even abundant in Moray, but not to any great

elevation on the mountains, and apparently not noticed in

any of the Isles. Plentiful throughout Ireland. Its range

abroad is more southern—throughout Central Europe, South

Sweden, Northern Italy, the Ural Mountain district and

Tartary.
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3. li. pallens, Z.—Expanse 1^ to U iucli. Thorax and

abdomen moderately stout; fore wings narrow and rather

lono-, bluntly pointed, whitish-drab, reddish-drab, or pinkish-

drab, with the nervures distinctly white ;
hind wings white

or greyish-white.

Antenna3 of the male simple, almost imperceptibly ciliated,

whitish-drab
;
palpi short, moderately tufted, brownish-drab,

apical joint depressed ; head brownish-drab ;
eyes covered

with minute red-brown hair points ; lashes at the back black
;

thorax rather loosely covered with long scales, drab in front,

paler at the back ; fascicles white ; abdomen pale drab, the

basal segments covered with long white hair-scales ;
lateral

and anal tufts whitish-drab, the latter rather broad and con-

spicuous. Fore wings somewhat narrow and bluntly pointed

;

costa very faintly arched, apex bluntly angulated ;
hind

margin oblique, straight to below the middle, then rounded

off; dorsal margin faintly curved; colour pale yellowish-

drab or pinkish-drab ; all the nervures conspicuously

yellowish-white ; between them are very much more obscure

parallel white lines ; at the outer edge of the discal cell is

a black dot, and sometimes one or two more are placed on

nervures half-way between it and the hind margin ;
no other

markings except that a paler shade lies along the upper side

of the median nervure ; cilia whitish-drab. Hind wings

rounded, white ; sometimes faintly shaded \r\\\\ pale smoke-

colour, or the nervures indicated in the same; cilia pure

white. Female very similar but with a stouter abdomen and

a very narrow anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings whitish-ochreous ; discal cell

faintly clouded with smoke-colour; beyond it is a dusky

black longitudinal streak. Hind wings white, faintly dusted

with drab, and with the nervures tinged with brown. Body

and legs pale drab.

Variation is mainly in the lines already laid down—from

pale yellow-drab to red-drab. Those of the deepest red are

apparently found in Ireland, some of them being of a terra-
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cotta or almost brick-red colour, but always with the white

nervures. Mr. Gervase F. Mathew, R.N., has, however,

found a form on the Essex coast of a singularly deep

smooth red, in which the nervures and the space above

the median are all quite evenly suffused with the same

red tint. Similar examples have been found near the mouth

of the Thames. In all the brighter forms there is also a

tendency to darker clouding of the hind wings or else partial

darkening of their nervures, or both. In the pale individuals

the black dots of the second line are often almost impercep-

tible or quite absent.
'

, On the wing from June till August, and in Scotland till

September.

Larva cylindrical, plump, tapering but little at each

extremity ; head rather small, grey mottled with brown

;

general colour pale yellow or greyish-ochreous ; dorsal line

dusky-white edged on both sides with grey shades, which

are faintly rounded on each segment ; subdorsal line white,

edged above with a dark brown line ; spiracular stripe broad,

pale grey, edging the spiracles, which are black ; between

the subdorsal and spiracular lines is a slender waved pale

brown longitudinal line ; below the spiracles is a broad pale

ochreous stripe ; usual raised dots dark brown or black

;

undersurface and legs ochreous-grey.

September to JNIay on Aim ccvsiyitosa, Poa anmin, and

other grasses, feeding externally on the grass-blades at

night, hiding in the daytime close to their roots.

Pupa apparently undescribed.

The moth conceals itself among grass, close to the earth,

in the daytime ; at dusk it flies, and from its whiteness is

very conspicuous ; it then is strongly attracted by sugar

and honeydew ; also frequents rush-blossom^ ragwort, lime-

blossom, and other flowers, and will come to light. Late

at night I have found it, with other noctna:, sitting upon
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the leaves of tall reeds in fen districts. Abundant in

meadows, marshes, woods, and indeed almost everywhere

in England, Wales, and Ireland, and in Scotland to Arran,

West Ross and Moray, also occurring rarely in Shetland.

It does not seem to love mountain districts, and is hardly

found more than 600 ft. above the sea level. Abroad it has

an immense range—all the temperate portions of Northern

Europe, Central Europe, North Italy, Northern and Western

Turkey, Southern Russia, Armenia, China, Canada, and

North America generally.

4. L. favicolor.—Expanse Ij to If inch. Fore wings

pointed, rather broad behind, yellow-brown or honey-colour

;

two or more faint black dots in the place of the second line
;

hind wings smoky-white.

Antennas of the male simple, ciliated toward the base

with minute tufts of bristles, beyond this with minute single

bristles only, pale buff'; eyes hairy; palpi densely tufted,

apical joint nearly concealed, brownish-buff'; head of the

same colour; thorax rather robust, brownish-buff in front,

paler buff or honey-colour toward the back ; shoulder-lappets

a little raised and finished off" with long scales lying back

;

fascicles white, curved so as to meet on the base of the

abdomen, where also is an abundance of long white scales

covering its first segments; rest of abdomen buff"; lateral

tufts large, tinged with yellow and grey ; anal tufts yellowish-

buff". Fore wings rather broader than in L. j^cdlens and

more pointed at the apex, more of the shape of those of

L. straminea ; costal and dorsal margins nearly straight

;

apex acute ; hind margin below it oblique and faintly

hollowed but rounded off at the anal angle ; entire

surface smooth soft honey-colour or colour of the honey-

comb, having the nervures faintly perceptible, but not paler

;

at the apex of the discal cell is a round black dot, and two

more are placed as an indication of the usual second line,

which is further indicated by very faint blackish dashes,
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more particularly toward the costa, where this line is

decidedly curved back. Hind wings rounded, white at

the base and apex, but with the middle area tinged with

smbky-grey and reddish; all the nervures broadly dusted

with black atoms ; cilia white. In the female the fore wings

are broader and more decidedly acuminate, and quite as

strongly honey-coloured ; body stouter, otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings pale buff tinged in the middle

with brown ; before the apex is a black spot on the costa,

indicating a faint slender transverse line. Hind wings

yellowish-white dusted with black and having a slender

series of black dashes on the nervures.

The only variety at present known is a female having the

second line formed of a complete and conspicuous curved

line of black dashes and spots from the costal to the dorsal

margin, where it is supplemented by other cloudy black

scales along that margin, and by a black spot in the position

from which would arise the ordinary first line.

On the wing at the end of June and in July.

Larva and Pupa unknown.

This insect, which appears to have been previously quite

unknown and unseen, both here and abroad, was described

by me in the Entornulogists Monthly Magazine in the year 1896

from specimens taken in the previous summer, on the coast

of Suffolk and Essex, by Mr. Gervase F. Mathew, E.N.

They were secured at night feeding at the flowers of

one of the larger grasses, with other species of Leucania.

In 1896 he obtained seven more examples, but being at

that time ordered on foreign service, he has been unable

as yet to investigate further. As already stated, no other

locality is known either in the United Kingdom or abroad.

5. Li. straminea, T/.—Expanse l\ to 1^ inch. Fore

wings rather pointed, broad behind, whitish-drab with abun-

dant fine dark longitudinal lines and a long black-brown
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shaded line from the middle of the base; hind wings white

or smoky-white.

Antennas of the male rather stout, simple, minutely ciliated,

light brown ; hairs of the eyes reddish-brown ; back eye-lashes

black, half erect
;
palpi rather small but curved up, narrowly

tufted, pale drab tinged outside with purplish-brown ; head

and collar whitish-drab, the latter doubly barred with very

pale brown ; remainder of thorax whiter, the shoulder-lappets

covered with very long prostrate scales, along the hinder edge

dotted with purplish-black ; fascicles white ; basal segments

of the abdomen covered with long white hair-scales, remainder

whitish-drab ; lateral and anal tufts rather large and spreading.

Fore wings pointed and somewhat truncate ; costa gently

arched throughout; apex sharply angulated; hind margin

below it faintly hollowed ; expanded below the middle but

strongly curved in at the anal angle ; dorsal margin also

faintly hollowed, then filled out and almost elbowed below

the base ; colour whitish-drab, often with a tinge of red ; all

the nervures edged on each side by a very fine and obscure

reddish-brown or purplish-brown line ; along the underside

of the median uervure, from the base, is a narrow black-

brown stripe or shade, often commencing quite black
;

frequently a similar but fainter tinge runs along the edge

of the subdorsal nervure ; at the end of the discal cell is

a black dot. and two more lie in the second line, which

is faintly completed by a series of more minute brownish

dashes ; along the extreme hind margin is a row of tiny

black dots ; cilia whitish-drab. Hind wings white, faintly

shaded in the middle with smoky-buff"; central spot large,

obscure, smoky-black ; beyond it is a faint line of blackish-

brown streaks on nervures ; cilia white. Female quite similar,

except that the abdomen is stout and the anal tuft very

small and pointed.

Underside of the fore wings white, tinged along the costal

region with pale buff; at the end of the discal cell is a

black spot. Hind wings white, dusted with brown along
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the costal margin and nervures ; central spot rather lunate,

black. Body and legs whitish-buff.

Variation in this species is usually but slight, and in the

lines already indicated—from whitish-drab to more or less

tinged with pale red ; the dark stripe from the base also

varies considerably in intensity, and not necessarily in

sympathy with the general tinge of colour. A specimen

reared by Mr. G. F. Mathew from a larva found in Essex is

very handsome, the dark median longitudinal stripe being of

a clouded sooty-black and extending to the second line,

which is dusted, and much of the wing streaked with the

same ; another is of a red-drab dusted with black and having

a black spot at the base. In Dr. P. B. Mason's collection is

one having the whole of the fore wings streaked longitudi-

nally with black lines and the hind wings darkly streaked

;

also another dull reddish-grey with the transverse lines

visibly darker and the hind wings grey. A very pale

specimen in the collection of the late Mr. H. Doubleday

has but two black dots, and those very faint.

On the wing from the end of June till August.

Larva elongate, attenuated at both extremities ; head

small, shining, brownish-ochreous, flattened ; a whitish pro-

jection on each side of the mouth ;
back rounded ; under-

surface rather flattened ; sides puckered ; anal prolegs

extended backward. Body ochreous with an orange tinge,

dusted with grey, and having numerous longitudinal faint

o-rey lines ; dorsal, subdorsal, and spiracular lines white

rather broadly shaded on each side with bluish-grey ; between

the last two is another white line; spiracles white, edged

with black ; usual dots black, extremely minute. (C. Fenn.)

Mr. Buckler says, " The skin is remarkably smooth, the seg-

mental divisions being scarcely indicated, chiefly in fact by

fine wrinkles forming themselves when the larva bends itself

round, in the graceful postures it assumes when actively

eugaged in feeding." He also says that the young larva
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when half an inch long is very slender, of a dull greyish-

brown colour with an almost black dorsal line and several

faint lines along the sides ; afterwards, at each moult, it

becomes a little paler and brighter coloured, its pattern of

longitudinal lines and stripes remaining relatively the same.

October to Mayor June on Arundo phragmites, Phalaris

arundinacea, and other coarse grasses growing in marshes

and at the edges of ditches ; feeding upon the grass blades at

night and hiding by day among the lower leaves or on the

ground.

Pupa long and narrow and unusually cylindrical in shape,

the last three segments of the abdomen tapering rapidly off,

and the anal fully rounded, without any prominence except

two short blackish spines set widely apart, and below them a

number of fine hooked bristles ; eye-covers full black and

shining ; limb and wing covers very dark red-brown, dull

from abundant sculpture of fine incised lines ; back also

dark red-brown, extremely dull from excessively close

sculpture of minute pits, abdominal segments less dark, but

similarly covered with sculpture of crowded pitting, with the

exception in each case of a smooth brighter red band round

the posterior edge. In a slight silken cocoon between

drawn-together dry reed leaves, or in the fold of a turned-

down leaf of the same ; but sometimes in the ground, and

then forming a cocoon of silk and earth.

The moth hides by day among the dead leaves of reeds and

grasses, and I have found it upon the thick coarse stem of a

great Carcx riparia, completely concealed by the pendulous

dead leaves. Its resemblance to the dry whitish reed leaves

and Canw stems is extraordinary. It flies briskly at rather

late dusk over the reeds, and sometimes sits upon their

upper leaves later in the night ; also comes freely to a strong

light. It may be attracted hy sugar, especially if placed

upon the reed leaves, and loves grass-blossom and the

flower-spikes of T/jpha latifolia. Attached almost solely to

VOL. V. K
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wet places, and moderately plentiful in the fens of Cam-

brido-esliire and Norfolk. Forty years ago it was common in

the marshes of Hammersmith, Putney, Plumstead, and else-

where on the banks of the Thames close to London, and

although these are now destroyed it still lingers on any

suitable portion of the river banks. In Kent it is found, in

addition, on the coast, where reeds grow ;
also rarely in suit-

able spots in Sussex, Devon, and Cornwall
;
probably more

commonly in the extensive "moors " of Somerset. Formerly

abundant at Whittlesea Mere and Yaxley Fen, and still,

besides the existing fens, in suitable spots, very locally, in

Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire, Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk,

and Lincolnshire ; there is also one locality in Cheshire. I

know of no others in the United Kingdom.

Abroad it is found in many parts of Northern and Central

Europe, and in the Ural Mountain district.

G. L. obsoleta, ^/(//.—Expanse 1] to U inch. Thorax

moderately stout ; fore wings rather pointed, brownish-drab
;

nervures white but edged with fine black lines ; a white spot

at the end of the discal cell ; second line composed of black

dots ; hiad wings white with dark brown nervures.

Antennae of the male rather thick, simple, minutely

ciliated, light brown ; the hair-points which clothe the

eyes extremely fine and obscure ; eye-lashes at the back

hardly perceptible, but in front of the eyes is an edging

of black scales almost like prostrate lashes; palpi small

and narrowly tufted, drab, clouded outwardly with black;

head thickly covered with scales, buff; collar upraised,

reddish-buflf; remainder of thorax paler, the scales long

and flattened down; fascicles white; abdomen rather elon-

o-ated, whitish-buff; lateral and anal tufts well developed.

Fore wings rather pointed, narrow at the base; costa

almost straight; apex sharply angulated ; hind margin

rather oblique, very gently and smoothly curved and a

little full in the middle; dorsal margin gracefully curved
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and very faintly hollowed
; colour whitish-buff, faintly dusted

with black atoms and darkened a little along the hind margin
;

nervures white, very slenderly edged on each side with smoky-
brown or black, the median swelling into a white spot at the
end of the discal cell ; above the median, in the discal cell,

are similar parallel dark lines ; first line faintly indicated by
three or four cloudy black dots, most distinct near the dorsal
margin

;
second line a long row of similar cloudy dots, the

largest near the same margin; extreme hind margin more
minutely dotted with black; cilia buff, intersected by a
slender brown line and tipped with white. Hind wings
rather long, rounded, but the hind margin slightly hollowed
below the apex

; white, clouded along the hind margin with
smoke colour

; nervures sharply smoky-black or smoky-brown
;

cilia white. Female very similar, a little stouter, and with a
narrower anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings dusky-white, shading into
pale buff at the costa and hind margin; discal cell filled

with long cloudy-white scales; at the apex is a cloudy
smoky-black spot. Hind wings white, dusted over the costal
and apical regions with brown ; extreme hind margin of all
the wings dotted with black, the hind wings the most dis-
tinctly so. Body and legs pale buff.

There is some small variation in the ground colour, toward
brownish-buff, and in the distinctness of the fine dark lines
which margin all the nervures, those edging the median and
its branches being sometimes thickened, or those above it

blackened, so that in some individuals there is considerable
darkening of the costal half of the wing.
On the wing in June and July.

Larva plump, cylindrical, very slightly tapering toward
the head, which is pale brown with two darker stripes down
the face

;
dorsal half of the body pale ochreous, smooth and

shining, but dusted with grey ; dorsal line white, slenderly
edged on either side with greenish-black

; subdorsal line also
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white, edged on the upper side with blackish-brown ; between

is a more slender, parallel, pale grey line ; spiracnlar line

pale grey or greyish-white ; iindersurface pale putty-colour
;

spiracles black with a grey central dot ; anal prolegs rather

extended behind.

August to October on common reed {Arundo phraiimitcs),

feeding at night upon the leaves ; hiding in the daytime

within the hollow stem. W^hen full fed it spins a few

threads of silk around it in the stem, rather low down,

and there remains unchanged, and, if disturbed, quite active,

until the spring, when, without further feeding, it assumes

the pupa state within the reed.

Pupa undescribed.

The moth appears to hide by day, like its congeners,

among the dead leaves of reeds, to which it bears an accurate

resemblance, near the ground ; at dusk it flies about the

large reed-beds and will come to sugar on the leaves,

also to grass and rush-blossoms, and later at night sits

upon the reed-leaves, but seems to be very little attracted

by light. Forty years ago it was plentiful in Hammersmith

Marshes and similar spots on the banks of the Thames, close

to London, so much so that in 1859 a single collector re-

corded his capture of 108 specimens. These marshes have

long been drained and covered with houses, but the insect

is still existent in greatly diminished numbers about such

reed-beds as remain along the course of the river. Other

old localities are Yaxley and Holme Fens, and the more

marshy portions of the New Forest, Hants. It does not

appear to very greatly affect the still-existing fens of Norfolk

and Cambridgeshire. I have taken it at Horning Fen, but

have not heard of its occurrence even close by, at Ranworth
;

and Dr. F. D. Wheeler tells me that it is hardly known in

Wicken Fen
;
yet there are still small and isolated localities

of old reed-beds at Ely, Whittlesford, and elsewhere in

Cambs, where it may be found ; and in Norfolk Lord
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Walsingham has taken it near Merton, and the Rev,

T. H. Marsh at Cawston. It has been found in South

Kent, and should occur in any suitable spot in the Southern

Counties, though it is, as yet, veiy little observed. There is

a record in Cheshire which seems to require confirmation. I

know of no other localities within the British Isles. Abroad

its range is through Central Europe, South Sweden, Northern

Italy, Corsica, Northern Turkey, and Southern Russia.

7. L. putrescens, Hvh.—Expanse \\ to 1^ inch. Fore

wings whitish-umbreous, a broad brown-black stripe from

the middle of the base broadens as it proceeds, embraces

the faint reniform stigma, and beyond it curves up toward

the apex of the wing ; a small brown triangle lies at the anal

angle. Hind wings white.

Antennae of the male rather stout, simple, minutely

ciliated, light brown
;
palpi rather small, narrowly tufted,

whitish-drab, apical joint rather depressed ; head whitish-

brown with a deep brown bar across the face and another

close above the antennae, which have at their bases each

a tuft of scales; thorax whitish-brown, collar slenderly

barred with black and more obscurely with purplish-brown

above and below ; shoulder-lappets partially edged with the

same ; scales at the back drawn together into minute obscure

points tipped with dark brown; fascicles white, small; abdomen

whitish-brown dusted with dark brown, as also are the lateral

tufts ; anal tuft rather long, tinged with fulvous. Fore wings

narrow ; costa very nearly straight ; apex bluntly rounded

;

hind margin faintly crenulated, but little oblique or rounded

except at the anal angle ; dorsal margin straight, colour

whitish-brown ; from the middle of the base arises a long,

rather curved black streak which lies below the median

nervure ; above and beyond it, in the discal cell, and between

the nervures onward to the hind margin, are elongated, dark

umbreous streaks and clouds forming an ill-defined stripe

through the middle of the winsr; near the hind margin
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the upper edge of this beuds up toward the apex; close

to the base of the dorsal margin is another prostrate black

streak ; the ordinary second line is suggested by four or five

black dots obscured by the umbreous clouding; at the end

of the discal cell is a black dot edged outwardly with white

;

umbreous dashes lie between the nervures along the hind

margin, the most conspicuous being close to the anal angle,

and others less distinct above the central stripe towards the

ajsex ; nervures all pale and partially edged with fine umbreous

lines ; cilia whitish-brown spotted with umbreous and dusted

at the tips of the nervures with white. Hind wings rather

small, the hind margin somewhat sinuous
;
pure, clear white

with a faint suggestion of brown dotting on the hind margin

below the apex; cilia white. Female having the fore wings

very slightly broader; margin and tips of the nervures of

the hind wings pale brown ; otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings very pale brown along the

costa, shading off to white at the dorsal region, but having

pale brown nervures ; on the costa, at four-fifths its length,

is a black spot, and along the hind margin a row of fine

black dots which throw off black rays into the pale brown

cilia. Hind wings white tinged with very light brown along

the costa and nervures.

Hardly variable, except that the stripe through the middle

of the wings ranges from black-brown to pale umbreous.

On the wing in July and August.

Larva generally of a pale greyish-ochreous tint with longi-

tudinal stripes. Head dusky-grey mottled with ochreous,

the front of each lobe bordered with black, followed on

each side of the central portion by a white streak ; dorsal

line whitish, conspicuous only on the second, third, and

fourth segments, thence nearly obliterated by the dusky

edging which encloses it ; on either side is a broad stripe

of mottled greyish-ochreous followed by a pale ochreous

stripe, and another, darker, below it; subdorsal line whitish,
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very finely edged above and below with dusky greyish-brown,
followed by a broad stripe of mottled ochreous, then a whitish
lateral line finely edged with dark greyish-brown

; below this

a broad greyish-brown stripe, along the lower edge of which
the black spiracles are situated ; undersurface and legs pale
ochreous; raised dots black; on the second segment is a
shining dorsal plate in which the lines are visible, the inter-

mediate spaces being more dusky. (Adapted from Buckler.)
September and October on Poa annua and other grasses,

apparently attached to those growing on rocky slopes verv
near the sea.

Pupa undescribed ; in a cocoon in the earth. This species
has the habit of remaining in cocoon throughout the winter,
spring, and early summer, but at what time it assumes the
pupa state does not appear to be known.

The moth does not seem to have been observed in the
daytime in this country. At dusk it frequents the blossoms
of bramble, wood-sage {Tcucrimn scorodonia), and doubtless
other plants, and may also be secured at sugar. In this
country it is confined to the more southern portions of the
coast, and there often to rough rocky slopes.

It was first observed in these Islands in July, 1859, when
specimens were taken at bramble-blossoms on the sea cliffs

near Torquay by Mr. K. M. Stewart and Dr. Battersby. In
1860, it had spread to Teignmouth, and was taken also again
at Torquay. In these two localities it continued to be met
with yearly, and in some seasons in considerable numbers,
and also at Dartmouth, all in Devonshire. In 187], two
specimens were taken at Laugharne, Carmarthenshire, and
soon afterwards others on the Glamorganshire coast beloAv
Swansea, thus indicating a considerable range upon the coast
of South Wales. So far as I know these are its limits at
present in these Islands. Abroad it is also exceedingly
local, being recorded only from Southern and Western France
and Catalonia.
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8. L, comma, L.—Expanse 1^ to If inch. Fore wings

pale drab, nervures white ; from the base is a conspicuous

deep black streak, followed by a brown one along the middle

of the wing, and several black streaks toward the hind

margin. Hind wings smoky-brown.

Antenna of the male rather thick, most minutely ciliated,

light brown, paler at the base
;
palpi short, upraised, densely

tufted, pale brown, apical joint very short and conical; the

erect hairs upon the eyes unusually dense and noticeable

;

back lashes black-brown ; head pale brown densely tufted

between the antennas
;
^thorax pale brown or drab ; collar

slenderly barred with purplish-brown ; fascicles whitish-

drab ; abdomen pale brown densely covered with drab hair-

scales on all the segments ; lateral tufts tinged with purplish-

drab ; anal tuft broad and having a raised central ridge,

drab tinged with fulvous. Tore wings blunt, not very

narrow; costa nearly straight; apex bluntly angulated ; hind

margin very little oblique and hardly curved except toward

the anal angle ; dorsal margin straight ; colour pale drab,

palest along the costal region quite from the base ; from the

middle of the base a conspicuous deep black streak lies along

the underside of the median nervure ; beyond in the discal

cell is a partially parallel reddish-brown longitudinal streak,

dusted with black ; in nearly every interval of the nervures

in the outer half of the wing is a black or black-brown streak

clouded along its eds-es with brown, those in the middle of

the hind margin being the longest and those above them
regularly shorter so as to produce an oblique bar of the

ground colour pointing toward the apex, its upper edge

defined by brown clouding ; the median nervure and its

branches are distinctly white, and form a white spot, half

clasping a black dot, where they divide at the end of the

discal cell; the other nervures are more obscurely white;

there is no indication of any transverse line and the dot just

mentioned forms the only suggestion of a stigma ; at the

base of the dorsal margin is an obscure prostrate brown
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streak, and beyond it some faint brown clouding ; cilia pale

drab clouded with umbreous, but divided by a white dash at

the tip of each nervure. Hind wings rather fully rounded

at the apex and having the margin below it slightly hollowed ;

dark smoky-brown, very little paler at the base ;
ciha pale

yellowish-brown, clouded toward the apex with umbreous.

Female accurately similar except that the abdomen is stouter

and the anal tuft small, and in some individuals the nervures

of the hind wings are of a darker brown.

Underside of the fore wings dark smoky-brown, rather

paler along the margins and with the nervures faintly

browner. Hind wings smoky-brown, dusted with black

along the costa, but shading paler toward the anal angle,

and with an obscure pale central cloud ; cilia pale yellowish-

brown, yellowish-white toward the anal angle. Body and

legs dusky purplish-drab ; leg-tufts pale drab.

A little variable in the thickness and intensity of the

longitudinal black and brown streaks, otherwise extremely

constant. But in the collection of the late Mr. F. Bond is

a specimen having the ground colour white; and the late

Kev. H. Burney possessed one in which the usually brown

stripes of the fore wings were all black, thickened, lengthened,

and almost usurping the whole area of the wings.

On the wing in June and July. There is a single record

of the capture of a specimen of a second generation in

November.

La1{VA very strongly resembling those of L. iminira, L.

pallens, L. lithcmjyria, and L. imdorina ; reddish-brown, dull

ochreous brown, or dingy greyish-ochreous ; dorsal line a

thin thread of pale ochreous edged with dusky-brown; on

either side a space of dingy brown, followed by a line of

dusky atoms, and then a stripe of the ochreous ground

colour ; subdorsal line brown, edged externally with blackish

at the anterior portion of each segment ; next to it a thread

of pale ochreous edged with reddish-brown, then a broad
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stripe of oclii'eoas ground colour edged below with reddish-

brown, and again with pale ochreous in fine threadlike

stripes ; below this is a broad brown lateral stripe, at the

lower edge of which are the black spiracles, and below them

a broad pale ochreous sti-ipe ; undersurface and legs ochreous-

grey ; head brown streaked and mottled with blackish

;

ordinary raised dots, where visible, black. The chief dis-

tinguishing character by which this larva can be separated

from those of L. liiliargi/ria and L. imjmra is the additional

line between the dorsal and subdorsal. (W. Buckler.)

June to August on Dad //I is r/lomcrata and other grasses,

feeding at night and hiding itself at the base of the stem of

the grass in the daytime.

The young larva is active and ]-estless, crawling about and

suspending itself by a thread from the grass tips, but soon

settles down, and eating from the very top of the blade,

quickly makes a very distinct impression on a tuft of its food

plant.

Pupa smooth, brown. Not further described. In a brittle

cocoon beneath the surface of the ground ; but whether the

winter is passed by the larva within this cocoon, or by the

pupa, is not yet ascertained.

The moth hides in the daytime among grass and herbage

close to the ground. At dusk it flies, and is strongly attracted

by sugar, honeydew, the blossoms of rhododendron, red

valerian, thistle and other flowers ; it also loves to fly over

long grass in the neighbourhood of woods, and in meadows

and waysides. Later at night it will come readily to light.

It seems to be rather scarce in Cornwall, but otherwise is

generally distributed, and often abundant, over the Southern

half of England, and in suitable places in Wales to Pem-
brokeshire. Further north it is more local, and in some

degree more attached to the coast ; this is particularly the

case in Lancashire and Cheshire, where it is rare inland,

but in Derbyshire and other parts of the Keith Midlands it
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is locally pleatifnl, aud is not scarce iu Yorkshire, Durham,

Northumberland, and Cumberland. In Scotland it is found

in Perthshire to 600 feet above the sea level, and is distri-

buted over the more southern portions of that country. In

Ireland more common and has a wide range, being frequent

so far north as Belfast.

xlbroad it is found throughout Central Europe, the tem-

perate portions of Northern Europe, Italy, Southern and

Eastern Turkey, Southern Eussia, Asia Minor, Armenia,

Eastern Siberia, aud the mountainous regions of Central

Asia.

(li. l-album, Z.—This is a pretty species, somewhat

resembling L. comma, but of a more neat aspect. Its most

striking character, from which it takes its name, is a |distinct

white line upon the median nervure, which turns up at the

end of the discal cell and forms a white letter /. It is

an abundant species in Southern and some parts of Central

Europe, extending into Armenia and Asia Minor, and becoming

very plentiful in the more hilly districts of India. Forty

years ago (1857), Mr. Stainton, when recording the first

occurrence of an allied species, made the unfortunate remark,

"How long are we to wait for Lcucania l-alhumV A few

years later some enterprising collectors, considering that the

time had arrived when this question should be answ^ered,

announced the capture, first of one, but afterwards of more,

specimens in Kent. But the matter was carefully investigated

by the late Mr. H. Doubleday, and the whole transaction ex-

posed. No further captures have been announced, and there

is not the smallest reason to believe that the species has ever

been an inhabitant of this country.

Another allied species, L. commoidcs, was announced about

the same time from the same district, but was soon proved to

be a North American insect.)

9. L. littoralis, Curt.—Expanse H inch. Fore wings

soft, smooth, pale fawn-colour with a clear white longitudinal
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line from the base to the hind margin, partially edged with

black. Hind wings pure white.

Antennas of the male rather thick, pale brown, ciliation

hardly perceptible even under a good lens
;

palpi strongly

tufted beneath, but covered above with closely appressed

scales, yellow-brown, apical joint conspicuous ; the erect

hairs covering the eyes red-brown and rather distinct;

head yellow-drab, the face very smooth, but above it is a

dense ridge of scales projecting over the bases of the

antennas ; thorax soft pale yellow-drab, without markings

;

fascicles white ; abdomen yellow-drab, the basal segments

thickly covered with long white hair-scales ; lateral tufts

yellowish-white ; anal tuft tinged with fulvous. Fore wings

rather pointed, narrow at the base ; costa nearly straight

almost to the tip, where it is curved a little ; apex angu-

lated ; hind margin rather oblique and very smoothly

rounded ; dorsal margin nearly straight and towards the

base a little rolled up ; colour pale soft fawn or 3'ellow-

drab, very smooth and even ; median nervure conspicuously

white from close to the base to the point of division, and

having its principal branch so continued to the hind margin
;

this white line is edged on both sides from the base of the

wing to the middle with slender black-brown lines narrowly

shaded off, the remaining portion being also edged with

narrow brown clouding, more especially on the upper side

;

often another branch of the median is partially white, or

there are white lines on other nervures toward the hind

margin, but these are unreliable ; there is not the slightest

indication of transverse lines or other ordinary markings

;

cilia soft pale yellow-drab, faintly clouded with brown. Hind
wings pure clear white ; cilia similar. Female hardly differ-

ing in any respect, except that the body is stouter and the

anal tuft small.

Underside of the fore wings white with a yellow tinge

on the costa and all the nervures : cilia clouded in broad
dashes with pale purplish-brown. Hind wings white, with
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a yellow dusting along the costal region, and the nervures

tinged with pale yellow-brown. Body and leg tufts yellowish-

white, legs pale yellow-drab.

Extremely constant in colour and marking ; there being

but a small variation in the depth of the browner shading,

and the uncertainty of white streaks on additional nervures

already alluded to.

On the wing in June and July, but sometimes from the

wnd of May to August. Apparently only the extended

emergence of a single generation.

Larva smooth, plump, cylindrical, and tapering very little

to either end ; head rounded, pale green or pale brownish-

green
;

ground colour greenish-white or extremely pale

greenish-grey ; dorsal line pale gi-eeu, yellow-green, or

pale yellow, edged on each side by a green or light

brown stripe, which is followed at a short interval by a

similar subdorsal stripe ; below this are two pale green

or yellow lines, edged on each side with grey or brown

threads, and an obscure greenish or brownish spiracular

stripe ; undersurface and prolegs a rather paler tint of the

ground colour ; legs rather darker.

August to INIay on AmmophUa arundinacca (Marram

grass), feeding at night on its hard, curiously lengthwise-

rolled leaves, hiding in the daytime in the sand at its

roots. Apparently quite restricted to this plant, upon sea

sand-hills, in its natural state
;
yet has been found by Mr. G. T

Porritt to feed readily in confinement on ordinary field grasses.

Pupa thin-skinned and delicate, light chestnut-brown,

limb-covers very glossy, but wing-covers dull from abundant

sculpture of minute incised lines ; abdominal segments glossy,

except a very narrow anterior band of minute pitting ; anal

segment thick, rounded, terminated by a blunt rounded

cremaster, on which are the usual two points, extremely

fine and thin, and around them several other smaller bristles.

In a brittle cocoon in the sand. -
:•
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The moth hides during- tlie day in the dense tufts of

its food-pkiut, the Marram grass, sitting at the base of a

stem, close to the sand iu which it grows. Here the re-

semblance of the moth to the pale brown dried sheath of

the grass is very close, and doubtless greatly assists in its

concealment. Often, however, it will hide among the roots

in the overhanging ledges of banks on the sand-hills, in the

manner of its companions, the Agrotcs, and other sand-hill

Noctua\ and may be shaken out by means of a stick. At
dusk its flight is very swift, and it does not seem to be

strongly attracted by sugar, but will sit quietly enough
after its flight upon the leaves and blossoms of the Ammo-
pliila. It is found only upon sandy coasts, and there only

where the sand is held together in hills by the long bristly

roots of this grass. In such situations it is found not un-
commonly on the Eastern and Southern coasts of England,

westward to Cornwall and the Scilly Isles, and up the

Bristol Channel to Gloucestershire. Indeed, it is more
common in the West, being in some seasons very abundant
on the extensive sands of the coast of South Wales, more
especially those of Glamorganshire. To a less extent this

is also the case iu Pembrokeshire, and at Barmouth in North
Wales, as well as on the extensive sands of the Cheshire and
Lancashire coasts. On the north-east coast it is known to

occur in Yorkshire, and can scarcely be absent from the

extensive sands of Northumberland, since in Scotland it

is found so far north as Forfarshire. In this country it

is, however, very scarce, and on the west side has been

noticed only in the Clyde district and at Arran. In Ireland

it is found in similar situations on the Dublin coast and

on those of Wicklow, Cork, and Kerry, and northward in

Donegal, Londonderry, and Antrim.

Its range abroad seems to be limited to the coasts of

Northern and Western France and Northern Germany.

10, L. loreyi, Dv/p,—Expanse 1| to If inch. Fore
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wings very pale dx'ab with a longitudinal, central, umbreous
stripe, in which is a distinct white spot. Hind wings white

with dark brown nervures.

Antennas of the male rather small and slender, pale drab,

ciliations excessively minute
;

palpi narrowly tufted, pale

drab dusted with brown, apical joint very short ; head pale

drab, broadly tufted just above the antennas ; thorax of the

same colour, the collar just perceptibly barred with brown ;

scales at the back rather drawn together into small pale

brown tufts tipped with white; fascicles white; abdomen
pale drab, abundantly covered with white hair-scales ; lateral

and anal tufts rather browner. Fore wings not broad, of

neat appearance
; costa gently curved ; apex angulated ; hind

margin smoothly and regularly curved ; dorsal margin straight

;

colour glossy drab shaded and dusted with dark brown
; a

pale umbreous longitudinal stripe from the middle of the

base includes the median nervure and extends to beyond
the middle of the wing, where it shades off. but also broadens

in the hinder area and throws an oblique shade to the apex,

this last being edged above by a parallel pale shade ; hind
margin, to the anal angle, faintly clouded with umbreous

;

at the end of the discal cell, in the dark stripe, is a well-

defined white spot or dot ; the second line is obscurely indi-

cated in blackish-brown dots or dashes placed on the nervures,

and occasionally the first line is similarly suggested by two
black dots ; a row of minute black dots lies along the
extreme hind margin ; cilia brownish -drab. Hind wings
rather ample, clear white with brown nervures, brown-
black dots along a portion of the margin, and white cilia.

Female extremely similar but with a much narrower anal

tuft.

Underside of the fore wings white, dusted with pale

brown along the costal and hind marginal regions ; nervures
tinged with the same; extreme hind margin dotted with
black

; cilia pale brown. Hind wings white, dusted along
the costal region with yellowish-brown ; hind margin dotted
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with black half way from the apex ; cilia yellowish-white.

Body and leg-tufts yellowish-white ; legs pale brown.

Apparently not variable, except a little in size.

On the wing in September and October.

Larva and Pupa apparently unknown.

This is one of the most rare of British insects, and nothing

is known here of its habits. The late Mr. Henry Doubleday

recorded in the Zoologist for 1862 the capture, by Mr. T.

Thorncroft, of Brighton, Sussex, of two specimens, both

females, of this species in October of that year. One of

these was presented by him to Mr. Doubleday and is still in

his cabinet at Bethnal Green Museum. The other was

purchased with Mr. Thorncroft's collection, some years later,

by the Eev. A. Fuller, who has allowed me to examine it.

It is decidedly smaller than ordinary South European

specimens, but unquestionably correctly named. Mr. Fuller

informs me that both specimens were captured at sugar, by

a sedgy ditch, nearer to Worthing than to Brighton. These

two are the only British specimens of which I have any

reliable account, but one or two more exist, without histories,

in some of our large collections. It is a very obscure insect

and might readily be overlooked among multitudes of the

common species.

Abroad its range is very wide; the South of France,

Spain, Sardinia, the Canaries ; very common in South

Africa ; Syria, Ceylon, India, Burma, China, Japan, Java,

Ascension ;
Brazil, and other parts of South America.

11. L. unipuncta, Ham.; extranea, Gn.—Expanse

If inch. Fore wings elongate, rather triangular, reddish

umbreous; upper stigmata faintly visible, dull orange, a

white dot at the base of the reniform ; a black-brown oblique

line runs into the apex. Hind wings smoky-brown.

Antennse of the male stout, rather short, dark brown, very

minutely ciliated ;
palpi short, moderately tufted, dull brown.
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apical joint small ; head rather loosely tufted, whitish-brown

;

thorax smooth, pale brown, dusted with darker ; scales of the

shoulder-lappets very long and having a few black dots
;

fascicles pale greyish-brown ; aljdomen rather flattened, pale

smoky-brown ; lateral and anal tufts paler. Fore wings

long, rather pointed, narrow at the base ; costa very straight,

except near to the apex, which is bluntly angulated ; hind

margin slightly hollowed below it, and then smoothly curved;

dorsal margin straight ; colour dull iimbreous or brownish-

drab, shaded and dusted with red-brown or orange; costa

rather paler ; two unmargined roundish clouds of dull orange

in the discal cell indicate the orbicular and reniform stigmata,

and at the base of the latter, placed on the fork of the

median nervure, is a white dot ; second line visible as a row

of black dots situated upon nervures, which otherwise are

dotted obscurely with black, and very faintly streaked with

brownish-white ; from the apex of the wing an oblique

black cloudy line crosses the middle of the dotted, second

line, curving down to the dorsal margin ; extreme hind

margin obscurely dotted with brown ; cilia reddish-brown,

dusted with darker. Hind wings broad, very slightly acute

at the apex and hollowed below it, the margin thence

sinuous ; colour smoky-brown, paler and pearly at the base
;

nervures dark brown, cilia white. Female extremely similar,

the abdomen rather stouter and more pointed.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoke colour, dorsal

region pearly white ; a dark cloud lies at the end of the

discal cell, and beyond it a darker smoky band. Hind wings

pearly-white, dusted along the costal region with pale smoky-

brown, and broadly banded with the same along the hind

margin. Body and leg-tufts whitish-brown ; legs dark brown.

Hardly variable, except in the more red or brown tone of

clouding of the fore wings.

On the wing in August, September, and October.

Larva when full grown 1| inch in length. Its body

VOL. V. L
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colour is pale green, clearly seen only on the ventral surface,

varied elsewhere with longitudinal stripes of yellow, grey,

and black, the grey often so closely dotted with black as to

become dusky. The entire back is occupied by a broad

black or dusky band, deepest at the middle and along each

margin ; on each flank is a series of stripes, consisting of a

median black or dusky band, on each side of which is a

greenish or yellow stripe of equal width, margined on either

hand with dingy-white that is set off by a mere line of dark

;

down the middle of the back is an interrupted narrow white

line, often clearly seen only near the head. (Oomstock.)

May, June, probably July, on grasses and cereals ; but

there is no record of the occurrence of the larva in these

Islands.

Pupa nearly an inch long, mahogany-coloured ; wing-cases

reaching to the last third of the body ; two spines, slightly

curved in, situated on the last segment. In a rough earthen

cocoon in the earth, or even a rude cell of dry grass just

below the surface. (Packard.)

The moth doubtless hides in the daytime among grass and

herbage close to the ground. It flies at dusk, and comes to

sugar, and flowers such as those of the Scabious ; but in this

country is so very rare that little is known here of its habits.

It seems to have been first noticed by Haworth in the

beginning of the present century, and was described by him,

under the present name, from a sjDecimen in the collection of

Mr. Francillon, of the capture of which no record is furnished,

but which was said to have been taken in Eugland. This

specimen afterwards passed into Mr. Haworth's collection,

and is, I think, still in existence in that of Dr. P. B. Mason,

at Burton-on-Trent. Haworth's description was copied by

Stephens twenty years later, but, by a slip of the pen, or the

intervention of the compositor, under the name of inqnmcta

(though the true name was used in the index), but with

reference only to the same specimen. From this time the
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insect was lost sight of, until in September 1859, a specimen

was captured by the late Mr. F. Bond in the Isle of WiiJ^ht,

and introduced into the British list as a new species under

the name of cxtranca, Gn, Another was captured at Lewes,

Sussex, about the same time. The next record that I find is

of one at Neath, South Wales, in 1869, followed by one in

1874, at Lyndhurst, Hants. In 1878, one was secured at

Leiston, Suffolk, by the Hon. Mrs. Carpenter ; one at Walmer,

Kent, by Professor K, Meldola ; and one at Torquay, Devon,

by Mr. A. H. Jones. Mr. E. R. Bankes obtained a specimen

about the same time in the Isle of Purbeck, Dorset ; and

others were found in Cornwall and the Scilly Isles. In 189G

one was secured in the New Forest, Hants. Probably other

stray specimens have occurred, but these are all the records

that I can find in England and Wales. In Ireland the Hon.

B. E. Dillon states that he took a specimen at sugar, at

Clonbrock in the County Galway, in July 1891, and its

identity is confirmed by Mr. Kane, who also records the

capture of another specimen upon the coast near Cork, in

September 1896.

It seems not improbable that all these were migrants

from North America, since the species is not, I think, known
to occur upon the continent of Europe. It has been found

rarely at Madeira and the Azores ; but its home is apparently

North America, where it abounds through Canada and the

United States to the east side of the Rocky Mountains, in

the District of Columbia, Venezuela, Chili, La Plata and

elsewhere in Brazil ; also extending to Hawaii, New Zealand,

Australia, Java, India, China, and Japan ; and being in most

of these regions very common.

In its headquarters in North America it is occasionally an

object of the keenest anxiety and dread from the ravages of

its larvae upon wild and cultivated grasses and cereals.

Under the name of the "Army Worm" it has for many
years engaged the attention of agriculturists, and has been

the theme of numerous papers by State Entomologists and
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authors—Fitch, Riley, Packard, Comstock and others—and it

seems desirable to furnish, from their reports, some details

as to the ordinary habits of the species. In doing this it

may be well to explain that these educated and accomplished

gentlemen are unfortunately, in a measure, compelled, from

the nature of their duties, to write down to the comprehension

of the agricultural community, and thus we find them con-

stantly using the term " worm " for caterpillar or larva, and

it should be borne in mind that in the following extracts

"worm" does not signify an Annelid but a caterpillar.

" The name ' army worm ' is given to a kind of worm

which makes its appearance at irregular intervals, now in

one place, then in another, coming out suddenly in immense

numbers which keep themselves huddled closely together

like an army of soldiers, travelling usually in one particular

direction, and devastating the fields of grain and grass

through which they pass."

" We have long been aware that this was a common

insect in the Southern States, appearing there in one

place or another almost every year. The public prints have

repeatedly noticed the fact of trains upon the railways

being stopped and detained by encountering an immense

host of worms, covering the track sometimes for a distance

of two or three miles, and causing the wheels of the

locomotive to slip upon the rails as though they were

oiled."

" The first instance in which we find its occurrence clearly

indicated is in the year 1743, when it is merely stated that

' in Massachusetts this year there were millions of devouring

worms in armies, threatening to cut off every green thing.'

"

"Twenty-seven years afterwards was the most remarkable

period of its occurrence which we have ever had previous

to the present year" (1865).

" In Noah Webster's work on Pestileritial Diseases we find

the following notice of it: 'In 1770 a black worm about an

inch and a half long devoured the grass and corn. Never was
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a more singular phenomenon ! These animals were generated

suddenly in the Northern States of America and almost

covered two or three hundred miles of country. They all

moved nearly in one direction, and when they were inter-

cepted by furrows in ploughed land they fell into them in such

numbers as to form heaps. They sought shelter in the grass,

a hot sun being fatal to them. They disappeared suddenly

about the close of June and beginning* of July.'
"

" The colonies or armies of these worms are usually

discovered when the worms are a third grown and about

half an inch long. A particular spot in a field of grass

or grain is found to be thronged by them, almost every stalk

having one or more of them on it, and those which are not

feeding are crawling rapidly about with an impatient aspect

as though they were in a great hurry to get somewhere."

" They all keep together like an army of soldiers and

usually advance in a straight line, not swerving from their

course to avoid hills, hollows, buildings, or any obstacle. A
stream of running water even does not cause them to deflect

from the line of their march ; they crowd into it, although

very few of them chance to be carried by its current to the

opposite side. Millions of them are drowned, their dead

bodies clogging and damming up the stream in places

below, producing by their decay a stench in the atmosphere

of the whole locality which is noisome and intolerable. In

their march they travel faster at some times than at others,

advancing at the rate of from two to six rods in an hour.

Thus instances have occurred in which an army of these

worms, two or three miles wide, has advanced six to seven

miles, leaving the track behind it as desolate as though fire

had swept over it."

" They avoid the rays of the sun ; hence during the day

they crawl under stones and sticks as closely as they can

crowd themselves together, and under swarths of grass or

grain, or even into the ground. They rest in such places

during the heat of the day and come out towards sunset to
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feed and continue forward on tlieir mighty march. If they

come to a field of grass or grain that is young and tender

they devour the whole of it down to the very roots, but if it

is grown up to stalks they eat the leaves only, and then

usually crawl to the top of the stalk, cut off the head, and

drop it to the ground. In corn (maize) too they eat off all

the leaves except the coarse keel or mid-rib. It is leaves

that are green and juicy that they eat; the dry leaves of

ripened grain they do not feed upon," " This army worm
is one of the most remarkable insects known, in this, that it

makes its appearance suddenly, in countless millions, where

no worms like it have been seen before, and after eating all

the grass and grain in its path for a few weeks, totally

disappears, no worms of its kind being seen in the same
place afterwards." " I have no doubt that it is a constant

resident with us here in the Northern States. Its natural

abode, its ordinary lurking place, I am confident is in the

wild grass of wet spots, in swamps, and on the borders of

marshes, waste places which we seldom visit in summer, and

where we notice nothing but the swarms of mosquitoes which

assail and torment us, forcing us to retreat as speedily as

possible."

" This army worm I find is one and the same species

all over our country. I have seen specimens of the moths

bred from it, last year in Maryland, this year in Illinois, in

Pennsylvania, in Massachusetts, and in the eastern parts of

Maine. Thus we find it to be everywhere the same

species."

" While this insect is single-brooded in the Northern

States, Mr. Riley finds it double-brooded in Missouri, and

thinks that three broods of the caterpillar may sometimes

appear in one season. In Illinois the moth lays its eggs

in April and May, from four to six weeks earlier than in

the Eastern States; or the larva appears earlier. In

Missouri from the middle of April to the middle of May

;

probably about the middle of June in Massachusetts, and
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a week later in Maine. The caterpillar state lasts about a

month, and the chrysalis state two or three weeks. It is

probable that while the majority of the moths appear in the

late summer or early autumn, according to the latitude of

the place where they live, a few may hybernate in the pupa

state in the Middle States, and still more in the New
England States." This suggestion seems to be strengthened

by the fact, which seems to be established, that in Australia

it emerges from pupa in March.

Perhaps upon the whole it is as well that this species does

not appear able to effect a permanent settlement in these

Islands.

Slight variations from different parts of the world have

received the names of saccharioora^ trifolii, anfica, connccta,

and separata.

12. L. Vitellina, Rab.—Expanse H to If inch. Fore

wings pale ochreous, with the nervures and three slender

transverse lines orange or rusty red. Hind wings white

with yellow or brown nervures.

Antennee of the male rather short, orange-yellow, minutely

ciliated
;
palpi rather small but curved up, moderately tufted,

dull ochreous, apical joint very short ; head ochreous-yellow,

a paler tuft at the base of each antenna ; thorax smooth, of

the same colour, with the faintest possible bar of ochreous-

red across the collar ; fascicles white ; abdomen yellowish-

white, lateral and anal tufts whiter. Fore wings rather

pointed, narrow at the base ; costa straight to near tiie apex,

which is angulated; hind margin oblique, straight, but

curved off at the anal angle ; dorsal margin straight ; colour

ochreous-yellow with the nervures slenderly orange-brown or

tawny-red, and three transverse lines of the same colour, the

first very slender, broadly and repeatedly angulated, the

second also slender, very oblique and tolerably direct, but

throwing off short points or dentations upon the nervures
;

the third is the subterminal line, but, like the last, is a mere
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slender indented thread and does not reach the apex of the
wing

;
the position of the ysual orbicular stigma is indicated

by a short tawny streak ; reniform stigma faintly and
partially outlined in the same colour, but with a cloudy
black dot at the base ; cilia ochreous with a purplish flush.

Hind wings white with a pearly gloss, nervures pale yellow
or tinged with brown; hind margin also shaded with
yellow; cilia white. Female rather larger, with the
markings of the fore wings a little more distinct, and
the nervures of the hind wings brown.

Underside of the fore wings pale primrose-yellow along
the costa and hind margin, shading off to white with a
pearly lustre

; reniform stigma and the second line faintly
indicated in reddish-brown. Hind wings pearly white,
dusted along the costal and apical regions with yellow; along
the apical portion of the hind margin are a few brown dots.
Not very variable

; but the ground colour varies from pale
ochreous to rich ochreous-yellow and pale yellow ; the colour
of the slender lines and nervures becoming more rusty-red
or browner accordingly.

On the wing here in August and the beginning of Sep-
tember, but on the Continent from June to August.

Larva j^ale flesh-colour with three white dorsal lines;
between these, on each segment, are two black dots; on
the side is a yellowish longitudinal stripe, above which are
situated the black spiracles ; head brown dotted with black.
(Dr. Hofmann.) But his figure, which is good, and looks far
more natural, is very pale bluish-grey; dorsal and subdorsal
lines slender, white, narrowly margined on each side with
dark grey; spiracular stripe broad, pale yellow; head pale
brown.

March and April, upon grasses.

Pupa undescribed, in a slight cocoon in the earth.

The moth hides among herbage during the day, flies at
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dusk, and is attracted by sugar, arbutus blossom, and ivy-

bloom. It has also been found ali^night sitting on grass.

The first specimen recorded in this country was captured

by Mr. H. Cooke in his garden, in the town of Brighton, in

September 1856. It is almost confined to the extreme south

coast, and is still comparatively rare, though it has been

repeatedly taken in its original locality—Brighton and also

in Kent ; at the Isle of Wight, Christchurch, and the New
Forest in Hants ; in the Scilly Isles ; and more frequently

on the coast of Devon, being in some seasons not very

rare near Torquay. This was the case in 1878, although

up to 1865 it was unknown in Devon. The only record

which I can find away from these southern coast counties

is of a single specimen at Finchley, North London.

Abroad it has a wide distribution in Southern Europe,

France, Southern and Eastern Germany, Hungary, Asia

Minor, Armenia, and Northern Persia; but it does not

seem to be anywhere an abundant species.

13. L. conigera, Fah.—Expanse \\ to H inch. Fore

wings rather pointed, orange-red clouded with brown ; first

and second lines and the nervures all neatly but distinctly

tawny-red ; upper stigmata visible, the reniform having at

the base a clear white elongated spot. Hind wings pale

smoky-brown.

Antennae of the male rather stout, light chestnut, minutely

ciliated
;
palpi moderately tufted, dark chestnut, apical joint

distinct ; erect hairs of the eyes very dense and abundant

;

head strongly tufted, dark red ; thorax chestnut-red, smooth,

except that a very small, erect, fan-shaped or half-folded

tuft is sometimes visible, suggesting the top crest, and

the scales at the back are a little drawn together where

the back crest, if present, would be situated; fascicles

yellowish-white; abdomen whitish brown with a tawny
shade, lateral tufts tawny, anal tuft pale ochreous. Fore

wings rather pointed; costa-very gently curved throughout
j
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apex sharply angulatecl ; hind marg-in just below it straight

or almost retuse and hardly oblique, but curved oS below the
middle; dorsal margin straight; colour orange-red or pale
tawny clouded with red-brown; first line slender but very
conspicuous, red-brown, forming one large elbow towards the
middle of the wing; second line also conspicuous, slender,

darker red-brown, oblique, rather waved but tolerably direct,

and placed far beyond the middle of the wing ; subterminal
line merely the edging of an irregular darker tawny cloud
which lies along the hind margin; nervures all slenderly
dark tawny-brown; orbicular stigma a small, faint, unmar-
gined, pale ochreous cloud ; reniform stigma narrow, oblique,
ochreous, its base altered and elongated into a wedge-shaped,
pure white streak, the whole margined by a dark tawny cloud

;

cilia light purplish-brown. Hind wings rounded but with
the hind margin slightly sinuous

;
pale smoky-brown, rather

paler at the base and costal margin ; nervures a little darker

;

cilia brownish-white. Female extremely similar ; body very
little stouter, but the anal tuft much smaller.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-chestnut, shading
off along the dorsal region to shining yellowish-white ; ner-
vures and second line smoky-black. Hind wings yellowish-
white, dusted along the costal region, and in a broad band along
the hind margin, with orange-red, the band bordered inwardly
by a smoky-black transverse line. Body and legs rusty-
red.

Very constant in markings but variable in colour, from
pale brownish-ochreous to dark tawny. In the Entomologist,
vol. ii., is figured a very singular aberration, in which the
transverse lines and other markings of the fore wing are in

a measure repeated upon one hind wing, a conspicuous, dark-
surrounded white spot in its middle simulating the white
base of the reniform stigma; the other hind wing—the right
—is quite normal. This specimen was captured in llight

near Hendon, Middlesex.

On the wing in June and July.
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Lakva cylindrical, tapering a very little in front ; head

pale brown, streaked and mottled with black ; colour of the

back deep ochreous ; dorsal line pale sulphur-yellow bordered

on either side by a black line and well defined in its entire

length ; subdorsal line rather broad, of equal width, and

uninterruptedly black throughout, followed by a pale yellow

line finely edged below with black ; next is a stripe of pale

ochreous ; then another pale yellow line finely edged above

with black and followed by a broad stripe of deep ochreous

broadly edged with black both above and below, the black

spiracles being along the lower edge ; spiracular stripe dull

pale ochreous ; undersurface and prolegs slightly darker

;

pairs of black dots are visible on the anterior portion of

the back of each segment.

Or, brownish-grey with all the lines and stripes less

distinct but all disposed in the order above described, the

yellow lines here represented by grey, and the ground colour

of the back brownish-grey; dorsal line grey edged with

black, the subdorsal a continuous line of grey-brown, edged

with blackish lines above and below, but interrupted above

and nearly continuous below ; lateral lines and stripes devoid

of black but delicately defined by brown edges. (W. Buckler.)

April and May, on Triticum rcpens and other grasses.

Probably from the previous autumn, but in its earlier

stages this larva seems to have been much overlooked.

Pupa of ordinary shape but not stout, the wing-covers

thickened behind and their whole surface covered with

minute incised sculpture, yet rather glistening; eye-covers

prominent, rounded, smooth and shining ; limb-covers glossy

but faintly sculptured with incised cross-lines; dorsal and

abdominal segments glossy, yet pitted with minute sculpture

on the front margins and more sparingly to near the hinder

edges : anal segment swollen and having a distinct cicatrice,

its cremaster tumid and thick, with a few fine bristles and

two rather straight black spikes; colour of the general
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surface orange-red. In a slight cocoon of silk and earth,

among dead grass-blades on the ground, or beneath the

surface.

The moth hides, like its congeners, among herbage in

the daytime ; flying at dusk and showing itself particularly

partial to flowers such as those of the various species of

Lychnis and Silcne, Ecldum vulgare, snowberry, red valerian,

ragwort, and wood-sage. It also comes to sugar and occasion-

ally to light. It is common all over the southern half of

England, and found in more moderate numbers and more
local distribution, showing a preference for the coast, in the

northern half. Probably in all parts of Wales, since it is

fairly common in Pembrokeshire. Not scarce in Scotland,

extending to Moray and West Ross, though I find no record

of its occurrence in the extreme west or in the isles. In
Ireland it is pretty generally distributed.

Abroad it ranges over Central Europe, the temperate

portions of Northern Europe, Northern Italy, Dalmatia, the

Ural Mountain district, Armenia, and Asia Minor.

14. L. albipuncta, Fah.—Expanse 1] inch. Fore wings
dull pale tawny

; first and second lines obscure, most visible

from their paler edging ; a distinct white dot lies at the end
of the discal cell. Hind wings pale smoky-brown.

Antennae of the male simple, very minutely ciliated, light

red; palpi short, thickly tufted, chocolate-red; head of the

same colour, thickly tufted with scales ; thorax pale tawny,

with small erect points suggesting a minute top crest ; fas-

cicles dirty white ; abdomen whitish-brown, thickly covered

with dusky-white hair-scales, among which, on the dorsal

region, are one or two minute tufts or crests; lateral and
anal tufts short and pale. Fore wings somewhat blunt

;

costa very faintly curved ; apex angulated ; hind margin
almost perpendicular and very slightly curved, not strongly

so even at the anal angle; dorsal margin nearly straight,

colour dull pale tawny-red dusted minutely with brown ; first
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line rather darker tawny, cloudy, arranged in three loops

between nervures, edged inwardly by a paler shade ; second

line only visible as the inner edge of a narrow pale stripe

which is crossed by a dusky line on each nervure ; from this

line an oblique pale shade runs into the apex of the wing

;

subterminal line only just perceptible as the waved edge of

a darker tawny hind-marginal stripe ; nervures in some

small degree clouded with dark brown ; on the median,

at the end of the discal cell, is a pure white dot, often of

a thick crescent form ; extreme hind margin edged with a

yellow-brown line; cilia tawny, clouded or dappled with

darker brown. Hind wings pale smoky-brown, paler at the

base ; nervures darker brown ; cilia smoky-white with a pale

yellow line along their base. Female very similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky pale tawny, rather

more red along the costa ; nervures thickened and dusted

with whitish-yellow ; on the costa before the apex is a cloudy

black spot, from which a faint smoky-black shade crosses

the wing. Hind wings smoky-white, very broadly clouded

with tawny dusting along the costal area, and with brown

atoms beyond the middle of the wings. Body and legs

reddish-brown.

Apparently not variable.

On the wing in August, September, and October; but

abroad it seems to emerge in July and August.

Larva tolerably stout, tapering slightly to the anal ex-

tremity; head somewhat shining, horn colour, with two
indistinct grey lines down the face ; body wainscot brown,

more inclining to dirty flesh-colour on the sides and under-

surface, leaving the dorsal area of a clearer yellowish-wain-
scot colour ; subdorsal stripe fairly well defined, paler than
the areas which it separates, decidedly waved, rising at the

segmental divisions and falling below the spiracles, which are

small and deep black ; the skin on this spiracular stripe is

somewhat rugose and loose in texture, especially on the last
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three segments ; the dorsal area is really of two shades,

yellowish flesh-colonr towards the dorsal line—which is white,

slender, enclosed between two fine blackish lines—clear

yellowish close to the subdorsal—which is slender, white,

edged below by a very slender brownish line, and above by a

conspicuous black-brown interrupted line, shading to browner

on the back part of each segment—raised dots minute and

inconspicuous ; dorsal plate slightly shining, pale yellow-

brown, traversed by the yellowish-white beginnings of the

dorsal and subdorsal lines. When just hatched, uniform

pale grey or greenish-grey, with the back of the thoracic

segments darker; head horny, orange-brown. As it feeds

it becomes greener in colour. After the first moult the

lines begin to appear, and the change to the adult colouring

is very gradually assumed. (Adapted from a full description

by Mr. L. B. Prout.)

September or October to the end of April, on common
grasses, especially those growing in marshy places. Mr.

Prout's larva3 became full grown in January, indoors, and

under a high temperature, which ultimately proved fatal to

them.

Pupa reddish-brown, in the earth. Not more particularly

described.

The moth appears to agree in habits with the allied species.

At dusk, especiall}^ on damp misty evenings, it will come, in

its very restricted haunts, to sugar, and to the flowers of

ragwort and wood-sage {Tciicrium scorodonici).

The first examples noticed and recorded in this country

were taken at Folkestone, Kent, in August and October

1868, respectively, by Messrs. T. H. Briggs and C. A. Briggs.

When attention was drawn to these Mr. T. H. Allis, of York,

discovered that among insects taken by himself at Yaxley,

Cambs., in 1862 or 1864, was a single specimen of this

species which he had passed over as a small variety of L.

litlmrgyria. This is curious, since no subsequent capture of
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the present species seems to have taken place in the Fen
districts. It appears, however, to have made good its settle-

ment at Folkestone, where specimens in small numbers are

taken yearly
; and has made its way to Deal, Ashford, the

Isle of Sheppey, and even West Wickham near London, all

in the same county
; across the Thames to Shoeburyness,

Essex
; to St. Leonard's, Lewes, Chicliester, and especially

Brighton, Sussex ; the Isle of Wight ; and to Exeter and

elsewhere in South Devon, where it has been taken by Mr.
F. 0. Woodforde and others, and is hardly to be considered

very rare. I am not aware of its occurrence in any other

localities in these Islands.

Abroad its range extends over a large portion of Central

and Southern Europe, Armenia, and Asia Minor.

15. L. lithargyria, Es^.—Expanse \\ inch. Fore

wings reddish-drab, clouded with tawny ; first and second

lines indicated in black dots ; reniform stigma yellowish-

white, whiter at the base. Hind wings dark smoky-brown.
Antennae of the male short, simple, but thickly ciliated,

pale brown
;

palpi rather short, closely tufted, deep choco-

late, apical joint rather thick ; head densely tufted with long
yellowish-red scales ; collar rather erect, yellowish-red

;

remainder of the thorax pale red ; fascicles white ; abdomen
whitish-brown, occasionally with one or two minute red tufts

on the dorsal ridge of the basal segments ; lateral and anal

tufts tinged with purplish-red. Fore wings blunt, broader
than in the last species ; costa faintly rounded ; apex angu-
lated

;
hind margin below it straight and very little oblique

till near the anal angle, where it is curved off; dorsal margin
straight; colour reddish-drab, more or less suffused or clouded

with tawny-red
;

first line merely suggested by faint dusky
black dots or broken streaks between the subcostal and sub-

dorsal nervures ; second line a complete series of black dots

on the nervures ; reniform stigma obscurely visible as an un-
margined yellow crescent, joined at its base to a more notice-
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able white spot ; from the middle of the second line to the

tip of the wing is a cloudy smoky-purple dash ; hind margin

faintly clouded with the same, and edged with black dots
;

cilia pale purplish-red. Hind wings very dark smoky-brown,

with browner nervui'es ; costal margin and cilia white, shaded

with dusky-red. Female a little stouter, but extremely

similar.

Underside of the fore wings curiously coloured
;
purple-red

along the costal region to the apex ; middle area from the

base smoky-black, shading off in the middle of the wing

;

dorsal region and that beyond the middle pearly-white ; cilia

purple-brown. Hind wings pearly-white, dusted along the

costal region and apex with purplish-brown, and with a few

dark brown dots along the hind margin. Body and legs

reddish-drab, except that the femora of the hinder pair of

legs in the male are clothed with large, long tufts of deep

black hair-scales.

Eather variable in colour, sometimes very pale drab, more

frequently strongly tinged with smooth soft tawny-red ; in

Scotland and Ireland, and less frequently in the Eastern

Counties, having the fore wings wholly of the latter colour.

Not unfrequently, in all the shades of colour, a clouding of

black runs along the median nervure and crosses the reniform

stigma, or even blackens the small nervures beyond tlie discal

cell ; and in such specimens, when the ground colour is pale,

the first and second lines are occasionally rendered more

distinct by connecting streaks. In an extraordinary specimen

reared by Mr. Joseph Collins, from a larva found at Delamere

Forest, Cheshire, the central area of the hind wings is broadly

white, the usual dark colour existing as a wide marginal

band.

On the wing from the end of June to the beginning of

August.

Larva plump, of very even thickness, but rather suddenly

tapering a little at each extremity; head somewhat small.
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rounded, light brown dusted with darker; colour lio^ht reddish-

drab or yellowish-drab ; dorsal line very slender, white, edged

on both sides with brown, sometimes obliterated by a more

distinct dark brown line, in others edged with black streaks

on each segment ; subdorsal line rather broad, greyish-brown,

dark brown or black, edged beneath by a white line ; above it

is a faint intermediate dusky-brown shade, below it another,

sometimes edged with white ; spiracular stripe broad, yellow-

brown, sometimes appearing as two lines ; spiracles black,

ringed with white ; of the raised dots, some of those of the

dorsal area are usually black, especially a pair on each

segment ; undersurface and legs yellowish-drab.

April and May, but doubtless from the previous autumn,

on grasses, especially such as grow in woods ; feeding at

night. It may readily be found at this time by examining the

grasses growing at the edges of the ridings of woods, with

the assistance of a lantern, as it crawls up to feed on the

tops of the blades, and is not at all particular as to the species

of grass. By day it hides at their roots.

Pupa rather short and thick, abdomen very tapering ; eye-

covers round and full, very glossy ; wing- and limb-covers

broad and smooth-looking, yet hardly shining, being covered

with unusually minute incised cross sculpture; dorsal and

abdominal segments very glossy, except at the base of each,

where is a band of rather distinct punctures ; whole surface

rich red-brown ; anal segment rather tumid, with a swollen

anal scar ; cremaster very short, hardly noticeable except for

a pair of short black spikes. In a brittle cocoon under the

surface of the earth.

The moth hides, like its allies, by day among grass and
herbage, and flies at dusk, coming abundantly to sugar in

woods and wooded districts, also to honeydew on leaves of

trees and shrubs and on nettles, the blossoms of red valerian,

snowberry, rush, water sweet-grass, and other plants, and not

nnfrequently to light.

VOL. V. M
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Apparently abundant in wooded districts throughout Eng-

land and Wales ; common in Scotland to Moray in the east

and Argyle in the west, and plentiful all over Ireland.

Abroad it is common in all parts of the continent of Europe

except the extreme north and south, and in Syria, Armenia,

and the western portions of Asia Minor.

16. L. turca, L.—Expanse If to 2 inches. Fore wings

broad, brick-red, with two distinct dark transverse lines, and

a central white spot. Hind wings smoky-black, edged and

shaded with purple.

Antennae of the male stout, most minutely ciliated, dark

red; palpi short, broadly tufted, chocolate-red, apical joint

short and thick ; erect hairs on the eyes short and abun-

dant, red-brown ; head densely and evenly tufted with deep

chocolate-red scales ; thorax similar but of a rather lighter

colour, smooth except that at the back of the collar is a

minute central taller tuft ; fascicles yellowish-red ;
abdomen

bright chocolate, the basal segments covered with rather

paler hair-scales ; anal tuft also paler ; lateral tufts spread-

ing, dark red. Fore wings broad and ample ; costa arched

at the base, then nearly straight almost to the apex, which

is angulated ; hind margin gently curved, but very little

oblique ; dorsal margin rather full toward the base ; colour

rich dark red, almost brick-red, dusted with red-brown ;
first

line conspicuous, red-brown, rather elbowed on the median

nervure, but very perpendicular ; second line distinct, rather

oblique and direct, but a little waved near the dorsal margin,

red-brown or black-brown; reniform stigma extremely narrow

—a mere erect black streak—edged inwardly with pale

broAvn and attached at its base to a white spot ; extreme hind

margin spotted with black ; cilia purplish-red. Hind wings

rather large, rounded, smoky-black, broadly streaked from

the base with purple-red; lighter red along the dorsal

margin ; hind margin and cilia purple-red, separated by an

interrupted black-brown line. Female larger, sometimes
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with very ample fore wiugs ; abdomen much stouter, but
almost pointed, and furnished with a very small anal tuft

;

antenna? threadlike.

Underside of the fore wings dull dark red, shading 00;

paler to the dorsal margin ; discal cell filled with long pros-

trate hair-scales
; beyond the middle is a conspicuous slender

oblique black transverse stripe. Hind wings rather uniformly
purple-red

;
the basal portion covered with long scales ; dorsal

region paler ; toward the apex is a black line as the com-
mencement of a transverse stripe. Body and legs bright
chocolate-red, the hinder pair of legs bearing on their upper
side a long and conspicuous dense tuft of deep chocolate-red

hair-scales.

Not very variable, except that in certain localities—as in

Essex—the ground colour is often paler, sometimes becoming
drab, but with a dusting of the usual red tint. Occasionally

general variation in size takes place, as in 189G, when almost
every specimen taken in Eichmond Park, Surrey, was from
one-fourth to one-half inch less in expanse of wing than
ordinary. Attention was called to this by Major A. Fickliu.

On the wing in June and July.

Larva about one inch and a quarter in length and propor-
tionately stout

; head glossy, with the lobes rounded, a little

narrower than the second, and still narrower than the third
segment

;
body obese and cylindrical, tapering a little toward

the head, and somewhat abruptly at the anal extremity
;

skin soft and smooth, but when the larva is crawling the
segments are considerably puckered, and this, together with
the distinctness of the segmental divisions, gives it a
wrinkled appearance. Ground colour of the dorsal area
ochreous-yellow, thickly freckled with smoke-coloured and
purple dots, and on the anterior segments strongly suffused
with puq^le; head and corselet brown, the former thickly
dotted with paler spots ; the straight pale ochreous medio-
dorsal line extending (as do also the subdorsal lines) right
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through the corselet, clear and distinct ; at each division of

the segments on this line is a large conspicuous smoky mark;

subdorsal lines waved and less conspicuous, also ochreous

;

spiracles large and distinct, black, with pale centre and

edging ; below the spiracles and throughout the ventral area

the ground colour is also ochreous, thickly freckled, and in

front strongly suffused with purple ; but, being without the

admixture of smoke colour, paler than the dorsal area.

When very young, rich dark green, dusted with yellowish-

brown, or else entirely of the latter colour ; head pale brown;

dorsal line bluish, shading to white, and edged with smoky-

green ; subdorsal line whitish, waved, less distinct, followed

by a similar but straighter line above the spiracles ; spira-

cular stripe broad, yellowish -white, intersected throughout by

a narrow green line.

Early in the winter, when about to hybernate, reddish-

brown with smoky markings ; head yellowish-brown with

dark mandibles ; dorsal line yellowish-white edged with

smoke-colour and with a similar spot at the segmental

divisions ; subdorsal lines similar, more obscure ; spiracular

stripe broad, pink ; spiracles oblong, black, those on the

twelfth segment enclosing a pale spot ; undersurface, legs

and prolegs brownish-pink. (Adapted from a full description

by Mr. G. T. Porritt.)

August to May or the beginning of June on Dadylis

glomerata and other grasses, more especially those growing

in woods, feeding in the evening and at night; hiding by

day at the bases of the grass stems.

Pupa apparently undescribed.

The moth does not seem to be noticed anywhere in the

daytime, but flies at dusk and is usually captured at sugar.

It is local and mainly confined to woods and well-wooded

parks, and very uncertain in its appearance. In some

seasons abundant in the New Forest, Hants, which seems to

be its principal locality with us ; but found also in Epping
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Forest and other oak woods iu Essex ; Kichmond Park and

Coombe Wood, Surrey ; near Lewes, Sussex ; more rarely in

Dorset, South Devon, and Cornwall; more commonly in

Savernake Forest, Wilts, and locally in Berks ; also in Black

Park, Bucks, and in Herefordshire. Once recorded in

Norfolk, and said to have been taken in Dunham Park,

Cheshire. In Wales it has been taken by Captain Eobertson

near Swansea. I know of no other localities in the United

Kingdom.

Abroad it inhabits Central Europe, Livonia, Corsica, and

Northern Italy, but probably is much more widely dis-

tributed, since it is found in Japan (under the name of

Ch^andis), varying from the normal form as with us to

larger and darker varieties, some of them having the cilia

darker, others paler. Such as these are in the Exotic

collection of Mr. W. J. Kaye.

Genus 55. PANOLIS,

Antennae of the male notched and tufted, of the female

simple ; eyes hairy, provided with lashes at the back

;

thorax thick and round, crested at the back ; abdomen short,

hairy, not crested ; fore wings of thick texture, narrow, with

large stigmata and rich colouring, much deflected when at

rest. Hind wings small ; crossbar angulated ; vein 5 distinct,

arising at the angle.

We have only one species.

1. P. piniperda, Panzer.—Expanse \\ to H inch.

Fore wings rich glossy orange-red or deep fulvous, shaded

with silvery and purplish clouds; upper stigmata large,

white, the reniform elongated and curved outwards; hind

wings smoky black-brown. Female sometimes suffused with

greenish-grey or purple-grey.

Antennae of the male notched like a saw, finely ciliated and

tufted upon each notch, purple-brown
;
palpi extremely short
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and obscure, hidden by long flat tufts of black and brown

liair-scales, and hardly enclosing the tongue; head densely

tufted with light red scales ; thorax also very thickly tufted,

pale fulvous with a white edging to the back of the collar,

white clouding across the middle, and white tips to the rather

squared crest at the back ; fascicles smoky-brown tipped with

red ; abdomen dark smoky-brown and very short ; lateral

tufts small ; anal tuft spreading. Fore wings narrow ; costa

very faintly curved ; apex rounded ; hind margin also gently

rounded and rather crenulated ; hind margin nearly straight

;

colour rich orange-red or deep fulvous, shaded with silvery

or purplish tints so as to be rippled all over with soft glossy

colouring ; basal line obscure, deep red, placed very close to

the base ; first line a broad deep red shade, broken at the

nervures ; second line very oblique but curved back at the

costa, composed entirely of deep crescents between nervures,

each crescent rich bright red enclosing a slender white or

silvery cloud ; subterminal line suggested by the excessively

waved and indented division between an irregular narrow

stripe of glowing fulvous and a narrow uneven marginal

orange strijDe ; orbicular stigma broad, often flattened

beneath, semicircular, chalky white with a central touch

of pale yellow ; reniform stigma also large^ cut off straight

below, but its upper portion produced outwardly below the

subcostal nervure, bright white with a pale fulvous central

cloud; nervures alternately dusted with black and dashed

with white, their tips sending white dashes through the

dusky-brown cilia. Hind wings small, rounded, uniformly

smoky black-brown ; cilia pale brown, tipped with white.

Female often similar or even brighter in colour, but otherwise,

especially in northern and western districts, much darkened
;

antennae simple ; body stout with a small anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings pale purplish-red, tinged in

the middle and to the base with smoky-black, in which the

stigmata appear paler ; beyond them is a slender smoky-black

transverse line. Hind wings pale purple dusted with black

;
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beyond tlie middle is a slender transverse purplisli-black

line; hind margin clouded witli black-brown. Body

blackish-brown; legs reddish-brown barred with white;

leg-tufts purple-red.

Variation in the male is usually in the depth of the

orange-red ground colour of the fore wings and in the degree

of pale clouding upon them ; often the orange stripe along

the hind margin is pale and throws off broad similar dashes

into the cilia, or the white dashes on the nervures toward

the hind margin are more conspicuous. Greater uncertainty

in colour is found in the female, which, in addition, is often

tinged from the base with greenish-grey or purplish-grey

to the exclusion of the orange colouring, or its restriction

toward the hinder area. In Scotland the variation is from

brick-red to purple-grey and grey-green. A specimen m

the collection of the Rev. J. Greene has the ground colour

of the fore wings pale grey-green to the second line, which

is dark chestnut, and is followed by a rich dark chestnut

transverse stripe, much toothed outwardly, beyond which

is again pale grey-green ; the two stigmata very large, silvery

white ; hind wings nearly black.

On the wing, according to the forwardness or backwardness

of the season, in March, April, and May, but in greatest plenty

in the beginning of May.

Larva elongate, smooth, tapering behind ;
head rounded,

shining, red-brown dotted with pale yellow; a shining

green plate on the second segment; body green, with

brilliantly white dorsal and subdorsal stripes, the former

the broader, the latter edged above with black and bordered

beneath by an orange-red stripe, often shading into yellowish

on the hinder segments; between the dorsal and subdorsal

is often another white line ;
spiracles black

;
undersurface

green with three whitish stripes; legs red; prolegs green.

(C. Fenn.) When very young it is pale yellow or whitish-

green, and the white stripes are gradually assumed as it
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increases in size. Its colour when well-grown is precisely

that of the fir-needles, and from its pattern of narrow green

and white stripes its resemblance to a tuft of these leaves

is extraordinary. Even its red head and spiracular stripes

resemble the red twig.

May to the beginning of July on Finns sylvcslris and

F. Austriaca.

Pupa of ordinary Nodua form, smooth and even, but not

very glossy, red-brown ; eye-covers a little prominent, smooth

and shining; wing- and limb-covers abundantly sculptured

with excessively minute incised lines which are beautifully

waved and form inextricable patterns ; dorsal and abdominal

segments broadly dotted with minute pitting, not set very

closely together, so that the segments are more glossy; in the

middle of the back is a curious raised knob or flattened wart

of a black colour. This very unusual structure is said by

Kollar to be characteristic of the male pupa only. Cremaster

black, large and prominent, but hollowed beneath ; upon it

are two strong, straight, black spikes.

In a slight silken cocoon, under the upper layers of fallen

pine-needles, with which the ground under these trees is

generally covered. Not usually close tc the tree-trunks, but

readily found by carefully turning over the flakes of needles.

Sometimes under moss.

The moth sits in the daytime upon the trunk or branches

of the fir trees, often at a considerable height from the

ground ; indeed, it is probable that only those which have

recently emerged from the pupa are found on the lower

portion of the trunk. Its colour harmonises in a wonderful

manner with that of the branches and twigs, so much so,

that it is even protected when near the ground by its

resemblance to fallen bits of young shoots or scale-masses.

This protective colouring in the moth, following that of a

totally different character in the larvae, is very wonderful.

At dusk it flies about the fir trees and visits the catkins of
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any sallows which h,appen to be in bloom close by, but does

not travel far. When fully out, at the beginning of May, it

will also come at times to sugar. Abundant in large fir-

woods, such as those of the New Forest, Hants, and not

disdaining the few Scotch fir-trees which often are scattered

in other woods; apparently to be found in such suitable

localities over the whole of England and, perhaps, Wales,

though I find records only from Dolgelly in North Wales

and from Swansea in the south, and did not find the species

in Pembrokeshire. In Scotland it is very widely distributed,

being sometimes quite plentiful in Morayshire, and ex-

tending throughout the country to Arran, Perthshire,

Aberdeenshire, and West Ross. In Ireland it had not

been observed at the date of the publication of Mr. Birchall's

List (1867), and Mr. W. F. de V. Kane, in his " Catalogue of

the Lepidoptera of Ireland "—still in course of publication

—

suggests that it was in all probability exterminated in that

country by the destruction of the pine forests, which seems

to have taken place since the twelfth century ; and that it

may have recently been reintroduced with fir-plants from

English nurseries, since it is certainly now an inhabitant

of Ireland and appears to be extending its range. It has

already been observed in the counties of Dublin, Wicklow,

Meath, Cork, Galway, Siigo, Tyrone and Londonderry.

Abroad its range is wide : through Central Europe, the

temperate portions of Northern Europe, North Italy, and

Southern and Western Russia. Though provided with no

near allies here, it has some very pretty exotic relatives.

Genus 56. TiENIOCAMPA.

Antenna3 of the males toothed like a saw or pectinated,

of the females simple ; eyes hairy, with rather long black

lashes ; thorax stout, smooth, but very thickly and softly

covered with scales ; abdomen rather small and sliort, not

crested ; fore wings rather thick, bluntly pointed, much
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deflected when at rest ; stigmata not usually well marked

;

hind wings ample, vein 5 very slender, arising from the

middle of the cross-bar.

Larv^ naked, smooth, rather elongated and a little

attenuated in front, slightly thickened and obtuse behind.

Feeding principally upon trees and shrubs or in the tops of

herbaceous plants.

Pup^ of the usual form but short, in an earthen cocoon

usually at the foot of a tree.

This genus is difficult of tabulation from the extreme varia-

bility of many of the species. The following is an attempt

:

A. Fore wings purple-brown ; orbicular stigma embraced

below by a deep black marking. T. gothica.

A^. Fore wings purple-grey, blackish-grey, reddish-grey

or grey-drab; subterminal line broken below the

apex. T. instahilis.

h?. Fore wings dark or pale purple-grey or silvery-grey.

B. Fore wings pointed ; subterminal line conspicuous,

nearly straight. T. o^nma.

B2. Fore wings blunt; subterminal line obscure, rather

sinuous, dotted. T. populdi.

A\ Fore wings orange-drab with richer orange-red central

band. T. miniosa.

A^. Fore wings drab—yellowish-, reddish-, greyish- or

brownish-drab.

C. Upper stigmata large with pale outlines, subterminal

line distinct, almost straight. T. stahilis.

C'^. Upper stigmata very obscure ; twin black spots on the

subterminal line. T. munda.
C^ Upper stigmata rather obscure, second line dotted

;

wings pointed and rather triangular. T. (jmcilis.

C*. Upper stigmata obscure and very small, fore wings
narrow, dusted

; a small si3ecies. T. cruda.

1. T. gothica, Z.—Expanse 1| to U inch. Antennge
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pectinated in the male. Fore wings purple-brown clouded

with paler; upper stigmata pale, the orbicular margined

below and on each side by a deep black marking below

which is a short black streak. Hind wings very pale smoky-

brown.

Autenno3 of the male pectinated with solid ciliated teeth,

the two rows set widely apart, purplish-brown
;
palpi short,

densely tufted with long purple-brown scales, apical joint

rather long ; head purple-brown, a very prominent raised

tuft lies between the antennae ; thorax loosely covered with

long soft scales, purple-brown ; fascicles smoky-brown

;

abdomen dull brown with a purplish tinge ; lateral and

anal tufts spreading. Fore wings of rather even width,

costa gently curved ; apex bluntly angulated ; hind margin

rather oblique, but almost straight to below the middle,

where it is full, and then rounded off ; dorsal margin nearly

straight ; colour purple-brown with paler clouds ; basal line

visible as two short, deep black streaks near the costa ; first

line slightly oblique and almost straight to near the costa,

where is a sharp angle, dark brown edged inwardly with

purplish-white 5 second line oblique but curved boldly back

before reaching the costa, dark brown edged outwardly with

purplish-white ; subterminal line of the same colour, sinuous

and rather obscure, outside it is a row of dark streaks on

the nervures ; orbicular stigma broad, rather flattened,

detached from the median nervure but spread broadly upon

the subcostal, paler than the ground colour and margined

with white ; reniform stigma very similar in colour and

margining ; the space in the discal cell from the first line

passing below the orbicular to the reniform stigma is deep

black, forming a most conspicuous marking, something like a

hatchet or a rough letter L; below it is an oblique deep

black streak extending from a faint indication of the clavi-

form stigma to the second line ; cilia purple-brown. Hind

wings very pale smoky-brown with a rather darker band

of the same along the hind margin ; cilia dusky yellowish-
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white. Female rather stouter ; antennre simple ; costa of

the fore wings a little more arched, so that the wings are

slightly broader.

Underside of the fore wings pale silvery-grey ; costa, hind

margin and nervures abundantly dusted with purple-brown;

beyond the middle is a black-brown streak from the costa

continued across the wing as a faintly smoky stripe. Hind
wings greyish-white, the costal region and nervures dusted

with purple-brown; central spot a distinct smoky-black
lunule

; beyond it is a slender transverse stripe of the same
colour principally visible on the nervures ; hind margin rather

dusky. Body and legs purple-brown, leg tufts paler.

J
Exceedingly variable, the ground colour ranging from the

palest purplish-drab or even purplish-grey or light red-

brown, to rich dark purple-red and blackish purple-brown
;

the pale clouding varies also in almost every possible degree,

being sometimes almost absent, in other cases invading large

portions of the basal, costal, dorsal, and hind marginal

regions or any of them, and in almost any degree ; or instead

of the hind margin, lying in large clouds along the subter-

minal line. This last form is frequent in lowland districts

of Scotland, and is strongly represented in Dumbartonshire.
A further range of variation, found more especially in Scottish

mountain districts, has lost the rich tone of colouring alto-

gether, and instead of some shade or tone of purplish-brown

is of a dull reddish-drab in various degrees, clouded with
paler, but without the usual gloss. In these forms the

ordinary black markings in the middle of the fore wings are

frequently red-black, dull red, or red-brown, and sometimes
scarcely perceptible. All these forms, in which these mark-
ings are not black, are called in this country by Herrich-

Schaffer's name, (jothicina, but incorrectly, since his figure is

one of the dark 2'urple-lmicn forms having the " gothic
"

mark consincuously red. This particular form, however,
certainly occurs with us, though rarely. I have one such
taken at Hasleniere, Surrey, and Mr. W. Holland has met
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with one somewhat similar uear lieading, Berks. The paler,

so-called var. gothicina, is represented in great variety and

beauty in specimens from Sutherlandshire, of which a remark-

ably fine series is in the collection of Mr. W. II, B. Fletcher,

ranging from red-brown to pale brown and almost to buff,

sometimes almost devoid of markings, often having them

rather dull and obscure and the " gothic " mark red, brown,

indistinct or invisible, while sometimes the stigmata are

blurred by large pale or whitish clouds. Such forms in

Scotland are associated with the more typical, and they are

not absent from English localities, Yorkshire especially.

Another local variation, which I found mainly at Haslemere,

Surrey, has the black markings divided, and the separated

portions much reduced in size, even to mere isolated black

streaks, and in one case only the portion before the orbicular

stigma remains visible, the remainder being obliterated by a

large circular whitish cloud. A female example taken at

Howth, Dublin, has the fore wings almost entirely of a rich

chestnut-red ; one in the cabinet of Mr. Sidney Webb is

entirely rich dark purple-brown ; another has the black

markings extended and very large ; in another the usual

black mark is represented by a wedge-shaped umbreous

blotch and is very different. One reared by Mr. J. A. Clark,

from eggs laid by a Perthshire specimen, is of a brilliant

coppery-red ; and Mr. G. T. Porritt possesses a magnificent

specimen of a dark rich purple-red clouded with darker red

and having the " gothic " mark still darker and edged with

bright light red. In Ireland the general range of variation

is as in England, the curious Scottish forms being there very

uncommon. About 1871 the Scottish pale variety was first

noticed and was recorded as a distinct species under the

name of gothicina, H.-S., as already mentioned.

On the wing in March and April.

Larva tolerably stout, smooth, slightly attenuated in front •

head highly polished, green dotted with dark brown or
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blackish, mouth brown ; body bright green, pale green, or

yellowish-green irrorated with pale yellow ; dorsal line

distinct, white on the second to fourth segments, thence

yellow ;
subdorsal lines whitish or yellowish, less distinct

;

spiracular stripe broad, whitish, yellowish, or greenish-white,

very prominently edged and shaded above with black,

spiracles white, edged with black ; legs pale green, dotted

with brown
;

prolegs tipped with pink ; incisions of the

segments yellowish, (C. Fenn.)

April to June on oak, sallow, hawthorn, blackthorn, willow,

lime, and other trees and shrubs—even laurel—and also on

various low-growing plants. Feeding mainly at night, but

remaining upon the food-plant during the day.

Pupa stout, rounded, shining ; two diverging bristles

behind ; dull mahogany-red ; wing-cases paler. Subter-

ranean, in a hard brittle earthen cocoon. (0. Fenn.) It is

a curious circumstance in this and several of the allied species

that the motli is developed in the pupa in the late summer or

autumn, and remains in this condition, within the pupa-skin,

until its proper time of emergence in the spring. This does

not seem to be a beneficial habit, since a very considerable

proportion are found to die without emerging.

The moth hides during the day among herbage or fallen

leaves, except under some influence with which we are

unacquainted, when it will fly vigorously in the sunshine and

feast upon its favourite food. This occurs but seldom, and

I have never seen such a circumstance, but the late Mr. H.

Doubleday observed it on several occasions in Epping Forest.

Its ordinary time of flight is early dusk, when it gathers

in multitudes to feed on the sweet fresh blooming catkins

of the sallow, especially Salix ccqwca, in the open glades

of woods and in open wooded districts. Later, as the

sallows fade, it frequents the blossoms of plum and black-

thorn, but is scarcely ever to be taken at sugar. But when

the sallow-bloom is in its full freshness, in the first nights of
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April, the scene is sometimes quite bewildering
; a small

shake of a branch will bring down dozens, scores, or some-
times hundreds of moths, of this and other species, which
drop upon the grass or the ground, or even water if it is

underneath, and may be ]iicked up without the smallest
difficulty. After a few minutes those which are left at

liberty begin to run up the plants and buzz about, and soon
return to their feast. Naturally the collector soon learns to

adopt the easier method of holding an inverted umbrella
under the branch of sallow which he means to shake, when
the moths may be heard to drop into it, sometimes in

showers, and seen with the aid of a lantern sitting quietly

within. It must, however, be admitted that they show a
rather undue preference for the undersides of the ribs of the
umbrella. Another method of collecting is by placing large

white sheets over the ground beneath the bushes, and where
the bushes are very large this is advantageous though rather

cumbrous. On the other hand, where the sallows are small,

such as young shoots from cut-down stocks, the best plan is

to use the lantern so as to box the moths on the catkins,

holding a hand-net beneath to catch anything which may
drop. A^arieties are easily selected by this method. These
suggestions apply quite as strongly to the other species of
this and some allied genera as to the present.

There is a common belief that moths become intoxicated

by feeding upon the honey of sallow-bloom and blackthorn,

as well as at sugar, yet this cannot well be the cause of their

apparent helplessness when disturbed, since they will fall as

promptly and stupidly just after settling down as after feeding
for some time, but they certainly rouse themselves and fly

again more quickly. Yet a strong argument in favour of the
belief in the intoxication or stupefaction of the moths at

sallow-bloom is found in the circumstance that cross-pairino-

or unnatural union of the sexes of different species seems to

occur more frequently under such circumstances than in any
other. In one instance on record, in which a female of the
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present species paired with a male T. stahilis, eggs were

obtained which hatched, but the larva subsequently sickened

and died.

The present species appears to be found in all parts of

the United Kingdom, and in wooded districts abundantly.

Abroad it has a wide range through Northern and Central

Europe, Northern Italy, Eastern Spain, Northern and Eastern

Turkey, the Ural Mountain district, and the mountainous

regions of Central Asia.

2. T. miniosa, Fah.—Expanse 1^ to U inch. Fore

wings reddish-drab with a broad central orange-red band,

and beyond it a similar transverse line ; hind wings white,

delicately shaded with pink.

Antennae of the male pectinated with rather long solid

ciliated teeth, light red
;

palpi densely tufted, but short,

except that the apical joint is rather produced, reddish-drab

;

head tufted, reddish-brown ; thorax densely and loosely tufted,

orange-red, or pale tawny; fascicles small, white; abdomen
veiy short, hairy, dirty white ; lateral and anal tufts dense

and rather spreading, light red. Fore wings rather narrow,

costa faintly curved, apes bluntly rounded; hind margin

oblique, very slightly and smoothly curved ; dorsal margin

straight; colour reddish-drab or orange-drab, dusted with

tawny ; basal line hardly indicated ; first line perpendicular,

very slightly sinuous, red-brown, edged with paler ; second

line of the same colour, much curved, disposed in crescents

between the nervures and bordered outwardly by a line paler

than the ground-colour ; the space between these two lines is

filled up by a band of rich orange-red or fulvous-red ; sub-

terminal line sinuous and indented, orange-red ; orbicular

stigma just visible as a pale ring; reniform very narrow,

blackish-red with a paler edging ; cilia reddish-drab, tipped

with deeper red. Hind wings rather small, rounded, white

;

central spot small, dusky-black ; between it and the hind

margin are two slender stripes of cloudy pale pink ; extreme
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inaro-in edgecl with a reddish-browu line ; cilia wliite, tino-ed

with pink. Feniale extremely similar, antenna^ simple;
abdomen stouter.

Underside of the fore wings white, tinged with purplish

-

red along the costa and hind margin, and dusted toward the
apex with the same

; reniform stigma distinct, smoky-black,
followed by a similar partial, or complete, transverse stripe

;

cilia light red. Hind wings white, central and hind marginal
regions dusted with light red ; central spot black ; halfway
between it and the hind margin is a slender transverse pink
line; cilia white tinged with light red. Body and lef^s

whitish-buff tinged with liglit red, leg-tufts white.

Usually but little variable, though occasional specimens
are paler or have the reddish tint over the buff partially
replaced by a greyish shading

; but in the West, and particu-
larly in Herefordshire, the opposite tendency is displayed, so
that specimens, for which I am indebted to Dr. T. A. Chapman,
are not only of a deeper red, but have the colouring of the
central band coarser and deeper, and the upper stigmata
darker and more conspicuous, especially where, in some
specimens, the squared spot between them is of a pale orano-e-
colour; in these there is a waved slender smoky-black line
across the hind wings. In the collection of Mr. P. M. Brio-ht
is a specimen having the thorax and fore wings entirely of a
pale ochreous yellow; another having them of a smooth
brownish slate-colour tinged in the middle of the wings with
orange

;
and a third wholly of a rich deep brick-red,^except

that the lines and stigmata are faintly outlined with orange.
One obtained in the New Forest by Mr. W. M. Christy is

somewhat similar but darker, and the orange lines are broad
and distinct

;
another from Emsworth, Hants, has the central

band of the fore wings broadly and strongly dusted with
smoky-black, the first and second lines more distinctly tinged
with the same, and a small degree of similar dusting over the
remainder of the wings. In these the hind wings remain
unaffected.

VOL. V.
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On the wing" at the end of March and in April.

Lakva soft, cylindrical, incisions of the segments rather

compressed ; head romided, shining black ; body dull blue,

sometimes steel-blue, irrorated with deep black ; dorsal line

broad, bright yellow ; subdorsal lines similar, distinct but

more narrow ; spiracular stripe broad, yellowish, interrupted,

and containing above each black spiracle a white blotch

followed by a black spot ; between the subdorsal and spiracular

lines the sides are glossy black, slightly paler at the incisions
;

above the subdorsal line is a row of distinct black spots, and

the dorsal line separates a pair of deep black glossy blotches

on each segment ; undersurface greyish-pink, or pale greyish-

brown dusted with black ; legs and usual raised dots black.

(C. Fenn.)

A curious variety of this larva found with the more usual

form in Yorkshire has been furnished by Mr. G. T. Porritt.

Its head is translucent greyish-white with numerous blackish

spots ; body pale brown rippled all over with fine irregular

greyish lines ; dorsal stripe broad, orange ; subdorsal line

slender, similar ; spiracular stripe broad, greyish-white, tinged

with orange-brown, and has at its upper margin on each

segment a large black spot shaded off above ; undersurface as

in ordiuar}' specimens. In the more typical larvpe from that

district the dorsal line is rather constricted on each segment

and divided into a series of vase-like markings. It is always

a handsome and conspicuous larva.

April to the beginning of June on oak, especially the oak-

bushes in open woods, living at first gregariously under a

common web, and continuing in companies until well grown,

when the groups scatter and the larv99 feed apart, sometimes,

it is said, also attacking hawthorn, blackthorn, bramble, birch,

and herbaceous plants ; but showing no desire to leave the

oak when this food is plentiful ; indeed, it will devour the

soft substance of the young "oak-apple" galls if the leaves

beirin to fail. It feeds by day as well as by night, sometimes
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even in bright sunshine, does not forsake tlie leaves to hide

elsewhere, and feeds up with considerable rapidity, often

within a month from leaving the &^^.

PuPx\ stout and rounded, anal extremity with two diverging

bristles ; colour mahogany or red-brown. Subterranean in

a brittle earthen cocoon. (C. Fenn.)

The moth doubtless hides during the day among dead

leaves upon the ground ; but flies at early dusk and comes

eagerly to sallow bloom, especially that growing in open

woods. I have found the best method of obtaining it to be

to cut branches of the freshest blooming sallow, and carry

them to open spaces in oak woods, there planting the branches

in the wettest spots. These are readily examined with a

lantern and the moths picked off. When shaken off they

float lightly down, and sometimes fall wide of an inverted

umbrella however carefully held. To secure this species it

is necessary to take advantage of the first suitable evenings

after the male sallows come well into bloom—commonly in

the South the first week in April— since it seems to tire of

the food after a few days ; and sometimes the only specimens

that can then be found are occasional females sitting on the

tips of the twigs of oak-bnshes, depositing their eggs in small

clusters. I think that this species is over before the black-

thorn comes into blossom, and have never been able to tempt

it with sugar, however strongly scented.

A local species and restricted to woods in which oak is

plentiful. Formerly found close to London, at Wimbledon

Common and near Wandsworth ; still to be found, and some-

times commonly, in suitable places in Surrey, Kent, Essex,

Middlesex, Sussex, and Hants ; more rarely, except in the

most favourable seasons, in Dorset, Devon, Somerset,

Gloucestershire, Wilts, and Berks; also in still smaller

numbers in Bucks, Hunts and Northamptonshire, Norfolk

and Suffolk; apparently more commonly in Worcestershire

and Herefordshire; very rarely in North Staffordshire, where it
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has been taken by the Rev. T. W. Daltry, and in Cheshire,

where it has been found in Delamere Forest ; also in one or

two localities in Yorkshire and Westmoreland. Probably

in all suitable places in Wales, since 1 found its larva com-

monly in a large wood in Pembrokeshire, and Major Partridge

has taken it near Dolgelly, North Wales. I find no record

in Scotland, and in Ireland it is very scarce, having been

taken only at Howth, near Dublin, and in the County

Wicklow. Its range abroad is rather more southern

—

Central Europe, the South of France, Corsica, Northern

Italy, Bulgaria, and Southern and Eastern Russia.

3. T. cruda, Tr,
;
pulverulenta, Stand. Cfri.—Expanse

\\ to 1^ inch. Thorax and fore wings pale drab dusted

with brown ; a black dot at the base of the wings ;
orbicular

stio-ma very small, reniform narrow, both smoky-brown.

Hind wings pale smoke-colour. The smallest species in the

genus.

Antennas of the male thickly pectinated with solid ciliated

teeth, red-brown; palpi small, loosely tufted, dusky drab,

apical joint porrected, white ;
head and thorax loosely

coveretl with long scales, pale drab or brownish-drab ;
fascicles

smoky-drab ;
abdomen short, smoky-brown ;

lateral and anal

tufts short but dense. Fore wings narrow and rather blunt

;

costa faintly curved; apex obtusely rounded; hind margin

regularly curved; dorsal margin a little filled out; colour

pale drab more or less dusted with minute brown or reddish-

brown scales, which give it a powdered appearance
;
basal

line represented by a black dot ; first line by three very

obscure brown dots on the nervures ;
second line by a rather

obscure series of similar brown dots, the largest being placed

on the margins of the wing ; orbicular stigma a small round

blackish-brown spot or dot ; reniform stigma more noticeable,

reo-ularly but narrowly kidney-shaped, smoky-brown
;
along

the extreme hind margin is a row of faint brown dots
;

cilia

drab. Hind wings pale smoke-colour with rather blacker
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nervures, and the costal margin broadly shining white
;

cilia

smoky-white. Female closely similar, but antenna3 thread-

like ; abdomen stouter.

Underside of the fore wings greyish-white; pale drab

along the costa, hind margin, and nervures ;
reniform stigma

faintly smoky-black ; beyond it is a slender transverse line of

the same colour. Hind wings white, dusted along the costal

region with brown ; central spot round, black ;
beyond it is a

shadowy smoky transverse line; cilia dusky white. Body

and legs pale drab.

Not very variable, but rather so in the presence or absence

of the reddish-brown dusting of the fore wings, which some-

times is so dense as to obscure the drab colouring ;
in some

specimens the subterminal line shows itself as a faint series

of minute yellowish cloudy spots ; in others the other lines,

which are always obscure, disappear, and in those of darker

dusting the reniform stigma becomes very indistinct. Mr.

W. H. B. Fletcher has a specimen of which the thorax and

fore wings are dark greyish-brown, and in that of the late

Mr. F. Bond is one nearly black. Mr. R. Adkin possesses

one having the first and second lines strongly marked, com-

posed of rows of black dashes on the nervures ;
and one was

recorded at Neath, South Wales, by Sir J. T. D. Llewellyn,

which when fresh was flushed with a beautiful lilac tint.

On the wing in March and April.

Lakva rounded, smooth, cylindrical ; a shining plate on

the second and anal segments'and one on each of the anal

prolegs; head black reticulated with yellow; body pale

green, yellowish-green, olive-green, or purplish-brown, very

frequently broadly and transversely shaded with dark

purphsh-brown ; dorsal and subdorsal lines conspicuous,

yellowish, the former especially distinct; spiracular stripe

broad, yellowish, its lower edge curved; on the twelfth

segment the dorsal line bisects a transverse white band and

subsequently becomes white; dorsal and anal plates, legs
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and proiegs, shining black ; usual raised spots black, edged

with white, spiracles indistinctly white ; undersurface pale

green. In the darker varieties the incisions of the segments

are often pale yellow. (C. Fenn.) A very variable larva.

Buckler figures it of various shades of green and purple,

with broad and distinct, or narrow and faint, dorsal and

subdorsal white lines, and the spiracular stripe light green,

yellow, or orange. I was myself deceived, and much dis-

appointed, at rearing this species from a larva of a bright

semi-transparent rose-pink, with a broad yellowish-pink

spiracular stripe expanding on each segment and contracting

at the incisions so as almost to form a series of loops enclos-

ing the spiracles, the head pale yellow-brown, shining and

freckled with grey, which I found feeding upon the petals

of wild rose. The Rev. H. H. Crewe says—" This larva

appears more than any other to delude and annoy the

collector ; the protean variety of its colours beats all descrip-

tion. I found a variety this year and last, which was pale

green with a very pretty orange and red spiracular stripe.

I thought I had got something good, and was most horribly

disgusted when I discovered my mistake ! In addition to

its other troublesome qualities this wretched larva is a

cannibal."

April to June on oak, sallow, hazel, hawthorn, and rose
;

drawing together two leaves and fastening them with silk,

lying in the habitation so formed during the day, feeding

mainly at night.

Pupa short and thick ; the limb-cases visible as very

narrow ridges, the thoracic portion being particularly com-

pact ; the covers of the head, limbs, wings, and autenuge very

finely sculptured with minute incised cross-lines; the

antenna-cases broad and flattened, and slightly ridged on
each side; dorsal region and abdominal segments abundantly
sculptured with minute pits, except the hinder edge of each

segment, which in the dorsal region is smooth and shining.
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but in the abdominal very dull ; aual segment very blunt,

almost squared off, with the cremaster hardly raised, but

armed with two short divergent bristles, and outside theui

two more ; below these the anal structure is so distinctly

represented as to present short nipples suggesting the anal

prolegs. Colour light chestnut-brown, with for a time the

wing-cases unusually translucent, but after some weeks

these become opaque ; incisions of the abdominal segments,

anal tubercles, and cremaster black-brown. Subterranean

in a hard, brittle, earthen cocoon. Dr. Chapman points out

that in this species the moth is fully developed within the

pupa-skin in the autumn, although it makes no attempt to

emerge until the spring.

The moth has been known, occasionally though rarely,

to fly in hot sunshine in the middle of the day and to settle

then on its favourite food ; but, as a rule, it is in hiding all

day among dead leaves upon the ground. At early dusk it

flies most eagerly to the blooming sallows, especially &dw

cctproM, and is usually the earliest in the group to visit them

in the spring. Moreover, such is its eagerness for this food

that it will brave the wildest storms of wind and rain,

clinging to the sheltered sides of the flower-laden branches

and allowing itself to be flung about and almost lashed by

the wind. On such a night, toward the end of March, I

liave seen it in hundreds. As the sallows fade it will resort

to blackthorn and plum blossoms, and may be taken occa-

sionally at light, but appears to be totally regardless of

the attractions of sugar. Like other species it seems to

become stupid after a time at the sallow-bloom, and /w/.s

been found thereon paired with a i^pring f/mmdra moth,

Hibernia 'progeminaria.

Generally abundant in the woods of the South and East,

and much of the West of England, with large portions of the

Midlands ; but, so far as I can ascertain, only recently found

in Cornwall. Indeed, there is reason to believe that it has
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very greatly increased in numbers and in range within the

last thirty or forty years. Now common in Cheshire,

Lancashire, and some parts of Yorkshire, but apparently

rare in Durham and not plentiful in Northumberland and

Cumberland. Common in Glamorganshire and pi-obably in

woods throui^iiout South Wales ; certainly occurring in

Pembrokeshire. As regards North Wales I have no in-

formation. Found in most parts of the South of Scotland,

in the woods of the Edinburgh distiict, l*erthshire, and

Moray. From Ireland strong confirmation is received of

the opinion that it has been quite recently extending its

range. Mr. Kane says that for many years he collected

in that country without meeting with more than isolated

examples of this species, but that now it is plentiful in

very restricted localities in Wicklow and Galway, and has

been taken rarely in other localities in Wicklow, Kerry,

Dublin, and Sligo. Colonel Partridge has found it farther

north at Enuiskilleu.

Abroad it is a more southern species, its range being

apparently restricted to Central Europe, the greater portion

of Southern Europe, South Sweden, and Livonia.

4. T. stabilis, Vicmir/.—Expanse 1] to U inch. Fore

wings drab or reddish-drab ; upper stigmata very large

but merely outlined ; a straight pale yellow line before the

hind margin. Hind wings pale smoky-brown.

Antenna) of the male pectinated with short solid ciliated

teeth, light brown
;
palpi short, broadly tufted, black-brown

outside, brownish-white within ; apical joint porrected ; hairs

on the eyes rather distinct, black; head strongly tufted,

especially so on the top, pale purplish-brown ; thorax similar,

the shoulder-lappets covered with very long scales ; fascicles

white, almost concealed ; abdomen very light purplish-brown,

lateral tufts spreading, anal tuft much expanded. Fore

wings rather pointed ; costa very slightly curved ; apex

angulated ; hind margin very gently and smoothly curved
;
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dorsal margin straig-lit ; colour drab or reddish-drab ;
basal

line suggested by two cloudy black dots ; first line very

obscure, pale yellow faintly edged outwardly with black

;

second line indicated by a row of obscure black-brown

dots or nervures-, subterminal line the one conspicuous

marking upon the wing, nearly straight and very direct,

broadly yellow, edged behind with red, and almost parallel

with the hind margin; orbicular and reuiform stigmata

unusually large and consequently near each other, but

only indicated by their margins which are pale yellow

and extremely slender; below them a partial similar loop

suggests a claviform stigma; crossing the middle of the

wing between the upper stigmata is usually a more or less

distinct angulated central shade either of deeper ground-

colour or dusted with black or dark brown; outside the

subterminal line the nervures are usually paler; cilia of

the colour of the wings. Hind wings rather small, the

hind margin below the apex faintly hollowed
;
pale smoky-

brown with the nervures rather darker ; costal region white

with a pearly lustre ; cilia pale yellowish-brown tipped with

white. Female very similar, but antenna? simple, abdomen

stouter, and anal tuft very small.

Underside of the fore wings pale ashy-brown, dusted with

darker brown ; whiter before the hind margin ;
discal cell

filled with long prostrate hair-scales, beyond which is a

smoky cloud; dorsal region pearly-white. Hind wings

white, dusted, especially all over the costal region, with

red-brown; central spot blackish-brown; beyond it is a

partial red-brown transverse line. Body purple-brown ;
legs

pale brown, the tufts more smoky.

Variable in colour, as already indicated, from the palest

drab to red-brown, or to greyish-drab from a dusting of

black scales. In Mr. S. J. Capper's collection is a specimen

of a dark grey. Mr. G. T. Porritt has one of a rich liver-

red. Some of Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher's examples, of a pale

drab, have no indication of the stigmata, and of these one
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lias the transverse lines slenderly black. A very curious

phase of variation in this species seems to be confined to

the north. Mr. Porritt has met with it in Yorkshire, Mr.

Fletcher and others in Sutherlandshire. In it the margins

of the two large stigmata approach closely to each other,

or in many cases actually coalesce, while in a very few the

junction is so complete that the margins at that point have

broken, and the two stigmata become a constricted loop having

the figure of a prostrate cottage-loaf, of which the reniform

is, of course, the base. This complete coalition of the two

stigmata is so unusual as to be es]3ecially worthy of notice.

On the wing in March and April.

Larva rather stout, rounded ; head rounded and shining,

pale green ; body bright pea-green irrorated with yellow

dots ; dorsal line distinct, pale yellow ; subdorsal lines

yellow, threadlike ; spiracular stripe most conspicuous, slightl}^

broader than the dorsal line, and of a brighter yellow, with a

fine edging of black above ; divisions of the segments, and

front edge of the second, pale yellow ; a brighter yellow line

or bar joins the ends of the spiracular stripes across the anal

prolegs ; spiracles white, edged with black
;
prolegs tipped

with brownish-pink.

April to June on oak, beech, elm, Viburnum apidus, and

probably other trees and shrubs ; feeding by day as well as

at night, and always conspicuous, often crawling upon the

trunks of trees by day. (C. Fenn.)

Pupa stout, rounded, shining ; anal extremity with two

diverging bristles ; mahogany-red with a greyish dorsal

shade ; sometimes dark purple-brown. Subterranean in a

hard brittle earthen cocoon. (C. Fenn.) Like its allies,

the moth is perfected many mouths before its time of

emergence. Occasionally also, when it does emerge, its

wings are not ready to expand, but remain for many hours

or till the following day in an immature condition, or even

are unable to expand at all.
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This moth also has been found on rare occasions llyintj-

in uiultitudes about sallows in the hot midday sunshine.

Ordinarily it spends this portion of its time hidden on the

o-rouud amoim dead leaves. At dusk it crowds with its

congeners to the sallow blossoms, and forms perhaps the

largest fraction of the shower of moths brought down when

the bush is shaken. When the freshness of the sallow-bloom

is over it will resort to the ilowers of plum and blackthorn,

but hardly ever to sugar.

Most partial to woods, but found everywhere where trees

are common, and plentiful throughout England, Wales, and

Ireland; also in more moderate numbers over the greater

part of Scotland—everywhere, apparently, where there are

woods, but not recorded from any of the Isles. Abroad it

is not a northern species, and its range seems to be mainly

through portions of Central and Southern Europe, yet must

extend into some portions of Asia, since it is found both in

its drab and red-drab forms in Japan.

5. T. populeti, l^r.—Expanse \\ to U inch. Fore

wings dark purplish-brown or greyish-brown with a glistening

hoary-purple sheen ; stigmata large, indistinct ; apex blunt

;

subterminal line irregular but not broken below the tip.

Hind wings dull smoky-brown.

Antennas of the male rather distinctly pectinated with

solid ciliated teeth, the rows set widely apart, light brown,

back of the shaft white
;
palpi short, depressed, yellowish-

white above, black beneath ; erect hairs on the eyes rather

longer than usual, black ; head moderately tufted, whitish-

grey dusted with black; thorax loosely covered with long

purplish-grey scales ; fascicles greyish-white, not conspicuous
;

abdomen pale reddish-brown with spreading lateral and anal

tufts. Fore wings broad behind, blunt, rather glossy ;
costa

gently curved ; apex obtusely angulated, almost rounded

;

hind margin straight to below the middle, thence curved

off; ilorsal margin faintly rounded; colour very dark purple-
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brown minutely dotted with ashy-white and slightly flushed

with an ashy-purple gloss ; basal line obscurely suggested

by one or two black or black-brown spots ; first line, when

visible, rather indented, reddish-brown ; second line hardly

perceptible, except by faint angulated streaks or dots on

some of the nervures ; subterminal line more distinct, rather

far from the hind margin, sinuous, and composed of obscure

chocolate dots or cloudy spots with a whiter outside edging,

which attain the costal margin without any distinct break

or displacement ; orbicular and reniform stigmata both large,

set widely apart, rather clouded with black and more dis-

tinctly outlined with whitish -grey ; between them passes

a somewhat dark red or purple-brown central cloudy

transverse shade ; cilia light brown barred and shaded with

purple-brown. Hind wings smoky-white or pale smoky-

brown ; nervures darker ; cilia brownish-white. Female

quite similar except that the antennas are simple, the body

stouter, and the anal tuft smaller.

Underside of the fore wings smohy-browu or smoky-grey

;

reniform stigma indicated by a smoky-black cloud ; beyond

it is a faint similar transverse line. Hind wings white much

dusted with brown or purple-brown, especially toward the

costal margin ; central spot large, black ; beyond it is a

slender partial transverse stripe of smoky-black dots, not

always observable. Body and legs dark purplish-brown.

Usually very constant in colour and such markings as

it possesses ; but occasionally the black dots along the

second line are accentuated and much more distinct. In

Scotland, particularly in Perthshire, there is a tendency

toward paler grey-brown colouring, and the same has been

observed in Kent. A somewhat abnormal specimen in my
possession has the fore wings falcate.

On the wing in March and xVpril.

Larva plump, fairly cylindrical, but the incisions well

marked ; head of nearly equal breadth to the next segment.
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rounded, black, or often yellowish-brown, with a black-brown
spot on each lobe when full grown ; body rather translucent,

pale green, o-reenish-white, or pale yellow-green, whiter on
the back; dorsal line distinct, white; subdorsal lines also

white, much more slender; spiracular stripe either absent
or restricted to two slender waved whitish threads enclosing
the spiracles, which are more or less obscurely edged with
black ; segmental divisions tinged with yellow ; legs and
prolegs of tlie body colour. Very similar to the larva of

Cnmatoj)liora or, but not so much flattened and having a
darker head; also, when young, closely resembling that of
Tethea suhtusa, for which it may readily be mistaken, all

three feeding in a similar manner and on the same food-

plants.

April to June on aspen and poplar (Fojmlus ircmida,

P. nigra, &c.), always lying curved during the day between
two leaves the edges of which are fastened to each other
with silk so as to form a flat habitation, but leaving this

shelter promptly so soon as dusk approaches, to feed upon
the surrounding leaves. To all appearance it returns in
the morning to the same habitation. Mr. Fenn has found
it to feed also on sallow.

Pupa reported to be very similar to that of T. gothica ;

apparently not described. In a cocoon in the earth, often
at the foot of a poplar tree, and, like its congeners, usually
containing the living moth throughout the winter.

The moth has habits similar to those of its allies, but
I know of no record of its having been seen to fly in the
daytime. It doubtless hides at that time among dead leaves.

At dusk it frequents sallow-bloom, and has been taken,
though rarely, at sugar; but it is by no means the familiar
and almost ubiquitous frequenter of the catkins as are
some of its allies, being exceedingly local, and in most of
its localities rather uncertain and irregular, occurring in

plenty in certain seasons, in others being rare. This is
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emphatically the case in South Devon and apparently in

Kent ; in Sussex and Dorset it seems usually to be rare.

Thirty years ago it might be found at Wandswoi'th—now

a portion of London—and it still exists very locally in woods

in Surrey, Middlesex, Bucks, Berks, Wilts, Oxfordshire,

Somerset, Gloucestershire, Herefordshire. Worcestershire,

Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire ; also in the Mid-

lands, in Leicestershire, Staffordshire, and Derbyshire ; more

plentifully in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Cheshire ; much

less so in Durham, Northumberland, and Cumberland. In

Scotland the only district in which I know it to occur is

that of Eannoch, Perthshire ; and I find no record in

Wales. In Ireland it is recorded in Wicklow and Kerrj^

;

Colonel Partridge found it at Loch Erne near Enniskillen,

and a single specimen is reported from Londonderry. Abroad

its range is not very extensive, apparently only comprising

Central Europe, Livonia, and the Ural Mountain district.

6. T. opima, Hi\h.—Expanse 1^ to 1^ inch. Fore

wings very pointed, with oblique hind margin, hoary-brown

or purple-brown, with a broad darker central band obscuring

the stigmata ; beyond it is a straight oblique pale brown stripe

edged with white or pale yellow. Hind wings smoky-white.

Antenna; of the male pectinated with short ciliated teeth,

purple-brown
;
palpi almost concealed by long shaggy purple-

brown hair-scales, apical joint just visible; head depressed,

purplish-brown ; thorax densely covered with long similar

scales ; fascicles dirty white ; abdomen dull pale reddish-

brown ; lateral and anal tufts spreading. Fore wings rather

pointed ; costa almost straight ; apex produced but rather

obtusely angulated ; hind margin obliqne, fully curved

;

dorsal margin faintly rounded ; colour purple-brown or

purple-grey much dusted with ashy-grey, so as very often

to present a hoary appearance ; first line much curved and

broken, merely forming the edge of a darker purple-brown

or reddish-brown central band, all the space between it and
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the base being of the pale brown or ashy-grey ground colour

;

second line obscurely red-brown edged by an ashy-grey shade

and forming the outer margin of the central dark band
;

subterminal line nearly straight and very conspicuous, dark
brown or red-brown, bordered outside with white or yellowish-

white ; orbicular and reniform stigmata both large but placed
far apart, indicated only by their slender yellowish-white

margins; cilia reddish-grey. Hind wings broad; the hind
margin rather sinuous; colour pale smoky-brown with a
purplish flush, rather darkest along the hind margin; cilia

dull white. Female sometimes similar, often darker purple-
brown, with the markings, except the subterminal line, more
obscured

; antennaB simple ; abdomen thick and stumpy, with
a very small anal tuft. Although this darker colour seems to

be the rule in the female, and the more hoary tint that in the
male, the reverse obtains in both sexes not uncommonly.

Underside of the fore wings ashy-white dusted with purple-
brown

;
reniform stigma purple-brown, or edged with this

colour, followed by an obscure transverse cloudy-brown
stripe; hind wings pale grey dusted with brown; central
spot looped, purple-brown, followed by an obscure transverse
cloudy-brown line. Body ashy-brown ; legs ashy-white tinged
with purple

; leg-tufts purplish-white. In the darker forms
the colour of the underside is intensified.

Constantly variable in the lines laid down above, so as
always to divide into the pale and dark forms, irrespective
of sex; but in each there are modifications of the dark
or pale ground colour, and variations in the breadth and
intensity of the central transverse band. In some this
is quite absorbed in the general dark colour; or, on the
other hand, reduced to a condition very little darker than
the palest ashy-grey forms. The most beautiful is that in
which the pale colour becomes whitish-grey, while the central
band remains dark purple-brown; but extreme forms are
found having the fore wings almost of a liver-colour, or, on
the other hand, of a glossy grey-black.
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On the wino- in March and April.

Larva. Head and dorsal plate olive, the former reticulated

with bi-own, and shining, the latter dull with the front margin

darker; back and sides olive-green, thickly freckled with

blackish and sprinkled with some pale yellow ; undersurface

pale greenish-yellow ; dorsal and subdorsal lines very slender,

paler than the ground colour; spiracular stripe very pale

yellow, almost white ; raised dots pale, so small as only

to be noticeable with a lens; spiracles oval, white, finely

outlined with black. Towards full growth the colouring

on the back and sides becomes a rich velvety-brown and

just at last a crimson-brown, in strong contrast to the

undersurface, which is then brilliant greenish-yellow and the

spiracular stripe lighter yellow.

When very young dingy slate-green with black head

and dorsal plate
;
growing gradually paler. After the first

moult pale green, with the head green and the dorsal plate

black but small. After the second moult dingy dull bluish-

oreen, with paler dorsal, subdorsal, and spiracular lines
;
head

and plate warmer shining green, both dotted with black.

At each following moult some change approximating towards

•the adult colour takes place, but it is not till the fifth that

the yellow spiracular stripe becomes distinct. (Adapted

from Mr. Buckler's very full notes.)

A conspicuous variety has the whole dorsal surface down

to the spiracular stripe red-brown, with the dorsal and sub-

dorsal lines either yellow-brown or brighter red-brown
;
the

head and dorsal plate pale brown ; a black stripe just above

the spiracles, and the undersurface pale yellow.

April to June on sallow {Balix, fusca and other species),

osier, birch, burnet-rose (Rosa spinosissima), and even the

blossoms of Genista tindoria ; hiding by day under leaves,

feeding at night openly and voraciously, but very apt, in

confinement, to die oft' when full fed.

Pupa apparently undescribed.
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The moth hides during the day under herbage and leaves

on the ground ; but at dusk flies to the blossoms of sallow,

even to those of the dwarf sallows which grow on the sand-

hills of the sea-shore ; may also be found at night sitting about

upon the grass and herbage. The female deposits her eggs

on the tops of dried plants, among the old seed-heads or on

the stalks, and does not seem at all careful to place them

within reach of one of the usual food-plants. The especial

home of this species has been for so long on the sand-hills

of the Cheshire and Lancashire coast that it has almost

come to be looked upon as confined to such spots ; but

this is by no means the case. It is not at all scarce at

Lewes and one or two other places in Sussex ; and is found

at Croydon, Surrey ; and Wanstead and elsewhere in Essex

;

also rarely in Somerset and Gloucestershire, and more fre-

quently in Herefordshire. At Doncaster and some other

localities in Yorkshire it is decidedly more common, and

York was the place of its first discovery—1842—in these

islands. Not very scarce on the coast of Durham, and found

in Cumberland and Northumberland. There is reason to

believe it widely distributed in South and Mid-Wales, and

it is not scarce, I believe, in Glamorganshire. The only

captures that I know of in Scotland are from near Hawick
by Mr. Grant Guthrie. Rather local, yet widely distributed

in Ireland, especially in the northern half of that country

;

found near Limerick, Belfast, and Enniskillen, also in

Monaghan, Westmeath, Galway, and Armagh. Abroad its

range includes Germany, Hungary, Livonia, Finland and

the Ural Mountain district.

7. T. instabilis, Esi\ ; incerta, Btmid. Cat.—Expanse

1^ to \% inch. Fore wings of any shade from pale

greyish-drab to red-brown and purple-black ; lines and

stigmata usually obscured, except that the subterminal

line, which is yellowish-white, is distinctly broken below

the costa, that portion being set back and edged with

VOL. V. O
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black or brown. Hind wings smoky-white or smoky-

brown.

Antenna? of the male not pectinated, but toothed like a

saw, each tooth surmounted by a tuft of fine bristles, light

brown
;

palpi short and obscured by long scales, black

outside, pale brown within ; the erect hairs of the eyes

noticeable, black ; head rather depressed, hoary-brown with

a more purple-grey tuft between the antennas ; thorax some

shade of purple-brown, grey or drab, very smooth, but some-

times the back scales are drawn together into flat ridges,

tipped with white ; fascicles pale grey, much obscured by

the scales of the thorax ; abdomen light brown ; lateral and

anal tufts spreading. Fore wings of moderate breadth ; costa

faintly curved ; apex angulated ; hind margin very little

oblique, straight to below the middle, then curved off; first

line sometimes visible, formed into large faintly brown or

grey curves ; second line only occasionally perceptible as a row

of brown dots, very rarely connected by brown curves ; sub-

terminal line tolerably distinct, yellowish-white, edged in-

wardly bj' small red-brown or black-brown clouds, but broken

below the apex, and the portion next the costa shifted

back a little and edged behind by a black oblique streak

;

space between the first and second lines frequently deeper

in colour than the rest, the two upper stigmata situated

therein being rather large, indicated in the ground colour

and faintly edged with paler ; a still darker but cloudy

central transverse shade is broadly angulated as it passes

between them ; cilia concolorous. Hind wings not large

;

hind margin sinuous, smoky-brown, smoky-white, or smoky-

grey ; nervures and hind margin darker ; central spot rather

large, smoky-black. Female very similar through all the

shades of colour, but with thread-like antennae and a stouter

body.

Underside of the fore wings pale purple-brown tinged

with smoke-colour in the middle ; discal cell occupied by

long prostrate hair-scales ; costa tinged with pale yellow and
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beyond the middle barred with black. Hind wings greyish-

white tinged along the costa with brown and dusted all over

with dark brown ; central spot black, followed by a row of

cloudy-black dots upon nervures. Body and legs dull pale

brown; leg tufts paler, tips of the tarsi black- brown barred

with dull yellow.

A'ariation in this species is so great and so constant that

even the choice of its names or synonyms has been governed

thereby ! In some small degree this has been already in-

dicated in the above description. With us the very dark

forms are by far the most abundant. They range from

brown-black or grey-black, with or without a slatey or

bluish flush through various shades of purple-brown and

red-brown to deep liver-colour ; some almost unicolorous,

in other cases having the central shade distinct and the

markings tolerably definite ; also every intermediate stage.

These are nearly always glossy. The paler and usually

scarcer forms are more divergent, but seldom glossy; grey-

brown, grey-drab, reddish-drab, pale drab, pale slate, even

pale liver-colour ; sometimes as before almost unicolorousj

often with a dai'k and conspicuous angulated central shade,

often also with pretty dark streaks or spots at the back of

the subterminal line, or with dark dots or streaks or lines

on the nervures, or the first and second lines prettily dotted

out or more distinctly shown in red-brown lines, or a leaden-

black spot occupies the basal half of the reniform stigma

;

indeed, all these characters ai*e intermingled in every possible

way. One specimen before me—taken in the South London
suburbs—is yellow-brown clouded with red, all the nervures

broadly dotted with black ; the orbicular and lower portion

of the reniform stigma dull black ; a red-brown cloud along

the costa and a smoky-black one along the dorsal margin.

In the collection of Mr. H. W. Shepheard-Walwyn is a series

of specimens of a lovely grey colour with a delicate hoary

bloom, all reared from the eggs of a small female of a similar

colour captured near Oxford. Perhaps the most striking
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forms are obtained in Scotland. Some from Hawick, sent by-

Mr. Orant Guthrie, are of a peculiarly pale smoky-purplish-

brown with the transverse lines conspicuously darker ; Mr.

Malloch has found specimens in Dumbartonshire of a singular

dark liver-brown ; others from Sutherlandshire are of a

curious light red or pale purple-red, with the stigmata dark,

and a conspicuous pale yellow blotch before the orbicular

;

Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher has one of a neat pale grey with the

transverse lines most distinctly dark grey and much toothed,

the central shade being slender and reddish; others pale

yellow-brown or buff, mottled with dark grey atoms, the

transverse lines broad and mixed up with the mottling;

others pale reddish -ochreous, the colour of T. m.unda ; or

putty-coloured with a dusting of grey; and one from

Rannoch, Perthshire, of a deep, dark, dull mouse-colour;

unicolorous and devoid of gloss. One of Mr. R. Adkin's

examples from the same district is pale greyish-buff with

the first line and central shade both conspicuously deep

purple-brown, with similar blotches along the subterminal

line ; another from Forres, Morayshire, is of a unicolorous

pale drab with the angulated central shade intensified into

a bent, thick, dark purple-brown bar. Mr. Bright has one

in which this bar is rich purple-red, almost crimson, another

in which it is even more conspicuously black, and a third

in which it is deep chocolate on a rich brown ground colour

;

while others are pale brown with an exquisite marbling of

light red. Mr. S. J. Capper possesses a specimen of a very

pale yellow-brown with the markings hardly darker; Dr.

P. B. Mason one pale yellow-grey with the nervures and

markings dark grey and the subterminal line yelloio ; and

another pale yellow-brown with the hind wings quite ivliitc.

In all these almost endless modifications the peculiar broken

form of the subterminal line is visible, and, but for it, there

would sometimes be great difiiculty in determining the species

;

yet in one specimen, reared at Hereford by Dr. T. A. Chap-

man, even this character is very nearly eliminated!
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On the wing from the end of March till iMay, but by

far the most plentifully in the first half of April.

Larva stout, cylindrical; head rounded, shining, pale

green dotted with brown ; body whitish-green irrorated with

white dots; dorsal and subdorsal lines white, the former

broad and conspicuous ; spiracular stripe broad, white, tinged

with yellow between the segments and shaded above with

black; front edge of the second segment white; uuder-

surface darker green ; tips of the prolegs tinged with red.

(C. Fenn.)

April to June on oak, elm, sallow, apple and other fruit

trees, hawthorn, willow, and poplar ; feeding principally at

night, but hardly forsaking the leaves of the food-plant in the

daytime.

Pupa short and stout ; eye and head covers and the edges

of the wing-cases rather full and prominent ; antenna-cases

ridged but not cross-barred, the whole of this front surface

very glossy, yet showing faint lines of sculpture here and

there, particularly at the edges of the wing-cases; dorsal

and abdominal regions rather more uniformly sculptured

with fine lines and pitting, yet very glossy ;
the front edge

of the dorsal portion of each segment of the abdomen pre-

senting a line of larger pits ; cremaster very stout, armed

with two separate and rather divergent bristles. In a brittle

earthen cocoon underground, very often at the foot of a

tree. As in other species, the moth is perfected before

the winter ; Dr. Chapman has extracted it, alive, in October.

The moth hides among dead leaves and herbage upon the

ground in the daytime, but has been known to fly vigorously

and in numbers to sallow bloom in hot sunshine. It visits

the same tempting bait at dusk in plenty, and tumbles off

it heavily into the inverted umbrella when the bush is

shaken. Like some of its allies, it soon seems to forsake

the sallow bloom, and then may be found at the flowers
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of blackthorn and plum, yet totally scorns sugar. But a

month after it has been lost sight of at flowers, one is startled

at the appearance of casual specimens at the gas lamps

or any other strong light; and these usually are not of

the common darkest varieties. Not confined to woods, but

found almost everywhere where there are trees, and common

all over England
;
probably also in all suitable places in

Wales, since I have found it in Pembrokeshire. Apparently

in most parts of the mainland of Scotland, occurring in fair

numbers and great beauty even in Sutherlandshire, but

I think not recorded in Argyleshire or in the Isles. In

Ireland it is said by Mr. Kane to be universally distributed.

Abroad it is found throughout Central Europe, the tem-

perate portions of Northern Europe, the North of Italy,

Corsica, Northern and Eastern Turkey, Southern Kussia,

Eastern Siberia, the mountainous regions of Central Asia,

Japan, and in a pretty silvery-grey variation in North

America.

8. T. munda, Esf.—Expanse 1^ to If inch. Fore wings

drab or reddish-drab, without conspicuous markings except

usually a dull black spot in the reniform stigma and a pair

of deep black dots nearer to the hind margin. Hind wings

smoky-brown.

Antennae of the male pectinated with short, solid, ciliated

teeth, light brown
;

palpi short, much concealed by long

black-brown scales ; eyes densely covered with fine erect

hairs, lashes at the back long and black ; head strongly

tufted, especially between the antenna?, drab or reddish-

drab ; thorax of the same colour, covered with long soft

scales, part of which are drawn into a small blunt knob at

the back ; fascicles smoky- white, ]uucli obscured by the scales

of the thorax ; abdomen pale brown ; lateral and anal tufts

rather small, brighter brown. Fore wings moderately broad
;

costa faintly rounded, more so toward the apex, which is

decidedly anguiated ; hind margin rather regular!}' rounded

;
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dorsal margiu gracefully curved; colour drab, reddish-drab,

or brownish-drab; first and second lines frequently im-

perceptible, when visible the first is slender, irregular, nearly

perpendicular, red-brown; the second indicated by red-

brown or dark brown dots on the nervures, faintly united by

reddish crescents ; subterminal line obscure, brownish-white,

edged behind, at the costa, by an obscure dark brown or

smoky-black triangular streak, below this by two small deep

black spots placed closely together and very conspicuous,

and often by one or two smaller ones close above the anal

angle; stigmata often hardly perceptible, when visible the

orbicular is only a faintly paler cloud, and the reniform more

noticeable from being margined by a fine pale line and its

lower area occupied by a brown or lead-black cloudy spot,

this last, moreover, being often visible when no other trace

of the stigma is to be seen ; cilia concolorous. Hind wings

pale smoky-brown with a gloss of brighter brown ; nervures

a little darker; central spot smoky-black; cilia brownish-

white. Female very similar but with simple antennae and

stouter body; yet sometimes rather larger, with the costa

more rounded and the fore wings consequently broader and

with more distinct markings.

Underside of the fore wings pale reddish-brown clouded

in the middle with smoky-brown, and with a faint transverse

stripe of the latter colour beyond the middle. Hind wings

reddish-white dusted with brown ; the central spot distinct,

black ; beyond it a narrow transverse line of slender streaks

upon nervures ; cilia tinged with light brown.

Its range of variation is not extensive, and is in some

degree indicated in the above description. In ground colour

from the palest drab to reddish-drab, reddish-buff, smoky-

drab, and brownish- drab ; in some of the palest examples a

dull brown or purplish-brown angulated central shade is

distinctly noticeable, while this marking—usually absent

—

is more faintly visible, as a reddish shade, in some of the

more warmly coloured examples; the cloudy spot in the
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lower half of the reniform stigma, often quite obliterated,

exists much more frequently of dull brown or leaden-brown

to black, and occasionally is supplemented by another spot,

more squared but of the same size, between the stigmata

;

but the most considerable variation is in the spots which lie

at the back of the subtermiual line—the twin black spots,

by which the species is so readily recognised, are occasionally

not black but purple-brown, as also is the costal streak above

them, and may be found in various paler shades till they

become quite obliterated ; in the opposite direction, where

these twin spots are deep black, there occur, especially in

western districts, examples in which one or two additional

pairs, smaller but usually deep black, are placed in the same

line. One very beautiful silvery-drab specimen, with visible

transverse lines and reddish shading, taken in Pembroke-

shire, has four pairs of such dots ; another from the same

district, of unusual size, although without additional sub-

termiual dots, is of a rich red-buff approaching reddish-

brown, with first and second lines complete and rather broad,

and, with a considerable central shade, red-brown. An
equally strongly-marked example in the collection of Mr.

A. Hodges has the first line brown and conspicuous, the

second composed of brown dashes, and the central shade

dark brown ; a very different specimen from Ireland, in

Mr. R. Adkin's collection, has the spaces in the discal

cell before and between the stigmata black, the latter

united to the spot in the reniform which also is black,

also a black spot at the base of the wing, but the twin-

spots red-brown ; another, from the New Forest, is red-buff

with deeper red transverse lines, but no other markings ;
and

a specimen in the collection of Mr. S. J. Capper is of a rich

yellowish-chestnut slightly clouded with grey.

On the wing in March and April, but one specimen, which

1 have seen, was taken by Dr. Churchill at Chesham, Bucks,

at ivy bloom in Octoher. It is of the size of T. stahilis, but

well marked.
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Larva long and stout, the twelfth segment rather thickened

;

head rounded, highly polished, conspicuously pale reddish-

brown, the face reticulated with dark brown
;
general colour

dark olive-brown, paler on the back and below the spiracular

stripe, the whole of the body much shaded and dusted with

blackish ; dorsal line threadlike, paler brown ;
usual dorsal

and lateral spots distinct, white edged with black, and each

enclosing a black dot ; spiracular stripe broad, much waved,

greenish-ochreous, edged above with a deep velvety-black

shade, which frequently contains a row of white spots above

the black spiracles ; twelfth segment with two broad, oblique,

black dorsal dashes, transversely shaded behind with ochreous

;

front edge of second segment black ; sides beneath the

spiracular stripe much dusted with black ; undersurface

unicolorous pale olivaceous-green. (0. Fenn.)

Rather variable, sometimes paler brown with dark oblique

shades crossing the dorsal region and forming diamonds ; or

the subdorsal line indicated by black dashes, or pairs of black

streaks, along the outside of the dorsal line.

April to June on oak, elm, aspen, plum and other fruit

trees, and sallow. Said when young to be sociable, some-

times spinning a common web, under which a dozen or more

will lie, side by side, during the day, coming out at night to

feed.

Pupa red-brown, not further described. Subterranean.

Dr. Chapman has found the perfected moth within the pupa

as early as October. In this condition it lies through the

winter. One would reasonably expect frequent autumn

emergences of insects perfected in the pupa at that time,

yet the only instance known to me in this genus is that at

Chesham, of the present species, last October, as already

mentioned.

The moth appears to hide during the day among dead

leaves on the ground, and so far as I know has not been

observed to fly in the sunshine. At dusk it resorts to the
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bloom of tlie tall sallow bushes, and is one of the first species

to be found at them in the spring. Moreover, it will brave

the wildest storms in pursuit of this favourite food if the

weather is not cold. I well remember a most tempestuous

night toward the end of March, when the furious wind was

blowing the bushes in every direction, and gusts of rain

added to the tumult, that in a somewhat sheltered wood I

saw in the course of the evening not less than 150 indi-

viduals of this species clinging to, and feeding on, the wet

and swaying branches of fresh bloom. On no other night

did I ever see one-fourth of this number, and the only con-

clusion to be drawn was that this kind of weather suited the

insect. It may be taken occasionally at sugar, certainly

more frequently than any other of our species of this genus,

and also frequents the blossoms of blackthorn and plum.

Principally confined to woods or districts abounding in

trees, and in such situations found apparently throughout

England, except some portions of the Midland counties and

Northumberland and Durham, from which I have no records
;

but common only in the South of England. Probably in

the valleys of all parts of Wales, though the only records

seem to be in Glamorganshire, Carmarthenshire, and Pem-

brokeshire—but in the last scarce. In Scotland Mr. Adam
Elliot has taken it in Roxburghshire, and Dr. Buchanan

White mentions it as very local in the districts of the Tweed

and Solway. In Ireland Mr, Kane records that it is widely

distributed in the aortli and scarce in the soutli ; the localities

noted are Dublin, Wicklow, Kerry, Galway, Sligo, Louth,

Monaghan, Tyrone, Enniskillen, and Cavau. Abroad its

range is through Central Europe, Livonia, Southern and

Eastern Russia, the mountain regions of Central Asia, and

Japan,

9, T. gracilis, Fab.—Expanse 1] to 1| inch. Fore

wings whitish-drab tinged with grey, and sometimes with

red or red-brown ; markings obscure, but the upper stigmata
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visible and followed by a dotted line ; subterminal line com-

plete. Hind Avings greyish-white.

Antenna3 of the male toothed like a saw, each tooth tipped

with a minute tuft of line bristles, and otherwise ciliated,

pale brown; palpi small, but tufted with very long scales,

black outwardly, brownish-white within; eye-hairs dense,

brown ; back lashes black ; head strongly tufted between the

anteunie, greyish-buff; thorax similar or with a warmer

brownish tinge, the scales long and thickly massed ;
fascicles

white ; abdomen whitish-drab, lateral and anal tufts spread-

ing, tinged with pink. Fore wings rather pointed; costa

hardly curved; apex angulated ; hind margin oblique, straight

to below the middle, thence curved off; dorsal margin nearly

straight ; colour greyish-white, grey-drab, or reddish drab

;

basal line suggested by one or two dusky black dots ;
first

line by one to four black dots on nervures ;
second line by a

curved row of similar dots; subterminal line complete and

very direct, pale yellow or pale red, edged at the back with

grey or brown ; orbicular stigma round and of a good size,

but only indicated by its pale yellow margin; reniform

stigma similarly margined, broad, clouded inside, especially

toward the base, with smoky-black ; claviform stigma faintly

present as a very obscure blackish curved line ;
cilia drab or

reddish-drab. Hind wings white dusted with smoky-grey,

the nervures rather darker ; costal region faintly tinged with

brown, and extreme hind margin edged with the same ;
cilia

white. Female very closely similar, antennas simple, body

stouter, anal tuft very small.

Underside of the fore wings white, with a smoky tinge in

the middle, where also, in the discal cell, is a mass of long

smoke-coloured scales ; reniform stigma faintly smoky-black ;

beyond it is a distinct transverse line of black spots. Hind

wings white dusted with grey-brown ;
central spot formed

of two crescents one within the other, smoky-black ;
beyond

is a curved transverse line of black dots. Body and leg-tufts

pale purplish-drab ; legs white, tipped with purple-brown.
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Usually very constant in markings and only varying a

little in the degree of grey dusting or of grey-brown or pale

red shading. Mr. S. J. Capper possesses a specimen of uni-

form whitish-buff colour almost devoid of any trace of mark-

ings. One taken at Armagh, Ireland, by the Rev. W. F.

Johnson, has a smoky-black cloud along the dorsal margin of

the fore wings, and the hind wings very dark, the apex and

part of the hind margin being edged with black. But in

certain very restricted localities far more striking variations

are found. The most remarkable come from the New Forest,

Hants ; some of those in Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher's collection

are light fulvous-red, others darker varying to tawny and to

purple-red ; of these some have the stigmata scarcely visible,

in others they are outlined with white, and in some of these

a similarly margined broad claviform stigma makes its

appearance. Mr. Percy M. Bright possesses from the same

rich locality specimens very pale purple-drab with nervures

darker ; deep dark purple-brown or liver-colour with the

stigmata obscured ; one of a rich clay-red with yellow

subterminal line and the stigmata yellow-edged ; and one

most extraordinary example, dark livid greyish-purple, un-

spotted, but having the costal region, the subterminal line,

and the cilia dull yellow. These specimens are quite of recent

capture or rearing, yet purple-red individuals of this species

exist in the collections of the late Messrs. H. Doubleday and

F. Bond, and were regarded when captured as of great

rarity. The New Forest is not quite the only locality for

these forms, since rich liver-coloured and purple-grey speci-

mens have been obtained by Mr. B. A. Bower in North

Kent. Another beautiful variety found in Scotland is of a

very soft bright red or fulvous, with the subterminal line

deeper red ; and one in Mr. Fletcher's collection from

Rannoch is brick-red, and has its costa straighter than usual,

giving it a very peculiar shape. One of the red form in the

cabinet of Mr. W. Christy has pale clouds round the stigmata,

nother has the stigmata all but obliterated and no pale
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edging to the siibterminal line; while a specimen from

Wicken Fen in the same collection is pale drab with the

first and second line conspicuously blackened, and a similar

stripe on the hind wings.

On the wing in April and May.

Larva plump, cylindrical, scarcely thickened behind
;
head

ronnded, yellowish-brown or horn-colour; body pea-greon,

yellowish-green, or bluish-green ; dorsal and subdorsal lines

slender, white or pale green or even pale yellow ; above the

spiracles is a broader dark green, brown, or black stripe

shaded off above, edged below with white, pale green, or

pale yellow ; below this is a shaded-off pale green or yellow-

green stripe in which are the spiracles, white ringed with

black ; usual raised dots white ; undersurface pellucid pale

green; legs and prolegs similar. The spiracles on the

second and twelfth segments whiter and more distinct than

the rest.

Or the whole dorsal surface is light brown or dull

umbreous, with the dorsal and subdorsal lines pale but

indistinct; the lateral stripe conspicuously black or dark

brown or even pinkish-brown ; and the undersurface, with

the legs and prolegs, either pale green or pale brown.

May to the beginning of July on LysimacUa vulgaris,

Spio^cea ulmaria, Genista tinctoria, Lythrum salicaria, and

Inula dysenterica, joining together the top leaves of a grow-

ing shoot at their tips, and rapidly eating out the heart of

the shoot with all the young leaves, then moving to another

plant, but leaving behind it a dirty tabernacle which is very

conspicuous. It also feeds with us upon sallow, blackthorn,

bramble, poplar, and sweet-gale, and abroad upon species of

Artcmesia, Achillea and Sanguisorha, doubtless in a similar

manner. It certainly prefers herbaceous plants, and more

particularly such as grow in swampy fields or open marshy

woods.

Pupa plump and rather short, very glossy, eye-covers
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black and shining; limb and wing covers rather well marked

and roughly sculptured with cross incised lines, the wing-

covers also showing the form of the nervures at their lower

ends with unusual distinctness ; dorsal shield and dorsal

segments abundantly and generally sculptured with fine

pits, but the abdominal segments only so in a narrow

band toward the anterior edge, which is very dark, the

hinder portions smooth ; anal segment bluntly rounded off,

cremaster hardly protruding from it but armed with two very

divergent spikes. General colour red-brown, cremaster black-

brown. In a cocoon of silk and earth underground. As in

the rest of this genus, the moth is fully formed within the

pupa in the autumn.

The moth hides in the daytime among thick herbage, but

has been seen, though rarely, to fly about blooming sallows

in the sunshine. It frequents sallow bloom and plum-

blossom at dusk like its congeners, but appears upon the

wing usually at least a fortnight later, and also flies a

little later at night. I have found it on the blossoms of

the small dense bushes of sallow in swamps more frequently

than elsewhere, and there it can only be collected singly by

the aid of a lantern, and not with the umbrella ; this, how-

ever, comes into use when young vigorous shoots of sallow,

usually with the female catkins, are blooming in marshy

places later than the great mass of bushes. After feeding,

the female moths betake themselves to the dead dry sticks

and seed-heads of the previous year to deposit their eggs,

without much regard to the species of plant ; they have been

found so occupied late at night on dead seed-heads of dock,

plaintain, nettle, woundwort, purple loosestrife, and golden-

rod, and in such receptacles the clusters of eggs are readily

gathered.

Found in moderate numbers in damp woods and other

suitable places all over the southern half of England, though

scarce in Devon and Cornwall and very local in the Midland
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counties ; common in tlie fens, especially those of Cam-

bridgeshire ; found also locally in Lancashire, Cheshire,

Yorkshire, Durham, and Cumberland. Common in South

Wales to Pembrokeshire, but I have no record from other

portions of the Principality. In Scotland it is rather local,

but has been found in Perthshire ; in Arran, at Oban and

elsewhere in Argyleshire ; in the Edinburgh district ; and

in various parts of those of the Tweed and Solway. Widely

distributed in Ireland, but not abundant. Found in Wick-

low, Galway, Monaghau, Tyrone, Armagh and Antrim, and

near Enniskillen, Abroad its range is through Central

Europe, South Sweden, the South of France, North of Italy,

Livonia, and Southern Russia.

Genus 57. PACHNOBIA.

Antennge pectinated or saw-like ; eyes naJ^cd, with lashes

at the back ; thorax slightly crested ; abdomen not crested,

slightly flattened ; fore wings silky, blunt, laid nearly flat on

the back of the moth when at rest ; rather even in breadth

;

usual pattern present ; hind wings ample, cross-bar angu-

lated, vein 5 fairly distinct.

Laev^e naked, smooth, stout, slightly thickened and obtuse

behind ; feeding on shrubs and low-growing plants.

We have three species, readily discriminated.

A. Fore wings red-brown and silvery-grey with deep black

longitudinal streaks. P. hyperhorea.

A-. Fore wings purplish-red.

B. Upper stigmata dull yellow. P. leucograplia.

B-. Uj)per stigmata hardly perceptible. P. rnhricosa.

\. P. leucographa, Hilh.—Expanse 1\ to If inch.

Fore wings purplish-red or brownish-red slightly clouded with

black ; upper stigmata distinct, dull yellow ; costa dotted

with yellow. Hind wings smoky-white with reddish cilia.
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Antennas of the male pectinated with slender solid ciliated

teeth, light red; palpi rather short, chocolate-red, apical

joint reddish-brown ; eyes naked, superficially blotched with

black ; head rather strongly tufted between the antennno,

chocolate-red ; thorax similar, covered with long loose scales,

the back of the collar faintly edged with paler, scales at the

back drawn together into small flat tufts ; fascicles sraoky-

reddish-brown ; abdomen dull brown with a purplish tinge
;

lateral tufts small, anal tuft conspicuous, light chocolate.

Fore wings blunt, almost truncate; costa straight, or even

slightly hollowed in the middle ; apex squarely angulated
;

hind margin nearly perpendicular to below the middle, where

it is rounded off; dorsal margin almost straight; colour

purplish-red or brownish-red, almost crimson-brown, slightly

shaded with black and with the nervures rather more so ; no

indications of the transverse lines except a faint series of

minute dusky-white dots on the blackened nervures, repre-

senting the second line, and an obscurely pale edging to

a slender dark cloud which lies along the hind margin,

taking the place of the subterminal line; orbicular stigma

round, dull yellow ; reniform stigma of the same colour,

deeply indented in the middle: these two stigmata are the

only distinct markings on the wing; above each is an

obscure dusting of ashy-white; costa dotted, especially

beyond the middle, with yellow; cilia pale purple-red.

Hind wings moderately broad, the hind margin faintly

hollowed below the apex ; dusky white faintly clouded with

smoke-colour beyond the middle and with red upon the

nervures and extreme margin ; cilia pale red. Female quite

similar, but with simple antenute and a short thick body.

Underside of the fore wings dull red along the costal and

hind marginal regions, shading off to pearly-white at the

base and dorsal margin; costa toward the apex sharply

dotted with white. Hind wings reddish-white broadly

dusted with chocolate-red over the costal region ; central

spot indicated by a smoky streak ; beyond this is a slender,
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bent, smoky transverse line ; cilia pale red. Body and legs

red-brown, leg-tufts tinged with red.

Not very conspicuously variable, but isolated specimens

show a tendency to representation of tlie usually absent

portions of the ordinary pattern of markings ; one in my
own collection has a partial but distinct dull yellow basal

line, and a more complete perpendicular and indented first

line composed of dusting of the same colour, but the reniform

stigma is only indicated by a yellowish margin ; in other

examples there is a yellow dot indicating the basal line,

or the claviform stigma is faintly suggested in the same

colour. Among specimens reared at Hereford by Dr. T. A.

Chapman are some in which the purple-red colour is very

much blackened, especially in the middle of the wings, Avith

the stigmata either bright yellow or very obscure ; and one

in which the fore wings are pale brownish-pink with the

stigmata yellowish-white and the hind wings white. Those

obtained in Durham by Mr. J. Gardner are very dark purple-

red with the stigmata obscure ; and Mr. S. J. Capper

has one of a dark red-brown without a trace of the stig-

mata.

On the wing at the end of Marcli and in April.

Larva nearly cylindrical, but the hinder segments are a

little thickened and it tapers slightly in front ; head pale

green ; body bright green, almost pea-green, abundantly

mottled with irregular whitish dots and lines ; dorsal line

paler, almost white, slender, edged by deeper green lines

;

subdorsal lines waved or undulating, similar, but giving rise

in front of each segment to an oblique deeper green dash

bending upward, sometimes produced so as to meet at the

dorsal line : spiracular line rather slender, undulating, darker

green ; incisions of the segments pale green or yellowish
;

undersurface, legs and prolegs uniformly pale green.

Or the ground colour is pale purple-brown abundantly

dusted with white ; the dorsal and subdorsal lines pale

VOL. V. P
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yellow ; the oblique dashes deeper pvirple-brown, the spiraculai'

similar, and the undersurface and legs greyish-green.

May and June on sallow, oak, plantain, chickweed,

whortleberry and other low-gi'owing plants. Rather sluggish

in its habits.

Pupa apparently nndescribed, subterranean. Dr. Chapman
has found that, as in the last genus, the moth is fully per-

fected in the pupa skin before the winter, and may be

extracted alive—but there is no reason to suppose that under

such conditions it would spread its wings.

The moth hides during the day among herbage and dead

leaves ; at dusk it visits the blooming sallows, apparently

preferring large bushes growing outside woods ; it may be

shaken off them into an umbrella, and is one of the softest

and lightest in its fall, and soon rouses itself to fly away. I

have no knowledge that it has ever been seen at sugar, or

any other species of blossom, or at light ; but it is so local

and comparatively scarce a species that we may not be fully

acquainted with its habits. It seems to have occurred at

one time close to London, at Wandsw^orth, but has doubtless

long since been expelled by the builder ; still to be found

in small numbers in the more wooded parts of Surrey, Sussex,

Kent, Hants, and more rarely in Devon, Somerset, Bucks

and Suffolk ; more frequently in Herefordshire. In York-

shire, where the first specimens noticed in this country were

obtained in 1845, it is still found in certain localities, as well

as in Lancashire, Westmoreland, Cumberland and Durham.

This is, so far as I know, the extent of its range in these

Islands. Abroad it is found almost throughout Central

Europe and in Southern and Eastern Russia.

2. P. rubricosa, Fab.—Expanse If inch. Fore wings

truncate, purple-red dusted with ashy-grey ; lines and

stigmata all extremely obscure ; costa spotted with chocolate

and pale yellow. Hind wings smoky yellowish-white.
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Antennas of the male notched like a saw and abundantly

ciliated, light red
;
palpi short, loosely tufted, pale chocolate

;

eyes naked and smooth, back lashes purple-red; head choco-

late-red, strongly and rather stiffly tufted, a ridge being

formed between the antennee, beneath which is a distinct

cross channel ; thorax rather broad and flat, smooth, scales

long, purple-red, drawn together at the back into tiny tufts
;

fascicles reddish-drab ; abdomen dull pale brown, hinder

half tinged with yellowish-red ; lateral and anal tufts red-

Fore wings broad and truncate ; costa straight ; apex very

bluntly rounded ; hind margin straight and nearly perpen-

dicular, but rounded off a little at the anal angle ; dorsal

margin tolerably straight ; colour purple-red, more or less

dusted with hoary or bluish-white scales ; costal margin

alternately streaked or spotted with chocolate-red and white

;

all the markings extremely obscure ; basal line indicated by

a short chocolate streak from the costa ; first line hoary,

angulated, but only just perceptible ; second line less oblique

than is usual, formed of small red-brown crescents edged

with greyish-purple ; subterminal line a mere undulating

or indented pale thread ; orbicular stigma very large, hoary-

purple edged with purple-red ; reniform stigma even more

obscure, but partially outlined with purple-red enclosing a

paler border; cilia rather lighter red. Hind wings broad,

rounded, smoky yellowish-white ; nervures and a slender

central spot smoky-brown ; a smoky " tinge lies along the

hind margin ; cilia very pale purple-red. Female very

similar, antennae threadlike, abdomen broad and rather

flattened.

Underside of the fore wings chocolate-red along tlie costa

and hind margin, shading off to dusky yellowish-white along

the dorsal margin ; discal cell occupied by long prostrate

reddish hair-scales, reniform stigma obscurely smoky-black

;

beyond it is a slender transverse line of the same colour.

Hind wings dusky white, abundantly dusted with red over

the costal region, and brown over the remainder ; central
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spot very large, elongated, smoky-black ; beyond it is a

slender sinuous smoky-black transverse line. Body and leg-

tufts pale brown tinged with red ; legs deejDer red.

Variation in this species seems to be almost confined to

degrees of intensity of the colour of the fore wings, occasional

specimens in the South and East of England being of a light

purple-red or purplish-pink, while others become purple-

brown, and sometimes almost dark purple-grey from excess

of the aslaj'-'grey bloom ; from Dumbartonshire specimens

sent by Mr. J. R. Malloch are of an extremely dark greyish-

purple, almost exactly the colour of Noctua sohrina. Examples

almost equally dark and with one half the wing silvered

with ashy-grey have been taken in the North of Ireland.

On the wing at the end of March and in April.

Larva stout, slightly swollen behind and attenuated in

front ; head small, dull-brown reticulated with dark-brown

;

body purplish-chocolate dusted with grey, with a series of very

conspicuous yellow subdorsal dashes, each situated in a broad

transverse gi-eyish-olive or rich brown shade, and edged

above by a deep black triangular blotch containing a white

dot. Faint indications of broad V-shaped darker dorsal

markings point forward, and through them runs a geminated,

inconspicuous greyish dorsal line ; spiracular stripe broad,

of a paler shade of the ground colour, whitish on the second,

third, and thirteenth segments. (C. Fenn.)

When younger, darker brown, and having the spiracular

stripe bright-yellow ; spiracles black ; undersurface a little

paler than the general colour, with the legs and prolegs similar.

April to June on dock, chickweed, groundsel, bedstraw,

and other low-growing plants, and on sallow ; feeding at

night but remaining in the daytime stretched out straight on

the stems or leaves of its food plant.

Pupa very stout ; anal extremity with two closely converg-

ing bristles ; colour shining mahogany-red. Subterranean,

in a hard brittle earthen cocoon. (C. Fenn.)
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The moth hides by day among herbage and leaves on the

ground ; at dusk it visits the sallow-bloom, and settles down

upon it most contentedly ; it is also said to frequent the

blossoms of blackthorn and plum, and comes occasionally to

light. Formerly it was common in the London district ; but

has become there much more scarce ; still moderately common
throughout the southern, eastern, and most of the western

counties of England, though scarce in Devon and Cornwall,

also found more locally in the Midland Counties ; rather

common in Yorkshire ; less so in Cheshire and Lancashire,

and existing in Durham, Northumberland and Cumberland.

In South Wales it has been met with in Carmarthenshire and

Pembrokeshire, but I find no record in North Wales. Not

scarce in the South of Scotland, but rare in Lanarkshire and

Stirlingshire, common in Arran and also in Aberdeenshire

;

in Perthshire it is said to be most frequent upon the hills at

above 600 feet ; found also in Moray and in the Orkneys.

In Ireland it appears to be most common in the Northern

Counties—Derry, Donegal, Antrim, and Down ; also found

in Wicklow, Kerry, Galway, Sligo, Cavan, Tyrone, and at

Enniskillen. Abroad its range is wide—the temperate regions

of Northern Europe, Central Europe, Northern Italy, Gibraltar,

Northern Turkey, Southern Russia, Tartary, and the mountain

regions of Central Asia.

3. P. hyperborea, Zdt. ; alpina, Wcshuood.—Expanse

H to If inch. Fore wings soft rich fawn-colour usually

clouded with ashy-grey, often broadly streaked lengthwise

with black ; stigmata large, edged with black. Hind wings

pale smoky-grey.

Antennae of the male pectinated with slender solid ciliated

teeth which are thickened at their tips and sometimes coales-

cent or forked, light brown
;
palpi not very short but obscured

by tufts of longer purple-brown scales ; eyes naked, spotted

with black ; head purple-brown with a white tuft at the base

of each antenna ; thorax smooth dull purplish-brown, more
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greyish or smoky-brown at the back where the scales are

drawn together into small flat tufts tipped with black

;

fascicles smoky-white ; abdomen brown thickly covered with

long smoky-white or smoky-brown hair-scales on all the

segments; lateral and anal tufts golden-brown. Fore wings

very blunt, of exquisite and quite unusual beauty ; costa

nearly straight ; apex bluntly angulated ; hind margin very

smoothly curved and rather filled out ; dorsal margin nearly

straight; colour soft rich fawn-colour or pale tawny; basal

line incomplete, rippled, black-brown edged with ashy-grey

;

below it is a thickened deep black streak from the base

beneath the median nervure ; first line broken and formed

into full curves, red-brown edged inwardly with ashy-grey

;

second line not very oblique, but consisting of a graceful

series of crescents which are edged outside with ashy-grey

;

subtermiual line only visible as the outer edge of a series of

deep brown or black cloudy streaks or wedges, but very often

the hind marginal space bej^ond it is conspicuously silvery

or ashy-grey ; orbicular stigma large, flattened, open above,

edged with black below, ashy-grey or pale tawny, this colour

extending in a cloud to the costal margin ; reniform stigma

tawny-red, open above, edged otherwise with black, within

which sometimes the base is white ; space between these two

stigmata black ; claviform stigma only very partially indicated

by a curved black streak ; often there is ashy clouding along

the dorsal region, especially a squared patch outside the first

line ; extreme hind margin edged with black lunules ; cilia

purplish-brown. Hind wings broad, rounded, smoky-white

or smoky-grey, more smoky-brown toward the hind margin,

which has a still darker edge ; cilia dusky white. Antennas

of the female simple ; body stout ; fore wings a little more

obtuse at the tip, and often more clouded with ashy-grey :

but very similar.

Under side of the fore wings dull pale smoky-brown, tinged

along the costal region and hind margin with purple ; beyond

the middle is a faint smoke-coloured transverse line. Hind
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wings dusky-white broadly tinged along the costal area with

purple ; central spot small, smoky-black ; beyond it is a

slender similar transverse line. Body purple-brown ;
legs

dark-brown, tufts paler.

Variation in this beautiful species is universal, hardly two

specimens are quite alike ; it shows itself in the tone and

intensity of the warm velvety-brown of the ground-colour,

and in its extent ; in the degree and extent of ashy-grey

clouding—which occasionally occupies the whole surface of

the fore wings except a central red-brown band—and espe-

cially in the longitudinal black striping. This is sometimes

remarkable, and is most seen in specimens from the Shetland

Isles ; the black basal streak is extended into a deep black

broad bar right through the wing to the subterminal line,

and is sometimes supplemented by a similar but narrower

broken stripe above it, or by long black dashes from the

reniform stigma to the same line, while in other instances

the centre of the wing is occupied by a black cloud, or all

the spaces between the nervures in this portion are filled in

with black, or, on the other hand, there is a total absence of

black markings. In examples from the Scottish mountains

many have large blotches of almost bluish or purplish bloom

at the base and on the costal or dorsal margins or both, and

very often along the hind margin, while some are devoid of

such shading altogether or lean toward rich dark purple-

brown with the markings obscured.

Abroad the range of variation does not seem to be so great

;

those from the Swiss mountains are described as of a rosy-

brown ; from Lapland red-brown or rosy-grey ;
from

Labrador dull inconspicuous brown, and from Finland ashy-

grey.

On the wing from the end of June to the middle of

August.

Larva cylindrical, tapering at the second segment to the

head and also at the thirteenth segment ; head glossy brown,
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haviug a corona of darker brown freckles beginning on the

crown, wliich ai-e continued broadly down the back of each

lobe till they approach the ocelli ; on the second segment is

a narroAv crescentic velvety black-brown plate, very finely

dorsally and subdorsally divided with the ground colour

;

this is dark velvety purplish-brown above, pinkish-drab

below ; the dorsal pattern is of a top-shape pointing back-

ward, dark purplish-brown, and there is a central dorsal

black spot at the commencement of each segment ; subdorsal

lines slender, pale drab, rather interrupted at the end of

each segment, or showing but faintly near the beginning

of each, bordered above with a black dash, most conspicuous

on segments eight to twelve ; the paler ventral colouring

commences along the spiracular region, distinctly, but not

abruptly marked in any way ; spiracles black ; on the anal

flap is a black-brown velvety plate; skin generally rather

rugose. After the last moult the skin is seen to be leathery

and rough with wrinkles, the pattern being composed of

black freckles upon a deep rosy brownish-red ground ; on

the undersurface a few paler or flesh-coloured freckles appear

on the reddish ground, without any black ones.

When just hatched the young larva is of a smoky olive-

grey colour, head and doi'sal plate shining dark brown ; usual

raised dots black. In ten days dingy brownish olive-green
;

a few days later velvety brown with faintly paler dorsal and

subdorsal lines, and paler undersurface. (Condensed from

Buckler's very full account.) His figures show that after the

adult pattern is assumed, but when not half grown, the colour

is bright pinkish-brown. August to June or probably to the

following June, on Vacciniicm mi/rtillus, Arbutus uva-urd,

Empetrum nigi'um, and birch, eating holes in the leaves.

But its habits are very peculiar. Mr. T. W. Salvage, who

has collected it in several stages in its mountain haunts,

writes :
" This beautiful species I bred from Mount Sche-

hallion in Perthshii-e, from larvae found feeding in (lallcrics

under moss about 2500 feet above sea level. I am quite
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certain that the larv;^ of this species are at least two years
feediug np. 'I'he first year they may be found wandering
about among short heather, Vaccinium, Arhutus uva-ursi,

&c., on any mountain above 2000 feet. When in their

second year's growth it is quite impossible to discover them
above ground or exposed; they feed then entirely under
cover in galleries, indeed I have on several occasions cut the
moss and lichens through with a knife and found it riddled
with holes and their frass. I have very carefully worked
out its habits for four years." Since Mr. Buckler only
succeeded in keeping the larv« which he had from eggs, alive

for about two months, and received the larvee which he suc-
ceeded in rearing when well grown, there is nothing in his

observations to contradict Mr. Salvage's belief that the life

of the larva extends over more than one year. Its habit of

burrowing in moss is well known ; it is said then to feed on
young shoots of Vacciniicm growing through the moss.

Pupa of the ordinary Nodna form, very thin-skinned and
tender, but brilliantly glossy, eye and palpus covers project-

ing in rounded faint knobs; limb-cases compact, rather

sculptured with cross hollows ; wing - cases shining but
minutely wrinkled with small incised sculpture which
becomes more distinct in the empty pupa-skin ; dorsal aud
abdominal segments only very slightly pitted in a narrow
band at the anterior margin of each segment ; the abdominal
segments gently tapering; anal segment stout, suddenly
rounded off; cremaster a small raised tubercle which bears
four rather long slender spikes or bristles, somewhat diver-
gent and curled back at the tips. General colour bright red-
brown, cremaster and spikes black. The latter hold to the
cast skin of the larva with great strength and tenacity.

(Pupae furnished for description by Mr. Robert Ad kin.) It

is found naturally under the moss in which the larva has
burrowed.

With the habits of the moth I have no personal acquaint-
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ance. Dr. F. D. Wheeler says :
" It appears to inhabit the

highest mountain peaks on the south side of Loch Eaunoch,

Perthshire, occurring as low as 2300 or 2100 feet above the

level of the sea, where the vegetation is very scanty. It

hides in the day under stones, among heather at the base of

rocks, or in overhanging ledges among heath, hardly ever

willingly sitting exposed on rocks. It begins to move about

midnight and may occasionally, on dry windy nights, be

found sitting at this time on rocks or stones preparing for

flight. It flies from about 1 a.m. till daylight, and has been

taken as late as 3*45 a.m., but is seen most freely on the

wing at 2 a.m. It flies most readily in dry weather, veiy

sparingly in gentle rain, not at all when the peak is en-

veloped in cloud, nor when the weather is very cold or the

wind especially high. It will not come to sugar, but is

attracted by a strong light and will dash up to and settle

upon it, but is difficult to net upon the wing, its flight being

very wild and swift. The female appears to fly but little.

One taken at night merely crawled about its hiding-place in

a deep hollow of a cairn of great stones and its movements

revealed its presence. We obtained one or two at rest on

the rocks by day ; others by netting at night. Throughout

our stay, every night, one of us worked the highest accessible

mountain peaks, while the other collected over the lower

slopes. This high mountain work is very severe ;
the climb,

which when unencumbered is a pleasure, becomes toilsome in

the extreme when burdened with a weight of apparatus and

the clothing which is absolutely necessary. As soon as dark-

ness comes on the cold grows so intense that in spite of the

warmest wraps it taxes one's endurance to the utmost to last

out till the morning permits a descent. During all our stay

Mr. Kichardson had only one night and I not even one,

when there was not a gale of wind blowing at this elevation

;

often we were enveloped in clouds, when not an insect was

to be seen, and once I lost myself in a dense sea of mist, and

wandered about all night not knowing where I was till I
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caught a distant glimpse of the loch in the morniug light

while the cloud lifted for a moment or two." There is a

record of a single specimen caught when flying by day, by

Dr. F. Buchanan White.

The first specimen found in these islands was taken in

1839 on Cairn Gowr, Ben Ghlo, Perthshire, at an elevation

of 3000 feet, by my veteran colleague Mr. J. W. Douglas.

It was described and figured in 18 13 in Westwood and

Humphrey's "British Moths and their Transformations"

under the name of Agrotis alpinct, and remained apparently

unique till 1854, when a second specimen was taken, sitting

on a rock, in the same district, by a professional collector.

The next capture was of a specimen on Schehallion, another

Perthshire mountain, in 1870. Three years later a pupa was

found in moss on one of these mountains, by a Coleopterist,

and duly reared. The fifth was taken in the next year on a

mountain of the Breadalbane district of the same county,

also at a height of 3000 feet. Two years later the deter-

mined and successful attempt to capture the insect on the

wing, in its home, was made by Messrs. F. D. Wheeler and

N. M. Eichardson, which resulted in the acquisition of the

knowledge of its habits which I have quoted at some length.

It was a splendid piece of work by these two young Cambridge

men and has hardly, I think, been repeated, the numerous

specimens subsequently obtained in the same district having

been mostly reared from larvae or pupge found among the

moss. There appears to be no reason w^hy this species should

be confined to the mountains of Perthshire, and there is little

doubt that it Avill be found in other counties of Scotland,

where the mountains rise to a similar elevation. In Unst,

Shetland, many specimens have been found very much lower

down—in proportion to the more northern latitude—and it

has also been met with in the Orkneys. Abroad it seems

confined to mountains, but rather widely distributed ; found

on the Dovrefjeld in Norway, the mountains of Finland,

Lapland and Labrador; the Eiesensgebirge in Silesia,
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Switzerland, the Tyrol, Cai'inthia, (lalicia, and Hun-

gary.

(Mesogona acetosellae, Fah. This species bears a

curious superficial resemblance to Tamiocampa stcdilis, but

is much larger and its fore wings are about one-half broader.

Its head, thorax and fore wings are reddish-drab dusted

with grey or black ; first line very oblique, red-brown edged

inwardly with pale yellow ; second line very even and con-

spicuous, gently curved, similar except that the pale edging

is reversed ; beyond this a row of blackish dots indicates the

subterminal line ; upper stigmata both large, slenderly edged

with pale yellow and inside this with a dusting of black
;

hind wings broad, smoky reddish-white, with a dark border

behind, and the cilia dull red.

A single specimen was captured at sugar at Arlington,

Sussex, by Mr. Thomas Salvage on October 26, 1895, and is

now in the collection of Mr. Robert Adkin. No doubt

ajjpears to rest upon this capture, yet to establish a species

as British upon the occurrence of a single specimen is always

unsafe, especially when, as at present, great numbers of larvas

and pupge imported from the continent of Europe are reared

—and possibly liberated—in this countiy. Should this

species have effected a migration and be able to maintain

itself we shall soon, no doubt, obtain further evidence. It

occurs in the South of France, Northern Italy, Dalmatia,

Switzerland, Germany, Hungary, and Southern Russia.)

Genus 58. RUSINA.

Antennas of the male broadly pectinated ; eyes naked,

with prostrate lashes at the back ; thorax very obscurely

crested behind ; abdomen tapering off to rather slender

behind, not crested ; fore wings very broad, truncate : hind

wdngs broad, cross-bar bent, vein 5 distinct. Female

decidedly smaller, with simple antennas and narrower,
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more ovate fore wings, abdomen shorter, stouter and

pointed.

We have but one species.

1. R. tenebrosa, Huh.—Expanse of male \\ to 1^ inch,

of female 1 to 1^ inch. Antenn^B of the male very strongly

pectinated; fore wings shining dark umbreous with very

slender black transverse lines ; costa spotted with white

;

hind wings pale smoke-colour. Female far smaller, with

narrow fore wings and threadlike antenna).

Antenna3 of the male pectinated with long, slender but

somewhat clubbed, ciliated teeth, dull brown
;

palpi rather

short, moderately tufted, apical joint prominent and rather

tufted, umbreous ; eyes naked, shining leaden black, with

black back lashes ; head and thorax dull pale umbreous, the

latter faintly tufted at the back ; fascicles dirty white ; ab-

domen shining pale brown, the basal portion covered with

long scales ; lateral and anal tufts spreading, dull brown.

Fore wrings very broad and blunt, costa rather curved ; apex

bluntly rounded ; hind margin perpendicular, very full and

somewhat truncate, but suddenly rounded off below the

middle ; dorsal margin nearly straight ; colour umbreous

with a silky gloss ; markings very obscure ; basal line partial,

a short curved dark brown streak, edged with ashy-brown

;

first line oblique, black-brown, very slender but angulated

and indented throughout ; second line also very slender,

black-brown, nearly perpendicular and composed throughout

of crescents with long points on the nervures ; subterminal

line a mere thread of whitish brown edging a darker shade

of ground colour ; orbicular stigma usually quite absent but

occasionally suggested by a most obscure black-brown

margin ; reniform stigma indistinct but usually traceable by

brownish-white cloudy marginal streaks edged with dull

black ; between them and crossing to the dorsal margin is a

smoky-black central shade ; on the costa are five or six white

or whitish-brown spots or dots ; cilia umbreous. Hind wings
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broad, rounded, smoky-white or pale smoke-colour witli a

browner gloss ; nervures very faintly darker ; hind margin

edged with a yellow line ; cilia of the colour of the wing.

Female one-fourth smaller, with simple antenna?, short thick

pointed abdomen, and the fore wings one-third narrower,

rounded behind, and having the markings similar, but if

possible more obscure.

Underside of the fore wings pale umbreous with a paler

silky sheen ; costal region dusted with dark brown and the

margin beyond the middle dotted with white : nervures

shaded with brownish-white ; hind wings also pale umbreous,

broadly dusted over the costal region and to the middle of

the wing with dai^k brown ; central spot lunate, smoky-

brown ; beyond it is a faint suggestion of a smoky-brown

transverse line. Body and legs umbreous.

But little variable, except that in hill districts such as

Dartmoor and the hills of Wales and Scotland the colour

is darker, even black-brown, yet with the faint markings

blacker and decidedly more distinct; or on the other hand

the markings obscured by smoky-black colouring and almost

imperceptible. The only really striking variation that I

know of is in a specimen in the collection of the late Mr. F.

Bond which is of a very pale drab.

On the wing in June and July, but in forward seasons in

the South of England as early as the end of May.

Larva stout, velvety, very slightly attenuated at each

extremity, most so in front; head highly polished, rounded

in front, the crown notched ; shining dark brown
;
general

colour rich dark brown, shading into orange-brown on the

back, and often with a slight violet tinge in certain lights
;

dorsal line darker brown enclosing on the second to fourth

segments a white line, and a white spot on the fifth and sixth
;

subdorsal line confined to a series of blackish, slightly oblique,

dashes intersected by an undulating pale brown thread

;

spiracular line inconspicuous, pale orange-brown ; the usual
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raised spots emit short tine pale brown liairs ;
undersurface

of a paler duller shade than the back and sides ; legs brown.

(0. Fenn.)

August to "May on dock, chickweed, groundsel, plantain,

knotgrass, strawberry, lettuce, vetch, Gcnm and other low-

growing plants ; feeding at night and concealing itself by

day under dead leaves, stones or herbage on the surface of

the ground.

Pupa short, thick, red-brown ; in an earthen cccoon.

(Hofmann.) Apparently not more fully described.

^Vith us the moth hides in the daytime among dead leaves

and herbage upon the ground, but Guenee states that it will

fly in the daytime if disturbed from among bushes. So far

as I know this habit has not been observed here—possibly it

may occur in very hot weather. At dusk it comes freely to

sugar and to the blossoms of raspberry, snowberry, and

ragwort, and also occasionally, later at night, to light.

Very common in woods all over the South of England except

in Devon and Cornwall, where it seems to be scarce, and in

moderate numbers in the open country ; common also in the

Eastern Counties, but very local or scarce in the Midlands
;

moderately common in Herefordshire, Lancashire, and

Cheshire ; rare in Yorkshire, and found in Lincolnshire,

Durham, Northumberland and Cumberland. Also in South

Wales to Pembrokeshire, and in North Wales at Barmouth

and probably elsewhere. In Scotland it becomes common
again, especially so in Ross-shire and Moray, and is recorded

by Dr. Buchanan White in the districts of the Tweed, Forth,

Tay, Dee, Solway, Clyde, Argyle, and in the Hebrides. In

Ireland widely distributed in wooded districts, recorded from

Waterford, Kerry, Connemara, Sligo, Louth, Belfast, and

commonly in Armagh. Abroad it ranges through the

temperate regions of Northern Europe, Central Europe,

Northern Italy, Bulgaria, and Southern Russia.
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Genus 59. MANIA.

Antennae simple, almost naked ; eyes naked, with prostrate

lashes at the back ; thorax strongly crested at the top and

back ; abdomen crested with three distinct tufts ; fore wings

extremely broad and ample, with a thick ridge of raised

scales toward the base of the dorsal margin ;
hind wings

ample ; vein 5 almost as distinct as the rest, hind margins

of all the wings deeply scalloped.

We have but one species.

1. M. maura, L.—Expanse 2|- to 2| inches. Wings all

very large and broad ; fore wings black-brown with transverse

browner shades; central band velvety-black interrupted by

the large paler stigmata ; hind wings black-brown with the

base paler and the cilia smoky-yellow.

Antennge of the male simple, cylindrical, black-brown

;

palpi short but rather ascending, smoky-black, the apical

joint prominent arnd rather tufted ; eyes naked, conspicuous,

the lashes black and very closely laid down ; head small,

smoky-black ; thorax of the same colour, dusted with pale

brown, and the collar and shoulder lappets faintly edged with

whitish-brown; the scales of the middle portion raised into

conspicuous top and back crests ; fascicles pale smoke-colour
;

abdomen smoky-black with three black crests on the basal

segments ; lateral tufts small ; anal tuft rather compressed.

Fore wings extremely broad and ample ; costa considerably

arched ; apex bluntly angulated ; hind margin hardly oblique,

slightly curved, very strongly crenulated or scalloped ;
dorsal

margin faintly curved, and toward the base tufted with a

ridge of long scales ; colour black-brown, smoky-brown or

smoky-black in various shades ; basal line complete formed

into three thick, deep black, connected curves ;
first line black,

obscure and incomplete, bordered on both sides with pale

smoke-colour, which also occupies the space between this and

the basal line; second line more complete, nearly perpen-
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dicular, double, black, the inner parallel fornuua' the outside

edge of a broad extent of velvety-black central band ; out-

side is a broad band of the paler smoky colouring, shading

darker behind ; subterminal line obscurely pale yellow-brown,

irregular and much indented, edged inwardly by black

clouds; orbicular stigma oblique, flattened at the sides, open

at the top, abundantly margined with smoky-yellow ; reni-

form stigma excessively expanded at the base so as to form

two large lobes, the upper erect, the other horizontal, and

throwing a pointed extension toward the orbicular, faintly

edged and dusted with dusky yellow ; space between the two

stigmata black ; costal region smoky-yellowish-black regu-

larly barred to the second line with deep black clouds, beyond

this are three yellow costal dots ; beyond the subterminal

line the apical space is occupied by a squared smoky-yellow-

brown patch ; hind margin in some degree clouded with the

same and edged with a strongly undulating deep black line,

from each scallop of which a black streak runs inward

between the nervures, these also being blackened ; cilia

following the undulations of the scallops and throwing out

points at the tips, smoky-yellow shaded with a darker undu-
lating stripe. Hind wings long and very broad, deeply

scalloped behind, glossy smoky-black, barred in the middle

by a transverse straight smoky-yellow shade, and with

another from the anal angle along the hind margin
; cilia

smoky-yellow, even more deeply scalloped than the margin.

Female extremely similar, sometimes more dull in colour,

body much stouter.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-black ; hind maro-iu

broadly smoky-yellow dusted with black ; beyond the middle

is a transverse paler band, slightly curved; hind wings
quite similar except that there is also a deep black elong-

ated central spot.

Not very variable, though some examples have the black

portion of the central band very vdvetyAA^ok, contrasting

well with the paler lines and shades ; and these usually have
VOL. V. Q
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the apical patch of the fore wings and the marginal stripe of

the hind more yellow-brown, and the latter expanded into

dashes on the nervures. On the other hand, some specimens

are extremely dull and uniform in colour. In South York-

shire the blackening effect observable in so many species is

conspicuous in this, the outer half of the hind wings being

unusually black ; some examples furnished by Mr. G. T.

Porritt are extremely sombre, on the other hand, one of

them has all the .paler markings of a really bright yellow-

brown, strongly contrasting with the black ground, and is a

magnificent specimen.

On the wing in July and August.

I;ARVA stout, smooth, slightly enlarged behind ; head

rounded, polished, pale brown dotted with brownish-ochreous,

mouth dark brown ; body pale brownish-ochreous with a

series of large umber-brown dorsal diamonds ; dorsal line

represented by conspicuous pale ochreous spots on the third,

fourth, and fifth segments, afterwards as mere specks; sub-

dorsal line pale ochreous intersected on each segment by a

conspicuous diagonal whitish dash, shaded on each side with

black nearly to the spiracles, which are bright reddish-

orange edged with black, and joined together by the narrow

but distinct ochreous spiracular line. The diagonal black

markings above mentioned are united in a distinct manner

on the twelfth segment ; two conspicuous ochreous spots

are on the front edge of the second segment ; uudersurface

pale brownish-ochreous dusted with grey
;
prolegs similar,

the anal pair extended back. (C. Fenn.)

The colour varies in different larvte to greenish-grey or

purplish-brown, and the dorsal spots to white or reddish-

ochreous.

September to May, hybernating when rather small. On
fruit trees, blackthorn, hawthorn, birch, sallow-shoots in

the early spring ; dock, lettuce, cabbage, and other low-

growing plants ; feeding at night and hiding by day on
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the grountl among dense herbage, moss, or other moist

shelter ; I have even found it among moss and debris on

the roof of a house.

Pupa large, rather elongate, anal segment with a minute

terminal spike ; colour reddish-brown ; whole surface covered

with a thick bluish powder. In a large, fragile, oval cocoon

of earth and silk immediately beneath the surface of the

ground. (C. Fenn.) It has, however, been found, though

rarely, under loose bark on a tree.

The moth is exceedingly fond of hiding by day in wooden

buildings, such as sheds, summer-houses, boat-houses, and

even farm buildings, sitting under the roof, and especially

frequenting those in the vicinity of rivers. It will also, not

unfrequently, enter the window of a dwelling-house and hide

itself among the curtains. It flies at early dusk, especially

over water or damp places ; indeed, I have seen scores in the

course of a few minutes flying over the Severn ; also comes
readily to sugar, but quivers and flies ofi^ and flaps around

at the least alarm. Houeydew has also an attraction for it,

and flowing sap—so much so, that the only specimens found

in Roxburghshire, where it is scarce, were seen by Mr. Adam
Elliot about a bleeding oak-tree. Formerly abundant in the

suburbs of London, and still existing there, though in far

smaller numbers
;

plentiful in suitable places all over the

southern half of England, except perhaps Dorset and Corn-
wall, where it seems to be scarce ; occurring also, though

more locally, in the Northern Midlands
;
pretty commonly

in Yorkshire and Lancashire, and occasionally in the more
northern English counties. I find it recorded in North
Wales, but not in the south of the Principality, though

it must surely be present in some districts. I did not find

it in Pembrokeshire. Scarce in Scotland and almost confined

to the southern portion ; besides Roxburghshire, already

alluded to, it is found in East Lothian, and Dr. White
recorded it from the districts of the Tweed, Forth, Tay,
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Solway, and Clyde. Also usually uncommon in Ireland,

though recorded as plentiful in Kerry and Galway, and

less so in Louth and Tyrone ; otherwise widely distributed

but scarce.

Abroad it is found throughout Central Europe and the

greater part of Southern Europe, but seems not to have a

northern distribution.

Genus 60. NJENIA.

Antenna simjjle, naked
;

palpi furnished with tufts of

long scales ; eyes naked, with prostrate back lashes ; thorax

broad, strongly crested at the top and back ; abdomen stout,

not crested ; fore wings short, broad, very truncate ; hind

wings broad, with v. 5 well marked ; hind margins of all the

wings very faintly scalloped.

We have but one species.

1. N. typica, L. — Expanse H to If inch. Thorax

provided with a tall forked top ci'est and a well-developed

back crest ; fore wings broad, squared, and truncate, glossy

black-brown or grey-brown, -with the nervures, transverse

lines, and edges of the stigmata white, giving a latticed

appearance ; hind wings smoky-brown.

Antennas of the male simple, cylindrical, hardly perceptibly

ciliated, brown
;
palpi moderately long, so prominently tufted

as to seem forked, black-brown ; eyes shining lead-colour,

naked ; back lashes black ; head pale purplish-brown dusted

with black ; collar purplish-drab ; remainder of thorax pale

smoky-brown dotted and dusted with black and white,

especially along the edges of the shoulder-lappets and the

tufts, the top crest very tall and broadly forked, back crest

elongated and divided into tufts, which are tipped with

white ; fascicles smoke-colour ; abdomen blackish-brown with

a golden gloss, lateral and anal tufts rather darker. Fore

wings broad, expanded behind, truncate ; costa faintly
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curved; apex squarely angulated ; hind margin expanded

outwardly rather than perpendicular, and extremely full, but

bent below the middle and rounded off at the anal angle

;

dorsal margin faintly rounded ; colour smoky-brown abun-

dantly clouded with black ; basal line white, edged externally

with black ; first line broken into several curves, black, edged

on both sides with white ; second line not very oblique, deep

black, broken into a series of neat crescents edged outwardly

with white ; subterminal line slender, threadlike and irre-

o-ular, white, edged outwardly with black clouds ; orbicular

stigma upright, rather ovate, brown edged with white;

reniform stigma erect, very narrow, black-brown conspicuously

edo-ed and perpendicularly divided with white ;
nervures all

wliite to the subterminal line ; costa clouded with white and

spotted with black, and toward the apex dotted with white

;

the squared spaces before and beyond the reniform stigma

usually black, often deep black ; other spaces between the

lines and nervures toward the base of the wing often more

or less similarly blackened ; extreme hind margin dotted

with black lunules ; cilia smoky-brown barred with smoky-

black and minutely crenulated. Hind wings broad and

ample, with the hind margin sinuous and faintly crenulated

;

dark smoky-brown, more pearly toward the costal area ; cilia

smoky-brown tipped with white. Female usually larger,

with still broader fore wings and stouter body, otherwise

similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-black, but the dorsal

region broadly pearly-white ; beyond the middle is a partial

black transverse stripe, followed by another more obscure
;

nervures much thickened; costa towards the apex cloudily

spotted with brownish-white. Hind wings smoke-colour

dusted with yellowish-white and towards the costa with

black; nervures yellowish-white dusted with black; the

central spot is a long smoky-black lunule ;
beyond it is a

broad black transverse line or stripe. Body and legs dark

smoky-brown, tibiae spotted with dull yellow.
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Variable in size and also in the blackness of the interspaces

in the middle and basal area of the fore wings ; beyond this

usually pretty constant ; but in South Yorkshire Mr. G. T.

Porritt has obtained two very curious foi'ms: one, otherwise

sharply marked, has black blotches on the inner edge of the

subterminal line, and the first and second lines altered into

broad stripes of a rich pinkish-white colour united on the

dorsal margin ; the other, of which several were reared, is

quite abnormal, yet not in any way crippled, the fore wings

being broadened and shortened in a most extraordinary

manner, until the breadth from the apex to the anal angle

very nearly equals the length ; the pattern of markings is

also broadened, and, in some specimens very sharp and

distinct, in others obscured by smoky-brown colour; the

hind ^vings are shortened and expanded in the same pro-

portion. Another singular specimen, in the cabinet of the

Kev. Joseph Greene, has the white lines on the nervures of

the left wing obliterated, except two short pieces near the

apex, the white margins of the stigmata and transverse lines

being also absent, and the greater portion of the wing dull

brown ; but the right wing has the white lines and the

markings of the dorsal portion beyond the middle alone

obliterated.

On the wing in June and July.

Larva smooth, stout, rather tapering in front, twelfth

segment somewhat raised and thickened ; anal prolegs rather

extended behind ; anterior segments slightly retractile : head

small, rounded, shining, of the same colour as the body but

dusted with grey ; body greenish -grey, greyish-ochreous,

whitish, or brownish-ochreous, marbled with clearer ochreous,

and paler at the incisions, which are sometimes suffused

with a pink tint ; the dorsal line is a grey shade containing

an interrupted whitish thread : subdorsal lines grey, inter-

sected by curved pale streaks, those on the eleventh and

twelfth segments edged with black, on the latter especially,
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where the edging is conspicuous and terminates on the inside

of a curv^e running across the back and so joining the two

subdorsal lines. Spiracular stripe broad, whitish or ochreous

edged above with black and shading into the ground colour

of the undersurface below ; usual raised dots distinct, whitish
;

spiracles whitish surrounded by the black edging of the

spiracular lines; above the spiracle on the fifth segment

is a black blotch ; undersurface greenish-ochreous or green-

ish-grey, paler than the back, dusted with grey. The

markings are most distinct when the larva is half-grown.

(C. Fenn.) Those figured by Mr. Buckler vary in colour

from light bi'own with a broad pale yellow spiracular stripe

to slate-grey with the stripe white or yellow, and the dark

brown marbled with paler.

August to ]May, on Centcmrea, Epilohium^ dock, primrose,

and low plants generally, also, when young especially, on

sallow, blackthorn, and other shrubs and trees, being at that

time gregarious and fond of gnawing the surfaces of the

harder leaves. Feeding only at night, concealing itself by

day in the lower portions of those plants which have dense

tufts of root-leaves, or under leaves on the ground, in crevices

of walls, or any dark shelter.

Pupa stout, rather glossy ; eye-covers prominent, smooth,

and brightly shining ; limb-covers closely compacted, rather

roughly sculptured with cross incised lines ; wing-covers

tolerably ample, minutely and irregularly sculptured with

similar lines, as also is, more roughly, the dorsal shield
;

dorsal and abdominal segments smooth, with only an ex-

ceedingly narrow anterior belt of pitted sculpture, and an

equally narrow hinder band of more especially smoothed

surface ; the abdomen thick and but little tapering, but

the anal segment rounded off very suddenly, so as to appear

tumid ; cremaster very short, a mere flattened knob, armed

with two longer and two shorter hooked bristles. General

colour dark red-brown or purple-brown, cremaster black. In
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a thin cocoon of earth and tough silk under the surface of

the ground.

The moth hides during the day in any dark corner, indoors

or out, but usually on the ground among grass or herbage.

It comes eagerly to sugar at dusk and to any kind of sweet,

and various flowers, such as that of thistle, and later in the

night to light. It loves gardens everywhere, even in London,

and any waste weedy grounds, also is very partial to the

sloping banks of rivers and to weedy hedge-banks. Found

all over England, and in most districts plentifully, also

throughout South Wales to Pembrokeshire, but probably

not in the more mountainous districts ; commonly in all

parts of Ireland, and in Scotland to Moray and West

Eoss, but apparently not noticed in the Islands. Abroad

its range is wide : over the temperate portions of Northern

Europe, Central Europe, Northern Italy, Southern Spain,

Southern Russia, Eastern Siberia, Asia Minor, and the

mountain regions of Central Asia.

Genus 61. AMPHIPYRA
Antennte simple, naked

;
palpi thin, curved up ; eyes

naked, with prostrate back lashes ; thorax broad, smooth,

rather flattened ; abdomen also broad and a little flattened,

without crests ; fore wings broad and ample, bluntly rounded

behind, very smooth as though greasy ; hind wings broad,

cross-bar hardly perceptible ; v. 5 slender.

Laev^ thick and smooth, on herbaceous plants.

PUP^ subterranean.

We have but two species, readily distinguished.

A. Fore wings having a shining greasy appearance.

B. Fore wings with distinct transverse lines ; hind wings

coppery. A. ijyramidea.

B-. Fore wings without transverse lines, hind wings smoky-

brown or smoky-white. A. tnxgopogonis.
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1. A. pyramidea, X.—Expanse If to 2| inches. Fore

wings broad, shining, pale smoky-brown or pale umbreous,

banded with darker; hind wings dull copper-colour with

a brown shade down the costal margin.

Antennae of the male slender, simple, cylindrical, naked,

dull brown
;
palpi small but curved upwards, covered with

closely appressed scales, purple-brown, nearly black-brown

outside ; apical joint long, thin, and upright, tipped with

white ; eyes naked, golden-brown, barred or crusted with

black ; back lashes few, whitish-brown ; head and thorax pale

brown abundantly dusted with umbreous, the latter broad,

smooth, rather flattened, and the scales at the back drawn

together into a curious Hat point ; fascicles short, pale smoky-

brown ; abdomen broad and rather Hat, dark brown, the

basal segments covered with smoky-yellow hair-scales ; lateral

tufts raised upon a considerable fold of skin, black, tipped

and barred with white ; anal tuft small and flat, smoky-

black tipped with brown. Fore wings broad throughout,

very blunt ; costal margin curved ; apex bluntly angulated
;

hind margin gently curved and slightly crenulated ;
dorsal

margin rather 'rounded ; colour pale brown much clouded

with umbreous and black ; basal line represented by a pale

brown spot edged on each side with black ; first line a series

of faintly reddish-brown crescents, broadly edged on both

sides with obscure blacker curves or mere black dusting

;

second line ;,n irregular perpendicular series of cloudy black

crescents edged on the outside with reddish-white
;

just

preceding this line is a broad ill-defined transverse band of

smoky-black containing deep black streaks or clouds ; sub-

terminal line obscure, irregular, indented, dusky-white,

hardly observable in a broad clouding of smoky-brown

which occupies the hinder area, and in which are some

obscure black wedge-like streaks ; orbicular stigma visible as

a black spot surrounded by a dusky-white ring ; reniform

stigma obliterated by the cloudy band, or more especially by

a black bar across it ; costal region alternately clouded with
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black-brown and pale reddish-bi'own ; hind margin spotted

with black lunules, each of which has a white streak at its

back ; cilia smoky-brown, barred with blacker. Hind wings

broad, rounded, hind margin crenulated and slightly sinuous
;

colour shining copper, or orange-tawny, the costal third more

smoky-brown ; nervui'es dark brown ; cilia smoky yellowish-

white. Female quite similar, but with the body broader and

thicker, and the fore wings a very little broader.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-drab, darker in the

middle ; hind wings similar along the costal region but

shading to purplish-red in the hinder half ; central spot

large, dusky-black ; beyond it is a rather broad, incomplete,

indented black transverse stripe shading off into the red

colour. Body and leg tufts pale drab ; legs blackish-brown

spotted with white, the hinder pair accurately matching the

lateral tufts of the abdomen.

Usually only variable in the depth of the brown ground

colour of the fore wings, especially in that portion which lies

immediately beyond the second line, which is sometimes of a

whitish-brown, and in the depth of the dark band, which in

some of the paler individuals is scarcely existent. Some-

times the hind wings are a little paler ; indeed, Mr. W. H. B.

Fletcher possesses a specimen which is almost devoid of the

usual copper colour ; and Mr, Percy Kichards has one in

which these wings are of a pale bronzy-red, quite different

from the usual tint A specimen taken many years ago in the

New Forest by the late Mr. Baker is of extraordinary and

striking beauty : in the fore wings its ground colour is

intensely dark umbreous, velvety and glossy, but the

orbicular stigma, the margins of the first and second lines,

and a row of short streaks along the hind margin are all of a

brilliant silvery-white ; the hind wings are of the normal

colouring.

On the wing from the end of July till September, and

eometimes even October.
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Larva stout, obese, of nearly uniform width throughout

;

the second, third, and fourth segments, however, are rather

more slender, and the twelfth rises in a pyramidal form and

is surmounted by a horn-like point curved backwards ; colour

of the liead apple-green ; body apple-green or glaucous-

green
; dorsal stripe white, narrow, extending from the

head to the anal flap and only interrupted by the horn-

like summit of the twelfth segment, which is red ; subdorsal

stripe waved and much interrupted, obscurely white or

yellowish-white, curved up and angulated at the twelfth

segment, but not to its apex, and then descending again

to the anal flap ; spiracular stripe broad, white or yellowish-

white
; spiracles white ringed with black ; usual raised dots

white; undersurface green, legs similar but much spotted

with black, prolegs green, sometimes tinged with red. When
at rest the head and following segments are raised upright
and the legs spread out.

March or April to June, on oalc, sallow, poplar, plum, rose,

honeysuckle, and other shrubs, even on currant in gardens,

feeding at night, remaining on its food-plant during the
day.

The winter is passed in the Qgg state.

Pupa apparently not definitely described; in an earthen
cocoon.

The moth loves to hide in a wooden shed, if such be
available. Major Ficklin tells me of its having been seen in

numbers in such a shed, which was placed at the edge of

a wood; when the door was opened the moths ran in all

directions over the inside of the boarding, like mice. It

seems, therefore, probable that holes in trees are made use
of for hiding during the day, or that the undersides of

branches are resorted to, but evidence is lacking. At dusk
it comes freely to sugar, and loves ripe blackberries, rotten

apples, and sweet juices generally. Only found in woods,
and very uncertain, multitudes crowding to the sugar in one
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year, hardly a specimen seen in another. By no means in all

woods, but local, and usually abundant where it occurs.

Plentiful in the New Forest, Hants; Epping Forest, Essex;

and in various woods in Surrey, Sussex, ^Middlesex, Berks,

Oxfordshire, and Wiltshire, also in the woods skirting Dart-

moor and elsewhere in Devon ; found only in the east of

Goi'nwall, and rarely in Dorset ; very locally in Bucks,

Oambs, Northamptonshire, Suffolk, Norfolk, and Lincoln-

shire ; more rarely in Staffordshire, Warwickshire, Derby-

shire, Leicestershire, Cheshire, and Yorkshire, less so in

Herefordshire and Worcestershire ; the only record that

I find north of Yorkshire is of a single specimen at

Morpeth, Northumberland. So far as I know, it has not

been found in Wales or Scotland. In Ireland it is rather

widely distributed—abundant in Kerry, Waterford, and

Galway, and very fine in Cork ; taken more rarely near

Dublin, Westmeath, Athlone, and Sligo, which seems to

be there its northern limit. Abroad it has a most extensive

range—the whole of Continental Europe except the extreme

north ; Asia Minor, Armenia, Tartary, India, China, Japan,

varying larger and sometimes with the middle portion of

the fore wings very deeply coloured ; evidently this species,

though known under the names of monolitlia, surnia, magna,

and ohscura. Moreover, the species known in North America

as pj/ramidoidcs is probably not distinct ; it appears to be

nothing more than a local variety with the second line a

little more curved.

2. A. tragopogonis, L.—Expanse li- to If inch. Fore

wings silky grey-brown, with an obscure black dot in the

place of the orbicular stigma and two more in that of the

reniform. Hind wings j^ale smoky-brown with a yellow or

red gloss.

Antennge simple, naked, brown
;
palpi ascending, narrowly

tufted, dull brown ; eyes large and prominent, naked, deep

black ; head tufted, pale purplish-brown ; thorax broad,
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smooth, dull grey-browu tinged in front with red-brown,

the scales a little drawn together at the back; fascicles pale

smoky-brown; abdomen flat teued, glossy mouse-colour; lateral

tufts very noticeable ; anal tufts small. Fore wings not very

broad, blunt, silky or greasy-looking, grey-brown or mouse-
colour, almost devoid of markings, except that the orbicular

stigma is represented by a black cloudy dot and the reniform

by two more, placed perpendicularly ; beyond these is the

faintest possible suggestion of a transverse row of smoky-

black dashes on nervures ; cilia concolorous. Hind wings

broad, rounded, faintly crenulated behind, smoky-white at

the base, shading off to smoky-brown at the hind margin,

and with a gloss of yellow or reddish over the whole
; extreme

hind margin edged by parallel undulating black and yellow

lines ; cilia smoky-brown, whiter at the tips. Female a little

stouter, but accurately similar.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-brown along the

costal and apical regions, shading off to very shining pearlv-

white along the dorsal margin. Hind wiug-s dusky-white

;

costal region broadly dusted with brown, hind marginal

portion with smoky-brown
; central spot smoky-black. Body

rather silvery-brown
; legs purple-brown

; tufts paler.

Variation in this species is but slight—a small degree of

darkening of the ground colour or of its being paler;

specimens of a pale silvery-grey are in the collections of

Messrs. Sydney Webb and Percy M. Bright ; and one very
nearly black was taken by Major Still on Dartmoor.

On the wing in July and August, sometimes in Sep-
tember.

Larva smooth, plump, cylindrical, but tapering very
slightly to each extremity ; no raised hump on the twelfth

segment ; head rounded, pale greenish-brown or yellowish-

green
; body rich green ; dorsal line broad, white, sometimes

tinged with pink or yellow, edged with dark green ; subdorsal
lines conspicuous, white, spiracular stripe similar ; spiracles
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white, ringed with black ; undei^surface, legs and prolegs

green. Rather variable, the dorsal line being sometimes

indistinct, and the subdorsal very obscure ; or the ground

colour is pale purple or yellow-green.

March or April to June on sallow, willow, fennel, straw-

berry, Artcmcsia, Se/Tatula, and herbaceous plants generally.

Very fond of the blossoms of garden flowers, and apparently

of yellow flowers, whether cultivated or wild ; I have noticed

its liking for the handsome yellow blossoms of Eschscholtzia

Californica, in the hollow of which it will lie through the

day and eat the petals at night. The winter is passed

in the egg state.

Pupa stout and rather short ; eye-covers shining, prominent

;

limb-covers very closely packed and smooth, but dull with

fine sculpture of incised lines ; wing-covers more completely

covered with this fine sculpture, which becomes distinct and

in strong lines toward the margins ; dorsal and abdominal

seo-ments very glossy, with but little sculpture ; cremaster

conical and armed with two strongly recurved bristles, which

are surrounded by others much smaller. In a tough silken

cocoon among leaves, rubbish, or earth.

The moth likes to hide itself during the day in buildings,

comes into windows and hides among curtains or in corners,

running nimbly away when disturbed. In woods it will sit

on trunks of trees rather high up, always keeping a bright

outlook, and I know hardly anything more comical than the

action of this moth, when sitting on a pine tree at a dozen or

twenty feet from the ground, as it watches the intruding

collector and edges sideways round the tree-trunk, obviously

tryiuo- both to keep watch upon and elude him. When this

fails it will fly to another tree and try the same tactics. It

hides also under thatch, in sheds, and under any convenient

shelter, also in holes in trees, which probably are its more

especial haunts. At dusk it will come to sugar, though not

abundantly, frequents flowing sap of trees, honeydew, ragwort
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and other flowers, and has even been taken at early ivy-

bloom.

Found in all parts of England, and usually commonly,
yet, strange to say, I find no record of it in Wales except

that I once saw a larva at Pembroke. Common also

everywhere in Ireland, found throughout the south of

Scotland to Perthshire, and on the east side of that country

to Aberdeenshire and Moray. Abroad it has an immense
range — all Central Europe, the temperate portions of

Northern Europe, Northern Italy, Corsica, Central Spain,

Northern and Eastern Turkey, Southern Eussia, Asia Minor,

Persia, the mountainous regions of Central Asia, Canada, and
the United States of America.

Genus 62. TOXOCAMPA.'

Antennee threadlike but rather bristly
;
palpi porrected

;

thorax smooth, somewhat narrow
; abdomen without crests,

rather flattened and comparatively slender ; fore wings very

broad, pointed, and somewhat trigonate ; hind wings ample

and decidedly long, v. 5 slender, arising above the middle of

the crossbar, which is oblic[ue ; between the nervures are

strong and well marked ridges.

Larv^ smooth, somewhat attenuated in front, the first

two pairs of prolegs rather short. On herbaceous plants.

PuP^ in a cocoon on or in the ground.

We have two species—readily distinguished :

A. Forewings with three or four chocolate costal spots.

T. craccce.

A^. Forewings with the costa unspotted. T, pastinum.

1. T. pastinum, Tr.—Expanse If to If inch. Thorax

and abdomen slender, collar black-brown ; fore wings very

broad, refuse behind, pale browm dusted with ashy-grey,
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a black dot in the orbicular stigma, and an upright black

triangle in the reniform, outside it two black dots. Hind

wings large, brownish-white.

Antennae of the male simple, cylindrical, rather coarsely

ciliated or bristly, light brown
;
palpi rather small, moderately

tufted, horizontally porrected, pale purplish-brown, apical

joint small; head strongly tufted on the face, which is

brownish-white, and again between the antennse, the back

portion being, along with the collar, black or chocolate-

black ; shoulder-lappets and top of the thorax ashy-grey

dotted with brown ; back of the thorax clothed only wdth

the fascicles, which are brownish-white ; abdomen smooth,

whitey-brown, tinged behind with purplish-brown ; lateral

tufts minute, anal tuft tinged with red-brown. Fore wings

extremely broad ; costa faintly curved, more so toward the

apex, which is rather pointed or squarely augulated ; hind

margin beneath it faintly hollowed to the middle, and there

strongly filled out, thence rounded oft'; dorsal margin also

rounded ; colour very light tawny brown, almost covered

with a minute dusting of ashy-grey or ashy-white, especialh^

so to beyond the second line ; basal line a faint, short, slender

streak of the ground colour ;
first line a perpendicular but

slightly bent narrow shade of the same ; second a more

obscure, often hardly perceptible, slender, undulating line

of the same brown colour, closely followed by a similarly

undulating band of ashy-grey, beyond which is a broad,

ill-defined, cloudy band of fche ground colour, the outer

margin of which, when visible, is the irregular, undulating,

paler subterminal line ; but all these lines or bands are most

obscure and often hidden by the ashy-grey dusting; orbicu-

lar stigma represented by a round black-brown dot ; reni-

form deep black or chocolate-black, curiously shaped, with

broad base, erect, and having the upward extension quite

narrow ; outside its base are usually one or two small

wedge-shaped dots of the same colour or browner ; extreme

hind margin faintly dotted with dark brown ; cilia whitish-
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grey dusted with brown. Hind wings unusually elongated

and also broad ; rounded, except a faint hollow in the margin

below the apex ; dusky-white at the base, shading into pale

smoky-brown along the hind margin ; cilia pale brown tipped

with white. Female usually a little larger, with the abdomen

much stouter and very cylindrical and the antennae naked

;

otherwise quite similar. Underside of the fore wings dark

smoky-brown ; nervures faintly paler ; hind wings smoky-

white, dusted all over, but most so along the costal and

hind-marginal regions, with dark brown. Body and legs

dull brown.

There is some variation, as already indicated, in the degree

of ashy-grey dusting of the fore wings and in the distinctness

of the transverse lines, but much more in the form of the

curious mark which indicates the reniform stigma ; this is

often triangular at the base with the apex produced, or

frequently almost crescent-shaped, or with any intermediate

variation, and the succeeding black-brown dots are frequently

reduced to one, or even totally absent. In the collection ot

Mr. S. J. Capper is a specimen in which the stigmatic mark-

ing is laid prostrate and formed into a broad black wedge

pointing towards the base of the wing, outside it is a narrow

black streak, replacing the two dots.

On the wing in June and July.

Lakva much elongated, stout in the middle, tapering to

each end, but especially in front; head prominent, rounded,

light brown ; dorsal region slate-grey or yellowish-grey,

lateral pale grey, both abundantly dotted with black ; dorsal

line orange-red, subdorsal white, edged above with orange-

red ; spiracular line white ; spiracles black ; undersurface,

legs, and prolegs yellow-brown, except the anal prolegs, which

are pale grey above, and are also much extended behind.

August to May, on Vicia cracca (Tufted vetch), feeding at

night, resting in the daytime stretched at full length along

the stalks of the vetch j but at the least disturbance it tucks

VOL. V. B
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in its head and falls to the ground. It passes the winter

among the dead stalks of its food-plant.

Pupa dark brown, abdomen slender. Apparently not

more fully described. In a cocoon of silk and earth upon

the ground, or of silk among dead leaves of the vetch on

the ground, or even among the living leaves of the plant

higher up.

The moth frequents damp open woods and moist meadows

near to woods, hiding during the day among the herbage

close to the ground, from which it is readily disturbed and

induced to fly, but settles down again into the herbage at

a short distance. At dusk it flies of its own accord, but,

so far as I know, is totally insensible to the attractions

of sugar, flowers, or light ; indeed, very little seems to have

been observed of its habits at night. Rather a local species

:

found in such places as already stated in Kent, Sussex,

vSurrey, Hants, with the Isle of Wight, Dorset and Devon

;

more commonly in Somerset and Berks ; also in Cambridge-

shire, Huntingdonshire, Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Hereford-

shire, and even very locally in Yorkshire. Moreover, its

larva was found last year, by Mr. Percy Richards, on the

verge of the London suburbs, at Brockley. In Wales it

occurs near Swansea, but I know of no record in Scotland

or Ireland. Abroad its range is through Central Europe,

Southern Sweden, Livonia, and Tartary.

2. T. craccse, Fab.—Expanse If inch. Top of the head

and the collar deep black, fore wings ashy-grey or ashy-

brown, browner at the apex ; reniform stigma edged with

black, four costal spots chocolate-brown or black ; hind wings

smoky-white with a darker hind-marginal band.

Antennee of the male simple, cylindrical, finely ciliated, grey-

brown ;
palpi broadly tufted, black dusted with white ; eyes

prominent, naked; face brown, with a white angulated

bar across it between the bases of the antennae, above this
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the head is deep black as also is the collar ; remainder of the

thorax smooth, ashy-grey with a few darker dots ; fascicles

greyish-white; abdomen very pale drab, the basal segments

covered with whiter hair-scales ; lateral tufts minute ; anal

tuft large but compressed above. Fore wings broad and

rather retuse ; costa straight to near the tip, where it is

a little curved ; apex bluntly angulated ; hind margin hardly

oblique, straight to near the anal angle, then rounded off

;

dorsal margin faintly rounded ; colour pale umbreous, usually

covered to three-fourths its length with a dusting of slate

-

white or ashy-white ; basal line indicated by a short black

costal streak and a black dot below it ; first line by a

triangular black costal spot, and at some distance below it a

cloudy brown streak ; second line only suggested by the

faintest possible grey-white curve ; the subterminal line

usually more distinct, being the outer edge of a brown shade

which commences at the costa as a broad brown triangle and

narrows downward ; orbicular stigma only indicated by one

or two cloudy black-brown dots ; reniform stigma conspicuous

chestnut-brown or grey-brown, thickly margined at the

back, and dotted in front with deep black ; above, upon the

costa, are two more conspicuous red-black cloudy spots ; ner-

vures very slenderly brownish-white
; hind margin obscurely

edged by a smoky-brown stripe, cilia similar. Hind wings

broad, smoky yellowish-white, with a broad ill-defined smoky-

brown band along the hind margin, which is edged by a

faintly yellow line ;
cilia smoky-brown, tipped with white.

Female very similar but with the abdomen rather stouter.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-white; hinder portion

smoky-brown with a darker band. Hind wings white, dusted

with grey-brown ; central spot smoky-black ; before the hind

margin is a cloudy smoky-brown transverse stripe ; extreme

margin edged with the same colour and a yellow line at the

base of the cilia. Body and legs whitish-drab ; front tibias

smoky-black, barred with white.

Hardly variable except in the degree of ashy-white dusting.
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Sometimes this is almost absent, leaving the fore wings

of the pale umbreous ground-colour, or even with a tinge

of purple in the brown. A considerable number of such

specimens were reared in 1896 by Mr. Percy Bright.

On the wing in July and August,

Larva. When viewed from above it tapers towards the

head and still more towards the posterior end, but when

seen sideways appears almost uniformly long and slender.

Head rounded, rather flattened in front, pale brown ; along

the back, commencing on the head, is a dark brown, very

finely mottled, broad stripe, widest along the middle

segments, and with an additional widening on the eleventh

segment ; in the middle of this is a thin rather paler stripe

enclosing the very dark brown- dorsal line ; subdorsal stripes

double, brown, with a paler ochreous-brown ground-colour,

followed by a pale stripe of ochreous enclosing a very thin

brown line ; spiracular line double, dark brown, extending

from the mouth to the anal prolegs, edged above with black

at the anterior portion of each segment, the upper one

widening below in the middle, along which are some black

dots ; undersurface and legs brown ; raised dots black. Its

manner of walking is a partial looping of the first sis seg-

ments; the first two ventral prolegs are very slightly shorter

than the others, but to so small an extent as to be scarcely

noticeable, and it generally assumes an undulating posture

in repose along the stem of its food-plant. (W. Buckler.)

May and June on Vicia sylvatica, V. sc-pitim, V. cracca, Astra

galus, Orobus, and possibly other vetches, feeding at night,

and apparently preferring the young tender shoots ; hiding

by day upon the stems. The winter is passed in the egg

state.

Pupa entirely dark brown inclining to black ; wing-cases

not produced to a point ; anal segment terminated by a

bunch of short spines with fine recurved points. (Rev. E.

Horton.) The described pupa changed without forming
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a cocoou, but this is not, so far as I can ascertain, the rule.

The cocoon is usually formed on the surface of the ground

among vegetable refuse.

This moth is one of the most local of our species. With

us it has hitherto only been found on the north coast of

Devon, in rocky places near Lynmouth, It was there dis-

covered in the year 1861, by the late Eev. E. Horton of

Worcester. His account of its habits, though short, is in-

teresting :
" The moth, when disturbed in the daytime, Hies

rapidly for a short distance, and buries itself among the

grass and low plants ; the best time to take it is in the even-

ing, from 8.30 to 9.30, when it flies slowly and steadily, and

spends most of its time in sucking the sweets, or bitters, of

the Wild sage (its great favourite), the Hemp agrimony, and

other flowers. I once took three at one sweep on a tuft of

wild sage. When captured it is quiet in the net, and does

not knock itself about in a pill-box. A female which I kept

for eggs was still a good specimen a week after her capture.

The eggs are globular, flattened at one pole, and ribbed

from pole to pole as with raised meridians ; at first white,

then dirty-white. They are probably dropped loosely

among the herbage, for a female confined in a roomy

box scattered them broadcast about the bottom, although

a sprig of the food-plant was kept fresh in a bottle for

her use." Still found in the same district, sometimes not

uncommonly.

Abroad it inhabits many portions of Central and Southern

Europe, Livonia, Asia Minor, Armenia, Tartary, Kirghistan,

and the mountain regions of Central Asia to North-Western

India.

Genus 63. ACOSMETIA.

Antennee simple, almost naked ; eyes naked, without

lashes ; thorax narrow, smooth, without crests ; abdomen

short and slender, not crested ; fore wings short, broad, and
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triangular ; hind wings thin, nervures very faint, cross-bar

and vein 5 hardly perceptible.

We have but one species.

1. A. caliginosa, Huh.—Expanse: Male 1^ to \\ inch,

female | to 1 inch. Thorax and abdomen slender ; fore

wings short and broad, shining dark brown-grey with a red-

dish gloss ; transverse lines mere undulating black threads

and dots ; hind wings broad, smoky-white with purplish

cilia.

Antennae of the male short, slender, simple, almost naked,

dark brown
;
palpi very slender, black-brown ; head mode-

rately tufted, black-brown ; thorax narrow and smooth,

leaden-brown ; fascicles very small, white ; abdomen slender,

cylindrical, blackish-brown dusted with white ; lateral tufts

hardly perceptible ; anal tuft narrow, light brown. Fore

wings short, narrow at the base and broadly triangular
;

costa faintly rounded ; apex very bluntly angulated, almost

rounded; hind margin perpendicular, almost straight to

near the anal angle, which is rounded ; dorsal margin nearly

straight ; colour dark grey-brown or leaden-brown, with a

considerable flush or gloss of purplish-red, espeeially toward

the apex ; first line obscure, slender, sinuous, black-brown

;

second line not very oblique, a faint curved series of black-

brown crescents, the points running out on the nervures and

forming a parallel series of blackish dots ; subterminal line

extremely faint, paler grey-brown edged inwardly with a

dark line ; reniform stigma most obscurely suggested by a

faintly paler cloud ; extreme hind margin edged with small

dark brown lunules ; cilia purplish grey-brown. Hind wings

broad and ample, rounded, smoky-white, shading off to

smoky-brown along the hind margin ; cilia faintly purple.

Female very little more than one half the size, fore wings

narrower, hind wings rather whiter, abdomen short and a

little stouter, otherwise similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-black, strongly tinged
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with purple along the costa, aud more broadly along the

hind margin. Hind wings smoky-white dusted with purple,

and with smoke-colour, especially over the costal and hind-

marginal regions ; central spots faintly expressed, smoky-

black. Body and legs dark brown tinged with purple.

Usually not variable, but in Dr. P. B. Mason's collection is

an old specimen of an ochreous colour ; it was from Haworth's

collection, and is labelled as that author's type of Phytometra

lutescens.

On the wing in July.

Larva much attenuated in front and behind ; sap-green

with yellow incisions of the segments, and single fine white

longitudinal lines. Lives on Serratula tinctoria and San-

guisorla, resting during the day on the stem or underside of

the mid-rib of the leaf. (Hofmann.)

Doubtless it feeds up in the spring, but upon this point

the Doctor is silent.

Pupa in a rounded cocoon of earth and silk. Not further

described.

The moth hides during the day among the long grass in

damp places in and near woods, but when disturbed will fly

up if the sun is shining, and flit to a short distance, again

hiding at the roots of the grass. At dusk it flies naturally,

but, so far as I can ascertain, is not attracted by sugar nor

by sweets of any kind. Extremely local in this country, and

almost confined to grassy glades in the New Forest, Hants.

Here it was formerly rather plentiful, but from excessive

collecting became scarce, and was threatened with exter-

mination. Happily a favourable season in 1896 enabled it

to recover in some small degree, but there is still urgent

need of forbearance in collecting it until it has become more

decidedly re-established. Much is hoped from the good

feeling and public spirit of entomologists in this respect. It

has been taken in the Isle of Wight, and was recorded at
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Bloxworth, Dorset, by the Rev. 0. P. Cambridge in 1854.

I know of no other records in the United Kingdom. Abroad

it is also a local species, but is found in France, Northern

and Central Germany, Northern Italy, Hungary, and

Galicia.

Genus 64. HYDRILLA.

Antennae ciliated ; eyes naked, lashes hardly perceptible

;

thorax narrow, loosely tufted with scales, but not crested

;

abdomen long and very slender, without crests ; fore wings

broad, rather squared, blunt behind, markings obscure ; hind

wings ample, of thin texture, cross-bar hardly perceptible,

vein 5 excessively thin and weak. Female much smaller,

with narrower wings and short stout body, very different.

We have two species—readily separated

:

A. Fore wings dirty grey-brown. H. imlustris.

A^. Fore wings brownish-white. H. arcuosa.

1. H. palustris, Hi'ib.—Expanse of male 1|- inch, of

female f to | inch. Thorax of the male very small, rather

rounded ; abdomen long and slender ; fore wings dirty grey-

brown, a black sjDot at the end of the discal cell, and beyond

it a much indented slender transverse line ; hind wings

large, thin, white. Female about one-half the size, with

narrow blacker fore wings and short stout body,

Antenna3 of the male rather thick, cylindrical, simple,

finely ciliated
;
palpi very small and but narrowly tufted,

black-brown, apical joint rather long; bead dark brown,

tufted with long scales between the antennae ; thorax small

and rather round, covered loosely with long scales, dark

brown ; fascicles small, brown ; abdomen rather cylindrical,

long and slender, dark brown ; lateral and anal tufts more

reddish-brown. Fore wings rather bi'oad ; costa nearly

straight ; apex bluntly angulated ; hind margin almost per-

pendicular to below the middle, thence a little rounded off;

dorsal margin rather long and faintly curved ; colour dirty
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umbreous or grey-brown ; first line merely suggested by a

black-brown dot on the costa and a faintly cloudy spot or two

below ; second line dark brown, complete, curved, excessively

indented throughout, or formed into a series of small cres-

cents with long points ; subterminal line suggested by the

edge of a slender smoky cloud which lies along the hind

margin
; orbicular stigma indicated by a minute black streak

or dot in a fold in the middle of the discal cell ; reniform

stigma small, lunate, black-brown; extreme hind margin

streaked and dotted with the same colour ; cilia pale brown,

clouded with darker. Hind wings broad and elongated,

rounded behind, glossy white with a smoky tint ; nervures

dusted with light brown ; cilia shining white. Female very

much smaller. Fore wings narrow and rather ovate, blunt

behind, glossy black-brown, leaden-brown, or grey-brown

;

first line more complete, formed into curves, smoky-black

;

second line thick, evenly curved, but hardly showing the

indentations or the crescentic points ; orbicular and reniform

stigmata both small, black, the former flattened ; hind wings

small, smoky-grey ; body short and rather stout, but tapering

behind to a small tuft.

Underside of the fore wings dark brown along the costa

and at the apex, shading off to white at the dorsal margin

;

hind wings shining white, broadly dusted over the costal

region with brown ; nervures tinged with pale brown.

Body and legs darker brown. Female wholly dark leaden-

brown beneath.

This species is so little known that we are scarcely aware

whether it has any degree of variation, except that the

•female ranges from grey-brown with two strongly marked

transverse lines to leaden black-brown with the two lines

thick and still blacker. There is a very dark specimen in

the collection of Mr. Sydney Webb.

On the wing at the end of May and in June.

Larva red-brown or bark-colour, with an interrupted
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white dorsal line, and just below it a row of white dots ; on

each side of the dorsal region is an angular marking, the

point of the angle on the side being outlined in black dusting

or dots ; spiracles and head black. It lives in the Bummer
in meadows on low-growing plants, hiding by day under-

neath the leaves of its food-plant. (Dr. Hofmann.)

Pupa short, red-brown. The larva hybemates in an

earthen cocoon, in which it assumes the pupa state.

(Hofmann.)

Very little is known of the habits of this species, and it

may be from this circumstance that it is, and seems always

to have been, very rare, not only here but abroad. The first

specimen known to have been obtained in this country was

captured in a moist place at Stockton-in-the-Forest, about

four miles from York, by a young man in the employment

of Mr. T. H. Allis. He seems to have met with other

examples, but, not knowing the species, had retained this

one specimen only—unset—until Mr. Allis's return from a

journey, when it was placed in his collection, and doubtless

is still in existence in the York Museum. Although Mr.

Allis most emphatically affirmed, and indeed proved, the

capture of the specimen, he seems never to have recorded

the year in which it took place ; but this was certainly before

1855. So far as can be ascertained, the next specimen

taken was recorded by Mr. H. Jenner-Fust, who says that

it was obtained in Quy Fen, Cambs, in May 1862, by Mr.

Schofield ; and that it was disturbed from among some half-

dried grass which had been cut a day or two, and when

disturbed—which was in the daytime—flew pretty quickly.

Another specimen, which may possibly have been antecedent

to this, or even to the Yorkshire specimen, was taken by

the late Richard Weaver, but where is not known. It had

remained unset in the collection of the Rev. Henry Burney

for many years before it was recognised as a female of the

present species. In June 1869 I had the peculiar pleasure
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of capturing a male specimen just outside the city of Nor-

vvich. It was fluttering about a gas-lamp in a suburban

road towards midnight, having doubtless been attracted by

the light from some moist meadows. In June 1877 and

1878 Messrs. F. D. Wheeler, W. H. B. Fletcher, and others

took, in all, between a dozen and twenty specimens in

Wicken Fen, by the aid of strong collecting lamps. They

found that a lamp placed upon the ground was the most

useful as regards this species, since it seems to have a

curious habit of creeping and fluttering about among grasses

and coarse herbage, so as to be most difficult to capture;

yet is hardly ever to be seen on the wing. Dr. Wheeler

says : "It creeps up through the herbage, and dodges and

sneaks about the lamps in a very troublesome way. I took

two, both of which came on nights so bad that nothing

but a strict sense of duty took me out ; indeed, on one of

these nights, from 9 p.m. till 2 a.m., only two moths came

to my lamp. One of these was H. palustris, the other

Macrogaster arundinis. Of fifteen H. palustris taken in the

fen this year (1878), one only was taken flying ten feet

above the ground, over a lamp. We all placed our lamps

very low for this species, and some had two lamps, one

high in the air, the other on the ground, in which case

the latter always was the one sought by IT. palustris."

Others have been taken in this locality—Wicken Fen—in

subsequent years, probably almost every year, though very

few are recorded, and in the present year (1898) a quite

unusual number. There is an old specimen, of which the

record seems to be lost, in the collection of the late Mr.

H. Doubleday, in Bethnal Green Museum ; and in the

cabinet of Mr. P. M. Bright is another, labelled as having

been taken at Ringwood, Hants, flying by day, but without

date of capture or name of captor. Two of the more recent

specimens of which I have any knowledge were exhibited

at a meeting of the Entomological Society of London in

February 1898, by Mr. G. B. Routledge. These, both of
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which are females, were captured in 1897 fluttering among

grass at about 5 p.m., in a meadow a few miles from Carlisle.

These records when collected show rather a wide range in

England—Hants, Cambs, Norfolk, Yorkshire and Cumber-

land. I know of no other localities within the British Isles,

Abroad it is found in France, Switzerland, Germany, Austria,

Sweden, Lapland, Finland, Southern Russia, and the Ural

Mountain district.

2. H. arcuosa, Haw.—Male 1 to 1^ inch, female f to f

inch. Thorax and abdomen slender ; fore wings creamy-white

or pale yellow-brown with a curved transverse line of dots

beyond the middle ; hind wings smoky-brown, whiter at the

base.

Antennre of the male short, simple, cylindrical, minutely

ciliated, pale brown
;
palpi set widely apart, very slenderly

tufted, light brown ; head rather smooth, whitish-brown
;

thorax slender, thinly covered with scales, brownish-drab
;

fascicles smoky-white ; abdomen pale purplish-drab, lateral

tufts obscure, anal tufts narrow, pale yellow. Fore wings

short and broad, very blunt behind ; costa gently arched

;

apex squarely angulated ; hind margin very slightly oblique

and still less curved till near the anal angle, where it is

rounded off ; dorsal margin very faintly rounded ; colour

pale yellowish-drab or brownish-white; first line indicated by

three or four minute dark brown dots placed on the costa aud

nervures ; second line by a curved series of similar dots upon

nervures, sometimes faintly united by brownish curves ; sub-

terminal line suggested by the edge of a partial undulating

brown cloud near the lower portion of the hind margin
;

costal region often faintly clouded with brown ; a brown dot

on the place of subdivision of the median nervure, some-

times supplemented by another upon the subcostal, seems to

indicate the reniform stigma ; before the apex of the wings

is usually an ill-defined cloudy brown costal spot, rather of a

triangular shape and sharply cut off behind ; in it are some-
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times two yellowish dots on the costal margin ; hind margin

faintly clouded with brown, and dotted along the extreme

edge with dark brown lunules ; cilia pale drab. Hind wings

thin, elongated and rather broad ; rounded behind
;

pale

smoke colour or smoky-white ; more smoky-brown along the

hind margin ; whole surface very silky, almost shot with

white ; cilia white. Female much smaller, with decidedly

narrower fore wings, and the general form of a Miana

;

abdomen short and rather stout ; the dots of the first and

second transverse lines connected, and the lines consequently

distinct, sometimes the space which they enclose so clouded

with brown as to form a faint central band in which even

the stigmata are obscurely suggested by paler clouds divided

by a brownish blotch ; the hind-marginal brown cloud and

the paler subterminal line also more complete and noticeable

;

hind wings paler at the base.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-brown with the dorsal

margin and tips of the nervures paler ; hind wings white,

dusted with purplish-brown along the costal and hind-

marginal regions. Body and leg-tufts whitish-brown, legs

dark brown, barred with white.

Variation is mainly on the lines already indicated, in the

less or greater shading of brown over the creamy-white sur-

face, and in the presence or absence of the brown cloud near

the apes. In Ireland the colouring seems sometimes to be

intensified to smooth reddish ochreous, and there is also

a disposition to larger size, a specimen sent by Mr. D. C.

Campbell from Derry being decidedly broader in expanse of

wings than English examples. A very beautiful specimen in

the collection of Mr. A. Mera, taken by him in Suffolk, is of a

lovely pure white with a faint dusting of black ; the usual

row of dots constituting the second line ; and the cilia of the

fore wings dotted at the base with blackish dusting, and

intersected by a double grey shade ; thorax and abdomen
white and hind wings nearly so.

On the wing from the latter part of June till August.
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Larva moderately slender, the last three segments tapering

a little toward the hinder extremity, and the back a very

little arched in front, otherwise nearly cylindrical ; head

smaller than the second segment and flattened on the face

toward the mouth
;
glossy brown, darkest round the mouth

;

skin rather tough ; of a delicate cream or pale flesh-colour,

with three transverse bars of pale brown or deeper flesh-

colour on the back of each segment ; these bars are all inter-

rupted down the middle of the back by a distinct stripe of

flesh-colour still paler than that of the ground; subdorsal

stripe less pale, and less distinct; spiracles black and the

region round them rather puffed ; ventral surface and prolegs

of the pale ground colour ; on the second segment is a pale

brown glossy plate divided by a slender line of flesh-colour

;

on the anal tip is a still paler brown shining plate ; legs of

the same colour. (W. Buckler.)

May and June, but probably from the previous autumn,

on Aira ccespitosa, feeding within the crown of the root,

apparently hollowing out the bases of the flower stalks, and,

so far as is known, remaining entirely concealed.

Pupa undescribed, in the larval burrow.

The moth doubtless hides, usually, by day, among grass

close to the ground, but the male flies at sunset or early dusk

over thick grass in damp meadows, sometimes even in

hundreds where the damp ground lies near a lake or river.

At that time the female sits quietly among the grass ; doubt-

less it flies later in the night, but it has also a curious trick,

which does not seem to be shared by the male, of flying

occasionally in the sunshine, even buzzing in the afternoon

round a sallow bush, or among twigs in a hedge—to all

appearance simply amusing itself—and will sometimes even

settle upon twigs, but I have never seen it so occupied

in more than single and casual specimens. The male has

been known to come to sugar, and even to the attraction of

light.
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Formerly common in the meadows immediately around

London, but from them it has now almost totally disappeared.

Otherwise found in suitable localities, and sometimes abun-

dantly, throughout the southern half of England, except

perhaps Cornwall, whence I have no record of its presence
;

also in the East to Lincolnshire, Durham, and Northumber-

land ; in the Midland counties it is found locally in Derby-

shire, Staffordshire, and Warwickshire, and in Yorkshire is

sometimes plentiful ; this also is the case in Cheshire and in

a less degree in Lancashire and Cumberland. In Wales it is

recorded at Swansea, and I found it in Carmarthenshire and

Pembrokeshire, so it is probably widely distributed in the

valleys of the Principality. In Scotland it is not usually

common, but is found near Hawick, Renfrew, Edinburgh,

in Dumbartonshire, Arran, Kincardineshire, Perthshire, and

rather frequently in Aberdeenshire. In Ireland it is very

widely distributed, and often plentiful, extending from

Waterford in the south, to the Giant's Causeway in the

north. Abroad its range seems to be restricted to Central

Europe and Finland.

Genius 66. LAPHYGMA.
Antenn£e ciliated ; eyes naked, without lashes ; thorax

narrow, smooth ; abdomen slender, with one distinct dorsal

crest, fore wings narrow, very so at the base ; hind wings

ample, semitransparent ; cross-bar bent, excessively slender

;

vein 5 only just perceptible, wings folded very closely to the

body ; female similar.

We have but one species,

1. L. exigua, Huh.—Expanse 1^ inch. Thorax narrow
;

abdomen slender ; fore wings narrow, dark grey-brown

marbled with paler ; stigmata distinct, the orbicular round

and yellow ; hind wings pearly-white.

Antennas of the male simple, cylindrical, minutely ciliated.
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dark brown
;

palpi short, blnnt, grey-brown, the apical

joint hardly showing; eyes naked, prominent, deep black,

without lashes ; head and collar whitish-brown, dusted with

purple-brown, the latter barred at the top with dark brown
;

remainder of thorax pale brown, dotted with dark brown
;

fascicles white ; abdomen slender, rather long, whitish-brown,

on the basal segment is a slender erect brown crest, tipped

with white ; lateral and anal tufts small. Fore wings very

narrow, especially so at the base ; costa almost straight to near

the apex, which is bluntly rounded ; hind margin very short,

gently rounded ; dorsal margin nearly straight ; dark grey-

brown, dappled with paler and darker shades; basal line

almost lost in a series of obscure dustings of white and

black-brown, which fills the space to the first line ; the latter

is indistinct, broken into curved black streaks which are

edged on each side with a dusting of white ; second line

duplicated but indistinctly so, much divided into crescents, the

hollows of which are filled with yellowish-white ; subterminal

line a faint slender white or yellowish-white thread, much

angulated and indented, obscure and not definitely margined,

but sometimes preceded by a row of minute black wedges
;

orbicular stigma round, brownish-yellow or ochreous ringed

with black, the most reliable and conspicuous marking on

the wing; reniform stigma hardly ever so distinct, cloudy

ochreous in the middle, with an obscure edging of white and

margined with black ; between them and crossing the wing

is a dusky central shade
;
portions of the median nervure

and of its branches beyond the second line are dusted with

white ; costa spotted throughout with cloudy black-brown

dots ; extreme hind margin regularly dotted with black,

each dot lying in a faint yellow-brown crescent ; cilia grey-

brown mixed with white. Hind wings large in proportion,

rather pointed at the apex, and beneath it faintly hollowed

;

the margin thence but Kttle curved, so that the anal angle is

full and squared ; semitransparent pearly-white, tinged along

the apical and hind margins with dark brown; nervures
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brown
; cilia white. Female hardly smaller, fore wings very

slightly narrower; body but little stouter; in all respects

very similar.

Underside of the fore wings white with a smoky dappling
toward the apex, and the discal cell and nervures tinged with
the same colour

;
hind \viugs pearly-white, dusted along the

costal margin with brown. Body and legs whitish-brown

;

tibiffi barred with black-brown.

Apparently but little variable ; Dr. Mason possesses a
beautiful specimen of unusual size ; dark grey to the second
line, stigmata very distinct, and the orbicular quite light

yellow. In the collection of Mr. F. C. Woodforde is one in

which the subterminal line is spread broadly into an obscure
whitish rippled band. In its wide range abroad it sometimes
almost loses the yellow orbicular stigma, but otherwise is

tolerably constant.

On the wing in September and October, and after hyber-
nation from March till June, or even sometimes till Julv or

August. Thus, rare as it is, there is evidence of its existence

in the imago state almost throughout the year, though, so far

as is at present known, in but one generation.

Larva, " Pinkish-brown on the back
;
pinkish-yellow under-

neath
;
a row of black spots down the back ; two rows down

each side, between which are white spiracles on rather darker

ground than that outside the rows of black spots; head and
tail of a greenish hue ; length when full grown one inch."'

(A. "Wallace.) The eggs in this case were laid by a specimen
taken in July, they hatched in three weeks ; the larvte were
full-grown by the middle of September, and the moths
emerged in October.

August and September on plantain and other low-growing
plants.

Plpa imdescribed, in the earth.

The moth is usually very rare in this country
;
probably

more were taken in the South of Devon in the autumns
VOL. V. <
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of 1896 and 1897 than lio,d occurred in these Islands in all

previous years. Mr. F. 0. Woodforde writes :
" Its habits

are peculiar ; I took about ten specimens in a month at sugar,

sugaring every night ; most of them were taken between

10 P.M. and midnight, one at least later; when everything

else had gone was the best time for cxigua ; they never flew

on misty or foggy nights; they seemed to like the wind, and

it never blew too strongly for them. I took one on a night

in which I could hardly keep my lantern alight or my cap on

my head, and when there was hardly another insect to be

seen, even the commonest." This love for a high wind was

exhibited also by a specimen which I myself took, flying at a

gas lamp upon which it could hardly secure itself. Besides

at sugar and light, occasional specimens have been obtained at

night on blossoms of ivy in the autumn, sallow in the spring,

and hemp-agrimony in the summer. In the daytime it has

been beaten out of concealment among furze and heather

;

and has been induced to take wing in bright sunshine. This

I witnessed on a sand-warren lying between two stretches

of rocky coast in the west of Pembrokeshire. It was our last

visit to that interesting coast, and as we walked toward the

shore, up sprang from our feet a moth which from its swift

perpendicular flight and white hind wings was easily distin-

guishable from the hosts of Ncmoiiliila hyhridalis which were

starting up in every direction. After its spring, straight up,

of fifteen or twenty feet, it came straight down into the short

grass and strove to hide its head in the sand, then when
again disturbed, rose up perpendicularly as before, and came

down into a bunch of the Marram grass, from which it

graciously allowed itself to be boxed. These details appear

worthy of notice since the moth is so very little known.

The first specimen noticed in this country seems to have

been taken in the Isle of Wight, before 1855, and is in

the collection of the late Mr. H. Doubleday, at Bethnal Green

Museum. Two were taken in 1856, one at Brighton, the

other in the Isle of Wight by Dr. Wallace, from which the
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eggs already noticed were obtained ; and from this time

onward one or two specimens have been secured in almost

every year, occasionally more. Apparently it is scattered

all over the extreme South of England, since there are records

from Deal and Lewisham, Kent ; Brighton, Sussex ; Isle of

Wight, Hants ; the Isle of Portland, the Chesil Bank, East

Studland, Bournemouth, and the Isle of Purbeck, Dorset
;

Exeter, Teignmouth, Torquay, Kingsdown, and Lynmouth,

Devon ; and one in Cornwall. Besides these, the only

capture of which I have any knowledge in England is of a

specimen at Crosby, Liverpool ; and my own two specimens

in Pembrokeshire seem to complete the list of British

occurrences.

Abroad its range is very wide, through South Europe, with

Carniola ; Armenia, Syria, Asia Minor, India, and throughout

the Oriental region ; Egypt, Madeira, Northern Africa, and

South Africa—where it is very plentiful, comes constantly to

light in the houses, and is sent home with every consignment

of insects, pinned, papered, or packed in cotton-wool. More-

over it is found in both North and South America, and even

in the Pacific Ocean at Honolulu. To all appearance it is

one of those erratic and migratory species to which hardly

any defined range can be ascribed.

Genus 66. STILBIA.

Antenna of the male almost naked
;
palpi slender ; eyes

naked, without lashes ; thorax narrow, smooth, except a

small knob of scales at the back ; abdomen rather slender,

without crests; fore wings narrow at the base, broader

behind, shining ; hind wings thin but very large ; cross-bar

rather straight, vein 5 very slender, arising accurately from

its middle. Female a little smaller, fore wings more evenly

narrow, body hardly stouter. In repose the fore wings

partially overlap, and form a very inclined roof.

We have but one species.
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1. S. anomala, Hau\—Expanse, male 1| to H inch,

female 1 1 to 1 \. Thorax and abdomen slender ; fore wings

not broad, shining slate-grey clouded with black-grey; upper

stigmata both flattened, the orbicular prostrate ; between

them is a grey-black costal cloud ; lines slender and in-

distinct. Hind wings large, white with a grey tinge.

Antennas of the male slender, simple, cylindrical, hardly

perceptibly ciliated, black-brown; palpi small and short,

similarly coloured ; eyes large and prominent, naked, in-

tensely black ; head smooth, slate-black with a very slender

white line or bar across the neck ; collar dull black, rest of

thorax superficially greyish-white on a black ground, with a

knob or faint crest of deep black scales at the middle of the

hinder edge ; fascicles Avhite, very small ; abdomen slender,

smooth, brown, abundantly dusted with white scales, and

the basal segments obscurely barred with the same ; lateral

tufts small, anal tuft rather long, brownish-white. Fore

wings elongated, narrow at the base, broader behind ; costal

margin very faintly curved ; apex rounded ; hind margin

very gently rounded, but faintly hollowed above the anal

angle, which is prominent ; dorsal margin straight ; colour

shining pale slate-grey, much clouded along the costal and

hinder regions with blackish-grey ; first line unusually near

to the base, obscure, incomplete, consisting only of a once

or twice angulated grey-black streak ; second line rather

more distinct, very slender, black, undulating and much

indented ; before it is a partially parallel, undulating, slender

,
grey-black shade separated by a faint stripe of silvery

whitish-grey ; subtermiual line an undulating series of silvery-

white clouds, from one or two of which, before the apex of

the wing, one or two black wedges point inwardly ; the space

before this line is dappled with silvery-white ; orbicular

stigma of an unusual shape, oblique, nearly prostrate, com-

pressed on each side into a long narrow oval, silvery-grey,

edged with black ; reniform stigma in its usual upright

position but narrow, silvery-gi'ey obscured with darker grey
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and edged with black ; between these is a triangular grey-'

black cloud arising from the costal margin ;
extreme hind'

margin edged with a black line ; cilia long, shining slate-

grey clouded with darker. Hind wings unusually large •,

apex and hind margin strongly rounded ; texture thin
;

colour shining white ; nervures faintly dusted with brown

;

hind margin edged with a dark brown line ; cilia long; white,

but the basal portion shaded with brown. Female rather

smaller—sometimes decidedly so—fore wings more regularly

narrow, extremely glossy, but darker slate-grey ;
the first

and second lines both complete, black ; the margins of the

two stigmata and the blotch between them glossy black ;.

hind wings smaller and rather shaded with grey-brown

;

body shorter but very little thicker.

Underside of the fore wings shining smoky-black or grey-

black, darkest at the costa, which, however, is dotted and

streaked toward the apex with dusky white. Hind wings

white, dusted with grey-brown over the costal region ; body

purplish-grey-brown; legs very long, but slightly tufted,

purple-brown barred with yellowish-white.

Not very variable, except that the female is sometimes

blackish-slate with hardly any markings. On the other

hand, in western districts, and especially in Ireland, both

sexes are occasionally large in size, with unusually distinct

markings.

On the wing in August and September.

Larva nearly uniformly cylindrical; head rounded and

polished, of about the same width as the second segment

;

segmental divisions well defined ; skin soft and smooth, but

not glossy
;
ground-colour warm pale chestnut brown ;

head

greyish-brown, thickly freckled with dark brown ; two

purplish-brown lines (black at the divisions of the hinder

segments), enclosing a yellow line between them, form the

dorsal stripe ; subdorsal stripes yellow, very finely edged

with a darker shade of brown than the ground-colour;
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spiracular stripes greyish-white, edged above with smoke-

colour ; spiracles black, those on the second and twelfth seg-

ments very large and distinct ; ventral surface, legs and

prolegs uniformly dingy chestnut-brown.

Or, ground-colour bright pea-green, with just a tinge of

yellow ; head of the same colour, but thickly freckled with

brown ; two lines of a darker green than the ground-colour,

enclosing between them a white line, form the dorsal stripe

;

subdorsal stripes white, finely edged with darker green

;

spiracular stripes white, edged above with smoke-colour;

spiracles black, and as in the other variety ; ventral surface,

legs and prolegs bright pea-green. (G. T. Porritt.)

October to February or March, on grass, apparently not

particular as to the species of grass, feeding exposed at

night, hiding at the grass-roots by day, and apparently

active throughout the winter except during severe frost.

Possibly Aira cccspitosa is an especially favoured food.

Pupa ochreous-yellow, with a darker dorsal line. In the

earth. (Hofmann.) The larva appears to spin up in February

or March, but not to assume the pupa state till June or

July.

The moth hides during the day among grass and heather,

its favourite haunts being upon heaths and the rocks of the

seashore ; and the male may sometimes be disturbed and

induced to fly short distances in the sunshine. Mr. Kane

has recorded a flight of males on one occasion about mid-

day. It flies freely at late dusk, and then is rather con-

spicuous from the whiteness of its hind wings ; later it sits

on the heather, or on grass-stalks among it, or may occa-

sionally be taken at sugar, or the blossoms of heather,

wood-sage, or ragwort. More rarely it may be found at a

strong light. It is altogether an uncertain species, some-

times occupying a restricted spot on a heath, at others

scattered all over it ; very often scarce or even rare, but

in occasional, very favourable, seasons extremely abundant.
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Such a circumstance happened two or three years ago on

Cannock Chase, Staffordshire, where it was found for a short

time in multitudes. The female, however, is never obtained

in anything- approaching to the abundance of the males.

Such an occurrence of numbers as that alluded to on Can-

nock Chase seems almost unprecedented ; but ordinarily it is

found, and in some years not uncommonly, on heaths in

Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Dorset, various parts of Devon and

Cornwall^ and usually more rarely in Buckinghamshire, Not-

tinghamshire, and Derbyshire, locally in Lancashire, and

rarely in Yorkshire and Cumberland. I think, however,

that further observation will show it to be more generally

'distributed in the south, west, and midland counties. In

South Wales it is found in Carmarthenshire and Pembroke-

shire, both upon the hills and on the coast ; and in the north

on Cader Idris, at Barmouth, and at Dolgelly. In Scotland

it seems to be generally distributed in suitable localities,

except perhaps in West Eoss, the Hebrides, and Shetland.

It has been taken in the Orkneys. The Isle of Man also is

one of its localities ; and in Ireland I have taken it on the

rocks overhanging the sea at Howth, Dublin. It is found

abundantly on the curious round hills which overlook Belfast,

and at the Giant's Causeway ; also elsewhere in the counties

of Derry, Donegal, and Sligo, and in more moderate numbers

in Cork, Waterford, Wicklow, and Galway. Abroad its range

seems to be very restricted—confined, so far as can be ascer-

tained, to France and Central and Western Germany.

Genus 67. CARADRINA.

Antennas short, threadlike, ciliated ; eyes naked, without

lashes ; thorax smooth, but with a very faintly indicated back

tuft ; abdomen small, not crested ; fore wings of rather even

breadth, not long, very blunt, almost truncate behind ; normal

pattern tolerably complete, but obscure ; hind wings thin,
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shining, rather large, cross-bar faint, vein 5 also very faint,

but centrally placed,

Larv.e short, unusually sluggish, thickest in the middle

;

head small ; hairs of the body short, stiff, curved, quite

visible. On low-growing plants, hiding on the ground in

the daytime, or beneath it, or often among dead leaves,

VvYM subterranean.

We have five species, very closely allied ; indeed, this

genus consists of species exceptionally alike,

A. Fore wings shining smoky-brown, hind wings dull

white. G. morpheus.

B. Hind wings silky, clear white.

A-. Fore wings grey-brown, with a slender yellow line at

the base of the cilia. C. amUgua.

A^, Fore wings light brown, mottled with darker, four

dark spots on the costa. G. cuhicularis.

B-, Hind wings smoky brownish-white, whiter at the

base.

A"*, Fore wings smooth, silky, with closely appressed

scales, G. Uanda.

A^. Fore wings more roughly scaled, faintly broader and

coarser. G. alsines.

1, C. morpheus, Tr.—Expanse 1| inch. Thorax and

abdomen not slender nor so stout as in most noctucc ; fore

wings shining smoky yellow-brown, marbled with dark

brown, upper stigmata and a band beyond them blacker;

hind wings silky white, with darker cilia.

Antennae of the male short and rather thick, finely ciliated,

brown
;
palpi small and narrowly tufted, black- brown, apical

joint also tufted ; eyes prominent, naked, deep black ; head

and thorax rather smooth, dull pale grey-brown, the latter

very faintly tufted at the back ; fascicles smoky-white

;

abdomen shining pale brown ; lateral and anal tufts tinged

with yellow-brown. Fore wings rather short, moderately!
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broad, truncate ; costa faintly curved ; apex bluntly and

squarely angulated ; hind margin straight below it and

almost perpendicular to just above the anal angle, where it

is rounded off; dorsal margin straight ; colour dirty yellow-

brown or smoky pale brown, dappled and clouded with

umbreous but having over all a shining golden gloss ; basal

line very obscure, a faint black streak edged with pale brown
;

first line also obscure, irregular, dull brown ; second line

more visible, but very slender and rather upright, indented,

black-brown ; subterminal line a slender indented pale stripe

of yellowish-brown, which is preceded by a broad dull brown
band, and followed by another which lies along the hind

margin ; orbicular and reniform stigmata rather obscure and

ill-defined, blackish-brown or dull brown ; below them is a

partial cloudy brown central shade ; costal margin obscurely

dotted with brown and black ; cilia pale grey dashed and

barred with dark smoky-brown. Hind wings rather ample,

rounded behind, silky white ; nervures partially tinged with

dark brown ; extreme hind margin edged with the same

;

cilia smoky-white, barred with dark brown. Female slightly

smaller, with shorter, rather stouter abdomen, but very

similar.

Underside of the fore wings dull glistening smoky-brown,

with a faint black transverse stripe arising from the costa

beyond the middle and just traceable across the wing. Hind
wings white, with the apex dark brown, and the costal region

dusted with brown ; central spot black ; near the apex of

the wing is the commencement of a smoky-black transverse

stripe, which hardly reaches the middle ; and along the hind

margin is a narrow clouding and dusting of the same. Body
and legs dull brown.

Rather variable in the ground-colour from pale yellowish-

brown to very dark smoky-brown, and in the degree of

dappling or mottling of dark brown, which usually is most

distinct in the paler individuals. One such, in the collection

of the late Mr. H. Doubleday, has the mottling on a very
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pale ground disposed in numerous isolated spots which have

an almost ocellated appearance ; and Mr. Sydney Webb has

one of a pale yellowish-drab, with the stigmata, transverse

stripes, and central shade all very dark and sharply defined.

On the wing in June, July and the beginning of August,

and very rarely as a partial second generation in October.

Larva stout, short, much attenuated in front and a little

behind ; sides wrinkled ; head small, rounded but notched at

the top, highly polished, dark brown or blackish-brown

;

general colour greyish-brown, dusted with darker, the dorsal

region paler and tinged with ochreous ; dorsal line thread-

like, white, edged with brown on the second to fourth

segments, thence showing a few indistinct brown lines often

enclosing a few paler dots ; subdorsal lines double, much

waved, brown, or composed of a series of pairs of parallel

slightly oblique brown threads which, at the commencement

of each segment, emit a wedge-shaped black dash continued

as a grey shade to the dorsal line, the apex of the y thus

formed is behind ; spiracular stripe a mere shade, slightly

paler, whitish or rosy, but very inconspicuous ; spiracles

large and prominent, dull brown or blackish ; legs pale

brown.

August to November on Chcnopodium, knot-grass, chick-

weed, nettle, and other low-growing plants, feeding very

slowly, and only at night ; concealed in the daytime on the

ground under dead herbage. Early in the winter it forms a

large cocoon of earth and silk among grass roots or in the

tufts of coarser grasses, and so remains unchanged for

months. This larva is tender and requires very delicate

handling, but with this is not difficult to rear. It especially

loves to hide among masses of Clienopodium in neglected

gardens, or at the edges of salt-marshes.

Pupa shining, light red-brown ; not more particularly

described. In the earth.
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The moth hides during the day among grass, herbage and

dead leaves close to the ground ; but flies at early dusk, and

is then conspicuous from the whiteness of its hind wings;

it frequents flowers, especially those in gardens, but does

not seem to be attracted by sugar. Later at night it comes

eagerly to a strong light. Abundant in almost all parts of

England, though in the more northern portions apparently

most frequent on the coast; but north of Yorkshire and

Lancashire it seems to disappear, and I have no record for

the three northernmost counties. It is found in North Wales,

and surely must be common in some parts of South Wales,

though I find no record, and did not myself observe it in

Pembrokeshire. In Scotland it is not common, but has been

found in the districts of the Tweed, Forth, Clyde, Tay
and Dee; in Ireland rather rare, but has been noticed in

Wicklow, Kerry, Galway, Louth, and even Londonderry, as

well as on some of the small islands of the west coast.

Abroad its range extends through Central Europe, and all

the temperate portions of Northern Europe, also to the Ural

Mountain districts.

2. C. ambigua, Fab.—Expanse \\ inch. Thorax and

abdomen moderately stout ; fore wings rather narrow, grey-

drab dusted with grey-brown ; upper stigmata large, darker,

ringed with yellowish-white ; along the base of the cilia is a

distinct slender yellow line ; hind wings white.

Antennae of the male simple, faintly ciliated, pale brown
;

palpi short, rather broadly tufted, brownish-drab ; eyes pro-

minent, naked, red-brown ; head smooth, squared, pale drab
;

thorax moderately broad, smooth, pale drab dusted with

brown and white, and having a minute knob of scales at the

back ; fascicles dusky-white ; base of the abdomen clothed

with long similar hair-scales, remainder whitish-brown

;

lateral and anal tufts tinged with brighter brown. Fore

wings rather narrow ; costa nearly straight ; apex bluntly

angulated ; hind margin almost straight and but slightly
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oblique, a little rounded off at the anal angle ;
dorsal margin

nearly straight ; colour pale grey-brown or grey-drab,

minutely dusted with darker ; basal line restricted to two

short dull brown streaks ; first line rather oblique, obscure,

slender, dull pale brown ; second line not very oblique, in-

distinct, slender, brown, slightly dotted on some of the

nervures, followed by a parallel line of more distinct black

dots, and outside these by a pale line; subterminal line

irregular, very slender, obscure, forming a pale division

through a faintly darker clouding of the hind marginal

region ; orbicular and reniform stigmata both large and

somewhat rounded, smoky-brown edged with yellowish-

white ; below is a very faint, partial, smoky-brown central

shade ; touching the costal margin are two or three small

round black dots ; extreme hind margin still more minutely

dotted with black, outside which, along the base of the cilia,

is a slender yellow line ; cilia grey-brown. Hind wings of

moderate breadth ; hind margin rather sinuous, clear glossy

white, having a pale brown line, dotted with black, along the

hind margin ; cilia white. Female extremely similar, but

with the nervures of the hind wings pale brown, and the

abdomen rather stouter.

Underside of the fore wings dusky yellowish-white along

the costa, shading off to pure white along the hind margin
;

nervures white. Hind wings white, the costal area broadly

dusted with brown ; hind margin dotted with black. Body

and leg-tufts yellowish-brown, legs pale brown.

Hardly variable here. Continental examples are usually

of a rather more ashy colour. A specimen taken by Mr.

F. C. Woodforde in Devon is very decidedly dark.

On the wing here in August and September, but in the

South of Europe it is found in June and until October,

doubtless in two generations.

Larva plump, cylindrical ; head round, the lobes dark

brown, but the face paler ; dorsal region between the sub-
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dorsal lines broadly yellowish-brown, with slender delicate

oblique lines on each segment ; dorsal line a row of black dots,

one on each segment ; lateral space from the subdorsal lines to

the spiracles darker brown or umbreous, containing a row of

ovate, oblique, yellowish spots, each rather raised into a knob

by the wrinkling of the skin ; spiracles black ;
undersurface,

legs, and prolegs pale rosy-brown, except the anal pro-

legs, which are dark brown. (Furnished for description by

Mr. A. C. Vine.)

October to May on lettuce, chickweed, dandelion, plantain,

and other low-growing plants, and even grass. But Mr.

Woodforde has, by keeping a number of larva?, from the time

of hatching, in a hothouse, succeeded in feeding a portion up

in the autumn, the moths appearing from these in November

and early December. The remainder of the larvae resisted

this forcing, and remained over, to feed up in the spring.

Pupa light brown, in a slight silken cocoon among moss

or dead leaves. Not more fully described.

Not very much is known in this country of the habits of

this moth. Doubtless it hides among herbage in the day-

time ; at night it comes to sugar in its very restricted

localities on the South Coast, and occasionally to light and

to ivy-bloom. The first specimens noticed in this country

were taken at sugar near Shoreham, Sussex, in 1879, by

Mr. A. C. Vine ; and it has been found in small numbers in

subsequent years at the same place, at Deal, and elsewhere

in Kent and Sussex ; also in the Isle of Wight, where it was

discovered by Mr. Albert Hodges, and where in 1894 as many

as twenty specimens were secured. More recently two or

three have been obtained in the Isle of Purbeck, Dorset,

and a few at Truro, Cornwall ; but in South Devon its head-

quarters in these Islands have been discovered by Mr. F. C.

Woodforde. Here, in 189G and 1897, so many have been

captured that the species has ceased, for the present, to be

a rarity with us. Whether this great increase in numbers
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will be maintained, experience only can show—so far it

does not seem able to exist very far from the extreme South

Coast, and has not been met with in any other part of the

United Kingdom. In the Channel Isles it appears to be

more at home, and is found in two generations, and this

also is the case in its more southern range through Ger-

many, Hungary, the South of Spain, and the greater portion

of Southern Europe.

(C. superstes, Tr.—By some confusion of names this

inhabitant of Southern Europe has been recorded as British.

The supposed specimens appear to have been referable either

to the last-named or other well-known species.)

3. C. alsines, ^M.—Expanse 1} to If inch. Fore wings

coarsely scaled, yellowish-brown dusted with umbreous ; upper

stigmata obscurely darker ; a curved brown central shade

from the reniform to the dorsal margin, and a similar narrow

band before the hind margin ; hind wings smoky-white.

Antennas of the male thick, simple, cylindrical, faintly

ciliated, brown
;
palpi small, blunt, with very small apical

joints, purplish-brown ; eyes large, naked, black-brown,

head rather fully tufted, light-brown ; thorax fully but

loosely scaled, and the shoulder lappets raised, light-brown,

the scales at the back drawn into a small, squared, and faintly

divided tuft ; fascicles pale brown ; abdomen brownish-drab

lateral and anal tufts brown, the latter large and spreading.

Fore wings coarsely scaled, not broad, very blunt behind
;

costa faintly curved ; apex very bluntly angulated ; hind

margin filled-out and almost perpendicular, yet very faintly

curved, and much more so at the anal angle ; dorsal margin

nearly straight ; colour yellowish-brown ; dusted and a little

clouded with umbreous ; basal line merely suggested by

a short curved dull brown streak ; first line very indistinct,

oblique and bent, dull brown ; second line indicated by a

series of black dots, not very oblique and but little curved,

often connected by a preceding faint cloudy line ; subterminal
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line pale yellow-brown, rather direct and complete, edged

inwardly by a narrow, well-defined, dull brown stripe, and

outwardly by a more indistinct umbreous cloud lying along

the hind margin ; orbicular and reniform stigmata visible,

dull brown, faintly edged by a line paler than the ground

colour ; from the reniform arises a curved dull brown stripe

which attains the dorsal margin and partially represents the

central shade ; cilia pale umbreous, dashed with darker.

Hind wings uniformly dull smoky-white or pale smoky-

brown
; cilia similar. Female very slightly smaller ; fore

wings more rounded at the apes, abdomen a little stouter and

with a smaller anal tuft, otherwise closely similar.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-brown along the costa,

shading off to smoky-white along the dorsal margin ; reniform

stigma visible, dusky black ; beyond it the smoky shading-

is abruptly cut off, leaving a paler band before the hind

margin. Hind wings dusky white, dusted with red-brown

along the costal region, and clouded with smoky-brown along

the hind margin, which is edged by a darker brown line

;

central spot minute, smoky-black ; body whitish-brown ; legs

dull brown.

Hardly variable except in a small degree in the depth of

the ground colour and markings of the fore wings.

This species is constantly confounded with the next

(C. blanda), but may be separated by its coarser texture

and rather broader fore wings, and the absence of the

smoothed-down silky gloss so noticeable in that species and
in C. ambigua ; the central shade on the fore wings is also,

usually, more conspicuous.

On the wing in July and August.

Larva. Head dusky yellow-brown; general colour pale

reddish-drab or buff ; back more or less tinged with purplish-

brown
; dorsal line whitish, bordered with black at the

middle of every segment ; subdorsal lines yellowish-white,

edged on the upper side narrowly, and on the lower side
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broadly, with black, and dotted on the upper side, on each

segment, with a yellow tubercle having a black centre

;

spiracles enclosed in a dusky space between two black lines

;

tubercular hairs yellowish. Before the last moult, dorsal

region dusky purplish-brown ; sides and under-surface

yelloAvish-grey ; dorsal line whitish, bordered on each side

of each segment by a large black tubercular spot ; spiracular

line waveji, blackish ; between these lines is a row of

blackish tubercular spots, smaller than those on the back
;

all these raised spots surmounted by long white hairs.

When very young the ground colour is uniform pale

yellowish-grey ; dorsal and subdorsal lines white, the latter

indistinct ; spiracular lines blackish ; raised dots very small

and indistinct. (H. H. Crewe.)

September to March on chickweed, primrose, dead-nettle,

dock and other low-growing plants.

Pupa short and thick, eye covers a little projecting, limb

and wing covers closely and compactly laid down, very

glossy, yet with scattered cross sculpture of very faintly

incised lines and pits ; dorsal region and dorsal and

abdominal segments sparingly dotted almost all over with

minute pits, the smooth hinder bands very narrow

;

abdominal segments only moderately tapering and the

hinder ones very tumid ; cremaster short and inconspicuous,

spikes parallel, distinct, black
;

general colour light red-

brown. In a strong firm cocoon of silk and earth, the lining

beino- of white silk. Subterranean.

The moth hides in the daytime, like its allies, among

herbage and dead leaves; at dusk it Hies, and comes

freely to sugar and the blossoms of the lime-trees, also

sometimes to honeydew. Rather plentiful in the Eastern

Counties, and fairly common in most parts of the southern

half of England, except Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall, where

it appears to be scarce. Hardly noticed in the Midlands

except Derbyshire, and found locally in Herefordshire,
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Cheshire, Lancashire and Yorkshire. Probably throughout

South Wales since I have found it in Pembrokeshire. In

Scotland it seems to be more particularly confined to the

Eastern districts, extending to Perthshire and Moray, but

not commonly. Also usually rather scarce in Ireland and
mainly confined to littoral counties—recorded from Dublin,

Waterford, Gahvay, Sligo, Fermanagh, Louth, and Derry.

Abroad it has a wide range through all Northern Europe
except the coldest portions, Central Europe, Northern Italy,

Southern Russia, Eastern Siberia, Asia Minor, and the

mountainous regions of Central Asia.

4. C. blanda, Tr. ; taraxaci, Staud. Cat.—Expanse

1\ to 1| inch. Fore wings rather narrow, very blunt, sur-

face extremely smooth and silky; yellowish-umbreous clouded

with darker ; upper stigmata umbreous, with slender whitish

margins ; transverse bands faint. Hind wings brownish-

white.

Antennas of the male stout, simple, minutely ciliated,

brown; palpi rather slender, dark brown, the apical joint

visibly paler ; eyes naked, dull black ; head rounded in front,

but with a cross furrow below the antennte, pale chocolate

;

thorax smooth, brown with a chocolate tinge, the scales at

the back drawn together into minute points ; fascicles small,

brownish-white ; abdomen very pale purplish-brown ; lateral

and anal tufts rather brighter brown. Fore wings narrow,

blunt ; costa very faintly curved ; apex bluntly angulated
;

hind margin full and very gently curved ; dorsal margin

nearly straight ; colour yellowish-umbreous, very smooth and

silky ; basal line indicated by a small curved black streak

;

first line nearly perpendicular, rather toothed, black but

hardly noticeable except upon the nervures ; second line

a rather curved but not very oblique series of obscure black

dots on nervures ; subterminal line pale yellowish-brown,

merely the irregular margin of a dark brown transverse

cloudy stripe ; orbicular and reniform stigmata large, rather

VOL. V. T
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darker brown than the surrounding colour, edged by ex-

tremely thin and faint whitish marginal lines ; below the

latter is a very faint cloudy central shade ; cilia glossy brown.

Hind wings dull white or smoky-white with rather browner

nervures ; cilia concolorous. Female extremely similar, a

very little smaller, the body thicker, with a small anal

tuft.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-brown along the

costa, apex, and hind margin, shading off to smoky white on

the dorsal margin ; reniform stigma very obscurely blacker.

Hind wings dusky white, broadly dusted with reddish-brown

along the costal region, and with dull brown along the

hind marginal ; central spot small, black. Body and legs

dull brown.

Slightly variable in the depth of colour, from paler to

darker brown. In Ireland there is a tendency to greyer

colouring, but with the hind wings unusually white. A
specimen in the collection of Mr. S. Stevens is nearly black.

As already remarked this species is best separated from

the previous—to which it is closely allied—by its slightly

narrower fore wings and their smooth silky texture, arising

from the small closely-appressed scales. The central shade

is also less definite and hardly curved.

On the wing from the end of June to the beginning of

August.

Larva thick, short, slightly tapering to each extremity,

excessively sluggish ; head rounded, yellowish-brown
;
general

colour greyish-brown with an olive tinge ; dorsal line dark

brown at the incisions of the segments, spreading out into a

broad indistinct cloudy blotch on each segment ; subdorsal

lines white, edged with brown ; spiracular line light brown,

indistinct ; ventral surface very pale olive-brown. Thinly

covered with short curved hairs placed in rows, alternately,

one row pointing forward, the next backward, so that when
looked at sideways the hairs seem to form arches.
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The Rev. II. H. Crewe says that when a little younger the

ground colour is reddish-grey or buff; down the centre of

the back is a series of fig-shaped or mushroom-shaped dusky

blotches, intersected by a whitish central line edged with

black ; subdorsal lines whitish, edged with black on the

lower side ; space below it dusky ; spiracles and spiracular

lines black, the lower edge of the latter buff. Also that the

newly hatched larva is not distinguishable from that of

C. alsmes, yet after a few months they may be separated

with the greatest ease.

September to April or May on chickweed, dock, and other

low-growing plants, including grass. Hiding during the day

at the roots of plants, creeping up very slowly at night and

feeding openly, or else stretching itself on a grass blade for

repose.

Pupa bright red-brown ; very similar to that of C. alsinrs.

In a tightly spun earthen cocoon (H. H. C).

The moth hides, like its allies, among herbage and dead

leaves on the ground in the daytime. At night it comes

readily to sugar, honeydew, rush-blossom, ragwort, and other

flowers, and also to light. It is common throughout the

South of England and the Eastern Counties ; and is found in

more moderate numbers throughout the Midland and Western

counties to Lancashire and Yorkshire, where it becomes local,

and in Durham and Northumberland rather uncommon. Pro-

bably throughout South Wales, since it occurs in Pembroke-

shire. In Scotland it seems usually to be rare, though it has

been recorded as plentiful in Moray. Rather scarce in

Roxburghshire, and elsewhere in the districts of the Tweed,

Forth, Clyde, and Solway, also in Perthshire, Aberdeenshire,

and Inverness-shire. Generally distributed in Ireland, even

to Donegal. Abroad it is found in most parts of Central

Europe, Armenia, Asia ]\Iinor, and the Ural Mountain
district.
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5. C. cubicularis, Bkli.; quadripunctata, Stand. Cat.

—Expanse 1 to If inch. Fore wings narrow, yellowisli-

drab shaded with smoky-brown ; on the costa are four black

spots ; reniform stigma and extreme hind margin leaden-

brown. Hind wings pure white.

Antennas of the male simple, minutely ciliated, dark

brown; palpi short, broadty tufted, dark brown outside, pale

drab within ; apical joint rather thick ; eyes conspicuous,

deep black ; head and thorax rather smooth, pale drab dusted

with brov/n, the scales of the latter gathered at the back into

a small point; fascicles dusky white ; abdomen rather slender,

whitish-brown, lateral tufts small, whiter, anal tuft narrow,

tinged with reddish-brown. Fore wings narrow, especially

so at the base, blunt behind ; costa faintly arched ; apex

very bluatly rounded; hind margin gently curved; dorsal

margin nearly straight ; colour pale yellowish-drab, minutely

dusted with dark brown or black ; basal line sometimes in-

dicated by one or two small black streaks ; first line obscure,

incomplete, but duplicated rather far apart, smoky-black

;

second line a very indistinct series of rough crescents in

black dusting, followed by black dots, and beyond these by a

cloudy duplicate line ; subterminal line of the ground colour

and much indented, edged inwardly by small brown or

purple brown clouds, outwardly by a leaden-brown hind-

marginal stripe or shade ; orbicular stigma hardly perceptible,

an unniargined cloud of faintly paler yellow-drab, but often

with a black-brown dot in its upper area ; reniform stigma

more distinct, sometimes blackened, or more commonly

blackened only at the base, the upper portion faintly out-

lined, in either case having round the lower portion three or

four white dots ; costa spotted to the middle with four round

black dots, hind margin with minute black streaks, outside

which, at the base of the cilia, is a yellow-drab line ; remainder

of cilia similar, but clouded with black atoms. Hind wings

rather ample, rounded, clear white, nervures just tinged with

pale brown ; costa faintly clouded, and hind margin edged
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with light brown ; cilia wJiite. Female accurately similar,

abdomen hardly stouter.

Underside of the fore wings very pale smoky-brown, with
a broad pearly-white stripe along the dorsal margin ; beyond
the middle is an obscure smoky-black transverse stripe which
does not reach the dorsal margin. Hind wings white, dusted
along the costal region with light brown ; central spot very
small, black

; near the hind margin is a faint partial trans-
verse series of dots on nervures ; hind margin dotted with
black. Body whitish-brown

; legs brown, leg tufts white.

Rather variable in the ground colour from pale brown to

dull umbreous, and also in the distinctness of the few mark-
ings

;
and more especially liable to local variation. In the

north of Ireland having the costal black spots enlarged and
very distinct, and the dark stripe near the hind margin
emphasised. Some of those from Aberdeen have the mark-
ings very dark, and a row of black dashes before the sub-
terminal line ; others are very small in size, not esceedino-
that of Miana furicncula. This variability in size is moreover
found in other districts. Some examples in Mr. W. H. B.
Fletcher's collection, taken at Brighton, have both stigmata
surrounded by white dots; and in Mr. P. M. Bright's
collection is a pale grey specimen devoid of the usual mark-
ings except the costal spots, smooth and unicolorous. Some
Orkney examples are also nearly unicolorous smoky-grey, or
have the base and hind marginal stripe still darker.

On the wing in abundance at the end of July, and in
August and the beginning of September, but casual speci-
mens occur at the end of May and in June ; and sometimes
when the autumn is unusually warm a few make their appear-
ance in October. Probably there is but one full generation
m the year, but a portion of a second seems to become per-
fected in either the autumn or the spring. It has even been
found indoors in February.

Larva stout, not tapering much at either extremity ; head
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rounded, black-brown or black ; on the second segment is a

small divided black dorsal plate
;

general colour reddisli-

grey
; dorsal line double, purplish-brown, much interrupted,

or formed into a series of loops, one on each segment, enclosing

a white spot ; subdorsal lines also double, parallel, purplish-

brown
; sides rippled with darker grey ; spiracles black

;

spiracular stripe rather paler ; undersurface and legs

similar.

September till May (?) upon Fcstuca and other grasses,

the seeds of plantain, peas, and apparently more especially

upon grain in the ear. Sometimes shaken out in multitudes

from wheat sheaves when the latter are removed for thresh-

ing. A case of this nature is recorded by the Kev. J. Hellins,

who further states that he found these larva3 also eating meal
which had been placed for chickens' food in the vicinity of

a hay-rick. Mr. Buckler confirms this, and records seeing

an immense number of these larvas dislodged in the month
of December, from among harvested peas in the course of

threshing. He found both these, and those in the wheat-

ricks, well grown, or even full grown, in September and

October, though the moths did not emerge until the following

August. Moreover, the Eev. Joseph Greene found, in May,
on removing some logs of wood which had supported a rick,

that the chinks and cracks of the wood contained larvas of

this species in considerable numbers. They had crept very

deeply into the crevices, and spun tough cocoons of silk and

abraded wood. He placed one of these logs in his insect

room, and in due time reared the moths.

Pupa apparently nndescribed.

The moth hides in the daytime in thatch, in hay and corn

ricks, among thick herbage on banks, in thick bushes, in

crevices of walls near the ground, among overhanging roots

of grass on sand-hills and broken banks, on the ground,

even not unfrequently in houses—indeed, in any possible

shelter. At dusk it flies, and mav sometimes be taken at
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sugar, ivy-bloom, ragwort, or other flowers, and at light.

Late at night it seems to fly high and to rather frequent

highly placed buildings and chimneys, and it constantly falls

into tanks of water when open, if placed on a building. It

is indeed ubiquitous ; I have found it sitting on the stone-

work of Waterloo Bridge in the middle of London ; it

abounds all over England, Wales, and Ireland, and over the

greater part of Scotland, being sometimes found in multi-

tudes in hayiields in the last-named country. Abroad its

range is very wide—all Europe except the coldest northern

portions, Asia Minor, Eastern Siberia, the mountainous

regions of Central Asia, India, Ceylon, INfadeira, North and

South Africa, Canada, Nova Scotia ; New England, and

other parts of the United States.

Genus 68. GRAMMESIA.

Antennee pectinated ; eyes naked, with small lashes at the

back ; thorax thick, tufted at the back ; abdomen stout, not

crested ; fore wings of even breadth, very blunt behind,

usual pattern of markings absent ; hind wings not large,

vein 5 very faint, arising from the middle of the cross-

bar.

We have but one species.

1. G. trilinea, BJ^h.; trigrammica, Btaud, Cat.—Ex-

panse l^- to 1 J inch. Fore wings pale drab or reddish-drab,

with three distinct, dark brown, equidistant transverse lines

;

hind wings smoky-brown.

Antennge of the male pectinated with very short, solid,

ciliated teeth, red-brown
;
palpi rather short, loosely scaled,

blackish-brown, apical joint also tufted, paler; eyes promi-

nent, naked, deep black ; head smooth, pale drab, a whitish

tuft of scales at the base of each antenna ; thorax thick,

pale drab, slightly dusted with brown, smooth except that

the scales at the back are sometimes gathered into two short
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blunt tufts ; fascicles smoky-white ; abdomen abundantly

covered on the basal segments with similar hair scales raised

at their tips, so that on the dorsal ridge they sometimes

seem to imitate crests, remainder of the abdomen pale

purplish-drab, with large spreading lateral, and a dense com-

pressed anal tuft. Fore wings of rather even width and

very blunt ; costa nearly straight ; apex rounded ; hind

margin almost perpendicular, and very little rounded ; dorsal

margin almost straight ; colour pale drab, yellowish-drab, or

reddish-drab ; basal line suggested by a short brown curved

line from the costa to the middle of the base of the wing

;

first line conspicuous, nearly perpendicular, minutely in-

dented, purplish-brown ; second line placed rather far back,

a little more oblique, very even and direct, slender, but dis-

tinct, purplish-brown ; between them in the middle of the

wing is another, even more distinct, and nearly parallel, line,

rather thicker, and darker brown, which takes the place of

the central shade ; no subterminal line, though its position

is occasionally faintly indicated by obscure pale clouds in

the hind marginal area, when the latter is dark ; stigmata

not indicated, and the lines are quite different from the

usual pattern ; cilia purplish-drab. Hind wings not large,

hind margin a little sinuous ; colour dark smoky-brown, with

a purplish flush ; cilia similar but paler. Female very

similar, but with simple antennae and still stouter body,

having a small anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-brown, shaded

with darker ; a black streak arises on the costa before the

apex. Hind wings dull white dusted with brown, especially

so toward the costa. Body and legs drab or pale brown.

Variation in the ground colour, from pale drab to reddish-

drab, is somewhat constant, and the transverse lines vary a

little in their thickness and distinctness—especially the middle

one. Occasionally this last is very dark, broadened and

shaded off outwardly ; and in some individuals this shading

is continued over the outer half of the wing in varying
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degrees. The most striking variety, however, and the best

known, is that which was at one time supposed to be a

distinct species, and known by the name of hilinea. In it

the thorax and whole surface of the fore wings are dark

brown or almost olive black, the middle transverse line

being obliterated, and the other two obscured or sometimes

paler. A still more extreme form taken in Scotland by ^fr.

Salvage has the fore wings shining dark grey-brown, without

any trace of the transverse lines. The hind wings vary, paler

or darker, in accordance with the others.

On the wing in June and July.

Larva short and thick, very wrinkled, the head small and

retractile, and the anal segment very small ; the segmental

folds deeply cut. Head pale brown
;
ground-colour variable,

sometimes dark grey ; then the dorsal line is pale grey

edged with black at the segmental folds ; the subdorsal line

is a series of pale grey wedges on the several segments,

the thin end of each wedge pointing forwards, its upper

side bordered by a short oblique black stripe, and its larger

end enclosing a black dot ; below this is a rather broad

dark brown stripe, and below that a narrow one of grey
;

spiracles black, each placed on a little swelling ; under-

surface pale grey. Or, the ground-colour is dirty reddish-

brown, with the dorsal line partaking of the same tint but

paler, edged with black as before, most distinctly at the

folds ; the subdorsal row of stripes of the same colour as

the dorsal line, but of uniform width and showing distinctly

only on the anterior part of each segment, where also appears

a pair of black dots ; spiracular stripe brown tinged with

ochreous. There is another variety of a dirty flesh-colour,

with the markings but faintly visible. (Rev. J. Hellins.)

July to April on plantain and other low-growing plants,

feeding at night and gnawing off the plant quite at the

surface of the earth ; hiding during the day in the ground

at an inch or more beneath the surface, and so covered with
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dirt that, as Mr. Hellins states, it is necessary to wash it

before its markings can be discriminated.

Pupa red-brown ; not otherwise described. Subterranean.

The moth hides during the day among herbage and dead

leaves close to the surface of the ground ; it flies at dusk,

and comes freely to sugar and to flowers such as those of the

yellow-rattle (Bhinantlius crista-galli). Plentiful in woods,

and found in more moderate numbers about hedgerows and

fields generally. Common throughout the South and East

of England, but local in Devon, and apparently scarce in

Cornwall. Widely distributed also over the Western counties

and the Midlands, becoming local in Cheshire, Lancashire

and Yorkshire ; still more so in Durham, and rare in Cum-
berland. Recorded in North Wales and in Glamorganshire

;

and I found it, though not plentifully, in Pembrokeshire.

Probably it occurs in suitable places throughout the Princi-

pality. The only locality in which it has been found in

Scotland seems to be in the extreme South-west, though

there is a doubtful record in Perthshire. In Ireland it is

widely distributed in the counties of Dublin, Wicklow,

Kerry, Westmeath, Cavan, Louth, King's County, Sligo,

Monaghan, Tyrone, Armagh and Antrim. The curious dark

variety hilinca is much more frequent in Ireland and Wales

than in more Southern and Eastern districts ; it has also been

taken in Cumberland.

Abroad this species is found in Denmark and South

Sweden, throughout Central Europe, in Northern Italy,

Dalmatia, Northern and Eastern Turkey, and Southern and

Western Russia,

Genus 60. DYSCHORISTA.

Antennas simple, ciliated ; eyes naked, with lashes at the

back
; thorax having faint imitations of top and back crests

;

abdomen not very stout, not crested ; fore wings somewhat
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ovate, usual pattern of markings hardly distinct ; hind wings

moderately large, cross-bar strongly angulated, vein 5

arising from below the middle.

Larv.e stout, rather velvety, of dull colours marbled with

black.

PuP.'E subterranean.

We have two species, not very much alike.

A. Fore wings dark umbreous with black markings round

the stigmata. D. upsilon.

A-. Fore wings without definite markings, brown clouded

or marbled with purple-red. D. sv.s^ncta.

1. D. upsilon, Bill.; fissipuncta, Hav.—Expanse l:^-

to H inch. Fore wings dark umbreous or blackish-brown

;

first and second lines obsolete, subterminal distinct ; stigmata

partially surrounded with black markings, between which

passes an oblique pale stripe ; hind wings smoky-grey.

Antenna of the male simple, cylindrical, hardly percep-

tibly ciliated, brown
;
palpi small but loosely tufted, dusky-

black ; eyes smooth, naked, leaden-brown; head strongly

tufted, the tufts divided by a cross-furrow below the

antennae, light brown abundantly dusted with darker ; thorax

similar, the scales at the top slightly raised and parted

as though tending toward a crest, those at the back also

a little gathered together; fascicles smoky- white ; abdomen

smokj^-brown, basal segments covered with long smoky

scales, remainder dusted with leaden-brown ; lateral tufts

inconspicuous, anal tufts dense. Fore wings somewhat

approaching to ovate ; costa rather arched ; apex angulated;

hind margin below it straight, rather oblique ; considerably

curved off at the anal angle ; dorsal margin a little rounded
;

colour dull purple-brown dusted with black ; basal line

indicated by several small black streaks, one of them

running out into a short longitudinal line beneath the

median nervure ; first and second lines absent ; subterminal
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line much rippled and indented, most deeply to near the apex

and anal angle, yellowish-white, partially edged on the

inner side with small black cloudy spots or wedges ;
orbicular

stigma large, ovate, oblique, of the ground colour, and

partially margined with paler, but the portions of the discal

cell on each side of it filled in or edged with deep black

;

reniform stigma also large, more obscure, of similar colour,

partially edged, in sections, with black and the paler ground

colour ; claviform stigma visible as a small black loop from

which two black dashes point in the direction of the anal

angle ; from this it results that the space above it and

passing through the orbicular stigma has the appearance of

an oblique paler stripe ; costal margin spotted with black,

but beyond the middle dotted with white ; cilia paler brown

dashed with yellowish-white and intersected by a dark line.

Hind wings rather small and narrow, rounded, smoky-white

at the base, shading off to smoky-grey along the hind margin
;

nervures rather darker ; cilia dusky-white intersected by

a smoky line. Female very similar, but with the costa of

the fore wings more arched and the body stouter.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-brown, abun-

dantly dusted along the costal region and the outer half of

the wing with dark brown ; costa beyond the middle spotted

and streaked with yellowish-white ; cilia spotted with the

same. Hind wings smoky-white, even more abundantly

dusted with dark brown ; central spot lunate, smoky-black.

Body and legs smoky-brown ; tibifB barred with white.

There is variation in the ground-colour of the fore wings

to paler brown, and more rarely to light yellowish-brown

;

and still more in the various black markings, which some-

times are much emphasised, in others are partially, or even

wholly obliterated. Mr. Sydney Webb possesses a specimen

combining both phases, being of a pale tawny colour, with no

trace of the black markings about the claviform stigma and

at the back of the subterminal line, and is only with diffi-

culty recognised as belonging to this species. One in the
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collection of Mr. A. Robinson is very curious ; its colour

is pale and the central black markings are absent, but along

the hind margin is a row of black bars arising from the sub-

marginal black spots, and of these, one arising at the anal

angle runs far into the wing. Another pale specimen in the

collection of Mr. A. C. Vine, and taken near Shoreham,

Sussex, is shaded with yellow and in some degree with

red.

On the wing at the end of June and in July.

Larva. Head small, shining, pale brown reticulated with

darker brown ; body uniformly cylindrical, smooth, velvety-

brown, with a median series of somewhat shuttle-shaped

pale markings placed end to end and forming an almost

continuous strijDe ; there is a slightly paler stripe on each

side including the spiracles, which are situated just within

its upper margin ; the dorsal area as far as this lateral

stripe is variegated or marbled with velvety-black ; the

undersurface and claspers are paler. (E. Newman.)

April and May on narrow-leaved willows, and occasionally

upon poplar. Mr. G. T. Porritt says that the very young

larvas spin themselves up in the young willow and poplar

leaves and there feed. When about half an inch in length

they leave this habitation and descend to the foot of the tree,

where they hide under bark, or among grass and rubbish on

the ground, during the daytime, ascending the tree at dusk

to feed on the leaves. This costs them no trouble since this

larva is remarkably swift in its movements. The winter is

passed in the <d^'g state.

Pupa rather cylindrical, the abdominal segments, however,

tapering rapidly ; eye-covers conspicuous, brilliantly glossy

;

limb-covers more dull, abundantly sculptured with cross

striae, antenna-covers also conspicuously so ; wing-covers

dull and roughened by excessive abundance of incised scuI^d-

ture, and with ridges representing all the nervures ; dorsal

region, with the dorsal segments, also unusually dull and
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rough with close pitting, the unpitted riclge of each segment

being very narrow ; abdominal segments more shining

though still not very glossy, the pits more minute and

scattered, and the posterior edge smooth ; whole body red-

brown ; cremaster black-brown, very rough, raised into a

rounded thick nipple, from which arise two straight parallel

rough spikes curved at their tips in opposite directions, and

hooked. In a rouo^h cocoon either under loose bark on old

trees, or in the ground at the foot of the tree.

The moth flies only at night, and may be seen at late dusk

buzzing about the upper branches of willow trees. It comes

freely to sugar, and sometimes is the only species to be

found at that bait on a wet stormy night. Occasional

specimens may also be found at the attraction of a strong

light. Formerly most abundant about willows in the out-

skirts of London ; now not equally so. Still plentiful in the

Eastern Counties, and to be found in suitable places almost

throughout England, though there is no certain record of its

ajopearance in Cornwall, and it is rare in Devon and Dorset,

also in the most Northern, and one or two of the Midland

counties. I have no knowledge of its presence in Wales

though it surely must occur in the South-eastern portion.

In Scotland it is very local or rare, but has been taken in

Roxburghshire, Perthshire and Aberdeenshire. In Ireland

it was said by the late Mr. E. Birchall to be found in

Wicklow, but this has not been confirmed. Its range abroad

is throughout Central Europe, Southern Sweden, Northern

Italy, Livonia, Southern Russia, Asia Minor, Armenia,

Persia and the mountain regions of Central Asia.

2. D. suspecta, Hill.—Expanse \\ inch. Fore wings dull

purplish-red, dotted and dusted with black, or shaded with

tawny or brownish-grey ; upper stigmata edged with white.

Hind wings blackish-brown.

Antenna3 of the male simple, minutely ciliated, brown,

white at the base
;
palpi slender, black-brown, apical joint
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rather distinct ; eyes naked, the lashes at the back thick

and black ; head tufted, light purple-brown ; thorax reddish-

brown, smooth, but the scales gathered into two small tufts

at the back ; fascicles smoky-brown ; abdomen covered towards

the base with similar long hair-scales; behind these more

purplish-brown ; lateral and anal tufts spreading, tinged

with purple. Fore wings of moderate breadth and rather

pointed ; costa gently curved ; apex angulated ; hind margin

oblique, rather curved ; dorsal margin also very slightly

rounded ; colour dull purplish-brown, tawny-brown, or grey-

ish-bi-own, often paler behind, dusted and dappled, more

especially towards the costal region, with black-brown ; basal

line not clearly perceptible ; first line rather far from the

base, very obscure, most observable as a dusting of black-

brown on the nervures and running along them ; second

line partially visible in crescents, which form the inner edge

of a more complete dusky curved shade, outside which the

nervures are singly or doubly dotted with black in a more

distinct series ; subterminal line an irregular indented rip-

pling of very pale brown, sometimes hardly noticeable

;

orbicular stigma round, tawny-red, surrounded with white

and ringed with black ; reniform stigma large, similarly

coloured and edged, except that the margin is interrupted

above and below ; no claviform stigma ; extreme hind margin

edged with minute black lunules ; whenever there is paler

clouding in the hinder area a dark red or black-brown oblique

streak from the costa before the apex sharply divides the

two colours ; cilia dusky-brown. Hind wings rather small,

the hind margin slightly sinuous
;
pale smoky-brown at the

base with the nervures much darker, shading off to dark

smoky-brown behind ; cilia dusky-white, with a dark brown

intersecting line. Female very similar, but the costa of the

fore wings rather more arched, body stouter, hind wings

more uniformly dark.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-brown, tinged with

purplish-red along the costa, and having a broad white dorsal
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region ; along the hind margin is a broad ashy-brown stripe

dusted with red and black and sharply cut off ; beyond the

middle a slender, angulated, smoky-black stripe is visible

in the costal region. Hind wings white, with dark brown

nervures, and the costal half dusted with brown and red

;

central spot smoky-black, followed by a j^artial similar

transverse cloudy stripe. Body and legs purplish-brown.

Variation is considerable in the lines already suggested

;

the ground colour of the fore wings ranging to rich dark

purple-brown and blackish-purple, and, on the other hand,

to a mixture of purple-brown with tawny-red, or chestnut, or

reddish-drab ; while the forms having the costal half of the

wings of the darker colour are shaded over the dorsal and

hinder portions with these paler tints. The most extreme

variation in both directions seems to occur in Scotland, some

examples from that country being of a brilliant light chestnut-

red, or of a mixture of black and glowing-red, or orange-red,

or even silvery-grey. In South Yorkshire also forms almost

or quite as richly coloured are found, and some even pale

yellowish-brown marbled with bright light red. Dr. Mason
has specimens of a pale rosy-grey mottled with dark rosy-

grey. Perhaps, however, the most remarkable specimen yet

observed was beaten out of a Scotch fir near Dunkeld in

the year 1876 by Mr. J. W. Douglas. He says that its head,

thorax, abdomen, and fore wings were sooty-black, with only

the edges of the stigmata paler. One taken by Mr. F. 0.

Woodforde, which has the 'basal half of the fore wings buff

with dark marblings and the stigmata and hind margin

equally pale, and another of a brilliant glowing dark red,

with black marbling and pale hind margin, are also well

worthy of notice. Unfortunately, words do not sufficiently

indicate the beauty of some of these forms.

On the wing in July and more especially in August.

Larva moderately plump ; head small, polished, the lobes

rounded, rather narrower than the second, and considerably
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narrower than the third segment, yellow-brown, strongly

marked with black, especially so in a streak from the top

of each lobe ; body rounded, each segment slightly swollen

;

of nearly uniform thickness from the fifth to the twelfth

segment, otherwise tapering off ; colour down to the spiracular

region purplish-brown ; a narrow polished black plate on the

second segment ; dorsal line almost clear white and very

conspicuous ; subdorsal lines indistinct—except in the dorsal

plate, where they show clearly—composed of a faint inter-

rupted series of bluish-white streaks and dots ; on each

segment between the dorsal and subdorsal lines is a large

square purplish-black marking, these, with the pale dorsal

line, forming the most noticeable features in the larva. There

are no perceptible spiracular lines, but the spiracles are black

and very distinct ; raised dots small and indistinct, of the

pale colour of the subdorsal lines ; ventral area and prolegs

uniformly dingy glaucous-green with a purplish tinge ; legs

pale straw-colour, and having immediately in front and

behind each of them a short black streak, (G. T. Porritt.)

April and May, on birch and sallow, and in captivity has

been known to feed upon Canadian poplar. Its habits at

large do not seem to have been noticed.

In the egg-state through the winter.

Pupa apparently undescribed, except that it is said by

Dr. Chapman to be very like that of Glcca vaccinii, but more

slender and tapering ; also liaving the cremaster larger

and longer, wrinkled, and armed with a lyre-shaped pair

of spines, with a secondary pair of shorter spines outside

them.

The moth flies at dusk, and comes readily to sugar and to

the blossoms of heather, ragwort, and rush. Doubtless it

hides among herbage during the day. Principally confined

to woods and heaths in which birch is common, and either

local or scarce ; but in certain years, in its more favoured

localities, it occurs in extraordinary numbers. Such was the

VOL. V. u
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case in Yorkshire in 1891, and again in 1S95. In this last

year Mr. G. T. Porritt says :
" The most noticeable event of

the year was undoubtedly the extraordinary abundance of

this species, which occurred in far greater profusion than I

have before seen ; the birch-woods seemed alive with it

—

thousands everywhere. It even found its way into my own,

and no doubt all the neighbouring, gardens and houses. A
friend picked up twenty-four in his greenhouse, right away

from the birch-woods. On some evenings we noticed the

females in numbers, depositing their eggs, with the long

ovipositor, in the crevices and under the bark, on the trunks

of the birch-trees. Earlier in the season twigs of birch,

gathered casually for feeding other larvre, had suspccia larvae

on them. Until quite recently this larvge was scarcely

known." The moth does not seem to have been noticed

in this country until the year 1841, when it was discovered

near York by the late Mr. T. H. Allis ; and for very many

years almost all the specimens obtained were from the same

county, especially its southern portion. To all appearance it

has recently extended its range, since in 1896 it was found

abundantly in the New Forest, Hants, and also by Mr.

Woodforde in Salop. There is a single record of its capture

at West Wickham, Kent, within a few miles of London
;

it

is also found locally in Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, in the

last named frequenting fens and marshes as well as wooded

heaths ; also very locally in Be^ks, and rarely in Gloucester-

shire. Passing northward it becomes more generally distri-

buted, and has been taken in Warwickshire, Nottingham-

shire, Derbyshire, Staffordshire, and more freely in Cheshire,

Lancashire, and Cumberland, as well as in plenty in \ork-

shire as previously mentioned. In Wales the only record

tliat I find is near Swansea. In Scotland in Roxburghshire,

Perthshire, Inverness, Moray, Aberdeenshire, Argyleshire,

and the Clyde district. Scarce in Ireland, but it has occurred

in Kerry and Wicklow. Abroad it has a wide range—through

Northern France, Holland, (iiermany, Hungary, Dalmatia,
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Northern Italy, llnssia, Eastern Siberia, and the mountainous

regions of Central Asia.

Genus 70. EUPERIA.

AntennjB simple ; eyes naked, with prostrate lashes at the

back ; thorax only moderately thick, having a small back

crest ; abdomen not crested, very long, rather slender in the

male, produced to a long sharp point in the female ; fore

wings broad and pointed ; hind wings large, thin, the cross-

bar long and obscurely augulated ; vein 5 very faint, arising

below the middle.

We have but one species.

1. E. fulvago, Huh.; paleacea, Slaud. Cat.—Expanse

H to If inch. Fore wings broad behind, pointed, clear pale

ochreous ; upper stigmata, transverse lines, and central shade

indicated in slender orange-red lines ; a dark spot in the base

of the reniform stigma ; hind wings yellowish-white.

Antennae of the male simple, faintly ciliated, pale yellow

;

palpi small, narrowly tufted^ dull j^ellow, apical joint

distinct ; head ochreous yellow ; thorax of the same colour,

not very stout, rather smooth, sometimes with the back scales

gathered into a very small tuft ; fascicles pale straw-colour

;

abdomen rather slender, browuish-ochreous, lateral tufts

small, anal tuft long, pale yellow. Fore wings somewhat

triangular ; costa gently but decidedly arched ; apex angu-

lated and rather pointed ; hind margin below it straight and

oblique, but much rounded off at the anal angle; dorsal

margin rather gracefully curved ; colour bright light ochreous-

yellow ; basal line suggested by a short slender orange streak

;

first line a mere thread, once broadly angulated outwards,

orange-red ; second line of the same colour and equally

slender, tolerably direct to near the costa, where it is bent

back ; subterminal line only visible as a faint cloudy orange

streak fi'om before the apex ; orbicular stigma large, a little
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ilattened and throwing back a point toward the base of the

wing, but very indistinct and only visible by its slender

orange-red margin ; reniform stigma also large and similarly

indicated, but containing at its base a purple-brown spot;

between them is sometimes a slender cloudy orange-red or

purplish central shade angulated as in the first line, but often

nearly obliterated ; cilia ochreous-yellow. Hind wings mode-

rately broad and ample, the hind margin rather sinuous
;

shining pale straw-colour or yellowish-white, without mark-

ings ; cilia similar. Female hardly differing in any respect

except that the abdomen, which is but little stouter, tapers

off behind to a long sharp conical sheath, from which the

ovipositor often protrudes.

Underside of all the wings pale straw-colour or pale

yellow, with all the nervures deeper yellow, and the costa

tinged with orange-red. Body and legs pale yellow.

Principally variable in the distinctness of the markings,

which usually are faint and often partially obliterated or

even very nearly totally so. In occasional specimens the

costa toward the apex is tinged with smoky colour which

more rarely extends to the hind marginal cilia. There is

a record of one or two specimens, taken near London, in

which the ground-colour is a warm buff or yellow-brown,

irrorated with fuscous scales, the stigmata orange-coloured
;

the central shade fuscous and broken into blotches, and the

hind wings banded with fuscous towards the hind margin.

One of these, the most strikingly marked, was taken by

Mr. Henry Bartlett at Highgate in 1870, the other by the

late Mr. Stainton at Lewisham in 1846.

On the wing in August and September.

Larva about an inch and a half in length and of moderate

proportionate bulk ; head very slightly narrower than the

second segment, the lobes round ,and polished, pale yellow,

the jaws black, and just above on each side a small red

spot ; body cylindrical and of nearly uniform width
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thronwhout ; skin soft anil so translucent tliat the pulsa-

tions of the internal vessel can be distinctly seen through

it
;
ground-colour pale dingy green with the appearance as

though dusted over with a white powder ;
dorsal and subdorsal

lines white ; spiracular stripe composed of two waved lines,

also white ; this stripe encloses the spiracles, which are white

edged all round with purple ; segmental divisions yellow,

this colour showing more especially when the larva is

crawling; ventral area and prolegs uniformly pale dingy

green; anterior legs still paler and slightly tipped with-

black. The young larva does not appear to differ either in

shape or colouriug from the adult. (G. T. Porritt.)

April to June, on birch and aspen, feeding at night and

also on dull warm days ; in the finer, brighter daytime lying

coiled on one of the lower leaves, or commonly hehveen leaves

on the lower branches.

The winter is passed in the egg-state.

Pupa red-brown, covered with a blue frosting ; subterranean.

Not more particularly described.

The moth may occasionally be seen sitting on a tree-trunk,

or" beaten out of an oak, in the very restricted districts in

which it is common, and has even been known to lly in the

sunshine. Its ordinary flight is, however, at dusk and

through the night, and it comes freely to the attraction of

sugar, and to flowers, especially those of the heather and

bell-heath. The capture at long intervals of two specimens

close to London has already been mentioned. Two more

were taken at Woodford, Essex, by Mr. Oldham a year or

two ago, and there is a record of one at Maiden in the

same county. Except a very few secured in Gloucestershire

and Somerset, these are the only captures of this species

known to me in the South of England ; its metropolis with

us is in the Midlands—at Sherwood Forest and other large

woods in Nottinghamshire, and in one or two woods near

Doncaster, Yorkshire. The latter locality seems to be of
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recent discovery, or rather there ia reason to think that the

creature has within the last few years extended its range
m that direction

; but Sherwood Forest has long been re-

nowned as its home, and in very favourable years, such as

1872, upwards of one thousand specimens have been captured
without apparently affecting its abundance. In ordinary

seasons the vast majority of its larvae are destroyed by an
IcJmcumon parasite, and it is only when, from some un-
explained cause, this parasite fails that the moth attains its

natural increase. It has been taken rarely in Norfolk,

Lincolnshire, Worcestershire, and in Cannock Chase,

Staffordshire, and more freely in Cumberland. In Scotland

it is not rare in Morayshire, and casual specimens are

recorded from Perthshire and Inverness. The record in

Ireland has not been confirmed, and was most probably an
error. Abroad it has a wide range through Central Europe,
the temperate portions of Northern Europe, Northern Italy,

Southern Russia, and the mountainous regions of Central

Asia.

Genus 71. DICYCLA.
Antenna; of the male pectinated ; eyes naked, with back

lashes ; thorax not very stout, having a very small back

crest
5 abdomen not long, rather slender in the male, sharply

pointed in the female ; fore wings blunt and somewhat
narrow, with faintly crenulated hind margin ; hind wings

thin, with the cross-bar and vein 5 hardly perceptible.

We have bat one species.

1. D. 00, L.—Expanse 1;^ to H inch. Fore wings

whitish-yellow reticulated with purplish-red, the transverse

lines and stripes, nervures, and edges of stigmata being of

that colour. Hind wings white.

Antenna? of the male pectinated with short stout solid

teeth bent at their tips and ciliated throughout, reddish-

brown
;

palpi short, thick, closely scaled, yellowish-while,
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clouded outside with red, apical joint conspicuous; eyes

smooth, naked, leaden-brown, back lashes erect, thin, black
;

head smooth, yellowish-white, with a white tuft at the base

of each antenna; thorax very fluffy, yellowish-white in

front, more tinged with reddish-ochreoiis at the back, where

the scales are gathered into a small tuft ; fascicles white

;

base of abdomen covered with yellowish-white hair-scales,

the rest pale reddish-yellow ; lateral tufts small, anal tuft

spreading, tinged with purple. Fore wings rather narrow

;

costa faintly arched at the base and apex, otherwise almost

straight ; apex rounded ; hind margin also very gently

rounded and crenulated ; dorsal margin straight ; colour

whitish-yellow or pale straw ; basal area to the first line

frosted with dull purple, except a spot at the base of the

costa in which is a slender toothed suggestion of the basal

line ; first line double, as the edge of the basal purple patch,

supplemented by a slender, parallel, curved and deeply-

indented, purple-red line ; second line slender, similar in

colour, widely curved and but little indented, followed by a

faint parallel similar thread ; central shade rather broader and

more distinct, similarly curved and bent, rich purple-red
;

subterminal line distinct, similar, thickened and rather

shaded, cutting ofE a hind marginal stripe of very clear pale

yellow divided throughout by purple nervures ; orbicular

stigma round, reniform broad, both clear wdiitish-yellow,

except that the latter contains an angulated purplish line,

both sharply and distinctly edged with purple-red ; claviform

similarly edged, equally pale yellow, in the figure of a

complete very flat oval ; nervures all tinged with purple-

red, giving the wing a reticulated appearance ; cilia of the

same colour, regularly divided by yellow clouds. Hind

wings rather broad, rounded behind, white ; nervures faintly

tinged with yellow ; a deeper yellow line along the hind

margin ; cilia yellowish-white. Female very similar, antennaj

simple, abdomen thicker but rather conical, and the anal

segment produced to a long point.
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Underside of the fore wings whitish-yellow, tinged along

the costa and hind margin with pnrplish-red and with two

orange-red dashes from the costa before the apex. Hind
wings white. Body and legs yellowish-white.

Usually but little variable, though in some individuals the

markings are more sharply defined and richly coloured than

in others. Occasionally the yellowish-white ground is faintly

obscured by a slight shading of purple-red from the lines.

But there is a very handsome recurrent form, known as var.

muxgo, in which the whole broad area of the fore wings from

the outside edge of the reniforra stigma to the subterminal

line is filled with rich purple-red, forming a wide band across

the wing, and continued along the dorsal area till it joins the

basal blotch ; in this form the portion of this broad band

which lies between the second and subterminal lines is

frosted with plum-colour as in the basal blotch. Such

examples appear to be more frequently founel in Northamp-

tonshire than elsewhere. There is besides a little tendency

to local variation in colour, those taken in the New Forest,

Hants, being of a more yellow tint than those from Essex
;

and in some individuals the two upper stigmata are joined at

their margins.

On the wing at the end of June or beginning of July,

all emei'ging almost in one day, and continuing out but a

very short time.

Larva cylindrical, the head only a little less than the

second segment, full and rounded, jet black and glossy

;

general colour of the body jet black, except the anal flap

and the undersurface, which are dark brown ; dorsal plate

as glossy as the head ; the rest of the skin having but a very

slight gloss ; dorsal stripe pure white, narrow on the dorsal

plate and thoracic segments, broader on the rest, but on each

contracted in the middle and divided so as to form a series of

long elliptical marks ; from two isolated spots on the side of

the dorsal plate arise the subdorsal lines, pure white, com-
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plete to the anal flap; spiracular stripe broad, yellowish-

white, on the third and fourth segments deeply interrupted

in its upper margin, thence of uniform width to the anal

proleg-s, having a thin line of dark grey running through

its middle, and thus enclosing the spiracles, which are red-

brown finely outlined with black ; raised dots very small,

pure white ; legs black
;
prolegs brownish-green and semi-

pellucid ; the thoracic wrinkles and segmental divisions show

black upon the white lines and stripes. When full fed and

about to enter the earth the black colouring fades to

brownish-green. (W. Buckler.)

April to the beginning of June on oak ; feeding principally

at night, and hiding itself between the leaves by day.

The winter is passed in the egg-state.

Pupa stout in proportion across the thorax ; abdominal

segments tapering to the rounded tip, which is furnished

with two very fine straight and pointed spines ;
smooth in

all its parts ; of a dark warm brown and glossy. In an oblong

cocoon of earthy particles held lightly together with a few

threads, and though smooth inside, without any perceptible

lining of silk. (Buckler.)

The moth seems to hide during the day in oak-trees among

the leaves. It flies at very early dusk and comes readily to

sugar, sometimes visiting it so early that it can be seen by

the fading light without the aid of a lantern. It also

frequents the flowers of Echium vuhjarc. Excessively local

in this country and confined to woods. Also very uncertain

and unreliable in its appearances, a season in which it has

appeared in multitudes in its few favourite haunts being

followed sometimes by many years in wdnch it is scarcely to

be seen at all. It has been taken in Kent, even so near to

London as AVest Wickham, and in Surrey at Hayes, Leather-

head, and Richmond Park ; also at Wimbledon Common
;

in Middlesex it is verv rare. The locality in which it
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has been found in greatest abundance is undoubtedly the

New Forest, Hants, though only in isolated seasons ; it

inhabits other woods in that county, and in Berks, Devon,

and Gloucestershire ; and is taken almost every year in

Epping Forest and other Essex woods. One specimen is

recorded from Tuddenham, Suffolk, and others at St. Ives,

Hunts, Northamptonshire, and Herefordshire. This appears

to be tlie extent of its range in these Islands. Abroad it

is found throughout Central, Southern, and Eastern Europe,

Northern Italy, Spain, and Livonia.

Genus 72. CALYMNIA.

Antenna) simple, ciliated ; eyes naked, without lashes
;

palpi ascending ; thorax rounded, rather small, tufted at the

back ; abdomen short, small, tapering, not crested ; fore wings

short, broad, almost truncate, hind margin very full, faintly

crenulated ; hind wings broad and rather short ; cross-bar

faint ; vein 5 hardly perceptible.

Larv^ smooth, tapering in front, and with the head small

;

flattened beneath. Among united leaves of trees.

PuP^ dusted with bloom, pointed and conical, in a cocoon

iu or on the ground or among leaves.

We have four species, readily distinguished.

A . Fore wings ochreous-brown, pale grey-brown, or

reddish-ochreous. C. trapezina.

A-. Fore wings rich purple-brown ; a bluish-grey mark

near the apex. C. 2yyralina.

A?. Fore wings glowing chocolate-red ; two large snow-

white spots on the costa. C. dij/inis.

A*. Fore wings dull chestnut-brown, hinder portion of hind

wings black. C. affinis.

1. C. trapezina, L.—Expanse IJ to Ih inch. Fore

wings ochreous-brown, reddish-ochreous, or grey-brown

;
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a broad central band edged by the straight oblique first line,

and elbowed second, contains a central black dot ;
hind

wings smoky-brown or smoky-white, bordered with yellowish-

white.

Antenna3 of the male thick, rather short, simple, minutely

ciliated, light chestnut
;
palpi moderately tufted, pale yellow,

apical joint rather protruded ; eyes smooth, naked, very

prominent, leaden brown ; head rather smooth yet with a low

ridge of scales between the antennae, pale yellow-brown or

grey-bi'own; thorax smooth, of the colour of the fore wings,

the scales at the back drawn together into a flat crest

;

fascicles yellowish-white ; abdomen tapering, glossy, silky,

yellow-drab ; lateral tufts small ; anal tuft dense, tinged

with pale chestnut. Fore wings short, broad and blunt

;

costa gently arched ; apex bluntly angulated ; hind margin

straight and nearly perpendicular to below the middle, where

it is rounded off; dorsal margin faintly curved; colour

ochreous-brown, drab, grey-drab, buff, reddish-ochreous, or

some other shade of pale brown ; basal line faintly suggested

by a pale brown streak from the costa; first line usually

distinct, very oblique and straight, its dorsal extremity

farthest from the base of the wing, some shade of darker

brown, edged inwardly by a whiter line ; second line similar

in colour, very even, widely elbowed outwardly ; the central

space between these two lines very often of a darker or

brighter shade of the ground colour ; subterrainal line faint,

cloudy, irregular, whitish, edged with faint smoky-brown

clouds; orbicular stigma only occasionally visible as a

cloudy ring ; reniform stigma almost equally obscure, only

represented by parallel pale shades, except that its basal

area is occupied by a round black or brown dot ; central

shade when present of a darker shade of brown, sometimes

broadly clouded, angulated outwardly ; along the extreme

hind margin is a row of black dots ; cilia of the colour

of the wing. Hind wings rather broad, slightly emar-

ginate below the apex, smoky-white or smoky-brown with a
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yellow gloss ; costal region pearly pale yellow ; extreme hind

margin also yellow ; cilia yellowish- white. Female extremely

similar but with a stouter, more conical and pointed abdomen.

Underside of the fore wings pale yellow clouded with

ochreous, and in the middle with smoke-colour, which is

abruptly cut off beyond by a similar transverse stripe from

the costa. Hind wings yellowish-white, dusted with purplish-

red along the costal region and apex, with yellow elsewhere,

beyond the middle is a slender partial purple transverse line.

Body and legs yellowish-buff.

Always and everywhere variable in the colour of the fore

wings, in the distinctness of the transverse lines and central

shade, and often in the degree in which the latter is so

spread as to give the appearance of a broad central band to

the space between the two lines. A wonderful example of

this last tendency in the cabinet of Mr. G. T. Porritt, and

taken in South Yorkshire, has the broad central band referred

to of a leaden black, most strikingly set off by the ground

colour, which is pale drab. One somewhat similar was taken

in the New Forest by Mr. McEae, but its hind margin also

is dark. Dr. Mason has a specimen with fore wings of an

orange-red colour throughout, with hardly a trace of the

transverse markings ; and another, a very large example,

having the central band and subterminal line dark brown,

so that it bears a most curious resemblance to Crocallis

clinguaria ! In Mr. S. J. Capper's collection is one having

the fore wings brick-red, without transverse lines ; and

another dark smoky-brown, with the transverse lines clear

white. Mr. P. M. Bright possesses a specimen of an exqui-

site rosy-jDink-brown, with the central band a little deeper

in colour, and the transverse lines white. Other specimens

are dark smoky-brown, with the lines, stigmata and apex

ochreous, or exquisitely clouded with bright light pinkish-

red. It would be a difficult task to exhaust the variations of

this insect.

On the wins: in Julv and Ansrust.
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Larva rather stout, cylindrical ; body with a few short

scattei'ed inconspiciious hairs ; head small, rounded, shining,

pale green, mouth dark brown ; body emerald green, raised

dots black surrounded by white ; dorsal line very distinct,

yellowish-white ; subdorsal lines threadlike, whitish ; spi-

racular stripe broad, pale yellow, often shaded above with

})lack ; spiracles black, each placed in a white blotch. Under-

surface velvety, darker green than the ground-colour; legs

pale green. (C. Fenn.)

April to June, on oak, elm, hornbeam, rose, sallow, hazel,

broom, and other trees and shrubs—even holly—but to all

appearance feeding more especially upon the larva) of other

Lepidoptera, and upon none more than those of the common

winter moth {Chcimatohia hrnmata), which are extremely

abundant at the same time. It is notorious that the larva of

which I am now treating, when beaten out of its food-plant

into a net or umbrella, will at once start in pursuit of any

unfortunate of the other species which may be in sight, and

following up by the side of it, seize it by the neck and sum-

marily devour it. It is not difficult to rear this species upon

larvae alone when so obtained. One of the most important

duties of the entomologist when bringing in food for his

larvfe in the spring is to see that there is not an individual

of this i^apacious species among it, or much of his labour may

be thrown away.

The winter is passed in the egg-state.

Pupa rather elongate, rounded, tapering, anal extremity

armed with projecting hooked bristles ; colour reddish-purple

with a bluish efflorescence. In a rather strong loose cocoon

of silk, on or under the surface of the ground. (C. Fenn.)

The moth frequents woods, and hides during the day upon

the ground among the dead leaves, or more especially short

grass, among which numbers may be found in the rides of

woods, with their heads pressed down toward its roots. It

flies at dusk, and comes freely to sugar placed upon the tree
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trunks, also to blossoms of ragwort. Conmion in woods

tlirougliout England, except that it seems to be scarce in

Cornwall, and also in Northumberland and Durham. Found

in South Wales to Pembrokeshire, and probably throughout

the Principality. In Scotland common in all the wooded

portions of the Lowlands, and to Perthshire and IVIoray ;
but

scarce in most of the Highland districts, and apparently

absent from the Isles. In Ireland it is not plentiful, indeed

usually scarce, yet has been found in the Dublin district,

Wicklow, Westmeath, Kerry, Galway, Sligo, Monaghan,

Tyrone, Armagh, Down, Antrim, and Londonderry, Abroad

it has a wide range ; through Central Europe, South Sweden,

Northern Italy, Sardinia, Corsica, Dalmatia, Livonia, Northern

Africa, Asia Minor, and Japan, in which last country it is of

larger size, and has received the name of cxigua.

2. C. pyralina, iS'c/m/.—Expanse 1| to If inch. Fore

wings broad, rather triangular, purple-brown, clouded with

light chocolate ; second line white, and throwing off white

clouding near the apex of the wing. Hind wings pale

smoky-brown, with a darker hinder band.

Antennas of the male thick, simple, cylindrical, red-brown
;

palpi slender, purple-red, apical joint long; head rather

rough, chocolate or purple-red ;
thorax similar or rather

darker, smooth, the scales at the back drawn together into

small oblique tufts tipped with dark purple ; fascicles

smoky-white ; abdomen rather slender and compressed,

tapering, pale smoky-brown dusted with darker; lateral

tufts obscure ; anal tuft long and narrow, light purple-red.

Fore wings rather triangular, broad ; costa gently arched
;

apex bluntly angulated ; hind margin minutely crenulated,

oblique but straight to below the middle, thence rounded

off; dorsal margin faintly rounded, more fully so toward the

base ; colour rich purple-brown, rather glistening ; basal line

suo-o-ested by a faintly paler dot on the costa, and a still more

obscure streak from it ; first line very oblique, and repeatedly
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angulated, faintly smoky-black, except a short section from

the costa which is sometimes tinged with white; second line

very broadly elbowed outwards above the middle, white, more

broadly so toward the costa, and there throwing off white

curved clouding toward the apex of the wing ; this line edges

a cloud or transverse band of rich deep chocolate, the inner

margin of which is the ordinary central shade ; subterminal

line represented by a paler purplish stripe, edged with

purple-brown ; stigmata hardly perceptible, but sometimes

the reniform is visible as a small dai-ker lunule ; cilia light

purple-red. Hind wings long and rather large, pale smoky-

brown, shading darker toward the hind margin, near which

there is an ill-defined black-brown band ; outside this the

extreme margin is dusky pale yellow ; costal region more

pearly-white
; cilia dusky pale yellow, whiter at the tips.

Female accurately similar, except that the abdomen is rather

stouter and curved downward.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-brown to beyond the

middle
; a broad band toward the hind margin smoky-white

with a tinge of purple ; costa pale purple ; beyond the middle

is a narrow, curved, smoky-brown transverse stripe edging

the darker area ; before the apex an oblique whitish streak

lies in a purple cloud ; cilia dark purple. Hind wings smoky-
white, dusted with black, and along the costa with purple

;

beyond the middle is a pale purplish-brown transverse stripe.

Body and legs purple-brown.

A little variable in size and in the depth of ground-coloui-,

which is sometimes a rather light purple-brown.

On the wing in July and August.

Larva thick and fleshy ; light green, with a whitish stripe

along the back, and with two darker lines along the sides
;

on the segments are whitish-yellow warts furnished with

fine small hairs ; over the feet and along the first three seg-

ments runs a yellow stripe bordered with black. (Kollar.)

Dr. Hofmaun says, short, thicker behind, more slender toward
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the head ; light greeu, with a whitish dorsal stripe and two

pale subdorsal lines. Over the feet runs a yellower stripe,

bordered above with black, especially on the first three seg-

ments of the body
;
yellowish-white raised dots bearing fine

hairs are placed on each segment, two always on each side

of the dorsal stripe, and one over the yellow stripe. Head

and legs pale green ; spiracles brownish.

April and May on oak, elm, fruit-trees, especially apple
;

rarely on lime. No details of its habits are available, except

that Kollar says that it is (abroad) particularly abundant on

the apple-trees in company with that of the winter moth

{CheimatoUa hrumata), and that the larvjB live scattered

upon the trees, and are easily brought down by shaking

the branches. This is one of the few species which Mr.

Buckler was unable to obtain for figuring. It passes the

winter in the egg-state.

Pupa light brown, with a powdered or frosted appearance.

Hofmann says in a lightish cocoon in the earth ; but Kollar

states that the pupa state is assumed on the trees themselves.

The habits of the moth are very little noticed here. Kollar

says that it may be beaten out of the apple-trees on which

the larva has fed, with a wooden pole. At night it comes

occasionally, in its very restricted localities, to sugar or to

honeydevv on leaves, or even to light. It has been taken

in moderate numbers in Surrey and Berkshire, and in the

New Forest and Isle of Wight, Hants ; more rarely in

Sussex, Dorset, Devon, Middlesex, Essex, Suffolk, Herts,

Oxfordshire, Huntingdonshire, Gloucestershire, Hereford-

shire, and Worcestershire ; also in Wales, near Swansea,

where sometimes it is not rare, and once in the northern

portion of the Principality. This I believe to be the extent

of its range in these Islands. Abroad it inhabits most parts

of Central Europe, Southern France, Northern Italy, and

Tivonia.
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3. C. diflanis, L.—Expanse \\\>o \\ mch. Fore wings
rich velvety purple-brown, more cliocolate-red toward the

costa, where are two large rather triangular brilliantly white
spots; a small one lies near the base, and a white streak

before the apex. Hind wings brown-black.

Antenna3 of the male short, thick, simple, minutely ciliated,

light brown; palpi curved up, rather slender, purple-red,

apical joint long; eyes naked, deep black; head bright

purple-red, a white tuft at the base of each antenna ; thorax
rather fluffy, from the collar and shoulder-lappets being raised,

rich purple-red, the scales at the back gathered into small
blunt tufts ; fascicles dirty white ; abdomen glistening pale

grey-brown dusted with darker; lateral tufts minute; anal
tuft spreading, light chestnut mixed with black. Fore wings
rather truncate ; costa almost straight ; apex squared and
very bluntly angulated ; hind margin below it straight to the

middle and then rather expanded but rounded off near the
anal angle

; dorsal margin straight ; colour very rich velvety

purple-brown
; base and costal area bright chocolate ; basal

line merely a short white streak from the costa, and runnino-

to a point ; first line oblique, straight, and of a pale purple
to above the middle, but toward the costa spread out into a
crookedly triangular clear white spot, broadest on the costal

margin
; second line also oblique, direct to above the middle

and to that point pale purple, but immediately after making
an acute curve back it merges into a large hooked pure white
spot, of somewhat triangular form, on the costa ; subterminal
line pale purple, rather direct, but near the apex of the wing
broadened and edged by a white line to the costa; outside it

are two black spots at the apex of the wing ; cilia purple-red.

Hind wings moderately broad, rather emarginate below the
apex

; brown-black, faintly paler at the base ; cilia reddish
white. Female extremely similar, but with the body more
conical and pointed.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-black in the middle

;

costal margin purple-red ; hind margin more smoky-red

;

VOL. V. X
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dorsal margin bronzy yellowish-white ; beyond the middle is

a yellow streak from the costa, followed by a more faint

oblique purple streak. Anterior half of the hind wings pale

smoky-purple, remainder smoky pale yellow ; in the middle

is a broad transverse smoky-black band, and outside it another,

narrower. Body pale purplish-brown, legs chocolate-red,

much barred with white ; leg-tufts white.

A little variable in size, and also in the tone of colour of

the fore wings, darker or paler, but in some individuals the

rich chocolate clouding is absent, and the general surface

purple-brown.

On the wing at the end of July and in August.

Larva rather slender, cylindrical, tapering very slightly

just near each extremity; head full, rounded, slightly less in

size than the second segment, very dark rich brown, becoming

nearly black on the lower portions, autennal papillae pale

green at their base ; skin of the body rather wrinkled trans-

versely, surface of the second segment shining ; colour pale

green, not bright, inclining to glaucous in front and a little

yellower behind ; dorsal line pale buff or whitish-buff; sub-

dorsal lines whitish and ragged in character, finely edged

with dark bluish-green, especially so above ; spiracular stripes

light sulphur yellow ; uudersurface and prolegs rather paler

green than the back ; legs shining black, or only so on their

outer surfaces ; raised dots whitish-buff, with a minute black

centre ; spiracles dark brownish-red, finely outlined with

buff; the hairs of all the dots exceedingly fine and soft.

(W. Buckler.)

April to June on elm ; lying during the day curved round

on the underside of a leaf ; very restless if exposed, and only

quiet when it can get back to the undersurface of a leaf.

Feeding at niglit. There is reason to think that it frequents

more especially the higher branches of the trees. The winter

is passed in the egg-state.

Pupa thick and stumpy, rather rounded in front, abdominal
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segments tapering rapidly ; whole surface cliestnut-red and

very glossy, yet with the usual plentiful sculpture of incised

lines on the wing covers, and pitting on the abdominal

segments, but almost concealed by a dull purple or violet

bloom ; cremaster black, prominent, rough and knobby above,

hollowed beneath ; the two spines slender and curled. In a

sort of chamber formed by spinning together leaves on the

tree or on the ground, no regular cocoon being made, but a

tuft of silk spun upon the leaf, and the curled anal spines

twisted into it.

The moth appears to rest during the day in elm-trees,

probably high up, since it is not often beaten out. At night

it is strongly attracted by light and will sometimes come

freely to sugar and to honeydew on leaves, but it seems

never to move very far from its beloved elms. Forty years

ago it was tolerably common in the outskirts of London, and

might easily be taken at the suburban gas-lamps, but so far

as I know has now moved farther into the country. Appa-

rently only among the common elm {Ubtuis cainjJcsh-is), but

to be found wherever this tree is plentiful in the southern

half of England, only rarely or locally in the Midland

Counties, and even reaching Yorkshire, but not recorded

north of Norfolk and Northamptonshire in the east, nor of

Herefordshire in the west ; neither is it known to occur in

Wales, nor Ireland. Abroad it ranges through Central

Europe, Northern Italy, Southern Spain, Armenia, and some

parts of Asia Minor.

4. C. a£R.nis, L.—Expanse 1| to 1} inch. Fore wings

very short, blunt, almost squared
;
pale or dark golden-broAvn,

or tawny-brown, with rather obscure white streaks from the

costa. Hind wings smoky-black with yellow cilia.

Antennge of the male short, thick, simple, minutely

ciliated, red-brown
;

palpi slender, blackish-brown, apical

joint long and pointed; eyes naked, brown; head smooth,

reddish-brown, dusted with darker ; thorax similar, with a
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slender whitish-brown line edging the collar, scales at the

back drawn together into an obscure pointed crest or tuft

;

fascicles smoke-colour ; abdomen smooth, smoky-black
;

lateral tufts minute; anal tuft narrow, tinged with red-

brown. Fore wings short, almost truncate ; costa faintly

arched ; apex bluntly and squarely angulated ; hind margin

below it straight or almost refuse, but below the middle

rounded off; dorsal margin faintly hollowed, but extremely

full toward the base ; colour golden-brown or tawny-brown,

often clouded with black or dark-brown ; basal line incom-

plete, a slender white streak from the costa ; first line oblique

and nearl}^ straight, pale brown from the dorsal margin to

the middle, thence slenderly white, angulated and broader

as it reaches the costa ; second line also straight and oblique,

dark brown, very obscurely edged with white for two-thirds

of its length from the dorsal margin, then sharply elbowed

and becoming more broadly clouded with white as it

approaches the costa ; subterminal line perceptible as the

edge of a paler shade of the ground colour along the hind

marginal space, but toward the costa frosted with white

;

along the hind margin is a row of black dots, those near the

apex of the wing much larger; orbicular stigma faintly

visible as a round paler spot enclosing a black dot; reniform,

if possible, still more obscure, but having at its base a larger

black spot ; outside it is a darker brown angulated stripe or

shade crossing the wing ; cilia concolorous. Hind wings

rather broad, slightly emarginate below the apex, smoky-

black with a golden gloss, the base rather paler ; cilia shining,

pale yellow. Female usually a very little larger, and having

rather broader fore wings ; abdomen stouter but very conical

and pointed. Underside of the fore wings black, costal and

hind margins conspicuously dull orange, the former having

also two white spots near the apex ; dorsal margin pale

yellow. Hind wings dusky at the base and down the middle

area ; before the middle is a broad black triangle forming a

sort of half transverse band; beyond the middle a broad
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deep black submarginal band, cut off toward the apex of the

wing by a large white cloud ; cilia yellow. Body and legs

white, anal tuft tinged with orange.

There is considerable variation in the ground colour of the

fore wings, from light bright orange-brown or chestnut to

brown-drab, and to deep dark brown with a clouding of

chestnut, almost black-brown ; also in the degree of distinct-

ness of the white lines or shades on the costa, which some-

times in the female are totally absent, and occasionally verv

strongly expressed, and this seems to occur without reference

to the tone of ground colour. A form of quite unusual beauty,

of which Mr. Sydney Webb possesses several, has the basal

area to the stigmata spotted and clouded with deep black,

and further clouding of the same from the middle of the wing

to the apex ; the transverse lines are also intensified. In the

collection of the Rev. Joseph Greene is an example in which

this variation is amplified by similar black blotches quite

through the middle of the wing from base to apex. In Dr.

Mason's collection is a specimen, reared at Burton-on-Trent,

of a light purplish-red, and having a very large white costal

blotch at the second line.

On the wing in July and August.

Lakva moderately stout, tapering a little at each end

;

head shining, pale green ; body rather shining whitish-green,

dorsal line broad, conspicuous, white ; subdorsal and spiracular

lines narrower, whitish ; usual raised spots white ; spiracles

black, set in white triangles, which are margined with black,

base downwards ; legs black
;
prolegs green, tipped with fer-

ruginous. (C. Fenn.)

April to June, on elm, hiding in the daytime between

leaves. When full grown it often becomes restless, and

wanders about the trunks of the elms and the ground

underneath them, probably in search of a suitable place

for pupation. In the egg-state through the winte;-
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Pupa stout, taperiug considerably toward the tail ; anal

segment with a long slender spike ; colour reddish-purple,

with a bluish efflorescence like a ripe plum. (C. Fenn.) In

a rather loose cocoon under moss or dead leaves on the

ground or among loose earth.

The moth hides by day in elm-trees, and may occasionally

be beaten or shaken out. At night it comes readily to light,

also to sugar and honeydew. It appears never to travel far

from its favourite elms {Ulmus campestris), and used to be

very common in the London suburbs, and its larva a familiar

object, crawling on the ground under them, or on their

trunks. Now it seems to have removed farther into the

country, but to be found in suitable places pretty commonly

all over the South, East, and West of England, and more

locally in the Midland Counties and Yorkshire, becoming

rare in Lancashire and Cumberland. I have no record for

Scotland, but in Wales it has been found near Swansea ; and

in Ireland very rarely, single captures being on record in

the Dublin district, Wicklow, Galway, and even Derry.

Abroad it ranges through Central Europe, Southern Sweden,

Southern Russia, Northern Italy, Corsica, and Spain ; and

since it is found in Japan, some extent of distribution in

Asia is probable.

Genus 7o. TETHEA.

Antennse simple, almost naked ; eyes naked, lashes hardly

perceptible ; thorax very smooth, yet the collar raised to a

small point ; abdomen short, not pointed, rather stout, with-

out crests ; fore wings short, shining, and very smooth, retuse

behind ; hind wings short and rather liroad, cross-bar oblique,

vein 5 very slender.

Larvae smooth, shining, attenuated behind, flattened be-

neath.

Pup^ short, not powdered.
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We have two species, readily distinguished from each

other

:

A. First and second lines nearly parallel, hiud margin

much hollowed. T. retusa.

A?. First and second lines converging at the dorsal margin';

hind margin very little hollowed. 7'. ^i(htnsa.

1. T. subtusa, Srlu'f.—Expanse 1^ to !' inch. Fore

wings rather truncate, glistening olive-grey ;
transverse lines

and edges of the stigmata orange-yellow ; hind wings dull

smoky-brown.

Antenna) of the male rather short and . thick, simple,

finely ciliated, olive-brown
;

palpi slender, dusky-brown

;

eyes naked, brown; head smoky-brown; thorax smooth,

pale grey-brown, the back scales drawn together into a

very small tuft; fascicles smoky-white; abdomen pale

smoky-brown ; lateral tufts minute ; anal tuft narrow.

Fore wings truncate, of rather even breadth; costa gently

and very regularly arched ; apex sharply angulated ; hind

margin below it very faintly hollowed, but filled out in

the middle and rounded off below; dorsal margin faintly

rounded ; colour a peculiar shining or glistening olivaceous-

grey, or yellowish grey-brown, not easy to indicate ;
basal line

straight from the costa but abbreviated; first line straight

and a little oblique, leaning towards the base of the costal

margin; second lino very erect and but slightly curved,

slender throughout, pale orange-yellow or yellowish-white,

and slenderly edged with a deeper, yellower shade of the

ground colour; subterminal line hardly perceptible, but

faintly indicated as an irregular undulating series of whitish-

brown flecks or tiny clouds; orbicular stigma round, of

the ground colour, but margined with yellowish-white;

reniform stigma large, erect, faintly tinged with yellow-

brown and distinctly edged with an orange-yellow line;

claviform stigma more obscure, but similarly margined ; cilia

concolorous, but with a pale yellow line along the base.
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Hind wings faintly emarginate below the apex, otherwise

rounded, pale smoky-brown, rather darker along the hind

margin ; cilia brownish-white, with white tips. Female

accurately similar, but with a stouter body and scarcely

any anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings pale smoky-brown, costal and

hind margins paler or whitish ; a yellow line runs along the

base of the cilia. Hind wings dusky white, dusted with light

brown along the costal region and with smoky-brown on the

nervures ; central spot smoky-black ; beyond it is a transverse

stripe, composed of smoky-black clouds, on the nervures; cilia

purplish-white. Body and legs whitish-brown.

Not variable, except in a small degree, in size.

On the wing in July and August.

Lakva smooth, stout, slightly attenuated at each extremity,

head, and a plate on the second segment, black ; colour green

(the tint of a poplar leaf), shining; dorsal, subdorsal, and

spiracular lines white; raised dots black, small, but very

distinct ; legs and tips of the prolegs black.

April and May, on poplar, feeding within a leaf which is

folded down and fastened with silk. (0. Fenn.) Also upon

aspen, from the first either folding a leaf or joining two

leaves, living in the habitation so formed during the day

and feeding at night. The winter is passed in the egg-state.

Pupa rather stout, pale red or burnt-sienna brown ; anal

extremity blunt, with projecting bristles. In a soft, compact,

silken cocoon covered externally with sand ; subterranean,

but often hardly buried. (C. Fenn.)

The moth most likely hides in poplar-trees during the day,

but is rarely seen at that time ; indeed, it is not commonly

seen at any time, and the vast majority of specimens in

collections have been reared, the larva being easily found.

Yet the moth may be taken occasionally at light, at the

blossoms of heather, and on honeydew. I have even found
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it sitting late at night npon the large blades of the tall

masses of reeds in the fens. It seems to be quite indifferent

to the attractions of sugar. Though rare or very local in

some counties, and hardly common in any, it appears to

inhabit all the South, East, and West of England, and

many parts of the Midland Counties, extending to Yorkshire,

Lancashire, the coast of Cheshire, and that of Durham so

far as Hartlepool. It has also been taken in Scotland, in

Roxburghshire and elsewhere in the south, in Perthshire,

and ]\Ioray. In Wales the only record that I find is

near Swansea. In Ireland it has been found by Colonel

Partridge at Lough Erne and near Enniskillen—probably

it only requires to be looked for where poplar is common.

Abroad it has a wide range :—Central Europe, Southern

Sweden, Livonia, Northern Itah^, Southern Russia, the

mountain regions of Central Asia, and apparently some

portions of North America.

2. T. retusa, Z.—Expanse 1^ to 1^ inch. Fore wings

pointed and sharply retuse, shining dark olive-brown ; trans-

verse lines oblique, direct, almost parallel, darker, but double,

and enclosing a paler thread ; upper stigmata pale margined.

Hind wings smoky-brown with white cilia.

Antenna of the male rather short, thick, simple, coarsely

ciliated, brown
;
palpi slender, diverging, pale grey-brown,

apical joint long ; eyes naked, deep black ; head tufted, and

having a distinct tuft at the base of each antenna, pale

purplish-brown
; thorax olive-brown, collar rather uplifted in

the middle, scales at the back drawn together into a single,

rather conspicuous, raised tuft, tipped behind with white;

fascicles smoke-colour ; abdomen olive-brown ; lateral tufts

spreading ; anal tufts long, rather depressed and channelled.

Fore wings sharply pointed and retuse ; costa faintly arched

near the base, thence almost straight ; apex acutely angulated;

hind margin below it considerably hollowed but filled out

and convex in the middle, rounded off below; dorsal margin
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nearly straight ; colour dark olive-brown ; basal line a short

obscure partial whitish thread from the costa; first line

nearly straight, oblique in an unusual direction, placed

farther from the base on the costal than on the dorsal

margin ; second line almost parallel with it, but placed

far back; both are double, darker than the ground colour,

but enclosing a slender, almost white thread, and in each

the outer dark line is shaded off outwardly ; between them is

a parallel dark olive-brown cloudy stripe; subterminal line

plentifully angulated and rippled, nearly white, edged outside

by a deep shade of the ground colour; orbicular and reni-

form stigmata both large, rather dark, each slenderly mar-

gined with a fine whitish line ; beyond the middle of the

costa are four obscure oblique whiter streaks; cilia long,

shining purplish-brown, with a white line along their base.

Hind wings broad and large, rather emarginate just below

the apex, thence rounded
;
pale smoky-brown, slightly glisten-

ing, hardly paler at the base ; cilia white. Female accurately

similar, except that the body is stouter and has hardly any

anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings smoke-colour, with the

costal and hind-marginal regions broadly glistening smoky-

white, cilia reddish-brown. Hind wings smoky-white,

dusted along the costal region with pale purplish-grey, and

clouded behind with smoke-colour ; central spot small,

smoky-black, beyond it is a partial similar cloudy band

arising upon the costal margin ; cilia purplish-white at the

apex, cloudy-white behind. Body and legs whitish-brown.

Only a little variable in size, and in the depth of ground-

colour and clouding of the fore wings.

On the wing in July and August.

Larva moderately stout, tapering to each end ; back

slightly angulated, the angles being at the dorsal and

subdorsal lines ; skin very thin and semi-transparent

;

head small, rounded, and slightly flattened, yellowish-green,
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greenish bone-colour, or blackish-brown
;
general colour pale

emerald-green, anal segment occasionally tinged with purple
;

both extremities often yellowish ; dorsal, subdorsal, and spira-

cular lines white, all distinct, the last named the narrowest

;

undersurface and legs unicolorous green. (C. Fenn.)

April to June on sallow (Salic caprca and >S'. cinerea), osier,

and other willows, drawing together two or three leaves at

the top of a shoot for concealment. Sallows in hedges and

the margins of woods, and willows growing along streams,

are often selected, the topmost shoots being chosen, and often

so neatly drawn together as to present very little outward

appearance of being tenanted. It must, however, be borne

in mind that the shoots of the sallows and willows, at that

season of the year, are very much more frequently tenanted

by the larvas of Orthosia Iota. Cleoceris viminalis, or some

Geometra moth or Tortrix than by this species.

The winter is passed in the egg-state.

Pupa moderately stout, eyes prominent, anal extremity-

hooked
; colour shining mahogany-brown ; back rather

darker. In a cocoon of silk and earth in the ground.

(C. Fenn.) Mr. W. H. Tugwell, however, states that

pupation takes place in the larval habitation. Probably this

may be the case sometimes in the breeding-cage. -

I know nothing of the habits of this species in the daytime
;

it never seems to be observed then ; at night it may occasionally,

though rarely, be taken at light or at honeydew, or even at

sugar, and I have found it at the blossoms of figwort {Scro-

phularia aquatica). Always a local and usually a scarce

species ; formerly met with occasionally in the London
suburbs, from which it has apparently long since disappeared.

It has been captured in Sussex, Surrey, Dorset, Devon,

Somerset, Gloucestershire, Berks, Middlesex, Herts, Cambs,

Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Hunts, Herefordshire, Worcester-

shire, Staffordshire, Shropshire, very locally in Yorkshire,

rarely on the coast of Cheshire and Lancashire, but so far as
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I know not farther north. Sir Thomas Moncrieffe recx)rded

the capture of a specimen on a poplar trunk in Perthshire,

but it seems reasonable to suppose that he referred to the

last species. In Wales it has been taken at Swansea and

elsewhere in Glamorganshire and also in Carmarthenshire.

I find no record of its occurrence in Ireland. Abroad it has

a wide range through Central Europe, the temperate portions

of Northern Europe, Northern Italy, Southern Russia, the

mountain regions of Central Asia, and Japan.

Genus 74. ORTHOSIA.

Antenna ciliated ; eyes, naked, with front and back lashes
;

thorax slightly crested at the back ; abdomen of moderate

length, without crests ; fore wings elongated, pointed, rather

narrow at the base, hind margin minutely crenulated ; hind

wings rather small, cross-bar and vein 5 very faint. The

tufts of long scales which occupy and protect the spiracular

cavities of the abdomen are well developed.

Larv^ rather velvety, marbled ; on shrubs or low-growing

plants.

PuPiE subterranean.

We have seven species, readily recognised

:

A . An oblique black wedge before the apex of the fore

wings.

B . Fore wings variable in colour, hind wings white, with

black spots. 0. lunosa.

B^. Fore wings tawny or buff, reniform stigma very narrow.

0. pistacina.

B^. Fore wings purple-brown, costa black-spotted, reniform

stigma normal. 0. litura.

A2. No oblique streak before the apex, a black spot in

the reniform stigma.

C . Subterminal line conspicuously marked and straight.
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D . Fore wings dark grey. 0. loia.

D2. Fore wings pale yellow-fulvous. 0. macilenta.

C^. Subterminal line undulatinj?.

D3. Fore wings yellow-brown reticulated with tawny-red.

0. ferrnginca.

A?. No oblique streak before the apex nor black spot ia

the reniform stigma.

D*. Fore wings orange-drab broadly banded with rich dark
tawny. 0. riifina.

1. O. rufina, L.; helvola, Stand. Ca^.—Expanse If to

U inch. Fore wings rather elongate, orange-drab or
orange-brown, with rich broad tawny bands at the base
and before the hind margin, and a narrow angulated one
in the middle of the wing ; hind wings smoky-brown, margined
with pinkish-white.

Antenna of the male long, simple, but well ciliated with
tufts of fine white bristles which simulate small pectinations,

red-brown; palpi rather short but broadly tufted, brilliant

purple-red, apical joint short and thick, pale yellow; eyes
naked, deep black; front and back lashes erect, bright
purplish-red

; head tawny, round the base of each antenna
is a white ring; thorax smooth, rich purplish-tawny, the
scales at the back drawn together into a small prostrate
tuft: fascicles smoky-white; abdomen covered with long
scales of a bright purple pink, except the anal tuft, which
is large and yellow dusted with orange-red ; lateral tufts
large and loose. Fore wings rather pointed; costa very
gently curved

;
apex angulated

; hind margin oblique, almost
retuse to the middle, thence full and rounded off; dorsal

margin nearly straight ; colour orange-drab or orange-brown;
basal line irregular, indented, almost complete, dark purple-
brown

;
first line of the same colour, more oblique but curved

and indented, edged outside with paler ; the space between
it and the basal line occupied by a conspicuous purple-brown
or tawny band

; second line dark purple-brown with a pale
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shade behind it, not very oblique but divided into numei-ous

crescents between nervures, and the hollows of the crescents

very dark ; subterminal line almost parallel, pale yellow-

brown, edged at the back by a series of cloudy dark purple-

brown spots ; the space between it and the second line is

filled in with very rich tawny-red, divided by the paler

nervures so as to form a beautiful ribbon-like band ; orbi-

cular stigma rather compressed but only visible by its faintly

paler margin ; reniform stigma obscurely yellowish-brown

slenderly margined with paler, but often hardly perceptible

;

passing between these stigmata is a conspicuous, widely

angulated, fulvous or tawny central shade ; the extreme costal

margin is partially edged with purple-red ; cilia pale tawny,

tipped with darker. Hind wings tinged over the middle

area, and especially upon the nervures, with smoky-black,

which shades oft' along the costal region and hind margin

into white with a lovely pink tinge ; this also is there

strongest upon the nervures ; cilia yellowish-white, tipped

with purplish pink. Female closely similar, abdomen

shorter but very little thicker/ less conspicuously tufted at

the tip ;
antennae devoid of the tufted cilia.

Underside of the fore wings shining reddish-white, more

brilliantly red and approaching vermilion at the apex
;

nervures tinged with the same, reniform stigma visible as

a smoky black spot. Hind wings pinkish-white, tinged with

purple-pink on the costal margin and nervures, and having a

cloud of the same at the apex. Body and leg-tufts bril-

liantly purplish-pink, but with long white hair-scales ;
legs

tawny.

Rather variable in the tint of the transverse bands and

central shade, paler to rust-red, darker to very deep purple-

red ; and in the colour of the central portion of the hind wings

from smoky-white to smoky-black. In South Yorkshire, the

district in which so many species assume a black tendency,

this becomes of a dull uniform reddish-buff, of coarse texture,

and with only faint traces of the usual beautiful transverse
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bands
;
yet even in this district well-marked individuals

sometimes occur, and farther north, in Cumberland, and in

both the east and west of Scotland, the normal brilliant colour-

ing of the bands is resumed or even exceeded. Specimens

also occur in which the ground colour has a more yellow tint,

even almost to pale yellow. In Mr. Sydney Webb's collection

is a beautiful example of this shade, but with the transverse

bands ^^^Xq 'pui'ijlc.

On the wing in September and October, but in Scotland,

where the autumn advances more rapidly, it is sometimes

taken in abundance at the end of August.

Larva rather stout, slightly tapering at each end ; head

rounded and shining, pale brown reticulated with reddish-

brown
;

general colour hazel-brown, cinnamon, or pale

chocolate-brown, often with a dull crimson tinge, and

obscurely dusted with darker ; there are traces of a whitish

threadlike dorsal line shaded on each side with grey on the

anterior segments ; usual raised dots whitish or pale grey

encircled with dark grey or brown, but often invisible;

spiracular stripe broad, very conspicuous, pure white

;

spiracles black, distinct ; undersurface paler than the ground

colour ; the usual dots below the spiracular line are more

distinct than those upon the back and sides. (C. Fenn.)

Mr. Buckler says that the very young larva is grey-drab

or pinkish-grey, with deeper grey dorsal vessel visible to the

tenth segment, head glossy light brown ; after a week

shining green, with whitish dorsal, subdorsal, and lateral

lines, and a broad whitish spiracular stripe ; also that these

lines gradually become clear white, and after another moult

the ground colour more bluish -green, with the spiracular

stripes edged with black ; from this the subdorsal and lateral

lines gradually fade out ; at a mouth old the green colour

begins to be exchanged for brown and the adult colour is

gradually assumed.

April to the beginning of June on oak, elm, birch, sallow,
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whortleberry, heather, and hawthorn ; feeding at night, and

said to hide during the day under leaves or on the stem of

the food-plant. The winter is passed in the egg-state.

Pupa moderately stout, wing and limb-cases prominent,

abdominal incisions deeply cleft; anal extremity with a

minute bristle ; colour shining mahogany-red. In a compact

cocoon of silk and earth close to the surface of the ground.

(C. Fenn.)

The moth is seldom seen in the daytime ; doubtless it

hides among herbage and dead leaves. At dusk it comes

freely to sugar in woods ; also to ivy-bloom, and is fond

of ripe blackberries—I once saw six beautiful specimens

hanging at the same time to one bunch of very ripe black-

berries at the edge of a large wood—and even rotten apples

;

but apparently will never come to light ; indeed I have seen

it commonly feeding close to a strong light of which it took

no notice whatever. Always in or near woods, and abundant

in most of those of the South of England, though less so in

Dorset and Cornwall ; also not plentiful in the Eastern

Counties and rather local in the Midlands, yet found

throughout England and Wales, where suitable conditions

exist. Very widely distributed in the South of Scotland to

Perthshire, and plentil'ul in Moray, also found in Sutherland-

shire, but not noticed in any of the Isles—which indeed are

not plentifully furnished with woods. Apparently very rare

in Ireland ; Mr. Kane records three specimens in Waterford

and one each in Wicklow, Galway, and Armagh. Abroad it

has a wide range through Central Europe, the temperate

portions of Northern Europe, Northern Italy, Corsica,

Southern Russia, Armenia, and the mountain regions of

Central Asia.

2. O. ferruginea, ^cliiff; circellaris; Btaud. Cat.—
Expanse H to Ig inch. Pore wings orange-yellow or

reddish-buff, rippled with tawny, and with the nervures of
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that colour ; in the base of the reniforra stigma is a leaden-
black spot and beyond it a tawny band. Hind wings
smoky-brown, the costal region shining white.

Antenntx^ of the male simple, finely ciliated, fulvous
;
palpi

rather small but moderately tufted, red-brown, apical joint

blunt; eyes prominent, naked, deep purple-brown, back
lashes long and black; head and thorax yellowish-red,

collar uplifted and faintly barred with deeper colour, scales

at the back gathered into a small obscure tuft ; fascicles

white, abundant, and flowing ; abdomen silvery-white, much
dusted with smoky-brown ; lateral tufts placed upon distinct

ridges ; anal tuft small, pale yellow. Fore wings elongated
;

costa gently but regularly arched ; apex bluntly angulated
;

hind margin rather oblique, straight but almost retuse and
rounded off below the middle ; dorsal margin straight, tufted

at its base ; colour orange-yellow or reddish-buff; basal line

slender, incomplete, once angulated, first line very obscure

but broadly angulated, both rust-red or tawny
; second line

rather more purple-red, and consisting of a series of obscure
crescents ; subterminal line cloudy yellow, edged inside by a

regularly divided stripe of rich bright rust-red; orbicular

sti'-ma large, edged with the same ; reniform stigma similar

but having its lower area occupied by a leaden-black cloudy
spot dotted with deeper black, and obscurely and partially

margined with white; united to this stigma is the upper
extremity of a slender angulated tawny central shade;
nervures more or less tinged with rusty or purplish-red;

cilia concolorous but with a purplish gloss. Hind wings
rather broad, with the hind margin slightly sinuous; pale

smoky-brown, with the whole costal region broadly iri-

descent greenish-white ; cilia long, pinkish-white. Female
quite similar but with stouter body and smaller anal tuft.

Underside of the fore wings pale yellow; costa tinged
with ochreous ; reniform stigma large, cloudy-black followed

at intervals by two partial narrow cloudy stripes; cilia pale

purple. Hind wings pale yellow ; central spot small, cloudy-

VOL. V. . Y
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black ; beyond it is a slender similar transverse line or

stripe ; hind margin tinged with smoke-colour ; cilia pale

yellow. Body and legs pale ochi'eous.

Variable in the ground colour of the fore wings from pale

yellow to pale fulvous, brownish-buff, or even greyish-bufF

;

and in the intensity of the markings, which commonly are

rather faint, often very so, but on the other hand, in some

individuals extremely distinct, the two transverse slender

stripes especially so, or in addition all the lines and the

ncrvures strongly coloured. This last tendency is conspi

cuous in specimens from South Wales ; and in examples in

the collections of Mr. G. T. Porritt and Dr. H. H. Corbett, all

taken in South Yorkshire, it is so intensified that the central

shade is broadly dark purple, and the lines of the same

colour. On the other hand, another specimen from the same

district is of a rich ochreous colour with hardly a trace of

markings.

On the wing at the end of August and in September and

October.

Larva rather thick and plump, especially behind the middle,

tapering a little gradually toward the head, and a very little at

the anal segment ; head reddish-brown ; dorsal plate blackish-

brown, rounded behind ; body brown or ochreous-brown

;

dorsal line either entire or interrupted in the middle of each

segment by dark purplish-brown markings of an urn-shape

and narrowed behind ; subdorsal lines paler than the ground

colour, often suffused at the end, but visible at the beginning

of each segment, and there edged above by a strong black-

brown streak; spiracular stripe yellowish-grey, its upper

margin still paler; spiracles black, surrounded by mottling

of purplish-brown; undersurface and legs yellowish-grey.

The subdorsal and spiracular lines are visible through the

sides of the dorsal plate, but are often obscured by darker

colour on the third and fourth segments.

March or April to June on wych-elm {Ulmus montana)
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and ash, feeding on the flowers and seeds, but if these are

scarce, upon the leaves.

Pupa apparently undescribed, in the earth ; but this con-

dition is not assumed for some weeks after the spinning up

of the larva.

The moth hides in the daytime among dead leaves, thick

herbage, and bushes ; at dusk it comes with great eagerness

to sugar, ivy-bloom, ripe blackberries, honeydew, rotten

apples, or indeed any kind of sweet substance ; it has even been

found, in plenty, imbibing moisture from withered hawthorn

leaves upon which rain has fallen. Common in woods and

well-timbered districts throughout the United Kingdom even

to the Shetland Isles. Abroad its range is not northern, but

extends through Central Europe, Sweden, Northern Italy,

South Finland and Southern Russia, In North America the

form called fcrruginoidcs appears to be no more than a

local race of this species, I can find no reliable distinctive

character.

3. O. pistacina, ScMff.—Expanse If to 1| inch. Fore

wings rather narrow, slightly pointed, some uniform shade of

red-drab, red-brown or dull drab; orbicular and reniform

stigmata both narrow, oblique in opposite directions ; on the

costa before the apex is an oblique black or black-brown

wedge. Hind wings smoky-brown.

Antennas of the male simple, very minutely ciliated, red-

brown
;

palpi short, dark purple-brown, apical joint short

and blunt ; eyes naked, deep black, front and back lashes

thin, black ; head purple-brown ; thorax agreeing in colour

with the fore wings, with a faintly darker bar across the

front of the collar, and the scales at the back drawn together

into a small pointed prostrate tuft ; fascicles smoke-colour

;

abdomen dark smoky-brown with small lateral tufts ; anal

tuft red-brown. Fore wings rather narrow ; costa long and

straight but more curved near the apex, which is decidedly
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angulated ; hind margin below it oblique but straight and

rather filled out in the middle, but curved off below ; dorsal

margin nearly straight ; colour some shade of drab, red-

drab, pale brown, or red-brown, rather dull and often shaded

with darker brown ; basal line suggested by three or four

blackish dots ; first line faintly perceptible, double, with an

interval, placed in two or three wide, obscure cloudy brown

curves which enclose a paler shade of the ground colour

;

second line also obscure, oblique but direct, though a little

waved, of a paler shade of the ground colour ; subterminal

line rather more distinct, irregular, indented, and notched

below the apex, yellow-brown, bordered close to the costa by

a dark brown or brown-black oblique wedge or cloudy

triangle, below this by brown cloudy dots ; orbicular stigma

extremely narrow, a mere black-brown streak with a paler

margin lying obliquely across the discal cell ; reniform

stigma almost equally narrow, oblique in the opposite

direction, and edged with paler colouring ; arising between

these is a faint slender angulated smoky-brown central

shade, and above, on the costa, three black-brown cloudy

dots ; nervures usually retaining the paler ground colour in

those specimens in whicli the surface is dusted or clouded

with darker, thus sometimes producing a rather reticulated

effect ; cilia concolorous. Hind wings rounded, rather

shining, blackish-brown with darker nervures; cilia dull

purple. Female very similar through all mutations of colour,

having a stouter blunt abdomen.

Underside of the fore wings smoky-black ; costa and hind

margin broadly dusky pale red, darkest at the edges ; a

cloudy black spot indicates the reniform stigma ; immediately

beyond it is a slender commencement of a smoky-black

transverse stripe. Hind wings dusky-white, dusted with

smoky-brown and toward the costa with reddish-brown

;

central spot smoky-black, followed by a partial faint similar

transverse stripe ; cilia reddish-orange. Body and legs

reddish-brown.
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Always and everywhere variable in the colour of the thorax

and fore Avings—very pale drab, grey-drab, brown-drab, pale

brown, and every shade of red-drab and red-brown to light

or dark tawny and brick-red ; also in the distinctness of the

markings, which fade out in every degree until they become
almost or quite imperceptible; or occasionally become inten-

sified, the central shade in particular, until the latter some-

times forms a black cloud across the wing; far more fre-

quently, however, it is only the two stigmata and the costal

wedge that become distinct, the lines and shades remaining

obscure. Another phase of variation occurs in the blackening

of the dorsal half of the wing, or portions of it, by smoky-

black clouds ; and such a specimen in the collection of

Mr. P. Basdeu Smith, taken at Plymouth, has in addition

the stripe before the subterminal line composed of regular

black, sections divided by the pale nervures. An unusually

delicate-looking form is taken locally in Essex by the Rev.

W. Claxton, of a very soft grey-buff, with the transverse

markings faintly purple-brown. Another in the collection of

Mr. W. C. Boyd has the ground colour creamy-white, with the

lines bright pinkish-fulvous, and the hinder area clouded with

a more dull tint of the same. Another in the same collection

is almost uniformly deep mahogany-brown so far as the thorax

and fore wings are concerned. Perhaps the most curious

specimen known to me is one belonging to Mr. G. T. Porritt,

in which these portions are wholly spotless white with a

reddish tinge, and the hind wings also are nearly white, so

that it quite resembles Lcucnnia pallcns.

On the wing in September and October, or even in mild

weather till November.

Larva rather elongate, somewhat semi-transparent ; head

rounded, dull dingy bone colour ; body emerald-green or

dull yellowish-green, very minutely and faintly reticulated

with grey ; the usual raised dots distinct, whitish ; dorsal

and subdorsal lines exceedingly slender and threadlike,
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white ; a pulsating dorsal vessel causes the dorsal line to

appear edged with pale grey ; spiracular stripe broadly white

and conspicuous, its lower half tinged with greenish-yellow >

spiracles white, each followed by a blackish spot ; legs and

prolegs tipped with pink. In the yellower varieties the

subdorsal lines are frequently shaded with grey atoms.

(0. Fenn.) The Eev. H. II. Crewe says that it is sometimes

reddish-brown with black spots.

March to June on buttercup {Puinunculus bulhosus, JR. acris,

B. repcns), chickweed, clover, and other low-growing plants,

as well as grasses ; and also upon sallow. Very easily col-

lected by sweeping mowing-grass in meadows in the morning

or evening ; it goes down nearer to the ground in the middle

of the day.

The winter is passed in the egg-state.

Plta stout, highly polished, anal extremity blunt, with a

minute bristle ; extremity of wing-cases and limbs very

slightly raised above the abdomen ; colour dull dark-yellow
;

dorsal region, incisions of the segments, and anal tip dark-

brown ; spiracles conspicuously black. Subterranean in

a hard brittle earthen cocoon in which the larva remains

for a considerable time before charging to the pupa.

(0. Fenn.)

The moth hides during the day among herbage and grass

;

at dusk it comes in multitudes to sugar, ivy-bloom, ripe

blackberries, or any sweets. Later in the night it is strongly

attracted by light, and may be seen dashing about suburban

gas-lamps everywhere, or settled upon their frames. Abundant

in most parts of England and Wales, less so in some parts of

the Midlands, and local or scarce in Durham, Northumber-

land, and Cumberland. Also extremely local in Scotland,

but found in the extreme south and also in Perthshire.

Common in all parts of Ireland. Abroad it is found

throughout Central Europe, the greater portion of Southern

Europe, Asia Minor, and Armenia.
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4. O. litura, Z.—Expanse 1;^ to 1^ inch. Fore wings

dull purplish-red-browu with four conspicuous black marks

on the costa, in the middle an angulated dark-brown shade
;

reniform stigma smoky-black. Hind wings smoky-brown.

Antenna3 of the male simple, rather short, minutely

ciliated, light brown
;

palpi broadly tufted, purple-brown,

apical joint short and blunt ; eyes deep black with black-

brown lashes ; head rather strongly tufted between the

antennne and slightly channelled below them, pale purple-

brown ; thorax darker purple-brown, the collar hardly so

dark except a faint cross-stripe, the tuft at the back very

obscure ; fascicles smoky-white ; abdomen smoky-brown with

a purple tinge, lateral and anal tufts purplish-brown. Fore

wings rather narrow, costa straight to near the apex,

where it is slightly rounded ; apex bluntly angulated ; hind

margin oblique, gently curved ; dorsal margin straight

;

colour dark red-brown with a purple or coppery tinge

;

basal line suggested by a short black distinct streak from

the costa ; first line also strongly marked on the costa by

an elongated black spot, but continued across the wing as

a very faint double angulated purple-brovvu thread ; second

line equally faint, composed of a series of hardly perceptible

double curves, which bend far back at the costal margin, to

a third black spot over the reniform stigma ; subterminal

line hardly distinguishable as a series of minute pale clouds,

but in some individuals edged inwardly by cloudy brown

spots ; its costal extremity, however, is always conspicuous

as a sharply marked wedge-shaped oblique black spot, this

being the strongest marking on the wing ; orbicular stigma

faintly smoky-brown, ringed with the paler ground colour

;

reniform stigma more distinct, smoky-black, darkest at the

base, also edged with pale ground colour, and outside this

with dark red-brown ; touching it is a widely angulated

red-brown or black-brown central shade which crosses the

wing; cilia pale purplish-brown, intersected with paler.

Hind wings rather glistening smoky-brown, slightly paler
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at tlie base but the nervures darker ; cilia dusky yellow

along the base, white at the tips, the two colours divided

by a smoky line. Female almost exactly similar but with

the abdomen thicker and more blunt.

Underside of the fore wings very pale smoky-brown, with

purple costa, and the hind marginal region broadly dusky

pale purple ; reniform stigma faintly indicated by a smoky

cloud ; beyond it is a black spot or streak on the costa

shading into a smoky indication of a transverse stripe;

beyond this is a still fainter stripe. Hind wings dusky

brownish-white dusted all over with brown, and along the

costal area also with purple-red ; central spot obscurely

smoky-brown ; beyond it is a slender transverse line of the

same colour. Body and leg-tufts pale purple ; legs purple-

brown.

Variable in the tone of colour of the fore wings to paler

or darker purple-brown, and still more in that of the basal

portion, which is often paler and sometimes pale drab, this

frequently extending to the angulated central shade; occa-

sionally the latter is blackened and thrown strongly into

relief, while in other cases it is nearly or quite obliterated.

A specimen taken in Cumberland by Mr. G. B. Routledge

has the pale blotch yellowish and divided into two parts;

while one in Mr. H. J. Turner's collection has it almost

ashy-white, and the central area rosy-purple. Scottish speci-

mens often are very richly coloured.

On the wing in September and October, but in Scotland

sometimes at the end of August.

Larva moderately stout, cylindrical, and uniform in bulk,

with tolei'ably well-defined segmental divisions ; head

brownish-green, freckled with darker; second segment edged

in front with very dark brown ; colour of the back and sides

down to the spiracles green, somewhat inclining to olive, and

freckled with a little darker green ; on this freckled surface

the dorsal and subdorsal lines can be distinctly traced, paler
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green, edged, except on the second segment, with interrupted

freckled blackish lines, which, especially in the dorsal, some-

times obscm'e the pale line; raised dots pale green finely ringed

with darker; spiracles white, edged with black, lying in a

black line which bounds the green surface ; beneath is a

whitish-yellow spiracular stripe deepened by degrees into pale

yellowish-green, which is the colour of the ventral surface

;

legs similar, tipped with pale brown. Exceedingly uniform

in colour and markingrs.

The newly-hatched larva is pinkish-grey with a dark

leaden-coloured dorsal stripe and head pale brown ; a

fortnight later dull flesh-colour; after the second moult

pale greyish-green, then soon darker and showing the pale

lines ; from this the adult colour is gradually assumed.

(Adapted from Buckler.)

April and May, or sometimes to the beginning of June, on

bramble, rose, oak, willow, and also on low plants such as

sorrel, dead-nettle {Lammiii). and Silcne infiata, but it has

been reared on poppy, and on yellow horned poppy.

The winter is passed in the egg- state.

Pupa rather short and stout, smooth and cylindrical,

ending in a short pair of blunt spikes, diverging from each

other ; colour deep reddish-brown. In a compact neat

cocoon of silk covered with sand or earth, underground.

The moth hides itself during the day among herbage and

dead leaves, but also sometimes among dense foliage in elm

or other trees ; at dusk it comes eagerly to sugar, ivy-bloom,

ripe blackberries, and occasionally to honeydew, but very

rarely to light. Apparently rather uncommon in the ex-

treme southern counties, as Kent, Sussex, and Surrey, and

riot recorded in Dorset or Cornwall, but otherwise found

throughout England and in the eastern and northern

portions abundantl}^ In North Wales, but not commonly,-

and I have no knowledge of it in the south of the Prin-;

cipality. Eound throughout the South of Scotland and irt-
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Perthshire, also abundantly in Moray. I have no certain

knowledge of its occurrence in Ireland. Abroad its range is

through Central Europe, the temperate portions of Northern

Europe, Northern Italy, and Southern and Eastern Eussia.

5. 0. lunosa, Hcui\—Expanse \\ to U inch. Fore

wings variable, pale drab, tawny, red-brown, blackish-brown,

or blackish-grey ; nervures paler ; stigmata darker ; a row

of black dots before the hind margin. Hind wings white,

with a large dark central spot and dark clouds near the hind

margin.

Antenna; of the male simple but ciliated with pairs of

tufts of fine bristles closely resembling small pectinations,

pale brown or brownish-white ;
palpi broadly tufted with

long black hair-scales, apical joint small, whitish-brown;

eyes naked, red-black or leaden-black, dotted with deep

black ; head moderately tufted and having a faint cross-

channel beneath the antenna, pale red or purplish-grey;

thorax rather loosely tufted, the shoulder-lappets raised,

drab, buff, red-brown or blackish-brown, in accordance with

the colour of the fore wings, scales at the back gathered

into one or two small prostrate tufts; fascicles white or

smoky-white; abdomen purplish-brown or brown-black

dusted with brown, but with a shining whitish or pale

yellow bar across the hinder edge of each segment ; lateral

tufts spreading ; anal tuft pale drab or pale reddish-orange.

Fore wings rather narrow at the base; costa straight but

suddenly arched close to the apex, which is very bluntly

angulated ; hind margin beneath it straight but bent below

the middle, curved-in, crenulated, and almost excavated close

to the anal angle ; dorsal margin straight to near the base,

where it is curved and strongly tufted with hair-scales

;

colour extremely variable, pale drab, olive-drab, reddish-drab,

tawny-red, deep purplish-brown, or blackish-grey ; in the

darker forms with all the nervin-es white or brownish-white,

in the red and drab varieties often less distinctly so ; basal
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line very slender, oblique, white or pale brown, running into

the subdorsal nervure ; first line obscure, deeply angulated

above the median nervure, broadly curved below it, dusky-

white ; second line slender, even, placed in simple curves,

similar in colour, but in the red and drab forms hardly

perceptible, in the dark distinctly edged on each side with

the dark ground colour; subterminal line parallel with it,

edged inwardly with black spots of which two before the

apex are conspicuous as a perpendicular or slightly oblique

black wedge ; the space between the second and subterminal

lines sometimes forms a darker baud rendered very orna-

mental by its being cut up by the white nervures ; outside is

a parallel grey or whitish stripe, orbicular stigma flattened,

ovate, oblique, rather darker than the ground colour, and

edged with brownish-white, but often hardly perceptible

;

reniform stigma erect, some shade of brown, but blackened

at the base and edged at the sides with pale brown lines

;

lying right across it is a waved duskj^-brown or smoky-black

central shade ; cilia concolorous but spotted with dull black.

Hind wings white with smoky shading in streaks from the

base ; central spot a large smoky-black lunule ; beyond it

is a faint similar cloud}^ band toward the hind margin

including in it a large blacker cloud in the middle and

another near the anal angle ; hind margin edged by a black

line ; cilia white with smok}^ clouding. Female similar in

all variations of colour, yet in some instances having the

hind wings more shaded with smoky-black ; body stouter

and with smaller anal tuft ; antennae simple.

Underside of the fore wings smoke-colour ; costal and

hind margins white or pale reddish-brown ; reniform stigma

blackened; just beyond it is a partial cloudy black trans-

verse band ; cilia darkened. Hind wings white dusted with

black ; central spot black, smaller than on the upper side
;

black spots along the hind margin, cilia white. Body pale

grey or pale purple-brown; legs whitish-brown; leg tufts

tinged with grey.
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In describing this species its variations are also to a great

extent necessarily described, since all occur together, and

it is doubtful which is the most plentiful, though in western

districts the rich dark forms certainly preponderate. It is

worthy of notice that the intermediates between the forms

described seem to be of rare occurrence, almost every example

belonging to some one well-marked variety.

On the wing from the end of August till the middle of

October.

. Larva short, stout, rounded, skin smooth and rather glossy,

raised spots warty and very conspicuous, blackish, large and

shining ; head rounded, dull hazel-brown, slightly shading

into paler at the apex of the lobes ; dorsal plate conspicuously

pale ochreous, horny and shining; anal plate similar; general

colour dull pale earth-brown, the back rather darker ; dorsal

line distinct, whitish, narrowly margined with greyish-brov/n
;

subdorsal line whitish, distinct, conspicuously edged above,

and faintly below, with blackish-brown ; spiracular line

whitish, threadlike, and distinct, edged above with a broad

blackish-brown shade ; ventral surface dull greyish-olive or

greenish-grey. (0. Fenn.)

The Rev. J. Hellins says that the larva, when just hatched,

is dull blue-green with the head black, and that after

hybernation it very soon becomes brown or partially so,

though some individuals retain the green colouring on the

sides and undersurface ; one, however, remained green all

over, the colour deepened on the back as in the normal

form ; in all the pale yellow plate on the second segment

is conspicuous.

October to May on Toa annua and other grasses.

Pupa apparently undescribed, in the earth.

The moth hides during the day among grass and herbage

;

at night it is most strongly attracted by light, flying around

a gas-lamp most wildly and persistently ; so strong is the
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attraction in this species that it is in some degree shared by

the female. It will also come to sugar and more freely to

ivy-bloom, and has been found imbibing the moisture from

withered hawthorn leaves after a shower of rain. Formerly

plentiful in the outskirts of London, and most conspicuous,

from the wildness of its flight, round the lamps, now far less

common there, though a casual specimen will even yet come

through the open window into the room where I am writing,

and Mr. Fenn tells me that in some years it is still abundant

at Lewisham and Lee. Found throughout the Southern and

Western Counties of England, and in some years in abund-

ance ; less commonly in the Eastern Counties and the Mid-

lands, and more locally in the North, sometimes in plenty

in Cumberland; rarely on the coast of Durham. Probably

throughout South Wales, since it is common in Glamorgan-

shire, and occurs more rarely at Pembroke. In Scotland it

is found, though not commonly, in the southern portion,

the districts of the Tweed, Forth, Solway and Clyde, and

also in Perthshire ; in Ireland widely distributed, occurring

near Dublin, Galway, Sligo, and other coast localities. Abroad

its range appears to be unusually restricted, hardly extending

beyond France and Spain.

6. O. lota, L.—Expanse 1^ to If inch. Fore wings

dark grey-brown or slate-brown, with a central black spot

and a straight red stripe edged with yellow before the hind

margin. Hind wings smoky black-brown.

Antenna of the male stout, simple, ciliated, with rather

long scattered fine hairs, black-brown, white at the base

;

palpi very short and small, dusky-white, covered outwardly

with rather long black scales ; eyes naked, brown, the lashes

both at front and back black and erect ; head rather promi-

nently tufted, hoary-grey ; collar a little darker, rest of

thorax still darker, minutely tufted at the back ; fascicles

smoke-colour ; abdomen dark smoky-brown, lateral tufts

rather spreading ; anal tufts small, paler. Fore wings
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somewhat retuse ; costa gently arched throughout ; apex

angulated ; hind margin below it straight or almost hol-

lowed, but bent and curved off below the middle ; dorsal

margin faintly curved ; colour dark slate-brown or grey-

brown with a faint dusting of red ; basal line only suggested

by a black-ringed white dot on the median nervure and a

black streak on the costa ; first line an obscure series of

black dots and clouds placed in curves ; second line an equally

obscure series of black-brown cloudy crescents, followed by a

partial parallel row of black dots ; subterminal line conspi-

cuous, a combined rust-red and pale yellow line from the anal

angle straight three-fourths of the way to the apex, then

suddenly broken and set back ; orbicular stigma large, only

perceptible as a faint dusky yellow oval edged with red;

reniform stigma also large, erect, visible by a similar edging,

except that its lower area is filled by a cloudy leaden-black

spot ; costa beyond the middle dotted with white ; extreme

hind margin obscurely edged with black dots ; cilia concol-

orous, but intersected by a pale line. Hind wings not large,

hind margin rather sinuous, smoky blackish-grey; nervures

browner; cilia smoky-yellow tipped with white, and often

there is a narrow stripe of greyish-white along the hind

margin. Female accurately similar, body hardly stouter, but

more pointed behind.

Underside of the fore wings pale yellowish-grey, much

dusted with smoky-black, the middle portion occupied by

a smoky cloud; reniform stigma cloudy-black, followed by

two transverse dull black bands, the first curved, the second

straight. Hind wings greyish-white abundantly dusted with

smoky-brown, the flecks unusually large ; central spot small,

black ; beyond it is an undulating cloudy-black transverse

stripe. Body and legs dull brown dusted all over with black-

brown.

Not very variable, but the general colour of the fore wings

ranges from pale grey to dark slate-brown and to red-brown,

specimens from western districts being especially liable to
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red variation ; sometimes the hind wings have a paler tone

from the base to beyond the middle, in which case there is

usually a dark transvei'se band bounding this pale colouring,

and sometimes a grej^-white margin outside it. Rarely the

black spot in the base of the reniform stigma is quite

obsolete ; such a specimen has been taken in Cumberland by
Mr. G. B. Routledge.

On the wing in September, October, and even November
in a mild autumn.

Larva smooth, stout, cylindrical, slightly tapering in

front; head rounded, shining pale reddish-brown, mouth
dark brown

;
general colour yellowish-brown reticulated with

darker; dorsal line whitish, forming an irregular series of

spots ; subdorsal lines whitish, indistinct ; the space between

them and the spiracular lines purplish-brown, darker than

the back, and strongly contrasting with the colour of the

upper edge of the spiracular, which is reddish-ochreous,

shading into dull pale greenish-grey on the undersurface and

reticulated with whitish ; second segment darker than the

body, with two white markings indicating the commence-

ment of the subdorsal lines ; the same repeated on the anal

segment ; spiracles black. (0. Fenn.)

April to the beginning of June, on willow and sallow,

joining together the terminal leaves longitudinally, and hiding

in the chamber thus formed during the day ; feeding at night.

Occasionally also upon oak, but this is usually the species

which rewards the industrious collector when he is searching

for scarcer sallow-feeding larvic.

The winter is passed in the egg-state.

Pupa rather elongate, anal extremity with a single terminal

bristle ; reddish-mahogany colour. Subterranean, in a silken

cocoon, in which the larva lies for a considerable time before

assuming the pupa-state. (C. Fenn.)

The moth hides during the day among dead leaves and

herbage ; at night it comes freely to sugar, ivy-bloom, ripe
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blackberries, and any other available sweet, including rotten

apples. It principally frequents woods, yet is scattered all

.over districts in any degree wooded, and is abundant through-

out the Southern, Eastern, and Western Counties of England,

but local in the Midlands ; again common in Cheshire, Lanca-

shire, Yorkshire, and Lincolnshire, but much less so in

Durham, Northumberland, and Cumberland. Apparently

plentiful throughout Wales, and furnishing the red varieties.

Found in all the southern provinces of Scotland to. Perthshire

and also in the Aberdeenshire and Kincardineshire woods.

In Ireland more widely distributed, and found near Dublin,

in Wicklow, Waterford, Kerry, Gal way, Sligo, King's County,

Westmeath, Cavan, Monaghan, and Tyrone, though always

rather locally, and rarely in Londonderry. Here the more

red varieties again predominate. Abroad it has a wide range

—through Central Europe, Sweden, South Finland, Southern

France, Northern Italy, Spain, Asia Minor, Armenia, and

the mountain regions of Central Asia.

7. O. macilenta, /?"»&.—Expanse \\ to If inch. Fore

wino-s smooth, soft ochreous-brown or orange-brown, with a

central black dot and a combined straight red and yellow

stripe before the hind margin. Hind wings smoky-black

with yellowish-red margin.

Antennas of the male simple, but ciliated with minute

tufts of fine bristles, yellow-brown; palpi small and short,

pale purple-brown; head and thorax smooth, light fulvous,

the latter with a most obscure tuft at the back ; fascicles

yellowish-white ; abdomen pale yellow-brown, with the anal

tuft bright fulvous; lateral tufts spreading, similar. Fore

wings rather pointed ; costa very nearly straight to near the

apex, where it is faintly curved; apex bluntly angulated

;

hind margin oblique, straight, but below the middle rounded

off; dorsal margin gracefully curved; colour smooth soft

ochreous-brown or orange-brown ; basal line suggested by a

black spot near the base of the median nervure and a smaller
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one above it ; first line hardly indicated by three or four scat-

tered dark dots; second line a more complete and direct

series of minute black dots; subterminal line conspicuous,

fulvous, edged outside with yellow, straight from close "to

the anal angle to near the tip of the wing, where it is broken
and set back; orbicular and reniform stigmata large, but
only perceptible by most faint fulvous outline, except that
the latter has its base filled by a black spot ; to this is united
a widely elbowed central shade consisting of a slender series

of red-black cloudy atoms; cilia crenulated, ochreous, with
an undulated fulvous line along the base. Hind wino-s not
large, the hind margin sinuous; colour smoky-black, paler,

and having a golden gloss along the costal margin ; extreme
hind margin and the rather long cilia reddish-yellow. Female
but little stouter, with threadlike autennse, otherwise accu-
rately similar. .

Underside of all the wings yellow, fore wings having a

large smoky cloud in the middle; reniform stigma smoky-
black followed by a similar partial transverse stripe; costa

and cilia orange-yellow; central spot of the hind wings
large, smoky-black, followed by a faint smoky transverse

stripe; remainder of the surface dusted with black-brown.
Body and legs fulvous.

Bather variable in the ground colour, from dull pale

yellow to light fulvous or reddish-ochreous ; also in the
presence or absence of the black spot in the reniform stio-ma

and of the central shade, these being most frequently obliter-

ated in specimens from the North of England and South of
Scotland. An example of the opposite tendency, in the col-

lection of Mr. Sydney Webb, has the first line distinct, black,

broadly bent, and excessively indented, and the second line

also distinctly black and disposed in sharp crescents, the
more usual markings all present. In all variations the sub-
terminal line remains fairly distinct.

On the wing in September and October, and, in very mild
autumns, even in November.

VOL. ?. 2
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Larva plump, thickest behind, tapering a little to the

head, which is rounded, yellow-brown; dorsal plate dark

brown or black, with the white lines shining distinctly

through it; general colour red-brown; dorsal line white,

enlarged on each segment into an oval spot ; subdorsal lines

white, but faint and very slender; spiracular stripe hardly

indicated; spiracles black; undersurface and legs reddish-

yellow ; raised dots minute, white.

March or April to May or June, on oak, hawthorn, and

beech, but Hofmann says that it feeds while very young in

spun-together leaves of beech, but when full grown on low-

growing plants, eating at night and hiding at the roots by

day.

The winter is passed in the egg-state.

Pupa apparently undescribed ; in the earth.

The moth hides, like its congeners, among thick herbage

and dead leaves in the day, and comes eagerly to sugar, ivy-

bloom, ripe blackberries, and other sweets, including rotten

apples, at dusk. Principally found in woods and well-wooded

districts, especially those away from the coast. Common

throughout the South, East, and West of England; rare

or absent from many parts of the Midland Counties, but

has been taken in North Staffordshire ; local in Lancashire

and Cheshire, abundant in Lincolnshire and some parts of

Yorkshire, and fairly common in the inland portions of the

more northern counties. Quite common in Wales to Pem-

brokeshire. Found throughout the south of Scotland to

Perthshire and Fife, and in Kincardineshire, Aberdeenshire,

and Moray. In Ireland common in the Dublin district,

Wicklow, Waterford, Kerry, Sligo, Cavan, Westmeath, King's

County, Tyrone, and Londonderry, and often abundant. Its

range abroad is not considerable, being apparently confined

to Central Europe, North Italy, and Denmark.
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Genus 75. CIRRiEDIA.

Antennae simple, ciliated ; eyes naked, lashes at the back

prostrate; the thorax having the collar raised; abdomen
rather small, a ridge down the back, without crests, but

having faint colour-imitations ; fore wings broad at the base,

pointed at the apex, and with distinct scalloped hind margin
;

hind wings with a broad space between veins 4 and 6, the

cross-bar slender, angulated, vein 5 arising on the oblique

below the middle.

We have but one species.

1. C. Xerampelina, Hul.—Expanse 1^ to \\ inch.

Fore wings pointed, scalloped behind; bright yellow, with

the hind margin and a partial central band purple. Hind
wings white with purple-red cilia.

Antennas of the male short, thick, closely ciliated with

tufts of fine bristles resembling minute pectinations, dull

purple
;
palpi rather small, horizontal, purplish-yellow, apical

joint rather prominent; eyes naked, shining black; head

orange-yellow, a rather darker tuft at the base of each

antenna ; thorax ochreous, rather fluffy ; fascicles short,

white ; abdomen pale yellow ; lateral tufts minute, anal tuft

compressed. Fore wings rather triangular, broad behind

;

costa faintly curved ; apex sharply angulated ; hind margin

neatly and regularly scalloped and crenulated, faintly hol-

lowed below the apex, full and prominent in the middle,

rounded off below ; dorsal margin nearly straight ; colour

rich bright yellow ; a single purple dot above the median

nervure is the only indication of a basal line ; first line erect

from the dorsal margin, but usually only attaining the median

nervure ; second line very oblique, rather direct, but smoothly

and gracefully curved, both purple, but actually serving as

the margins of a beautiful purple central band which on its

inner edge is usually incomplete ; subterminal line much
indented and irregular, forming the inner edge of a rich
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purple hind-marginal stripe, which narrows off into the

extreme apex, but the same purple colour extends back

a short distance from this on the costa; orbicular stigma

absent; reniform unmargined—merely an oblong darker

purple spot in the central band ; cilia purple-brown, sharply

scalloped as in the margin. Hind wings rather narrow,

with a sinuous hind margin ; colour shining white with

a yellow gloss ; extreme hind margin and cilia purplish-

red. Female very similar, but in some examples the

purple-red of the hind margin of the hind wings shades

inward toward the middle; antennae thread-like; body a

little stouter.

Underside of the fore wings yellowish-white shaded with

fulvous along the costa, and broadly so at the apex and hind

margin ; beyond the middle is a similar slender angulated

partial transverse line ; hind wings yellow-white ; costal

region broadly tinged with fulvous, which extends slightly

to the hind margin and fully to the cilia ; beyond the middle

is a very slender, curved, similar transverse line. Body pale

purplish-red ; legs yellow ; leg-tufts white, tinged with purple-

red.

Variation in this species is usually in the degree of in-

completeness of the central band. Very often this is entirely

cut off from the costa by the yellow ground colour, or the

second line is complete and the rest of the band so cut off

;

or even occasionally both lines are complete and yet the

costal region of the band is yellow in varying degrees. In a

rare variety the band is complete from margin to margin

;

and in another, even more beautiful, the complete purple or

purple-red band is supplemented by similar colouring over

the whole basal and hind marginal regions, a narrow line

of yellow, bordering the first and second lines, being the

only trace of the usual ground colour. This last is known

as var. wiiicolor^ Gn. It is rare with us, but is said to be

common in central France.

On the wing in August and September.
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Larva of almost uniform width, but each extremity a very

little smaller, the divisions deeply cut, giving each segment

a plump appearance ; head shining dark grey-brown mottled

and streaked with blackish-brown ; a shining black plate on

the second segment is ornamented with two rather broad

angulated whitish stripes; back and sides brownish-grey

delicately mottled with a darker tint of the same ; dorsal

stripe broad, dirty-white, faintly continuous, and widest in

the middle of each segment, margined at each segmental

division, before and behind, with short, thick, black curves

;

on the anal extremity is a thick cruciform black mark

;

subdorsal line a very thin thread of dirty white delicately

and uninterruptedly edged with black ; the space between

it and the spiracular region darker greyish-brown than the

back, with a paler blotch in the middle of each segment

;

spiracular stripe freckled pale brownish-grey edged above

by a black line ; spiracles dirty white outlined with grey

and inconspicuous ; usual raised dots whitish, delicately

ringed with black, and having a minute black centre with

a short and very fine hair ; under-surface and legs slightly

mottled greenish-grey.

When two-thirds grown the dorsal broad stripe is more

broken—continuous on the third and fourth segments but

contracted and expanded, while on the others it is only visible

and expanded towards the end of each segment, except the

twelfth and thirteenth, where it is widened into a broad

blotch extending to the sub-dorsal region and strongly

margined with black ; from its base on the middle segments

is a brownish-grey streak on either side curved obliquely

forward to the middle of the subdorsal line.

- A'ery suggestive of lichen ; indeed, its perfect assimilation

to the crevices in the bark of ash-trees accounts partly for

its remaining so long undescribed in this country. (Adapted

from Mr. Buckler's notes.)

• April and May or June on ash, but it was found by Mr.

Edmunds of Worcester that if the eggs were kept in a higliei-
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temperature than that prevailing out of doors they would

hatch in the autumn ; and Mr. C. S. Gregson says that when

so hatched the larvas grow to about three-eighths of an inch

long before the winter, and then make slight silken hyberna-

cula among the moss and lichens on the tree-trunks ; in April

they begin to eat ravenously, and grow with great rapidity.

In their natural condition the eggs lie through the winter.

The young larvse, as soon as they are hatched, burrow into

the buds of ash and eat them out, afterwards feeding on the

young shoots, but hiding in the chinks of the bark of ash-

trees by day.

Pupa apparently undescribed. The Eev. Joseph Greene,

m his article on pupa digging, gives elaborate directions for

finding it. He says that it is contained in an egg-shaped

cocoon, in some districts hard and brittle, in others soft and

leathery
;
placed among loose earth and rubbish or moss at

the roots of ash-trees of good growth, and most frequently

those on the borders of streams and damp ditches. The

larva lies four or five weeks in cocoon before assuming the

pupa state.

The moth may be found occasionally sitting upon the

lower portion of the trunk of an ash-tree in the daytime,

more frequently at its foot or on the ground close by, where

it is wonderfully protected by its unexjDected similarity to

the dead hawthorn leaves which so often lie about the same

place. At night it is strongly attracted by light, and has

been taken, though rarely, at sugar and heather-blossom. It

seems formerly to have been very rare with us ; the first, or

nearly the first, British specimen being recorded by Curtis

as having been taken at Costessey near Norwich in 1813.

Stephens says that only four or five were known before

1827, of which three were taken in Norfolk. Now very

widely distributed, and even common in the Cotswokl district

of Gloucestershire, and in Leicestershire and Derbyshire.

Thirty years ago to be found occasionally at Lewisham and
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elsewhere in the outskirts of London, from which it has now

disappeared. Found rarely in Surrey, Kent, Sussex, Dorset,

Devon, Somerset, Berks, Bucks, Oxfordshire; more frequently

in Herts ; rarely in Essex, Norfolk, Oambs, Hunts, Warwick-

shire, Herefordshire, Worcestershire, North Staffordshire,

Salop, Cheshire, and Lancashire ; local in Yorkshire, where

also the variety" ^«iicy/c>r has been obtained ; and this seems to

have been the case more frequently in the Isle of Man

;

while the type has been found rarely in Durham, Westmore-

land, Northumberland, and Cumberland, In North Wales it

is recorded in Flintshire ; in South Wales in the peninsula of

Gower, Glamorganshire, and very rarely in Carmarthenshire.

In Scotland in the southern districts of the Tweed, Forth,

and Solway ; also in Ayrshire, the Isle of Bute, and other

parts of Argyleshire, and more commonly in Perthshire,

extending on the hills to a height of GOO feet above sea

level. Always rare in Ireland, but recorded, singly or other-

wise, from Wicklow, Cork, Galway, Louth, Westmeath, Sligo,

Tyrone, Armagh, Down, and Antrim. Abroad its range is

not very wide, comprising only France, Belgium, Northern

and Western Germany, and Austria.

Genus 76. XANTHIA.

Antennae simple, ciliated ; eyes naked, lashes at the back

upright or spreading; thorax rather small, with a minute

depressed crest at the back ; abdomen short, only moderately

thick, without crests ; fore wings of moderate breadth, usually

rather pointed, not scalloped ; hind wings very thin and

silky ; cross-bar curved and indistinct, vein 5 very faint.

Larv^ smooth, moderately stout, but tapering to the head ;

rather short.

PuPiE usually subterranean.

We have six species, readily discriminated

:
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A. Fore wings yellow.

B. Fore wings with slender red transverse lines.

X. citrayo.

B-. Fore wings with purple basal and hind marginal bands.

X. aiirarjo.

W. Fore wings with partial or complete central band of

purple-red blotches.

C. Collar yellow. X. cemgo.

C^. Collar purple. X. silago.

A'^. Fore wings yellow-brown or dull ochreous.

D. Hind margin of fore wings obtuse; base of reniform

stigma blackish-brown. X. gilvago.

D-^. Hind margin retuse, a white spot in the base of the

reniform. X. ocellaris.

1. X. citrago, L.—Expanse 1^ to 1| inch. Fore wings

rich yellow, with three distinct, slender, rust-red transverse

lines, nervures and stigmata outlined with the same. Hind
wings yellowish-white.

Antenna of the male rather thick, simple, coarsely ciliated,

dull brown
;

palpi long, porrected, fulvous-yellow, apical

joint long, rather drooping ; eyes naked, black ; head strongly

tufted, pale fulvous ; thorax rich yellow, faintly ridged in

the middle lengthwise, the ridge edged with fulvous ; fas-

cicles yellowish-white ; abdomen very pale yellow, with a

purple spot, simulating a crest, on the back of each of the

first three segments ; lateral and anal tufts broad, deeper

yellow. Fore wings moderately broad ; costa gently arched
;

apex sharply angulated ; hind margin very minutely crenu-

lated, straight and but little oblique to the middle, then

bent and more oblique, but scarcely rounded off, so that the

anal angle is distinct ; dorsal margin straight ; colour rich

yellow dusted with rust-red ; basal line partial, broken into

faint streaks, rust-red ; first line of the same colour, slender,

angulated but fairly erect, almost joined on the dorsal margin

to a strongly-marked, oblique, and rather direct tawny central
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shade, which touches the reniform stigma as it passes to the

costa, and occupies a rather unusual position ; second line

tawny, more slender, but obli{(ue and almost parallel with

the central shade ; subterminal line hardly perceptible, a

mere faint series of whitish-yellow clouds between the

nervures; orbicular stigma large, round, only represented

by its rust-red margin ; reniform stigma moderately large,

rather constricted in the middle, having a slender similar

edging and a faint reddish internal cloud ; nervures all

sharply rust-red, giving the wing a rather reticulated aspect

;

cilia yellow dusted with tawny. Hind wings rather small,

rounded behind, yellowish-white ; cilia similar, faintly tinged

with red. Female hardly differing in any respect, except

that the antennae are threadlike, the body stouter, and the

anal tuft small and pointed.

Underside of the fore wings straw-colour ; a rusty-looking

streak occupies the position of the reniform stigma, and

beyond it is a similarly coloured slender commencement of

a transverse stripe from the costa. Hind wings also straw

colour ; central spot small, pale rust-red ; beyond it is a

similar, slender, curved, transverse stripe reaching half-way

across the wing. Body, legs, and leg-tufts yellow.

Rather variable in the tone of ground colour—from pale

yellow to rich ochreous or reddish-ochreous—less so in the

distinctness of the markings, though the central shade is

sometimes very strongly marked, and when this occurs in

a pale yellow example' it becomes a conspicuous oblique bar.

In rare instances the hind marginal region from the second

line is dusted or clouded with pale purple.

On the wing in August and September.

Larva tolerably plump, cylindrical, but tapering a very little

towards the head, which is smaller than the second segment

;

smooth and shining, it has the lobes globular but the face

rather flattened, pale brown \ mouth dark sienna-brown

;

skin of the body soft and smooth ; segmental divisions
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tolerably distinct but not deeply cut ; colour of the dorsal

surface dark olive-grey ; dorsal line dirty white ; subdorsal

lines similar in colour but narrower and less distinct ; spira-

ciilar region dull whitish-grey ; on the second segment, just

behind the head, is a semicircular black mark divided by the

dorsal line ; above and bordering the subdorsal lines is a

conspicuous series of longitudinal black marks, having the

appearance of interrupted black stripes ; raised dots distinct,

white ; spiracles minute, greyish-white edged with black

;

ventral surface and pro-legs uniformly dirty green, the skin

semi-translucent; legs black and shining. Shortly before

spinning up the ground colour of the dorsal surface changes

to yellowish-brown. (G. T. Porritt.)

March to the beginning of June on lime {Tilia curoimci),

feeding at night, hiding by day between the leaves or in the

thick masses of twigs and leaves which so commonly grow at

the foot of a lime tree when situated in a hedge or in a

wood. From these masses the larvae may often be seen at

late dusk climbing the tree in numbers to feed. Where such

shelter is absent, the chinks of bark or the rubbish at the

foot of the tree are utilised. Apparently this takes place

more especially when they are well grown, since the young

larvge are certainly to be found, as before stated, between

leaves, and sometimes even draw or curl a leaf together with

a little silk. In such a domicile the changes of skin are

usually effected.

The winter is passed in the egg state.

Pupa apparently uudescribed. This state is not assumed

until the larva has remained from five to seven weeks in the

cocoon which it has constructed among leaves or in the

ground.

The moth flies at dusk, and may be found at night sitting

upon the leaves of lime-trees and bushes. It also comes

freely to sugar when sprinkled upon the outside branches of

the same trees, yet almost totally neglects it when placed
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upon their trunks ; doubtless it is equally attracted by

honeydew upon the leaves, and it may occasionally be

secured at a strong light. Forty years ago it might be

found in the outskirts of London, as at Dulwich, and also

at Wimbledon, but although the lime is probably the most

plentiful tree in South London, the moth appears quite to

have forsaken the district. To all appearance its favourite

resorts are the wooded sides of chalk hills, and where the

lime grows freely in such situations it is common, but in

very many localities it is but casually found. Still common
in such suitable places in Surrey, Berks, Oxfordshire, and

Essex, and found in Middlesex, Sussex, Dorset, Devon,

Somerset, Gloucestershire, Cambridgeshire, Herefordshire,

Norfolk, Suffolk, and Lincolnshire; occasionally in Wai'-

wickshire, Staffordshire, and Derbyshire ; locally but more

commonly in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Cheshire ; much
more rarely in Durham and Cumberland. I find no record

in Wales nor in vScotland, with the very remarkable exception

of the capture by Mr. McArthur of a single specimen in one

of the Hebrides ; and in Ireland it is recorded only from

Wicklow and Galway. Abroad it ranges through Central

Euroj)e, the temperate portions of Northern Europe, Eastern

Spain, Northern Italy, and Southern and Eastern Eussia.

2. A. cerago, Sdciff; fulvago, Stand. Cat.—Expanse

1^ to If inch. Fore wings rather pointed and retuse, bright

pale yellow marbled and partially banded with reddish-purple

;

collar ydlotu ; hind wings white.

Antennas of the male rather stout, simple, delicately ciliated,

fulvous
;
palpi small and slender, pale purple ; eyes naked,

brown ; head tufted, clear pale yellow ; collar similar, as

is the remainder of the thorax, except a purplish-red patch

on the base of each shoulder-lappet, and another at the back

where the scales are gathered to an obscure point ; fascicles

clear white ; abdomen pale purplish-brown abundantly covered

at the base and sides with silky-white hair-scales; lateral
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and anal tufts spreading, silky-white. Fore wings rather

narrow, pointed, and slightly retuse; costa gently arched,

more so towards the apex, which is acutely angulated ; hind

margin below it faintly hollowed to beneath the middle and

hardly oblique, then rounded off ; dorsal margin straight or

very faintly concave ; colour clear pale yellow ; towards the

base are two or three cloudy purple-red spots or blotches, the

inner edge of which represents the basal line
;
just beyond

them is the first line, very slender, partial, and broken into

two faint curves, purple-red ; second line not very oblique,

composed of a series of short purple-red crescents, the upper

thickened, the lower duplicated outside but much obscured

by large clouds of the same colour, which form a roughly

angulated central shade or band, and are extended outward

interruptedly on the costal half of the wing to near the

apex ; subterminal line a row of distinct purple-red dots,

sometimes followed by a partial parallel row of similar but

more cloudy dots ; orbicular stigma rather small, round, a

mere ring of purple-red, and often absent ; reniform stigma

obscured in the clouds of the central band, faintly margined

above, the lower portion occupied by a blue-black spot ; cilia

yellow dashed and edged with purple. Hind wings clear

white, with a brownish gloss towards the dorsal margin
;

cilia pure white. Female quite similar, but with the abdomen

stouter and shorter but more pointed.

Underside of the fore wings yellowish- white, with a small

purplish-red streak and cloud from the costa beyond the

middle ; cilia purple-red. Hind wings clear yellowish-white.

Body and leg-tufts pale yellow, legs purple-red.

c Very variable in the extent and intensity of the purple

clouds of the central band, which sometimes are extremely

dark, in other cases pale purplish-pink and very obscure, or

reduced to a few fine lines and dapplings, while in other

instances the wing is to a great extent filled up with paler

or darker clouding. A distinct variation in the ground

eblour to ochreous or orange-yellow is not infrequent in ^
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Southern woods. On the other hand, a well-known recurrent

form called var. Jtacesccns is found more often in northern

localities
; in it the colour is pale yellow, either totally with-

out the pur^ole-red lines and cloudy band, or with these but
very faintly indicated, while the dark spot in the base of the

reniform stigma is conspicuous and of a red-brown, and
the cilia distinctly purplish-red. In one specimen taken in

Surrey even these colours are obscured and the whole surface

is pale yellow. Another, in the collection of Mr. S. J. Capper,

has only a row of dark red-brown dots along the hind
margin.

On the wing in September and the beginning of October.

Larva cylindrical, with plump well-defined segments,

tapering a little in front and behind; head smaller than

the second segment, dark brown; dorsal plate rounded

behind, velvety-black, through which the subdorsal lines

appear conspicuously, and sometimes the dorsal, faintly

white or pale ochreous ; upper surface to the spiracles

reddish-brown or purplish-brown freckled with dark brown
;

dorsal line, when visible, pale brownish-ochreous, often ob-

scured by two dark brown lines which enclose it ; and these

often run together iu a dark brown spot at the beginning

of each segment, are lost in the middle, and reappear at the

end, for on the middle of each segment is a diamond shape

of dark brown composed of thickly aggregated freckles

;

subdorsal lines freckled, dark brown, forming the upper
boundary of a , broad side-band of dark freckles which

extends to the spiracles; spiracular stripe ill-defined, of a

paler tint of the ground colour ; ventral surface pale greyish-

violet, with a slight tinge of bluish-green on the anterior

segments ; both freckled with pale brown ; usual raised dots

indicated by dark brown rings; spiracles black. When young
sometimes much darker, with the marks and freckles almost

black. The distinct series of diamond shapes down the back,

and the broad dark band along the sides, seem effectually to
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distinguish this larva from that of the next species. (Adapted

from Buckler.)

March to June, feeding when young within the catkins of

sallow, afterwards upon the leaves, or more frequently on low-

growing plants generally. Mr. Buckler found it feeding on

seeds of Wych-elm. In the egg state throughout the winter.

Pupa slender, light red-brown, not more fully described.

In the earth.

The moth often sits by day upon low-growing plants,

sometimes even conspicuously upon Centaurca nigra and

other flowers, but more usually among the leaves. At dusk

it comes freely to sagar, ivy-bloom, ripe blackberries, honey-

dew, ragwort and nettle blossoms, and indeed any attainable

sweet, but is not strongly attracted by light. Formerly it

was abundant in the London suburbs, from which it seems

now to have retired ; otherwise found over the whole of

England and Wales, and often commonly, though rather

scarce in the Fen districts, and rare in Cornwall. Found

also throughout the South of Scotland to Dumbartonshire in

the west, Perthshire in the centre, and Moray and Aberdeen

in the east. In Ireland in Wicklow, Kerry, Sligo, West-

meath, Louth, Tyrone, Armagh, Antrim, Donegal, and Lon-

donderry, and sometimes abundantly. Abroad it has an

extensive range, through Central Europe, the temperate por-

tions of Northern Europe, Northern Italy, Southern Russia,

Tartary, and the mountainous districts of Central Asia.

3. X. silago, Hill). ; flavago, Stand. Cat.—Expanse

1^ to If inch. Fore wings pointed and rather retuse, rich

ochreous-yellow marbled and partially banded with purple

;

collar broadly purple ; hind wings yellowish-white.

Antennas of the male thick, simple, minutely ciliated,

purple-brown
;
palpi rather short and blunt, densely tufted,

dark purple ; eyes smooth, leaden-brown ; head dark purple,

rather tinged with yellow between the antennas ; collar large,

deep dark purple ; immediately behind its centre is a raised
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yellow, except that the flattened tuft at the back is tipped

with purple ; fascicles white ; abdomen reddish-yellow much

covered towards the base with paler hair-scales; lateral and

anal tufts ochreous. Fore wings pointed and rather retnse;

costa very slightly arched ; apex sharply angnlated ; hind

margin beneath it faintly hollowed and scarcely oblique, but

filled out in the middle and rounded off to the anal angle

;

dorsal margin nearly straight ; colour rich deep yellow ; basal

line indicated by one or two purple dots ; first line by an

upright row of angular and crescentic dots also purple

;

between these is a large, similarly coloured, triangular blotch

on the costa and a smaller blotch towards the dorsal margin
;

second line a rather erect series of purple crescents, the

lower duplicated and enclosing a yellow stripe, the whole

obscured in a large interrupted oblique stripe or central band

of deep purple, extending from the middle of the dorsal

margin to the costa not far from the apex ; subterminal line

represented by a row of large purple dots ; other similar dots

and an oblique streak from the costa lie in the yellow space

above the oblique stripe ; costa also dotted with purple, and

in the subapical purple space with yellow ; there are hardly

more than imaginary traces of the stigmata among the purj^le

spots and clouds; cilia purple dashed with yellow. Hind
wings rather small with sinuous hind margin, yellowish-

white, more yellow towards the hinder edge, cilia similar.

Female hardly differing at all, except that the body is shorter

and stouter and the anal tuft very small.

Underside of the fore wings smoky yellowish-white

;

costal, apical, and hind marginal regions orange-red ; beyond

the middle of the costa is a short commencement of a purple

stripe followed by a similar squared blotch. Hind wings

yellowish-white dusted with yellow, and clouded along the

costa, apex, and hind margin with purple-red ; central spot

very small, black; just beyond it is a curved, cloudy, purple

transverse stripe. Body and legs purple-red.
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More constant in colour than the last species, but the

markings vary in rare instances to very faint pale purple-red

on the one hand and to deep dark dull purple on the other,

and all on the wing to the same degree. There is also some

irregularity in size, and even in the breadth of the fore

wings. An example in the collection of Mr. F. C. Woodforde

has the spots of the transverse stripe united into a broad

band. In all cases the collar is purple or purple-red, and

by this it can be separated from the preceding species.

On the wing in September and October.

Larva cylindrical, with plump segments well divided,

tapering a little at each extremity ; head rather small,

brown ; dorsal plate black, with a white bar in continuation

of each subdorsal line ; dorsal line pale brownish-ochreous,

enclosed between two brown lines, most distinct at the

segmental divisions
;

general colour of the whole dorsal

region to the spiracles reddish-brown or purplish-brown

abundantly freckled wdtli dark brown, except at the divisions

of the segments, the freckles forming a large, somewhat

squared, patch on each segment, which fills the space between

the subdorsal lines, almost obliterating the dorsal, and is

quite uniform in depth of colour ; subdorsal lines dark

brown, forming the upper boundary of a very broad stripe

of paler freckling, followed by a narrower and still paler

one, and then by a broad one of similar depth of colour

to the back, but with more of a violet hue; ventral sur-

face greyish-violet freckled with pale brown, as are the

legs ; spiracles black ; raised dots indicated by dark brown

rings.

March till June, feeding at first in the catkins of sallow,

afterwards on the leaves, and also on various low-growing

plants such as primrose. Mr. Buckler appears to have found

it also feeding on seeds of Wych-elm. The winter is passed

in the egg-state.

Pupa undescribed ; in the earth. /
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Th(? moth often sits quite exposed in the daytime upon
stiff plants such as knapweed, though it doubtless usually

hides among herbage. At dusk it comes willingly to sugar,

honeydew, the flowing sap of a bleeding tree, ripe black-

berries, and the flowers of ragwort, nettle, and hop, and does

not despise rotten apples where obtainable, but is rarely

taken at light. It seems to be scarce in Cornwall, and
uncommon or local in Dorset, but is found throughout

England and Wales, and in many districts in plenty. In

Scotland I find no record farther north than Dumbartonshire,

Perthshire, Inverness-shire, and Moray ; in Ireland it is widely

distributed in Kerry, Waterford, Wicklow, Galway, West-

meath, Sligo, Monaghan, Tyrone, Armagh, Antrim, Donegal,

and Londonderry. Abroad it has an immense range, through

Central Europe, South Sweden, Finland, Livonia, Northern

Italy, Southern Russia, Armenia, Eastern Siberia, the moun-
tain regions of Central Asia, British Columbia, Canada, the

north of New York State, and other portions of the Northern

and Eastern United States of America.

4. X. aurago, >S'c/w/.—Expanse 1| to U inch. Fore

wings broad behind but pointed and fairly retuse, yellow

or orange with a purple band at the base, a very broad one

along the hind margin, and two or three cloudy spots between.

Hind wings yellowish-white shaded with purple-red.

Antennae of the male simple, but prettily ciliated with

minute tufts of fine bristles simulating pectinations, purple-

red
;
palpi rather porrected, broadly tufted, purplish-orange,

apical joint rather distinct, paler ; eyes black ; head thickly

tufted, bright orange ; collar similar but edged with purple

;

remainder of the thorax orange-yellow shaded with purple,

more distinctly so at the back, where are two small flattened

points
;
fascicles yellowish-white ; basal portion of the abdo-

men abundantly covered with similar long scales ; remainder

pale purplish-ochreous, on the dorsal ridge are purple spots

imitating crests; lateral and anal tufts spreading, deeper
VOL. V. 2 A
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dchreons. Fore wings broad behind and slightly retuse

;

costa gently arched ; apex angulated ; hind margin beneath

it faintly concave, almost perpendicular to the middle, which

is very full, thence rounded off; dorsal margin straight;

colour soft clear yellow or orange-yellow; close to the base

is a broad, much-indented, purple transverse band, filling'

the usual space between the basal and first lines, which are'

only indicated as its margins ; beyond the middle is another

purple band, very broad, oblique, but occupying the outer

area of the wing to the hind margin, its inner edge, which is

darker in colour, representing the usual second line; in it is

the siibterminal line, composed of an angulated and irregular^

series of orange or yellow clouds, and spreading out towards

the costa into a triangular yellow blotch which nearly reaches

the apex of the wing; orbicular stigma a mere rounded un-

margined purple spot ; reniform stigma indicated in its upper

portion by a partial rust-red margin, its lower half occupied'

by a purple spot ; cilia purple, faintly dusted with yellow.

Hind wings rather small, yellowish-white, the nervures

beyond the middle, and the hind marginal region, tinged

with ptirplish-red, but in this clouding is a subraarginal

series of pale yellow cloudy spots ; cilia pale purple with

a yellow basal line. Female quite similar, except that the^

abdomen is stouter and has a small anal tuft, and that the

antennge are threadlike.

Underside of the fore wings pale yellow broadly clouded

towards the hind margin with purple, in which is a repetition

of the yellow indented subterminal line running brightly

into the apex of the wing ; before this is a rather squared

purple costal blotch, and preceding it an oblique purple

streak. Hind wings yellow dusted with purple, especially

towards the hind margin and apex; cilia purplish-yellow.

Body yellow-brown ; leg-tufts pale yellow ; tibiae orange-

yellow.

Rather variable in the ground colour, from pale yellow to

ochreous, and in the degree of dusting or clouding of rust-'
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red upon' the central portion of the fore wings, where

sometimess there is also a slender indented central line or

shade; but. among specimens taken near Reading by Mrs.

Bazett and Mr. W. Holland is a greatly extended range of

•variation. Some individuals have the ground colour in the

middle more abundantly clouded and even suffused with

rust-red, except a yellow edging to the first and second

lines; others without these yellow lines have this middle

portion completely and regularly tawny-red or orange-red

and quite smooth, aud of these some have the basal and
hind marginal bands deeper purple, almost of a leaden tint,

while in others the purple becomes in various degrees more
tawny or orange-red, till in some specimens there is hardly

a distinction of colour between the bands and the centre, the

whole being of a smooth orange-red ; more rarely the same
is observable in a paler form, the whole surface being fulvous.

In its more typical forms, as well as in these varieties, this

is an insect of quite unusual beauty.

On the wing in September and the beginning of October.

Larva plump with slightly swollen segments, tapering in

front, and a little behind ; head rather small, rounded, pale

brown, glossy ; body reddish-brown ; dorsal and subdorsal

lines very slender, reddish-white or white, usual raised

dots brownish-white surrounded with dark brown ; spiracles

black; spiracular stripe brownish-drab; undersurface and
legs similar.

March or April to the beginning of June, on beech, maple,

and hornbeam, or even sycamore in confinement, but appa-

rently most attached to maple where it grows at the edges of

beech woods on chalk slopes. When just hatched it bores

into an unopened bud, which it empties, and as the leaves

begin to appear unites two of them together with silk, and
hides itself securely between. On holding the branches up
to the light the larv« can be seen in these habitations.

Mr. W. Holland says that as they grow older they become
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more careless, and may often be seen exposed; also that

when young it is not unusual for two or three to inhabit the

same tent between the leaves. The winter is passed in the

egg-state.

Pupa apparently undescribed ; in a cocoon among dead

leaves and rubbish upon the ground ; but this state is not

assumed until about seven weeks after the larva has

spun up.

The moth, according to the Rev. H. H, Crewe, is fond

of resting in the daytime amongst the leaves of ash, in

preference to those of beech or maple ; but he also says that

he has frequently observed it flying rapidly backwards and

forwards in the sunshine, between 4 and 5 p.m., on the out-

skirts of beech-woods. At dusk it comes to sugar, rarely if

placed in the trunks of beech-trees, but in favourable seasons

quite commonly if the mixture is daubed upon the leaves

of the outermost twigs of the lower branches, especially

where plenty of maple bushes are growing near. It is also

attracted occasionally by ivy bloom and the flowers of hop,

and has been taken at light. A very local species in this

country, and usually scarce, but in certain seasons abundant

in its favourite haunts, which seem to be mainly confined to

the counties of Bucks, Berks, Herts, and Oxford, and in

them to the slopes of chalk hills. Mr. C. Fenn says that it

was formerly common in one restricted locality in the London

outskirts, from which it is now quite exterminated. Still to

be found locally in Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Wilts, Devon,

Somerset, Gloucestershire, Middlesex, Essex, Suffolk, Nor-

folk, Herefordshire, and Worcestershire, but apparently in

none of these counties so commonly as in the four first

mentioned. There is reason to believe that an extension

of its range has taken place quite recently, since in 1891

to 1893 it appeared in South Yorkshire, whence there had

been no previous record, and it has been taken, very rarely,

in Lancashire.
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In Wales it is recorded from Llangollen, and also in Flint-

shire, and in South Wales a single specimen was taken

about 1862 in the neighbourhood of Saundersfoot, Pem-
brokeshire. I know of no satisfactory evidence of its occur-

rence in the North of England or in Scotland or Ireland.

Abroad it is found throughout Central Europe, and in South

Sweden, Denmark, Northern Italy, and Corsica.

5. X. gilvago, Esp.—Expanse 1| to 1^ inch. Fore

wings long, not pointed, hardly retuse, dull ochreous,

marbled and dappled and almost banded with smoky pur-

plish-brown clouds and spots ; in the base of the reniform

stigma is a dull black spot. Hind wings white.

Antennas of the male apparently pectinated, but only with

small tufts of very jBne bristles, dull brown
;
palpi slightly

porrected, moderately tufted, whitish-brown, apical joint not

conspicuous ; eyes reddish-brown ; head densely tufted Avith

scales, pale reddish-drab; thorax yellowish-brown, much
dusted, especially upon the shoulder-lappets, with black

;

fascicles dusky-white ; abdomen pale brown ; lateral tufts

small, anal tuft yellowish-brown. Fore wings elongated,

blunt, costal margin very faintly arched ; apex bluntly

angulated; hind margin below it straight and but little

oblique, bent and curved off below the middle ; dorsal margin

straight; colour dull brownish-yellow, dusted and clouded

with blackish-brown ; near the base is a broad smoky-brown

or purple-brown transverse band or series of clouds occupy-

ing the space between the usual basal and first lines, which

may be regarded as its margins, but the first line has a

parallel duplicate, a line of clear ground colour lying between

;

the second line is an interspace or stripe of ground colour,

edging on its inner side a broad, cloudy, purple-brown

irregular band, which occupies much of the middle area of

the wing ; on its outer side is a narrow similar stripe, which

is expanded upon the costa; outside this the subterminal

line is indicated by a row of black dots in a stripe of the
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ground colour, while beyond the hind marginal area is

narrowly dotted or dusted with smoky-purple ; orbicular

and reniform stigmata both large a,nd obscure, dusted and

margined with purple-brown, the basal portion of, the latter

occupied by a leaden-brown or dull black spot ; cilia faintly

crenulated, ochreous, dusted and dotted with purple-brown.

Hind wings of moderate . breadth, white, with a yellowish

gloss and a faint smoky shading before the hind margin

;

cilia white "faintly tinted with brawn. Eeiuale similar, with

threadlike antennsD, and the abdomen stouter and more

pointed.

Underside of the fore wings creamy-white, shaded along

the costa and hind margin with pale purplish-brown ; a small

dark dot indicates the reniform stigma, and beyond it is

a faint, slender, brownish, partial transverse streak. Hind

wings white, faintly dusted along the costal region and hind

margin with pale brown ;- central spot small, dusky black;

beyond it is a faintly browner cloudy transverse stripe.

;Body pale purplish-brown; legs deeper in colour.

Variable in the degree of mottling and banding of the

fore wings with smoky-purple or purple-brown, this in some

individuals forming broad clouded transverse stripes, in others

being much decreased in amount, broken into clouds and

patches, or to a great extent obliterated. A very uniform

pale brown form, much like pale Orthosia fernujinca, found

in Germany, does not seem to have been observed with us.

A far more beautiful variety, bright orange-yellow with the

markings reduced and broken up into spots and shades of

rich purple-red, has become somewhat historical The first

-specimen on record was taken at Brighton in 1856, and was
..recorded and described as the distinct species known on the

Continent, bat not then in this country, as X. ocellaris.

Others were taken in the succeeding two or three years, and

noticed under the same name, but in 1859 the late Mr. H.

Doubleday corrected the error, pointing out that all these

specimens belonged to X. gilvago, and explained" the dis-
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tinctive characters. ' Qaife recently ^Mr. Selvvyu Image, son

of the Eev. J. Image, who obtained the original specimen

from its captor, has allowed me to examine it, and I am fully

satisfied that although it is the most brilliantly yellow speci-

men yet seen by me, it undoubtedly belongs to the present

species. One or two examples of this variety.have been

taken in the Eastern Counties, and one having the spots of a

more fulvous-red in Yorkshire. This specimen is in the

Collection of Mr. J. Gardner.

On the wing from the end of August to the beginning of

October.

Larva rather thick and plump behind, tapering a little

gradually towards the head, and a little just at the anal

segment ; head reddish-brown ; dorsal plate rounded behind

blackish-brown, through it are visible the pale dorsal and sub-

dorsal lines
;
ground colour above greyish-brown, with a pink

tinge, darkest on the thoracic segments ; dorsal and subdorsal

lines paler brown, generally suffused on the third and fourth

segments with the ground colour, sometimes, but not always,

distinct on the rest of the body ; the dorsal, indeed, is often

interrupted on each segment by suffusion of the dark purple

.dorsal markings, which are diamond-shaped, truncated behind,

especially on the eleventh and twelfth segments; yet the

dorsal line is usually distinct at the beginning of each

segment and there edged with blackish ; here also the edge

of the diamond marking has on each side a vvedge-shaped

streak which reaches the subdorsal line ; this line also

is frequently suffused at the end of each segment but

visible at the beginning; spiracles black; the sides, espe-

cially about the spiracles,- slightly mottled with purplish-

brown; close beneath them is a stripe of pale yellowish-

grey, its upper edge still paler; undersurface and legs

of a similar colour, but a little darker; four pale raised

dots ringed with' dark brown are situated within the dark

marks on the back of each segment. This last is a charac-
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ter by which it may readily be identified. (Adapted from

Buckler.)

March till June on the seeds of wych-elm {Ulmus mon-

tana), feeding in company with the larva of Ortlwsia fcrru-

ginea, which it much resembles. In the egg-state through

the winter.

Pupa apparently undescribed and almost unnoticed.

The moth is rarely, if ever, seen in the daytime ; at dusk

it will come to sugar, though not freely, but more commonly

from half-past nine at night onwards ; and it has been taken

at light. A very local species, but apparently extending its

range within the last few years. The first specimens noticed

in this country seem to have been taken near Doncaster,

Yorkshire, about 18'12 or 1843, and it has repeatedly occurred

in moderate numbers in that neighbourhood. It is not very

uncommon in Norfolk and Suffolk, and in the Cambridge fen

district, and is taken occasionally in Essex, Herts, Middlesex,

Oxfordshire, and Berks. In Surrey it does not seem to

have been noticed until 1895, when it suddenly appeared at

Kingston-on-Thames ; in Sussex its principal locality seems

to be about Brighton, where its yellower forms are most

frequent. Very rare in Somerset, and found in Hereford-

shire, Leicestershire, Derbyshire, Salop, Staffordshire, War-
wickshire, and, as already stated, in South Yorkshire ; very

rare in Cheshire and Lancashire, and apparently not noticed

farther north. There is a single record in North Wales

—

in Flintshire—but I know of none in Scotland or Ireland.

Abroad its range seems to be confused with that of the next

species, but it is widely distributed through Central Europe,

and is known to occur in Kashmir and the mountain regions

of India, so may safely be credited with a more extended

range,

6. X. ocellaris, 5/>7?.—Expanse 11 inch. Fore wingg

pointed ; hind margin very retuse, dull ochreous marbled
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and clouded with orange-brown ; nervures dusted with white
;

a white dot in the base of the reniform stigma ; hind wings

white.

Antennae of the male simple, minutely ciliated, orange-red,

paler towards the base
;
palpi short, loosely tufted, purple-

brown outwardly, yellowish-white within; head strongly

tufted, orange-brown ; thorax of the same colour, the scales

in the middle raised into a sharp ridge ; fascicles white

;

abdomen dusky-white dusted with pale brown ; lateral and

anal tufts white. Fore wings sharply pointed and rather

falcate ; the costa decidedly arched ; apex acutely angulated
;

hind margin just below it concave, but filled out below the

middle and then rounded off at the anal angle ; dorsal margin

slightly curved ; colour dull ochreous, more or less obscured

with orange-brown clouding; basal line very obscure, pale

yellow, most visible on the costal margin ; first line rather

perpendicular but waved, pale ochreous, edged on each side

Avith orange-brown ; second line similar in colour and edging,

curved, not very oblique, and the outside edging more black-

ened ; subterminal line also of the same colour, much waved

and indented, backed by a row of obscure, cloudy, dark brown

spots; orbicular and reniform stigmata not very distinct,

orange-brown, edged on each side by an orange-yellow line

and outside this with brown, but both open at the top ; the

reniform in its lowest margin has a distinct white dot on the

fork of the median nervure ; all the nervures, but especially

those outside the middle of the wing, dusted and streaked

with white; cilia purplish-ochreous dusted with brown.

Hind wings broad, rather deeply hollowed below the apex,

white, with the hinder nervures and dorsal region shaded

with smoke colour ; cilia white with a reddish tinge. Female

very similar, body a little stouter.

Underside of all the wings shining white, with in each

case a grey dusting towards the costal and hind margins;

cilia as on the upper side. Body and leg-tufts yellowish-

white ; tibi» orange-brown.



"Sr^ LEPIDOPTERA

; So. far as I jim an'ai'e, this is the usual form 'of the spebies

ta,ken in thi^ country^ but' on the Continent it appears to be

more usually of a yellower colour and more like X. gilvdgo

;

.while, in its Asiatic, range, t)f the' more orange-brown, uni-

formly coloured variety described aboye. This is known as var;

iincccffo, arid it is;; exceedingly remarkable tjiat our few speci-

mens should so'much more closely resemble Eastern examples

Jbhan . those of the adjacent European countries. Possibly

there is a good deal to be learned as to its range and

Variation—certainly the dealers in Lepidoptera abroad are

^'ery apt to send over X. yilvago by mistake for this species.

The difficulty is complicated, with them, by the existence

abroad of a pale yellow form of the present species, sometimes

called var. pallcago. -

On the wing in September. : -

.,
Larva, according to Rossler, yeliowish-gr^y with black

dorsal dots. When young in the catkins of poplars, when
older hidipg in the daytime under fallen leaves upon the

ground, and feeding upon low-growing plants. But hardly

anything is really known of this . larva : it has not been

noticed here, and Rossler seems to confound it with that

oi-X. gilvqgo and to doubt their distinctness as species.

Guenee, says that, the larva of the present species lives in

&wc?s of poplar.
- . . ,. ..„.-.?: --

- Pupa undesdribed. i • ^ j . :
. ;

' :: ': : : j..( ;;

.

, Of the moth scarcely anything is knowii in this country

except that it will come to sugar, and to light, at night. As
already noted under the last species, the present was recorded

as British in 1857 and in following years, the specimens so

noticed having been taken near Brighton ; but these were
all subsequently proved to be yellow varieties oi X. gilvdgo.

The first actual British specimens of the species now under

consideration were one taken in September 1893, by Mr. E. H.
Taylor at sugar at Wimbledon Common, and two others by
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Professor Rapliael Meldola and a friend, at Twickenham,

both localities very near London. Another was taken, at

light, near Wimbledon in the succeeding year, and was

of a lighter or more yellow form, more like typical European

specimens ; this also was the case in one which was taken at

light at Bognor, Sussex, in October of the same year. lu

1895 two were obtained, one at sugar, the other at light,

uear Ipswich, by the Eev. John Hocking; and two more,

which I have not seen, are recorded from Richmond, Surrey.

It is further reported that in the same year a single specimen

was secured in West Dulwich, actually within the South of

London suburbs. In the present year (1898) two specimens

have been taken by a lady in her garden at Beccles, in' the

north of the county of Suffolk, and have been shown to me

by Dr. Crowfoot. These captures, made in Surrey, Sussex,

and Suffolk, are all of which I have any information in the

British Isles.

Abroad the species has a wide distribution through France,

Germany, Hungary, the South of Spain, Sicily, Southern

Russia, and the mountain regions of Central Asia.

END OF VOL. V.



ADDITIONS AND COHRECTIONS

Nonagria neurica (Page 92).—The Hon. N. C.

Eothschild has now most obligingly furnished pupa-skins for

description :

—

Pupa unusually long and slender, and very nearly cylin-

drical from end to end, but the eye-covers projecting in front

of the head into an almost beak-like knob ; wing-covers long

and narrow, shining and without sculpture, as also are the

limb-cases, except a series of cross-channels upon the antenna-

covers
; abdominal segments extended to their full length, of

the same diameter as the thoracic portion, except the last

two, which taper off, the anal being very bluntly rounded,

all, with the dorsal segments, glossy and without visible

sculpture, the overlapping edges only being a very little

thickened and more dull on the surface
;
general colour

chestnut-brown; spiracles distinctly black-brown ; cremaster

of the general colour or slightly darker, short and very blunt,

but furnished with a widely divergent pair of spikes.

Within the reed-stem.

Toxocampa craccse (Page 261),—I now find that this

species is not confined to the north coast of Devon, but

extends its range to the contiguous portion of Cornwall.

Hydrilla palustris (Page 267).—With respect to the

specimen in the collection of the late Mr. H. Doubleday, in

Bethnal Green Museum, the Hon. N. C. Eothschild has made
inquiry of the actual captor, Mr. James English, and has

satisfactorily ascertained that this specimen is the very

example captured by Mr. English, at Quy Fen, in 1871.
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PLATE CLXXXV.

Fig. 1. Celagna Hawortbi, male.

la. ,, ,, female.

lb. ,, ,, male, var.

Ic. „ ,, var. Norfolk Fens.

Id. ,, „ ,, lancea, vStepli., type from

Dr. P. B. Mason's col-

lection.

le. „ „ ,. Mr. G. T. Porritt.

1/: ,, „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Miana literosa, male.

2((. ,, ,, female.

2h. „ ,. var. Mr. G. T. Porritt.

2r.. „

2(1. „ „ larva. Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 1S5.

RMbigan del,etlitK "WncentBrooks.Day &. Sonlirep

L Reeve &. C ° London.







PLATE CLXXXVI.

Fig. 1. Miana strigilis, male.

la.



PLATE 186.

19

RMorgaTL del.etlitX ^^centBrool^^Day &- SoTvLxip

i "Reev»3 & C?London.







PLATE CLXXXVIL

Fig. 1.



PLATE 187.

•^m

^.?«^r;

-?^^.
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ItMorgan del et htK
ASncentBTOolts.Day &SonImj)

L Reeve & C°LoTi.doTi.







PLATE CLXXXVIII.

Fig. 1. Miana captiunciila, male.

la. „ ,, „ var.

Ih. ,, ,, female.

U. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Eremobia ocliroleuca. male.

2a. ,, „ female.

2h. ,, ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

'4. Dipterygia piuastri, male.

'da. ,, ,, female.

3/>. „ ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 188

R Morgan. del,etKth.
VJiusent B^yooks JDa.y& SonImp

LReeve & C? LondoJi.







PLATE CLXXXIX.

Fk;. 1. Hyppa rectilinea, male.

1«. ., „ female.

Ih. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Cloantha perspicillaris, male.

2rf. ,, ,, female.

S((. Trachaea atriplicis, male.
Major Ficklin.

ort. ,, ,, female.
'

oh. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 189.

RMor^an. 4el,etHth. "VSncentBrooks^Day&Son.Imj)

i Reeve &. C°. London.







PLATE CXC.

Fig. 1, Trigouophora empyrea, male.

If'-
,, ,, female.

1^^- „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Eiiplexia lucipara, male.

2« ,, „ female.

2^>. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

3. Phlogophora meticulosa, male.

3c/.
,, „ female.

3?>. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



FLATE 190.

R.TyTor^an. d.el,etlitK "WTicentBrooks,Day& Sonlmp

L Reeve &C9 London.







PLATE CXCL

Fia. 1. Helotropba fibrosa.

Iff- „ .. var.

Ih.

1^'- „ „ „ Kev. C. F. Thornewill.

1^^- „ ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Hydrfiecia petasitis, male.

2ff-
,, ,, female.

-^^- „ „ larva. Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE. 191,

f?-

m'

'^^-^-

H Morgan del etlitk A&ieent Broolcs,Day &.Saiiin:ip

LReeA--e & C? London.







PLATE CXCII.

Fig. 1. Hydrfficia uictitans, male.

la. „ „ female.

lb. ,, ,, male, var.

Ic. ,, ,, female, var.

Id. „ „ male, var. Mr. G. T. Porritt.

Ir. ,, ,, female, var. Dr. P. B. Mason.

If. „ ;, male, var. „

ly. „ „ „ „ Mr. G. F. Mathew.

Ih. ,, „ „ ,, Lancashire

mosses, Mr. J. Collins.

li, ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler,



PLATE 192.

lb

RMorgan del. et Hth- 'VinceniBroo'ksJSay&.SoTiIiiip

l.Reeve S^C? Laadon.







PLATE CXCnil.

Fig. J

.

Hydrtecia rnicacea, male.

la. „ „ female.

1&. „ ,, var. Mr. P. M. Bright.

Ic. „ ,, ,, North of Ireland.

hi. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler,

2. Gortyna flavago, male.

2a. ,. ,. female.

21). „ ,, var. Mr. P. M. Bright.

2^;. „ „ larva. Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 193.

R.Kor^ar, del et liiK.
"'.SncentBrooks .D ay & Son TJrip.

LJReeve &. C°LorLdoj\.







PLATE CXCIV.

Fig. 1.



PLATE 194
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E..Mor6ari del.etliti- \5Ti.cen.t Brooks Day &Soi\Iirtp

Jieeve S^ C-9 IjOTidor







PLATE (!XCV.

Fig. 1. Nonagria typhjie, male.

la.



PLATE 195.
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'.rargaR iel etlith "ViacealSr o oJts^ay& Sonlirro

X Reeve &C9London.







PLA.TE CXCVI.

Fig. 1. Nonagria neurica, male.

la. „ ,, female.

Ih. ., „ male, var. Dr. F. D. Wheeler.

\c. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Cccuobia rufa, male.

2a. „ „ female.

3. Senta u1v9g, male.

3a. ., ., female.

3?;. „ ., var. bipunctata, Dr. F. D. Wheeler.

3c. ,, ,, ,, Wism-ariensis, Dr. P. B. Mason.



PLATE 19 6.

y

v^:

IRMovgan 4el.etlrt>.. "VincentBrooks.Day ScSorLlmji

lUevee &-C9Xon.don.,
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PLATE CXCVII.

Fig. 1. Tapinostola musculosa, Mr, S. Webb.

2.



Os»^

PLATE 197

Zb

^v

's .^ .

2(i

R Morgajx del el Ixih..

L Reeve & C? London

^fincentBrooksDayS; SonImp







PLATE CXCVIII.

Fig. 1.
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RMorl^an del.etlith.
^QncentBrooks DayScSonImp

L Reeve &. C? London.







PLATE CXCIX.

Fig. 1.



PLATE 189
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VmcentHrooks^ay &.SonlDip

L Reeve & C°LondoR







PLATE CC.

Fig. 1. Calamia brevilinea, male.

la. „ „ female.

lb. „ „ male, var.

Ic. „ „ „ „ Dr. F. D. Wheeler.

Id. „ ,, larva, Miss V. E. Barrett.

2. Meliana flammea, male, Dr. F. D. Wheeler.

2a. ,, ,, female, „ „

2b. „ „ male, var. ,, „

2c.
,, ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 20C

:^':h

R.Morgan del.etlith ''/uicent Bro oJcs Day & Son.T-mp

L Ree'.-B & C9 London
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PLATE CCI.

Fuj. \. Leucania pudoriiia, male.

1^^-
,, ,, female.

1^. „ ,- larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

^. ,. impura, male.

2«- ., ,, female.

2&. „ ,, male, var. North of Ireland.

2c. ,. „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

^-
,, favicolor, male, Mr. G. F. Mathew, E.N.

^'^- " » female,
,, ,,

'^h. ., ., „ var



PLATE 201.

.>>'

R.Mor^an. del, etlith-
AfincentBro oks.Day &So3\-Im.p.

L Reeve &C9London.
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PLATE ecu.

Fig. 1. Leucania pallens, male.

la.



• v-

PLATE 202.

'^<^f:.j
' >

t^^^^
^- -u—'^ tr^ilL' 'v±—^'''

^yjj

P-.Mop^an. del eLlith.
"%icenl,BrooksI)a5r&.SonIm.p

L Reeve 3c C? Lojidon.







PLATE CCIII.

Fig. 1. Leucauia obsoleta, male.

In.



PLATE 203

.#
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'vlor^aji detlilh VincentBrooks,Day <Sc S oj i.Imp

X Reeve &.C° Lon-don.







PLATE ccrv.

Fig. 1. Leacauia littoralis, male.

la.



PLATE 204

#\-
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R-Mopjtfan del, el lilh

.

"VincfintBr o'ks,Day&SonIt[^

L Reeve 6^0° Xondon.







PLATE CCV.

Fig. 1, Leucania couigera, male.

la.



PLATE 205,

/
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-^vro^^an.del etitK. ^&T.cent.3roDks,Da-y 6-Son Imp

L Reeve &. C^ Lotidon.







PLATE CCVI.

Fig. 1. Leucania turca, male.

la. „ ,, female.

Ih. ,, „ var. Essex.

Ic. ,, ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Panolis piniperda, male.

2a. „ „ female.

2b. „ „ male, var.

2c. „ „ ,, „ Rev. J. Greene.

2d. „ „ „ „ Mr. G. T. Porritt.

2e. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLAT^- ^'^'r-
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R^ror^an del, et litK. '%T.centBroolcs,Day8tSonIitvp
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PLATE CCVII.

. 1. Tgeniocampa gothica
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RT<brgan del et hth. Vt.CcT" Brooks X)oV & Soj'i ]m-

X :-£ev? 2>X°LQruio;.







PLATE CCVIIL

Fig. 1. Taeniocampa gothica, female, var. Yorkshire, Mr.

G. T. Porritt.

la. ,, ,, male, var. Perthshire, Mr.

W. Eeid.

lb.



PLATE 2:8
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'^l-prfT, dsl, ^r-lltj-. "Vmcenf.BTOoTvsJD.i-,
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PLATE CCIX.

Fig. 1. Taeniocampa cruda, male.

la.



PLATE 209.
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Niorfian. del, et litjT..
VincentBrooks ,Day &.Son Irtip

Ii "Reeve 8^C° Lon.dorv.









PLATE 210,
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R.Morgan del, etlitK Vjpceat-BrodkSjDay&.SonTTOp

L. Reeve 8cC° Loxidor'..







PLATE CCXI.

Fig. 1 . Tffiiiiocampa instabilis, male.

la.

lb.

Ic.

Id.

U.

1/.

111.

female.

male, var. Mr. P. M. Bright.

M ?>

female, var. Mr. 0. G. Clut-

terbuck.

,, ,, Mr. S. J. Capper,

male, „ Mr. SydneyWebb.

female ,, ,,

larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 211.

jd/

0^

:-j^,an dpletlitli \5ncentBrooJ<sX)ay&SoTi.Iirgp

LRee'/B &C° Laruica-L







PLATE CCXII.

Fig. 1.



PiATE 212.

R.MortfauT del,et]ith. "VmcentJ3rooks Da)^& Son-Imp

L Reeve & C° London.







PLATE CCXIII.

Fig. 1. Tceuiocampa gracilis, male.

la. ,,



PLATE 213.

P. x6,an del. etlith.
A^ncentBrooks.Bav&Son. U''-Imp

L Reeve dC°Londo]i







PLATE CCXIV.

Fig. 1. Paclinobia leucographa, male.

la.

16.

Ic.

2.

2a.

2b.

2c.

2d.

,, female.

„ male var., Dr. T. A.Chapman

larva, Mr. W. Bnckler.

rubricosa, male.

,, female.

,, male var. Surrey.

J5 ,, ,, Yorkshire.

>> J) ,, Dumbartonshire,

Mr. J. E. Malloch.

larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 214.
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•MOT^an del. et"bt>i.
VincentBrooks.Day S.SonlX.'-irop.

L Reeve CLondori







PLATE CCXV.

Pig. 1.



PLATE 215
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RMorgan del etlith
'\AncerLtBrool<s,D ay &.SonLL*£ap

L Reeve &. C "iondoii.







PLATE CCXVI.

Fig. 1. Rusina tenebrosa, male,

la. „ „ female.

lb. ,, „ male var. South Wales.

Ic. ,, ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Mania maura, male.

2a. ,, ,, female

2b. „ „ var. Yorkshire, Mr. G. T. Porritt.

2r

2<^. „ ., larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 2L6.

R.Mop;^an del et litK "WncentBrooksJ)ay &.Son Ll^Irm)

L Reeve &. C9 London







PLATE CCXVII.

Ficf. 1. Nteaia typica, male.

1«. ,, ., female.

var. Rev. J. Greene.

„ Mr. G. T. Porritt.

lb.

Ic.

-id.

le. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Amphipyra tragopogonis, male.

2a.
,, „ female.

2&. ,, ,, var.

2c. larva, Mr. W. Buckler.
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'.iiicerJ.Ero S. s,;: a" a. Sen T,?^,nip.

L Reeve Sc C^Loi-.aor.







PLATE CCXVIII.

Fig. 1. Amphipyra pyramidea, male.

^^- j> ,. female.

^^' » ;, var. New Forest.

1^- " ,, „ Mr. W. M. Christy.

^^' » ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Toxocampa pastinum, male.

^^' jj „ female.

" „ var. Mr. S. J. Capper.

'5 ., larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2b.

2c.



PLATE 2IS
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;;i-oan del. el lith..
""^ncentBiooks^^ .i Son L _? \inp

.Reeve itO^Londor..







PLATE CCXIX.

Fig. 1. Toxocampa craccre, male, Mr. P. M. Bright.

la. „ ,, female, „ .,

Ih. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Acosmetia caliginosa, male, Mr. P. M. Bright.

2a. „ „ female, ,, ,,

3. Hydrilla palnstris, male, Norwich.

3a. „ „ female, Mr. S. Webb.

4.

4a.

U.

4c.

arcuosa, male.

,, female.

., male, var. West of Ireland,

larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 219,
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R.I/Ior^'or.. dcil. ST li£ VincentBrooJfsDay <Sc SonLt'

X Reeve 5c C 9 Londcn







PLATE CCXX.

Fig. 1. Laphygma exigua, male, Mr. F. C. Woodforde.

la. ,, ,, female, „ „

2. Stilbia anomala, male.

2a. ,, ,, female.

21). „ ;,
male, var. West of Ireland.

2c. ,, ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

3. Caradrina morplieus, male.

3a. „ „ female.

3h. ,, ,, var. London Suburbs.

3c. ,. „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



^LATE 220.

K.Moroan. del.etliEh l/mcertt- BrooJ<s^ay S. Son Lt4Jmp

X Reeve &. C°London.







PLATE CCXXI.

Fig. 1. Caradrina ambigua, male, Mr. F. C. Woodforde

la. ,, ,, female, var. ,,

Ih. ,, „ larva. Miss Violet Barrett.

2. ,, alsines, male.

2a. „ ,. female, Mr. P. M. Bright.

2h. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

3. ., blanda, male.

oa. „ „ female.

31). ., „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

4. ,,
cnbicularis, male.

-\((.
,, ,, female.

4h. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 221.

7^^; T^.
^^ vm

JRMorpan del.eilitl-L
"^centBrooksDay&.Sonitfirap

L Reeve &.C?Loria.on.







PLATE •CCJXXII.

Fici. 1. Grammesia trilinea, male,

1»-
,-, ,, var.

1^' „ .. var, bilinea.

Ic, „ .. var.

1'^- „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Dyschorista suspecta, male.

2«. „ ., var. Mr. F. C. Wooclforde.

„ Mr. P. M. Bright,2c.

2d.

2e. larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 222.
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RrMor^aji del.ellith '.SnceutSroolisDay&ScinLtf-lTn.p.

L Reeve £4 0?-Lonc.on.







PLATE CCXXI.

Fig. 1. Caradrina ambigua, male, Mr. F. C. Woodforde.

la. „ ,, female, var.

Ih. ,, ,, larva, Miss Violet Barrett.

2. ,. alsines, male.

2a. „ ,. female, Mr. P. M. Bright.

21). ,, „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

3. ., blanda, male.

Off. ,, „ female.

3h. ,, „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

4. ,,
cubicularis, male.

Ui. „ „ female.

4h. ,, „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 223
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RMorgan del ellifli "^SncentBrodUsi:^&S on Lt?-Ij icp

1 Reeve & C?London.







PLiVTE CCXIV.

Fig. 1. Calymnia trapezina. male.

la.



PLATE 224,

Fi^sp^^^.-

H Morgan del.etlith "Viacent BrooksBay &. SonLt^Imp.

L Reeve & C° London.







PLATE CCXXV.

Fig. 1. Calymnia diffinis, male.

la. „



PLATE 225

R Morgan. de"l„eMith. "WncentBrooks^dV Sonlt^ Imp

X Reeve &. C° London
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PLATE CCXXVI.

Fig. 1. Tethea retusa, male.

la. „ ,. female, Mr. S. Webb.

1&. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. Orthosia rafina, male.

2«. ., ,. female.

2&. ,, ,, var.

2c. „ „ ,. Mr. S. Webb.

2f^. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

3. ,, ferruginea, male.

3«. „ ,, female.

oh. „ „ var. Dr. H. H. Corbett.

Sc. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.



PLATE 226.

ZO

R Morgan, del, eLlitK

3^ 3&

VincentBrooT<spay &Son Lt'^-bnp

L Reeve &.C°lon.don







PLATE CCXXVII.

Fig. 1 . Orthosia pistacina, male,

Iff.
,, ,, female.

Ih.

Ic.

Id.

le.

!/•

,, Essex, Rev. W. Claxton.

„ Mr. W. C. Boyd.

•' )> 55

„ Mr. G. T. Porritt.

larva, Mr. W. Buckler.
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E-.l.Ior ear. deLetith.
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PLATE CCXXVIIL

Fig. 1. Ortliosia litura, male,

la.



PLATE 228
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R Morgan del etlitht
ASncentBrooks^^Si-Son Lt^Imp

L Reeve &.C°XonaorL.







PLATE CCXXIX.

Fig. 1. Orthosia lota, male.

la.
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PLATE CCXXX.

Fig. 1. Xanthia citrago, male.

la.
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PLATE 230.

xc

R.Morgaix del, eilith.

VmcentBroo:-<s,D^' &Sor. J'l^Imp
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PLATE CCXXXI.

Fig. 1. Xanthia silago, male.

la. „ ., female.

15. ,. ,, var. Mr. F. C. Woodforde.

Ic. „ „ larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

2. ,, gilvago, male.

2a. „ „ female.

2b. ., ., var. Brighton.

2c. ,, ,, larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

3. ,, ocellaris, male, Mr. E. H. Taylor.

3^,. female. Prof. R. Meldola.



PLATE 231.
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BMbr^^sa deletlitK. ^&Rcent Broo3ts,Day &. Sonlt^inp.

I, Reeve &C'- London.







PLATE CCXXXII.

Fig. 1. Xanthia aurago, male.

la. ,, ,, female.

lb.

Ic.

Id.

le.

If-

Ih.

male, var. Norfolk.

„ Mr. W. Holland,

Reading.

female ,, .,

,, Mrs. Bazett

„ Mr. W. Holland

larva, Mr. W. Buckler.

I
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